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PREFACE

I HAVE been asked to write a short preface tohis book, and I am glad to do so, having had

Zi!:TZ"' "f"^ ''^ author's 'acquaintance

renewed^h!^
'^''^' ^"^ ^"^^"^ subsequently

"fXrt'Arthur"'"""'^""
'' ^^'^° ^"^ ^' ^--'

In Chapter VIII. Mr. Richmond Smith graphic-ally describes the irritation aroused amonTthe

JaSr"su!r'>*:- '^ '''''' ^^"^ detention injapan Such irntation may have been naturalenough, but the display of it was futile, and thecorrespondents who, like the author, kept theirtempers and held their tongues were regarded

who fr'Tr^^^* ""' *^^ ^^*^«"t- than'thotewho gave full expression to their impatience and

In^f'^°"k '" '^^*' "^ °- ^^ less^hable to be

otticial wh'. has been taught to regard any dis-play of eniotion as impolite and unbecomlnlWhen I visited Port Arthur early in December

Wmte f °in '
'''* ""' ^"'"°"^ ^^^^^ ^-^Touse"nimself, m company with another Press corre-spondent, ma cave dwelhng, which he had caused

peasants' °0n' h'^ "1^ °' ^ ''^'^ ^"^ ^^ Chinesepeasants. On the pathway leading up to this

int p "r ^X'°"^ ^"^ ''''''' -'^ 'j—
inscription, to the effect^^that any soldier parsing



PREFACE

wT;h''u° r^"^'i ^ '"P °^ *"^' ^°"J^ be supplied
with It at an> hour of the day or night. As MrSmiths quarters were in close proximity to one
of the mam hues of communication within the
Japanese position, many soldiers availed them-
selves o h,s hospitahty, and General Nogi himself

of hp'l H *'u'
^"^ '""P"''''^ ^^' appreciation

of the kindness shown to his troops. This friendly
invitation, combined no doubt with discretion

rlnH. 'i
'"^"s dealings with the Japanese officers,

rendered Mr. Richmond Smith a persona grataw th the investing army, and led to his being given
all he facilities he desired for observing the inci-
dents of the siege.

As regards those incidents in a tactical aspect
I can say but little, as during my short stay in
front of Port Arthur I was fully occupied in ex-
amining the general features of the position andwa ching the final assault and capture of 203

dlf^ f !' "''•" ^' ^^^"' h°^^^^^' that many
details of military interest are brought to noticem the present narrative : such as the effect pro-duced by grenades charged with a high explosive
the employment of wooden mortars to proiectsuch grenades, the utility of wire screens for thepurpose of throwing the grenades aside, the efficacy
of shields of various patterns to protect men

7o7\2
"' /'' ''!,'^ °' ^^P^' *^^ arrangements

for transporting and mounting the heavy ii-inch
howitzers, and the like.

^

T .^'/'^l'"^^
*^' strategical aspect of the siege

I am tempted to offer a few remarks with spedal
Inference to articles which have appeared n thepublic Press suggesting that the conversion byRussia of Port Arthur into a strong naval fortress

viii

.MTrnVi^^T^tir-



PREFACE
was a costly mistake, and implying that of lateyears we have wasted much money on the de!fences of our naval bases, beside, locking up asgarrisons for these bases too large a proportionof our small regular army.

Proportion

on ^h^ k"'''^
possessed no fortified naval baseon the shores of the Liaotung peninsula ittobvious that on the outbreak of'wL in the evenof the Japanese fleet gaining, as it did a local and

thrpT^ TT'^l'
""^'''"^^ Russian flet inthe Far East, the latter in the absence of reinforcements must have been destroyed captured"or compelled to seek refuge in neutral p'ortrwhefethe vessels would have been interned untiT the

ceto'und %?/• ^' *'^* ^''"^ Vladivostock wa

was not av^n K,
^°"^^^"^""y^ though fortified,was not available, even if a withdrawal in that

Rrss^n%Tefh''-^^ ""T '^'^'y ^^-^^^ Th

Arthur if 1^ ^^*^^""^ ^h^^te^ in PortArthur, It necessarily devolved on the TaoaneJ

hrrbor'Tt''"f^ *° ^''''' ^"^ block/de' thharbour. It also necessarily devolved on thpJapanese Army to capture Port Arfhnr
as possible, in Lw of ^hrexi^t^L^ f,^^^^^^^

exnectd f
'"*' •^^'*" ^^"^^^°" -hich Sght be

waiters ^ """' "°"^^ °^ ^^*- - Japanese

The garrison required for the defence of Port

events of thP
?^^''^^*' *^^" ^50,000^^ The

when f^
"?' '^°^"^ *^at in field Operationswhen the numbers on either side were aonrox^-ately equal, the Japanese troopf almoTi"'
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™«^' have had 50,000 additional soldiers at

a mfS '!""
V"^"°"'' Marshal oL;

is.r;»-^^
co„M ^ i

' ^''*' ^"^ consequently that flJet

whkh "h
,^' T^^'"'^^ ^y the Russian war-ships

held outlorT/ ' ^''^*" *'^"' ^"^ ^^^ ^-tr

-

neid out for seven months, a period which under

been"an:T'^''T°'
"^^^^ -'^^"t^ would hatebeen amply sufficient for a squadron from theBaltic to reach the Far East On ihl u i

«.erefore, i, n,ay be concluded tha^hexirte^c'e'

tincty advantageous to Russia: first from anaval point o' view, as affording protect o^ to

ou brrkirh;*-^" "''f
."-- -fsted "rth:

befor? the capturrof tn" k'"
">' '""" ""'-'"»

ubiquitous'ThJ/ '. "r'^"'^' ^" P^^^^^f"! and souDiquitous that its local and temporary loss ofsea command in anv nart '^f th^ j
"^

inconceivable it milThf 1 '""^'^"^ ^'^"^^ ^^

war nas its chances, and that

it^



PREFACE
nation is wisest which steers a middle coursebetween an excess of defensive precaution onhe one hand and too sanguine u^onfid °ce Tnthe invariable and universal superiority of itsoffensive forces on the other

At page 281 Mr. Richmond S ^th ascribes

tact with the enemy the troops had I think todnnk whatever water they could get On such .technical question it k ro+k "^" ^

enquiry whether the aLon« o^Lf '""S °'

the Japanese ..Idiers warnot as l.T r""°?«
their vegetarian diet as to the pur tv of Jh

'
.'"

which they drank and their h'abt' of ^'oni^lt

eaan, .^trtroip:-:^ ^:^; -rjs^
pX= r'iet:; tt'rat'it'tF"
precautions, are immune. ' ^ *^^'^ "°

In conclusion, it may be predirferl *h *
reader of this book can fail to aEe thp

"""

resource, and stubborn tenacity on, '°"'T'
played alike by the defenders .nH ^ ^P'"

^^'

Port Arthur. L his tt chapter Mr" r'T'^
°'

had fallen durinrthfite^^rr^l ?? ^r^:^,^an altar to be erected anti ,„ 4.u ^ caused
^^^ciea,^and m the presence of

1.1 ill
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his arniy addressed the spirits of the departedma vakni^ctory oration, the heroic tone of wh ctwas rendo^ed pathetic by the fact that oTws
heX Tth^' 'r '" "^^ '' Nanshan andthe other m the hnal assault of 203 Metre Hill.

W. G. NICHOLSON.
September 1905.

k'-W*'^ m
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THE SIEGE AND FALL OF
PORT ARTHUR

CHAPTER I

-The KrrtWe mull, f,„„ S, ^
"

, ? ' 8°°» " "mbina.ion
-....on. „a .he „„„.e„„, aS^^'.^r.^^rpSi?'

'»°

o'?sfS,1/f-i:^-^/a. Of Pen A.h. is

there has b.en no %ht?„rsrd ^'"'' ^^^^'^I^'

close to seventy thousand kiUeHn^"''''
*"=

during the operations while thl P ^ wounded
after the fall more 'thin tM , .f^"' ^''"'tted
and wounded. The totJ^ I ^,

thousand killed

fore, about one hlnSjfd Tou^d "?' "'^^^-
these figures are, they give butTt ^'^^ ''^

adequate idea of the riJL ! ^^^ «'«* '"-

struggle. The almost contir^'" '?^'"« °* the
five months was marked bv.r ^^^''"^ '" °™r
and an important b^d^;!;--- tidies.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
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beginning of the end of a gallant defence, which
ended in a surrender so incompatible that it must
be called premature, and might be designated

disgraceful.

Though it is a story in itself, the struggle for

naval supremacy in Far Eastern waters formed the
first chapter of the fighting about Port Arthur.
The utter unpreparedness of Russia enabled the

Japanese Navy, upon the night of the 8th of Feb-
ruary 1904, to strike a heavy first blow, from v.hich

the Russian fleet in Port Arthur never recovered.

Culpable mismanagement and inactivity marked
every move of the Czar's fleet from that time until

the end came.

One of the most brilliant pieces of strategy in

the whole war was the landing of the Second
Japanese Army in the Liaotung peninsula, and
the double movement of forces northward and
southward in such a daring and clever manner that
all hope of co-operation between the Russian army
of the north and the garrison of Port Arthur was
utterly blasted. The subsequent advance of the
Third Japanese Army through the sea of mountains
south and west of Dalny towards the great fortress

city was a series of successes, which had a great
deal to do with the army entering upon the siege

with a light heart, confident that their superb
infantry would be able to carry the enemy's position
with a rush, as they had already successfully carried
field-works of a semi-permanent character during the
advance. The fact that Port Arthur had become,
during the Russian occupation, one of the strongest
fortress positions in the world did not seem to
appeal to them in the least. They had taken the
place by assault once before, and felt they would do

3
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SIEGE AND PALI. OF PORT ARTHUR
so again. There was no adcaaate .i„™ .

made terrible in character bv the Trl 1^^'^^'
termination of the as'ZtZ '^"^«"do"s de-

from the stand^ott'of^L^nrmn^^^^^
c aid not be excused even by thrreasTn th?^T'army was required in the nnrX T 9^^ *^^

sacrifice of lif^ was to accoClLh 2 'Y '1'
out resorting to scientifir sL"e' '^^^^^^^^^^

-*,^-

Russian defence against this ^AugSs assa^u
?'

masterly m conception, and murderouslv effLm execution. The TananP^^P " ,? ^ effective

when the general assault did come th. •

^^''''

ready. The skilful use of stari^ht .tr"'°"
^^'

tlectric searchlights and Z£^ '' P"^"""^"^

in conjunction, ilughrawfrht:c Tt^e""^^^^of the assaulters, who made theT att.t '^f'cover of darkness. ^ ^"^^^ ""^er

Foiled in their first attemot fh^ t,
as.on^hi„g cheerfulness seffi tUZ'",^^and laborious work of scientifir^ cj^

^
In a n^onth's time the advanfe ; g TlT^the centre of the Russiar, „„,;.• "°"* °'

after a stubborn fes s anci^ 17,^"' '^^'"'"^

efforts were made trsecure poies^™ 7ll '^
remaining advance works upon the west fl 'f

known as NaCkyla ^jrh l'"^
""^"--^

n>ore than a strongf, rriiJrjjlJ^ ^^^^

,il.^f3
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
Hill was the key to the outer line of defence west of
the city, and until it was taken no advance could
be made against the groups of permanent forts upon
that flank. The Namaokyama ridge fell an easy
prey to the attack of the troops of the investing
army, but for three days the most desperate efforts
were made to occupy 203 Metre Hill without
success. In the fierce and determined onslaughts
made upon it a portion of the position was taken
and for a time retained, but the captors were
practically annihilated and the remainder of the
force compelled to retire.

The second great tragedy occurred on the 30th
of October, when a general assault was ordered
upon the western half of the line of defence east
of the city. It was obvious that this attack should
not have been made at such a time, for the sap-
ping trenches and siege parallels were in so in-
complete a condition that failure was almost
certain. The 3rd of November, however, was the
birthday of the Emperor of Japan, and this general
assault was designed to enable the army to pre-
sent to His Majesty upon his natal day the news
of a great victory—possibly t le capture of Port
Arthur. The result of this premature effort, made
for sentimental reasons, was a distinct repulse with
very heavy casualties.

While the army was meeting with repulse
after repulse, the world was informed, and the
Japanese nation believed, that the Port Arthur
position had been so weakened by the successful
capture of essential points of defence that its
downfall might be expected at any moment. It
was only during the first days of November that
the truth was made public concerning what had

4



SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

c^'el1it*tnH"
^''''- ^'^ "^"^ "^^ -"i-d with

faction Un r''""'"' ^" J^P^"' -^d dissatis-laction soon became rampant over what wasregarded as the failure of the Third Army to evenmake an impression upon ^he enemy's nositi^nthough heavy casualties had been sustained This

at the binle f t
^''" '^'"P^^*^^- ^'' P^^^ence

th.f f ^ °^ Liaoyang would have convertedhat mdecisive engagement into a great victory

^^^dl^^'"'' '^ '""^ '"°^^^^^«^ *'-t they we'e

tafk enf ^? T" '^""^'y ^^ ^^^i"g failed in the

made « tt- '.
'«'^'"^' '^^ *^°°P^ ^^ *he Third Army

S' assault Thi"\!°
""^ ^'^ ^"^"^^'^ P-^-noy assault. This attempt was made in a sniri>

no failure th.s t.me, (or disgrace was bound to

terribly after twenty-four hours of the most..csperate cont nuor fightins. This was the t"^dand most awful tragedy of all

-03 Metre Hill, in which thousands were sacrifirert

beTnllT?f°'"'^'^ "'™«^' "'^' 'here shouldDe an mmediate victory to take away the stimr

amv' "f
"""'^^ '""' ^"» '"^ reputa^on of hf

taTen theT" "T '"°™ '"" " ""e hill weretaken the Russian fleet would be at the mercvof Japanese guns, or would be compelled to leavethe harbour and meet the fleet waiting outsTdeSappmg operations had not yet been commie edbut there was no time to wait. Nine days andnine nights the fighting was kept up with unabatedfury as nearly continuously as the physical s"?ength
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
of the troops would permit. Half a dozen
times the hill was taken and retaken, until its
slopes were a veritable shambles and its crest
pounded out of all semblance to its former
shape. This victory, though it was followed by
the utter destruction of the Russian fleet in the
harbour, and marked the beginning of the end
01 the siege, was perhaps the greavest of all the
tragedies.

The defence of the guarding forts upon the
western half of the line of defence east of the city
after they had been blown up with dynamite
mines, was in every sense worthy of the brave
and determined previous defence put up by the
Russian garrison from the first days of the siege.
The proposal to surrender came as a complete
surprise to the army which had forced it for
everyone supposed that the determined nature of
the defence up to that time argued a fight to the
hnish. It IS absolutely certain that if the garrison
had been properly led and officered the siege would
have lasted much longer than it did, in spite of the
most determined efforts of the besieging army
This IS shown by the fact that, although therehad been four months of the hardest kind of fight-
ing before 203 Metre Hill m as captured, the defen-
sive strength of the Russian position had not been

ZTlI u""''^''''^-
^'°* ^"^ '^^ *he permanent

forts had been captured, and the lines of defence
east and west of the city were still intact. The
OSS of 203 Metre Hill was a disaster to the garrison
for It rendered the outer line of defence west'

t.ophe to the Russian cause was the death ofGeneral Kondrachenko a few days afterwards fo

Hittl
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

the commander of the '-iT-nn h.-
^^oessei,

commanded during the%;: -r,";, f'^J*/f'^

aescription. Practically none of the usa^M nf

,t^ ^ ?! ^^'P^ '" their ^'01 1. of gathering thewounded had no immunity from theCmi^^fire

oHTandrh'f" '-''' "°^ ^^-^ -"^scores-

sLToi ft
""^^""^'^^ ^^hich marked everystage of the siege, yet when all was over thl

g manner The skilful use of starlight shells

ttn IrinT'thf « T"
"^'^'"^ ^"- '" ~"b't-'

rl: u ^ ^ '''^* Seneral assault in Auimstresulted m such awful carnage, that] there!fter

£5nr\t"'itt^-\h^ir--^^

the fighting so terrih .; 7 [ ^'^^^' ^^^^

e.e£e uy:frj\Ltrra''::;;in'!;:
dZhntf °^'"^'"l^ '"«^ becomes generaTit "s

.n. tot;f
'"^ """^^'' '™°P^ «" be'found w 1ing to engage m active service With thp m„^

nfle and bayonet, and the^inc.LinTuse'of aTtilt™



SIEGE AND F4LL OF PORT ARTHUR
and high explosive shells, war has already become
a veritable hell, in which the individual soldier
takes more chances of death than at any time
heretofore; but with the extensive use of dynamite
hand-grenades as an offensive and defensive weapon
a new and frightful element has been introduced
into modern warfare, which still further reduces
the chances of the soldier.

The general features of the country around
Port Arthur made it about as suitable for attack
as for defence. The weakness of the line fortified
by the Russians lay in the fact that it was too close
to the city and the vari-"s workshops, arsenals,
depots, and magazines, "nis, however, did not
warrant the amazing lack of knowledge displayedm the placing of the fortress artillery, which was
too often full upon the skyline. The result was that
the guns became marks for the Japanese artillery
and suffered in consequence. The position takenup by the investing army was also well suited

1 *?^, P.^^""g of artillery, ana the Japanese
p aced their guns so well that they suffered very
ittle indeed from Russian practice. Though all
three of the great assaults made upon the Russian
position ended disastrously, nothing could havebeen more wonderful than the artillery support
which accompanied them. Perhaps the greatest

tZZ.1 .1
"'"^' ^^' '^' great success which

attended the extensive use of artillery for con-
centrated fire previous to and during infantry
attacks In the placing of artillery the Japanesehave few equals and no superiors. It wouldbe impossible to imagine guns more perfectly

ar?v /If' *'"^ ^''''''' -- notVticu"^
larly good, but it improved. Their methods were

8
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

Z^iJ^Z 1^ ^"-^°^ ^^^ and

remarkable successes' "on "^T^'^ '"' '"''"y

made by theTJE^ wa^th ^117"^' ™°^"
m which the «;ipc.« +

marvellous manner
It consisted a IrstS'V "'"'"^'^ '°S^'"--
guns and a few batten/, Tf T.^^""^'^ ™val

"-inch coast defence h"w^^" '^'"''"

doubt that their five h T T' ^^^""^ '^ "«

more than any hf;;-e^"^''"^^-P-"^^hells did

Russian defence ^ ^'^^^ ^°^" the

enabled them at w f
^" ^^'t^lhgence which

initiative w^h verv
° ^'' "P^" individual

soldier is' equallv f? T"^ ''f
^*'- '^'^^ ^^^^ian

tions with rTmarkabtr '"^ ^''^"^^^ ^"^ P^^'

the'japanesl ant'nr^^eis'to"*^"^^^^
°^

initiative. Well led h! • ,
P?" '"^'^'^^ual

badly led he is l ' .L'
'P^'"^^^ ^"^^^"^1

;

y ica, ne is worse than useless. It has
9
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
often been maintained that, though the Japanese
fight well as long as they are successful, they
could not stand defeat for any length of
time. No army ever suffered greater reverses
than did that v/hich invested Port Arthur. For
over four months they were te-.ibly beaten in
every effort. Under the greatest punishment
they displayed remarkable patience and persist-
ence. The more often they were defeated, the
more desperately they foughi. At no time was
there ever any question of tamely submitting to
repulse. The fiercest and most utterly savage
assault of the siege was in the last general attack
made upon the 26th of November.

The great majority of casualties suffered upon
the Japanese side during the one hundred and
forty-seven days of the siege were sustained in
the three great assaults upon the enemy's position,
not one of which could oe defended upon the
ground of sound military strategy. Splendid as
those attacks were, it was obvious that less im-
petuosity would have given the same results with
fewer casualties. The mistakes were due to the
fact that the army was strongly imbued with the
conviction that the place ought to be taken by
assault, and scientific siege work was only resorted
to when circumstances compelled it. Even then,
for other than military reasons, assaults were made
that were almost certain of failure before they
were begun. Though the enormous casualty list

of nearly seventy thousand killed and wounded
was due largely to these unwise attacks, the price
was paid, and ungrudgingly paid, by the Japanese
nation for the capture of Port Arthur.

10
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CHAPTER II

Japanese are goTfiiuet-ltTvsTcT?'^'' "^^^"^ "^^ '^«

of service and the train n/nf ih ^ °^ conscription-Terms

military organization '^ ^" reserves-Essential details of the

In order to understand the reason for the remark-

navalt
°P"';;* °' J^P^" - ^ mihtary and

successful campaign against one of the greatestmilitary nations of Europe, it is necessary to know

concero,?™'' '"^•*'' ^"*^"* *« ^^ich tha^

and deen..
^" '''!"*'^^ P^^* °^ *^^^ "^^i^^al lifeand deepest convictions of the people. In theattitude of the nation towards the Emperor is tobe found the great underlying principle upon which

ofTnv rnW ^^^?''"P''' '^' "^°^* ""iq"*^ Positionot any ruler in the world. He is not only theabsolute temporal monarch, but he i a^so he

HhT Der^^?^'°".
°^ '-'' people%lnc:ptlo:

ot the Deity. Even from the earliest days theEmperor has occupied this position. The be iefn the divine origin of the MikaCo is the greaundamental idea around which everything nthe hfe of the nation is centred. Throurfiout

^^TThis^'bf?^^ "^^^°"^^ ^^^- h- been crea ed

wh.
*^',^^^^^^ as ^ts foundation-stone. Evenwhen the first civilizing influences, with ConfuJan

II
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
doctnnes and the Buddhist religion, came to Japan
irom Lhina and India, they were not adopted in
their entirety, but uere assimilated and adapted
to the donimant idea ot the nation, which centredm the origin and position of the Emperor. This
accounts for the remarkable differences to be
observed in the creed of Buddhism as it exists in
Japan and in India. It also explains the reasonWhy Confucian doctrines only took root in Japan
after they had been made to conform with this idea.

\V hether a Japanese is a Buddhist or a Shintoist
he always pays homage to the Emperor as the
manifestation upon earth of his conception of GodHe does not worship God as, Western people do •

he pays homage to, and strives by emulating God-
like attributes to attain God, who with him is
not personified as with us, but is an ideal of
perfection with many manifestations. Japanese
niythology insists that the first Emperor was
tne bon of Heaven because during his life he
exhibited many of the attributes of the ideal His
life on earth was one of self-abnegation inasmuch
as he lived for the uplifting and happiness of the
nation. His successors, because of their origin
and because they were regarded as the benevolent
fathers of the nation, have always been considered
as more than mere temporal rulers. There are two
great popular creeds of Buddhism in Japan TheMahayana, or philosophical form is, generally
speaking, restricted to the educated classes Itaims at a state of Nirvana in which the soul retain-ing consciousness, becomes insensible to all worldly
feehngs sensations, and emotions. Buddha is not

lin^ L% ^^'''^' ^''' "" ^"^^^^^ ^'^ manifesta-
tions of different attributes of the Great Invisible

12



SIEGE AND FALL OF POUT ARTHUR
Something into which aU true believers of B.uMh

ZT.*° '^. '^"''^'^ ^"" death The ieat"

ever" "ZV^.T '"" '^ '"' E'nperor „K
Of tpaTwS atee'tVaU^:

^^''^^^^"•"'-

^nn^Vu '' "'^ ""^"^ P°P"^^^ ^°"n oi Buddhismamong he masses. It teaches that ^here is a futnr^

Tu "' TT""'' ""'''' ^ Paradiseanrirdrton

Christ on hi f-.^u ^^^""'' *^" ^'^^^ Buddha or

between the S' '^ ''J''^'''
'' *^^ ^^^^'^torDetween the behever and the Great Invisible Idealmto which all aim to be absorbed. In ths faithalso, homage is paid to the Emperor as the corporealrepresentative on earth of the Deity

^°"P°^eai

Shmtoism, another form of faith popular with

f. fu
'" J^P^"' *^^^h^^ that the soufexTstsafter death
: that the spirits of the good are aborbed mto Heaven while those of th! wicked aresent to \omi, which, being translated meansdarkness, or the lower world Homaee is' • TiTT

the departed spirits of the good a^rthd^ob :acts while on earth emulated by the living InShmtoism, as well, the Emperor is paid hLa^eto aa the manifestation of God upon earth Th!
position of the Emperor with regard ?" the Japanet

person of tt
p°"'*^'"*^°"' '^'^^'^^ states that theperson of the Emperor is sacred and inviolableIt IS no easy matter to induce even the broadestminded Japanese to discuss this question of themental attitude of the nation toward the Em *

/But for the fact that it is being shown in a TouZ'a
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SIEGE AND FALL CF PORT ARTHUR
different ways in connection with the service of
soldiers and sailors in the present war, it is doubtful
whether strangers would ever have been made
avvare of its existence, or the extent to which it
enters into, and is an essential part of, the deepest
convictions of the nation. In some of the houses
of the most cultured and best educated Japanese
to-day, there is a worship-room in which the familybow down in devotion before an altar upon whichare pictures of the Emperor and the EmpressWhen education became universal, with the es'tabhshment of the common school system through-
out the Empire the moral lessons taught all tended
to nourish and develop the spirit of devotion to the
Inipenal person. The personal virtue and wide
influence of the present Emperor, who is universally
regarded as one of the greatest rulers Japan hasever had, has made this an easy task for the teachersThe Emperors diligence and wise thoughtfulnessm pubhc affairs are held up as examples for ahis people to imitate. There is not a school !nhowever remote a part of the Emoire, in whichthere are not portraits of the Emp.roV and theEmpress. Before these portraits homage is publiclypaid at .^ast twice a year, on the natal days of bothheir Majesties. Upon other occasions als^

"-
ng to the customs of the locahty, the place wh rethe Imperial portraits are kept, is opened IZ
teachers and pupils make obeiLice bTforelemThe result IS, that with the dissemination of educa-'tion and the influences of Western civih^ation thedevotion of the natbn to the Emnpmr i.

'

rather than din,.„ishin,. Duri^fth ^x ^ScT o?the Shogunate in feudal days, the EmDeror LIpraccaily no part in the govorn'mont ofXcountry

«



SIEGE AND FALL OF PO.IT ARTHUR
He was adored as a end Knf u^
out of touch with thfn'ition' "wh^ T'f^'f'

jn the I^peria, perst ttt^allr^
'"ol

restoration. Though the n.finn t
^ °^ ^"^^^

+jr«« J *"'^"S" ine nation has since thaf

.^l-r„afhthret\er:"--=
The attitude of the nation towards the nerson

Trnfo "tL^'n""'^ '^P"'^y "«> -hich both

hZ . !.
"''""'' '^™" °' the country havebeen created m accordance with Western ideak

marveS'^h: ^''°'"' °' -""ence'^hSt'
Ske flT' ^ }''P'""^ soldiers and sailors

act ,h„t r'''7" '"'°"''y; ^° »"=h so.Tn

peace ai 7 "',? T'^ '"' " " '™'=s o"peace, and die wilhnglv through it ,>, +•
of wa. The British s'o4er Iris n« 'i^ZlFor King and Country." inspired by the Elorfou,associations woven round the Nati^'s fit Zmemones which it brings to him of giat fhi:;g:

M.I
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SIEGE AND FALL OF FOKT ARTHUR
accomplished and noble deeds done under its folds
by heroes past and present. For his Nation's
flag, and all it means to him. the British soldier
has fought and died to win, and ever will. But
he never says " Good-bye " to his native shores
when sent upon active service, he says " Au
revoir "

;
and thougii he knows his life will be

given if demanded in defence of his country's
honour, in the back of his mind is always the con-
viction that he will return when the fighting days
are over to those at home who hold him dear.

The Japanese soldier fights for his Emperorm whose person and high position are embodied
h- ^onception of God, his temporal ruler, his
country, and everything he holds dear. A great
deal more than mere patriotism is involved in his
conception of the service he is called upon to
give. Before the co. ript leaves the parental
roof he bids fareweh :• . ever to all his relatives.
He does not count upon returning, nor do they
expect that lie will. He has given his life, hterally
to the Emperor. If it happens that he is engaged
to bo married at the time the call comes, his engage-
ment IS formally broken ; if he has property he
indicates formally how it is to be disposed of—
not in the case of his death, but when the news
comes that he has met a glorious end.

Almost the entire navy and army is conscripted
from the enormous agricultural and sea -faring
population. Physically the conscripts are in good
condition. Though they are intensely fond of
their homes and families, there is no holding back
among them when the call to arms goes forth It
is regarded as a glorious privilege, not a duty to
give their lives for the Emperor

; and mothers
i6

'
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to give ^ more sons

ous admirals and eener;,k Ji ^ ? ""^ victon-

their victories to ^h.n.'''"'^^"^^^y ^^^"bute

Maiestv Th .

'""strious virtue of His

high temporal positVn It ^H
one occupying a

mental attitude of the T.
^'^^ '"^^'^*^^ *^^

Ruler, in wWch he i reJaTded":
'°""'^ *'^'^

more than a temporal Mon'arch ' '"'' '^^^

thetorm^s etcHhe^ttr/e ^th^^' 1°
^^^^

wards the Emperor has had iL L^ t in": "r'"and now exercises in keeping alLe
1 " t

"^'

the presen J L/ '""^ ='°^y <^f how
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
that had existed for centuries. Whole provinces
were ruled over by feudal lords called Daimios. As
far back as records go these Daimios had armed
retainers called Samurai, who went about at all

times armed with two s-./ords. They were,
of course, only a small fraction of the popu-
lation, but they were the only fighting men of the
nation. Their sole mission in life was to fight

the quarrels of their feudal masters. As can easily

be imagined, there was great rivalry among these
Samurai. Prowess at arms was their badge of

honour ; death, rather than defeat or surrender,

was the rehgion of their class. In the eye of

the law they were privileged. They alone had
the legal right to carry arms. Through centuries

these Samurai had become an exclusive, close

corporation of hereditary warriors. The only way
in which a man not born the son of a Samurai could
enter this exclusive body was by proving himself

worthy of adoption into a Samurai family. The
standard of excellence among these 1 reditary
warriors was an exceedingly high one. So much
did this become the case that it came to be said
that the soul of a Samurai lay in his sword.

For centuries the real rulers of the country
had been the most powerful of the feudal lords,

who by right of might constituted himself the
chief executive and mihtary officer of the Emperor
under the title of Shogun. Though these Shoguns
were virtually the masters of the Emperors, they
never once attempted to usurp the throne. Nomin-
ally, at any rate, their power to rule always came
from the Mikados, who for centuries had no con-
nection with their people except through the
Shoguns. The consequence of this exclusion of the
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SIEGE AND FAI.L OF PORT ARTHUR
Emperor from all contact with the nation wasthat he was regarded only as the nation's DeUyThe Shoguns. m order to retain the actual reinsof government, fostered this conceotion nf A

the reins of 1 ^ Sjioguns, who had heldne rems of government for hundreds of vearsInternecine strife was rampant; there was nostrong hand to compel order, and the massessuffered m conseauenrp tk„ ,

masses

im nf +h„
''""^^"^"ce. Ihe compulsory opening

smuggle ,n r868 th/p.^en^'Lpt ^v.^^Sto absolute power and the hif „,
"""^ '^^stored

powers and hereditary privilege.; Tf r
^^^^^^^^y

in a few ™„„jhs, practL';[;S:ut bL^oTc

-ou that .t. iong-ciosed uoors were opened to -he
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

world, and it was launched upon the perilous sea

of international relations. Here an enormous diffi-

culty was encountered.

Among all the teeming millions of the popula-

tion the Samurai had from all time been Japan's

only warriors. The loyalty of the Samurai

to their feudal masters was a cherished tradition

of the country. These men were now profession-

less, and bitterly resented the aboUtion of the powers

and privileges of their masters, whom they had
served, generation after generation, for centuries.

How to transfer the loyalty this class felt for its

old masters to the person and service of the

newly-rehabilitated absolute monarch, who had
for centuries been revered as a god rather

than served as a ruler, was the first difficulty

which faced the advisers of the Emperor in

the effort to create a national army and navy.

How to transfer the warUke spirit and high

conception of military duty and service from the

Samurai to the people who had never fought

themselves nor their fathers before them, was
the second difficulty encountered. As evidence

of the truth of the old adage, that out of the great

need of a nation there is always born the man to

supply that need, there arose in Japan a man in

whos*. brain was born the scheme which solved the

difficulty, and out of which was evolved the present

army and navy of the country. This man in

feudal times was a simple Samurai retainer of thn

Great Irince of the Province of Satsuma, from
whence came one of the strongest clans which took

sides with the Emperor in the struggle which
resulted in the downfall of the Shogun. General

Saigo, the Great Saigo as he is now called in Japan,
20
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
served with distinction in the war of the restora-
tion. Later, he was the leader of the army which
quelled a serious rebellion in the northern part of
the Empire. When peace finally came under the
new order of things, he was made an Imperial
Privy Councillor, and became one of the most
trusted advisers of the Emperor in the active
administration of the affairs of the country. Japan
was by this time acquiring considerable knowledge
of Western civilization. The ablest mihtary men
in the Empire had been sent abroad to study the
systems of the great Western world, and from
knowledge thus acquired. General Saigo evolved
a scheme for raising a national army by conscrip-
tion, utiHzing the now professionless Samurai as
officers. The scheme was crystallized into law, and
in this way were Japan's present navy and army
called into being. It is needless to say that the
newly-created military system, the rank and file

of which were mainly composed of men who had
never fought before, was unpopular generally with
the Samurai class, who resented the idea that
conscripts should be called upon to perform duties
for which they were so manifestly unfit, duties
which heretofore had belonged pecuUarly to the
Samurai class. The closer relations between the
Emperor and his people, which was one of the
outcomes of the restoration, made his expressed
wishes a potent factor in fusing warring interests
and overcoming traditional prej adices. By his wish
the new army and navy were duly created and
officered by the unwilling Samurai. It was not
long before this embryo army was most severely
tested, and, paradoxical as it may seem, tested
against a rising of rebellious Samurai led by

21
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
the very man whose genius had called it into
being.

While the new system was yet in the
chrysaHs stage of its development, a serious dis-
agreement arose among the advisers of the Emperor
over the question of dealing with Korea, because of
an msult offered the Japanese flag. One party
headed by the great Saigo, advocated the sending
of a punitive expedition against the Koreans;
the other favoured the setthng of the difficulty by
diplomatic negotiations. The course advised by
General Saigo was not adopted, whereupon he
resigned his position on the Council, and retired to
his native province of Satsuma. The fighting men
of that province, who regarded Saigo as their
leader, and for whom they had a veneration amount-
ing almost to idolatry, at once rallied about him,
their numbers augmented by malcontents from'
every part of the Empire. Finally, General Saigo
placed himself at the head of a rebellion in 1878,
not against the Emperor, but against his advisers!
Troops of the new national army were despatched
to quell this Satsuma Rebelhon, as it was called.
This army, composed mainly of sturdy tillers of
the soil, while it greatly outnumbered the rebels
was practically beaten before it started. Though
officered by Samurai, the rank and file had no con-
fidence whatever in their ability to stand up against
the Satsuma men, led by the greatest warrior and
ablest leader of men in the nation. When the
opposing forces met, the records say that the rebels
openly flouted and jeered their opponents. The
efforts of the Samurai officers to infuse some con-
fidence into their commands were without avail

;

they were beaten again and again, as they expected
22
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
to be beaten. The Government at Tokyo, realizing
the danger of the situation, and knowing the dis-
astrous effect ultimate and utter defeat would have
upon the already wavering esprit de corps of the
conscript army, adopted a wise course to prevent
such a catastrophe. The Imperial Guard, a small
force of picked Samurai, every man of whom had
a personal reputation for courage and prowess at
arms, and whose duty it was to guard the sacred
person of the Emperor, was sent to reinforce the
new army. The police force of the country, which
was recruited principally from among the Samurai,
was also mobihzed and sent to the front. This
infusion of the Samurai spirit into the raw levies
of non-fighting men changed the whole tide of
victory. The rebels, in spite of their able leader-
ship, were driven from pillar to post, and were
finally utterly defeated. Their leader, the Great
Saigo, beaten by the national army his genius had
created, according to traditional custom, com-
mitted " hara kari." With the death of Saigo strife
was abolished from the Emperor's Council. It is

interesting to note in this connection that, so pro-
found is the universal veneration for the memory
of the Great Saigo, despite his rebellious death,
that the Emperor was induced to pardon him!
To-day, his son is Marquis Saigo, a title conferred
in consideration of the great services rendered the
nation by his illustrious sire.

The effect of this first test of the troops of the
new army was marvellous. Through generations
the common people had often aspired to become
Samurai, but that class in feudal times had always
been a close corporation. It is true that the
martial spirit of the nation had from time to time
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

!L ? n
•^°^'''^' °' ^^^^ Samurai, who went

cas?/ !^T^ *l"^h -^ ^t-"g^ -d, in manycases, succourmg the poor and weak. During thereigns of the Shoguns of the Tokugawa House

I war rT ^'""^-'^ '^^^^"^^ ^° nu'merous that'a war of extermmation was carried on againstthem Agam the martial spirit of the nation

nirn fl '" *^' ^°™ ^^ ^ g""d of unrecog-nized fighting-men who earned a precarious livingby gambhng. Because of the services thisS
ZtZT' ''''' ^" '""*^"^ -* criminS^fhey
were finally recogmsed by the Shoguns' Governmentand per^,tted by law to carry a single sword'Le^n. w^ the spirit of L San^rai, :Sconfide.it of their own power and abihty to fightbecause of their victory over the rebel army com

general of the day, the new conscript army becameconvinced that its legitimate functL was to taTehe place of the old fighting class, and protect

eared woir^f "'^* '"^ "^°^^ -*-" t£nteared uould be the outcome of the open door-the gradual encroachment of Western Powers uponthe land they loved so well. The rapid infro"

ar^sTf tt mfr ^'"^ "^^^ regard' to tTh
r^nl •« }^'y '''''^'^' *^^ adoption of the

sword thfw/'.' '°"^^^"^"* ^^°^t-" of the

bl/f'tn
/^'^^"^ ^^"^^^"^ °f ^h'^h could onlybe attamed by a lifetime of practice put theSamurai more upon a level wi\h the conscript

wir :;;°\'he
''
'rv'^ ^-^^ "^^^^°^' ^^^^^'^^

wariare. The great administrator of the mihtarvsystem after the Satsuma Rebellion, and theS
24
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

Tf^ mnV°"'^7
^°"°"''^ ^' *^^ ^^*her of the armyof modern Japan, is the present Field-MarshalMarqujs Yamagata, though^he memory of theGreat Saigo, despite his rebellious death is reveredas the creator of the idea. After the close oMk^

Satsunja Rebellion, under the wise and able 11'

with a w iiT ''T''''''
J^p^" -^ ^° -Tkwitn a will to create a modern army GifteHw.th wonderful imitative powers, she copied muchthat Western modern progress had evolved Tndadapted it to he^ national needs, displaying excellent judgment in selecting the best that eachWestern country could give her Lli a

military ofBcers,^he best aVd cleverest t^ nation

systems of the Western world. Absolutely free

laeas gathered from every one of the svstem^ nfhe great European Powers, and combinTfhe Ls
s X' ITL ?" r^^' *^^ Japanese Navy
IhP r/ ! * °^ '^''^^''' ^^'P^' equipped withthe latest inventions and appliances tha? WesTernexperience can give. In the training of crewsthe enormous experience of the British Navv hl<;been large^ drawn upon, but the system used fn

niretv Th'''"^'^^
"°* ^^^" adopted n itsentirety. The systems of other naval Powers havealso contributed, where it was consideTed thitfeatures m the British system were weak TOhthe army the same thing is true. The Germanmihtary system appears to have appealed rTre

but It would be a serious mistake to assume thattheir military organization is in any seme a comof the German. There is not one of the great
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
military Powers whose various systems have not
been drawn upon in the upbuilding of the army
system of Japan. Their rifle, for instance, is a
modern arm of a most ingenious character, but
it is not a copy of any one of the small arms used
by other nations. It combines the features of
many, and has some ideas, more or less good, which
are peculiar to it alone. The system of transport
is Vv'onderfuUy well adapted to Japan and those
other contiguous countries in which the army may
at any time have occasion to operate. The excel-

lence of their artillery practice, which has been
amply demonstrated in the present war, is due to
the wholly unprejudiced manner in which they
have made selections from the systems of Western
countries, and to a native ingenuity which has
enabled them in some cases to improve upon what
they have learned.

What the West has not given the Japanese
is their conception of miUtary duty and service.

This conception is indigenous to the country, and
has its origin in the fundamental idea of the nation's
duty to the Emperor, found in its best and highest
form in the Spartan spirit of the old Samurai,
The profound veneration of the people generally
for the fatalistic conception which the Samurai
had of his duty as a soldier has not only kept that
spirit alive, but it has contributed to its being
transferred bodily to the national army, composed
mostly of men who fought their first fight during
the Satsuma RebeUion not thirty years ago. The
fact that the army and navy are both largely
officered by Samurai has contributed to this
phenomenon, and in having this splendidly-trained
body of Samurai warriors out of which to create

26
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
officers for her army and navy, Japan has beenin a unique and extremely fortunkte position Butm addition to all this, deeper still, in^the sentimenof the people, m their attitude tiwards and be^en the person and position of their Emperor isto be found the broader basis upon wWch ^h isconception of mihtary duty and service has beenupbuilded in so short a time.

It must not be imagined, however, that everyJapanese soldier and sailor is a hero. There arethose who fall short of the standard, as there arem every other army and navy. Th; standard
"

a high one and the creed of the soldier makesenormous demands. But, as in most fi^'
armies, it is easier to live up to the standafd, nomatter what it is, than to fall below it, for rea onswhich every soldier knows. Death 'rather thandefeat or surrender, is the standard. For instanceno Japanese general is ever likely to survive defeat'

Thl .i'
'''^'" *^^^ "°"" ^^"^d ^^er surrender'

Ihat these two contingencies are impossible isshown by the supreme contempt in which theRussian generals from Port Arthur, who are now
prisoners in Japan, are held by the pc ^ple of thicountry. Though necessarily a cursory and incom^
plete description of the Japanese conception ^fmihtary duty and service, this short sketch wilserve to elucidate the reason for many extTaordinary incidents of the fighting before PortArthur, and enable the reader to understand many

ouirnot b'''
'"'"' ^'^"^^^^ "^^^h «th--«e

Tde'st^. '' "^""^^'^ '^''''^''^' - ^""y

All ^r!!l{^^T''l
"^'""^ '' '^'''^ ^y conscription.

All males who have reached the age of tvventv
27
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
years are liable to be called upon for military
service. The conscript first serves a term of three
years in the standing army. There are in addition
three reserve forces. The first is used to bring
the standing army up to war strength and to form
depots. The term of service for this reserve is four
and one-third years after serving three years in the
standing army. The second reserve is organized
in separate units, and mpplements each division
of the standing army, intact in mobilization. It
consists of one brigade for each division. The
term of service in this reserve was five years after
finishing three years' service in the standing army
until some ten months after the present war started.
It was then doubled, with practically the unanimous
consent and approval of the nation, so that the
term is now ten years after a three years' term in
the standing army. The first and second reserves
are called out for not more than sixty days' drill each
year, and in times of war or danger. Although
these reserves are called out every year as a force,
each man is called upon in times of peace only
during his second, fourth, sixth, and ninth years
of service. The third reserve, which is known as
the conscript reserve, is composed of those in excess
of the numbers required for the standing army,
and are liable, for one year only, to be called upon
to make up deficiencies in the standing army.
The term of service is seven and one-third years.
This force is called out for primary instruction,
including ninety days' drill for the first year, sixty
days' drill during the second and fourth years,
and in times of war or danger. In times of peace
this force is distributed among the units of the
standing army. In times of war it is made to form

28
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SIEGE /.ND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
independent depot battalions. The Japanese stand-
ing army consists of thirteen divisions, the Imperial
Guard and twelve divisions of the line, with two
extra cavalry and artillery brigades stationed near
Tokyo. The Guards division is quartered at Tokyo,
and is under the immediate order of the Emperor!
The divisional districts are divided into groups
of four districts each, which are under the command
of the Field-Marshal or a general. The divisions of
three of these groups of four districts each are known
as the east, west, and centre armies. Their head-
quarters are at the capital city of Tokyo, the com-
mercial metropolis of Osaka, and the town of
Kokura, the centre of the great western districts
of the Empire.

Lines of communication in times of war are
organized outside the divisions. Every army in
the field is supplied upon the requisition of the
General Officer Commanding to the Quartermaster-
General in the War Office in Tokyo, who arranges
for all supplies required, which are shipped
from the main bases in Japan to the depot base
of the army, which is under the direct control of
the General Officer Commanding the army. The
necessary supply columns between the depot base
and the army are taken partly from the country
and partly made up of men not taken by conscrip-
tion, or otherwise ineUgible for the fighting force.
In the field each division of the army has its supply
base under the direct command of the General of
the division.

Though it often varies, the war footing of the
army contemplates that an army should comprise
either two or three divisions of infantry. Exclusive
of officers, a division has 11,154 "^en, a brigade
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
5572 men, a regiment 2778 men, a battalion 020men, a company 230 men, and a section 70 menIhe cavalry is divided into brigades of from 816 to
1224 men, with regiments of 408 men, squadrons
/35 men, and troops of 34 men. In the artiUerv

a brigade consists of 18 batteries of 106 guns a
regiment of 6 batteries of 36 guns, a battalion' of
3 batteries of 18 guns, a battery of 6 guns anda section of 2 guns. ^ '

There are three grades of soldiers in the ranksand they wear distinguishing badges. A recruitupon joining is a second-class soldier. After com-
pleting SIX months' service, promotions are madeto hrst-class and superior soldiers, the two higher
grades among the rank and file. These promotions
are supposed to be made absolutely upon the basis
of merit and efficiency. Between the non-com'
missioned officers and the commissioned subaltern
there IS a warrant officer called the sergeant-major.He wears a uniform similar to, but not quite thesame as, a commissioned officer, but he does notbelong to the officers' mess. Th;re is one of these
officers to each battery, squadron, and companyand his duties are those of an officer. The totaweight carried by an infantry soldie: in full march-ng order is nearly fifty-seven pounds includingthe rifle, a strong and serviceable arm, which weighs

blvonert'^^H-r' ' ""''' '^""^^^ -*^ ^ --^!bayonet. In addition to one hundred and fiftyrounds of ammunition carried by each soldier onehundred rounds per mar is carried on batt'ahcn
ransport, and another h..dred rounds upon heammunition column making in aU three hundredand fifty rounds. The daily rations of a soldierconsist of one quart of rice, one-third .fa jl^und
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of beef or fish, one-third of a pound of vegetables,
and six-tenths of an ounce of sak6, the national
spirituous beverage of the people, which is made
from fermented rice.

The divisional complement of artillery is one
regiment to a division, armed with either field or
mountain guns, or both. These guns are made
in Japan. The field gun has a range of seven
thousand yards, and, though so called, is not a
quick-firing gun. The mountain gun is of the
same calibre, though much shorter. It requires
four horses to carry it when dismounted, and a
fifth horse for ammunition. The gun limbers
contain forty rounds of ammunition, the waggon
limbers forty rounds, and the waggon bodies
fifty rounds. The ammunition boxes for moun-
tain guns hold seven rounds each. Though the
Japanese had very few of either machine or auto-
matic quick-firing guns, tho-,e they had were, to
all intents and purposes, copies of English patents
made in Japan. The machine guns were fed from
brass hoppers and not from belts, and great difficulty
was experienced in getting the ammunition to feed
properly. More often than not, when most required,
the guns jammed when fired with any rapidity.

The population of the Empire is, roughly
speaking, about forty-seven millions. In February
of J905 there were equipped and in the field
close upon half a million troops. Taking into
consideration the heavy casualties sustained during
the war, the raising of this force has greatly
denuded the country of younger men. It is

claimed, however, that mother two hundred
thousand soldiers are available for service, and
could be equipped if required.
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The coup d'/tat by which J; a.i i .

blow at Russian naval suprcm; at '
^

tion which the attack causeo i i 'd.
naval fighting which foUowc<;
to withstand a land assault-
the harbour—The reasons foi ! ir ,,

The sinking of the Petropaulovsk in th.

—The landing of the Second Jai. nese

d war and struck a deadly
me tim ;—The constema-

'1 : Arth ir "-V'trn of the
iiiii i,r- . the fortress

jock the mo'iih of
. the Russi.il fleet

—

if Admiral MakarotI
f Pi-tzu-wo.

1 HE first shot in the war was fired at Port Arthur
Under cover of night ipon the Stii of February
1904 a Japanese torpedo flotilla crept towards the
narrow entrance to the harbour, and under the
frowninr- guns of the greatest fortress position in
the Far East, sent messengers in the shape of
deadly torpedoes, which carried with them not
only a declaration of war, but destruction to the
Russian fleet as well. About the same time a
squadron of the Japanese fleet attacked two
Russian warships at the entrance to the harbour at
Chemulpo, in Korea, compelled their destruction
and at ihe same time covered the landing of the
first troops of the army which months later fought
the battle of the Yalu.

^
The combined fleet of Japan sailed from the

great naval depot at Saseho on the 6th of February
with the advance guard of the First Army and
made its way to a rendezvous previously decided
upon among the many groups of islands which lie
otf the west coast of the Korean peninsula. Later
on, alter the first series of attacks upon the Russian
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

in range, fired two shots at the fleet and then

quickly returned to the harbour. Whichever is

the correct story, the Koreetz did return to the

harbour, followed by the Japanese fleet and trans-

ports. During the night the transports disem-

barked their troops without hindrance. Early on

the following morning Admiral Uriu informed the

Russian oflicer in command that a state of war

existed, and that unless he left before midday the

Japanese squadron would attack the Russian ships in

the harbour at four o'clock in the afternoon. At the

same time the commanders of the warships of other

Powers which happened to be in the harbour at the

time were apprized of what was likely to take place

and asked to leave. All the foreign consuls in

Chemulpo were also warned. A little before noon

the two Russian warships steamed out, followed by

the Japanese fleet. For a short time the engagement

lasted, after which the two Russian ships managed

to retire into the harbour. The Koreetz was blown

up by her crew, and the Varyag scuttled and sunk.

A Russian passenger ship, the Sungari, was destroyed

by fire, so that she might not fall into the hands

of the Japanese.

In the meantime the main fleet under Vice-

Admiral Togo proceeded in the direction of Port

Arthur. The night of the 7th was spent in recon-

noitring, in spite of a heavy sea which was running.

On the following morning, the weather in the

meantime having moderated, one torpedo flotilla

was ordered to proceed to Ta-lien-wan and a second

to Port Arthur, and under cover of darkness sink

any Russian vessels they might encounter. The

flotilla which went to Ta-lien-wan returned to the

rendezvous without having met any of the enemy's
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
warships but the other flotilla, which had proceededtowards Port Arthur, discovered the main por ion o1the Russian fleet lying outside the harbour. Thenight was dark, and the torpedo-boat destroyerswhich led the van of the flotilla, instead o open Sfire upon the enemy from a distance, crept slowTy ifunder the forthills until they were so cbse to ^heRussian warships that the light from thel-nort

Suddenly the Japanese flotilla opened fire creatinehe greatest confusion on board the enemy's shp"^Recovering m a measure from the pank whfchseized them some of the Russian ships opened fire

tnere was a heavy cannonade. Meanwhile inhe darkness and under a heavy fir. the Japane etorpedo craft moved quickly forward towards theentrance to the harbour. Their idea waTthat aleast some of the enemy's ships would leave thetmoormgs and try to make for the entrance and

heTr r^'f:'"'
'^ '" " P«^^*-»> -^ they tirnedtheir broadsides, to launch torpedoes against themThe surmise was correct. The Czarevitch and theRevezan were the first to turn, and as theyId s"torpedoes were fired at them, with the result that'both vessel, were badly damaged. The ReiveTnwent ashore on one side of the harbour mouth andthe Czarevitch on the other, so that the rest of the

bToctr 'Zo^T''
^°

r^''
^^ *^^ -trance ^a

flotm ^ ,
"^"'"^ "^^^^ ^^'"age it could theflotlla withdrew from its very dangerous oroximity to the enemy's fleet. About one'tWrd oiZRussian ships and all the torpedo craft were °ns dethe harbour when this engagement occurred andconsequently took no part m the defence
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

The Russians were taken completely by surprise.

No one expected war. It was afterwards said that

Viceroy Alexieff had been advised from St. Peters-

burg that the Japanese Minister there had received

his recall, but if he had any knowledge to that

effect he evidently kept it to himself. The first

public announcement of the fact was contained in

the issue of the local newspaper, the Novi Krai,

the following day. The corresponding date for

February 8th in the Russian calendar is January

26th, which happened to be one of the many

Russian name days. Madame Stoessel, wife of

the man who afterwards was appointed Commander-

in-Chief of the garrison, and Madame Stark, wife

of an army surgeon, were both celebrating their

name days with dinner-parties which were largely

attended by officers in the navy and the army.

After Madame Stark's dinner-party, there was a

dance, which was in progress when the torpedo

craft of the Japanese fleet made their unexpected

attack. The continuous cannonade heard outside

the harbour was thought by the inhabitants gener-

ally to be the navy carrying out some night man-

oeuvre. The naval officers at Madame Stark's

dance, many of whom were, it is said, on shore

without leave, knew differently. In a moment all

was confusion. Officers of the navy hurried to

their ships. In the quarters of the garrison the

call to arms came like a thunderbolt. Regiments

and companies were quickly marched to their posts

upon the fortress, but the panic was so great that

many of the officers and men did not know where

to go. One company was marched out of the

town and into the fortress, but though they had

their rifles, the ammunition for them was forgotten.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
When the morning of the 9th dawned, the in-
habitants of the town were amazed to find that
the harbour entrance seemed to be completely
blocked. The battleships Czarevitch and Retvezan
could be plainly seen partly submerged and upon
the beach on either side of the entrance. The
news spread like wildfire. It was war. The
Japanese had attacked the fleet outside the harbour
during the night. Immediately there was a wild
rush for the railway station. The inhabitants
quickly gathered together a few valuables, and,
leaving everything else behind, crowded the 'trains
running north. The panic became so great during
the day that the railway station had to be guarded
by the military.

It was about eleven o'clock on the following
morning when the Japanese fleet put in an appear-
ance. After mdUCEuvring for about an hour, they
opened fire upon the Russian ships. The firing
lasted for about two hours, but comparatively little
damage was done on either side, owing to the
safe distance at which the ships kept from one
another. The Russians claim to ha\'e sunk two
Japanese torpedo destroyers in this fight, but
Admiral Togo makes no mention of such a loss
in his reports. One of the first shells fired by
the Japanese during the engagement struck and
set fire to a large warehouse near the mouth of
the harbour owned by the Timber Felling Company,
whose concessions to cut timber upon the upper
reaches of the Yalu River in Northern Korea was
one of the causes which led to the war. This
strange fact resulted in the remark being made
by the inhabitants of the town that the Japanese
shells knew where to strike first. The damage
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
done to the Russian fleet during these two attacks
was considerable. The battleship Rctvezan was
not only beached, but so badly damaged that
she could not be moved for weeks. The battle-
ship Czarevitch was also beached, but some
days later was boated and removed inside the
harbour. The battleship Pallada was struck above
the water-line and badly damaged. The cruiser
Askold was hit below the water-hne, and the cruiser
Novik had her conning-tower smashed, while the
gunboat Angura was also badly injured. Most
of this damage was inflicted during the night
attack.

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance
of this initial naval success to the Japanese. De-
spite the fact that Russia had the larger, though
perhaps not the better, fleet when the war opened,
the coup at Port Arthur and Chemulpo gave the
Japanese at once the naval supremacy in Far
Fastern waters which was so absolutely essential
to their success in the war. It is possible even
greater damage might have been done to the
enemy's ships on the night of the 8th hai' all the
Japanese flotillas of torpedo craft taken part in
the attack, and had a little more care been takenm the firing of torpedoes. It was a matt.

-

of much surprise to naval experts that so little
damage was done on this occasion by torpedoes.
The Russians were utterly unprepared, and the
Japanese, by using the enemy's night signal lights,
were able to come to very close quarters before
their identity was disclosed. Taking this fact
into consideration, it does seem that, out of all
those which were fired, more than two torpedoes
should have hit the mark. But it is always
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
easy to criticize after the event. The coup was
well planned, and even if the execution did leave
something to be desired, it succeeded in its main
ODject.

Though the Japanese evidently did not know
It at the time, the land defences of the fortress
were m deplorable and wholly incompleted con-
dition. The new forts were still in process ofbuilding and most of the fortress artillery was
unplaced, and there was no ammunition avail-
able for the guns that were in position. Thenormal garrison was about fourteen thousandbut more than half of it had been withdrawn and

troll J':,
northern boundary of Korea, where

trouble had been expected. Had these facts beenknown to the Japanese at the time, it would havebeen a comparatively easy matter for them tohave landed a small force upon the shores of the
peninsula west of the fortress, and taken it by
assault at the same time the fleet was attacked

i^rom the standpoint of defence Port Arthurmay have had weak points, but as a naval base fora hghting fleet it was absolutely impregnable Its
strongest feature lay in the natural conformation
of the coast-lme. The mouth of the harbour is
at the apex of a re-entering angle. This enabled
the garrisons of the forts upon the sea front tobring a concentrated and converging fire upon
hostile ships. The harbour is landlocked, and
entered from the south by a channel aboit sixhundred feet wide protected by submarine mines.Ihe main harbour, running due north and south
IS a continuation of the entrance, and is about
half a mile in length. At its northern extremity
It turns sharply to the west, forming a second
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
harbour which is known as the West Port. Except
at its north end this harbour is very shallow, being
httle more than mud flats at low tide. From
the West Port to the shores of Pigeon Bay, on
the west coast of the peninsula, there extends
a valley about three miles in length. While the
formation of the coast-line about the mouth of
the harbour makes it impossible for hostile ships
to approach the entrance close enough to carry
on a successful bombardment of either the city
or the harbour without running great risks, it is
possible to bombard either the city or the harbour
from the sea off the shores of Pigeon Bay by indirect
fire.

Immediately after the Japanese attack upon
the 9th, the Russians began laying extensive fields
of submarine mines in the waters outside the
entrance to the harbour. Mine-laying vessels were
also sent to Ta-litn-wan, to place mine fields there,m order to prevent Japanese ships from using
that harbour to bombard the commercial metropolis
of Dalny, which is situated at the head of the
bay. While engaged in this work on the 12th
the mme-laying vessel Enisie ran upon one of
her own mines and was sunk. About the same
time the cruiser Boyarin was also struck by a
mme, and went to the bottom, close to the entrance
to Ta-lien-wan.

Though the Japanese, on one or two occasions
at the beginning, pushed some of their heavy
warships and cruisers fairly close to the entrance
to the harbour at Port Arthur, and weli within
range of the fortress guns, the experiment was
a very risky one, and was not repeated after the
mvestment was completed. The reason was not
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
so much the danger of their being hit bv shells

fields o^tts""^"'-
'"* '^^^"^^ '' *•-^'^

fields of these submarine mines laid by the enem-m the waters about the entrance. To haveTnteither batdeships or cruisers close to these fiell

Tctual rr.-^''" V'
'""'' '^'''' d-^truction. Theactual figlmng mshore was in al' cases done bythe torpedo-craft flotillas, while the larger vesselsof the flea stood well ofi shore, out of range o

of chan^'fT''
'"' "'^^^ '''''' -- - ---"m

From th.t r r^
encountering the enemy's mines,l^rom that distance they were able to cover theattacks made by the torpedo - craft flotillas andwere in a posuion to engage the enemy's shioswhen they ventured from under cover of the shorebatteries and away from their still more dangerou;

by the Russians there was a second field laid bvthe Japanese. The work of laying these mineTwhere they were calculated to do damage tThenen.ys ships while mancuvring under ^oler ofthe shore batteries, was one of the most difficJand dangerous tasks of the torpedo-craft flotilla

hat the Russian flagship, the Petropauhvsk cameto grief. During all the months the Tapane^efleet spent in front of Port Arthur it did noT lo e

;uns'b;tT;rf^P ^^^"^ ^^^ ^-^ °^ ^he ei^enl;guns but It did lose two of its lari'est and hif
battleships, and a considerable nunS of"uisergunboats and torpedo craft, from the awfu effect'of mines laid by the Russians.

The second torpedo attack upon the Russianwarships at Port \rth.,r „. i i
^^"^^'^n

t' cii iciL .\rtnur was planned to tal-Pplace on the i^fl- ->f t? i

f ^micu lo take
i ine ijth of February. The night proved
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
to be extremely dark and the sea very rough.
In consequence the torpedo flotilla became separ-
ated before reaching the attacking point. Two
destroyers, however, the Asagiri and the Hayatori,
managed to reach the vicinity of Poit Arthur.
Before daylight the following morning the Asagiri,
under a heavy fire from the fortress guns and
the enemy's ships, succeeded in getting close

enough to launch a torpedo against the battle-

ship Sevastopol. The Hayaton then steamed in

and discharged a torpedo at the Petropaulovsk,
which struck her and caused considerable
damage. While this attack was being made, two
Russian torpedo destroyers inside the harbour
coUided, and were both so seriously injured that
they were unfit for further service. After their

daring exploits the two Japanese destroyers safely

reached the rendezvous of the fleet. Just prior
to this attack, Vicero> Alexieff, with his civil

staff, left Port Arthur. General Stoessel also

desired to leave and take up his command in the
north, but he was ordered to remain by Alexieff.

From the very beginning there appears to
have been considerable friction between the
navy and the army in Port Arthur. When
disaster came, instead of cementing the differ-

ences, tlie breach grew wider. In add! .ion the
navy seerned to be utterly demoralized. The
suddenness with which the blow had come upon
them seemed to have even robbed them of their

esprit de corps. The}- did not attempt to go
out and fight the Japanese ships, but remained
inside the harbour. Disaffection was rampant
when, on the 2uth of February, news was received
that Admiral Makaroft had boon appointed to the

I
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
command of the fleet. This seemed to infuse a new
life and energy into the navy, and the work of
repainng the injuries sustained by some of the best
ships was energetically commenced. The dry dock
in the harbour was not large enough to accommodate
the battleships which had been torpedoed during
the first attack. The Czarevitch had been tak-^n
into the harbour, but there were no means of getting
at the great rents which had been torn in her hull
by the Japanese torpedo. Finally, an ingenious
contrivance was adopted. A large strongly-made
box of wood, opei upon one side, was securely
fastened to the side of the ship with the aid of shear
legs, and equipped with rubber sheets placed over
the injured part of the hull, to make the joints water-
tight. The water was then pumped out of this
wooden box, so that workmen could get at the
injured plates and renew them. Repairs made in
this manner took a long time, but both the Czarevitch
and the Retvczan were patched, and ultimately ap-
peared in the fighting line long after the Japanese
thought they were permanently out of commission.

During all this time great uneasiness was felt
about the defences of the fortress upon the land
side It was expected that the Japanese would
land a force, and it was feared that in its then
wholly inconi].l;>ted condition the fortress would
not be able to resist assault. Upon the i6tl.
General Stoessd was appointed to the command
of the Third Army Corps, but was ordered to remain
in Port Artluir until his successor, General Smir-
noff, arrived. Inasmuch as he did not intend
to remain in the place long, Stoessei did not take
any great interest in its defences. It is said that
he was seldom if ever seen during this period. The
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work of supcrintondinfT the completion of the
defences fell upon General Kondrachenko. It was
an enormous task, but at the head of a force of
about eight thousand Russian workmen Kon-
drachenko worked practically day and ni^.it. His
industry and cheerful confidence kept up Hie spirits
of tlie small garrison. The news received on the
22nd, that (ieneral Kuropatkin had been appointed
to supreme command of the Russian armies in
Manchuria, acted as an inspiration, for Kuropat-
kin's abihty was recognizi>d generally throughout
the army.

The inactivity of the Russian fleet about this
time led the Japanese to make several attempts to
seal the entrance to the harbour. The first attempt
was made about two o'clock on the morning of
the 25th of February. Five old transports were
prepared in Japan and loaded with large stones
and cement. These ships were officered and
manned by volunteers from the navy. The
scheme was for the five vessels to steam up to
th( nanow mouth under cover of darkness, where,
by the explosion of an internal mine, they were
to be sunk by their crews in such positions as
to block the entrance. The stone and cement in
their holds would at once solidify into a mass,
that it would take months of labour to remove
even with the most powerful explosives. With
the entrance thus sealed the Russian fleet would
be caught like rats in a trap. Though the
experiment did not result as successfully as was
expected, nothing could exceed the splendid
spirit and bravery shown by the ofBcers and
crews. The Russians were completely taken
by surprise. The hulks had ;ipproarhed quite
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SrEC;E AND FAIJ. OF PORT ARTHUR
close to the entrance before the guns ol the battle-
ship /?,/t,^a„, vviiich was lying beached at themouth, opened upon them. The forts also opened
hrc, but their aim was wild. A portion of the
channel was successfully blocked, but two of themost important of the hulks missed their bearings
in the darkness and went ashore in the wron;;
place leax'ing a sufficiently wide fairwa> for war-
ships to leave and enter the harbour. One of the

nn)LTu ^^f^'fy^
blown up onto the shoreon the left side of the entrance by the force ofthe Reivezans big guns fired at short ran^jeNext morning, when one of the f^uss^an officerswent on board the beached hulk, he found the

officer in command lying across his log-book in

ailed to do what was expected of him, through no
fault of his own, it is tme, but he had failed. Thecrews of the blocking vessels practically all escaped
to the torpedo-craft flotillas, which had come close
inshore to cover the attempt and rescue those ofthe crews of the blocking vessels who succeeded
in gettmg away. When dayhght came, sixteen
Japanese warships appeared about six miles ofithe entrance and commenced a bombardment with
their big i2-inch guns. The fortress batteries
replied, and the enemy's cruisers Bayan ai.d Novikwere ordered to proceed outside and assist Therange of their 9-inch guns, however, was too' short
while the shells from the longer range Tapanese
guns fell thickly about them. They onlyLZZ
a short time, and then retired again into the har-
bour. About noon, four Japanese cruisers ap-
proached Lao-tieh-shan. where they encountered
a Russian torpedo destroyer, which they immedi-
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
ately attacked and quickly disabled. Cut off from
the entrance to the harbour, the crow of the
destroyer made for Pigeon Bay, where they landed,
and blew the vessel up with a mine.

About this time reinforcements for the garrison
began to arrive, and public confidence went up
in consequence. On the 6th of March the battle-
ship Retvezan, which had up till this time been
lying beached at the entrance, was floated and
brought inside, where the work of repairing her
was begun at once. In order to prevent any
further attempts at sealing the harbour, booms
were placed across the entrance, and four cargo
boats were sunk, so as to narrow down the channel
and serve as an obstruction to any further blocking
ships sent in by the Japanese. The same day
Admiral Makaroff arrived in Port Arthur, and at
once took command of the navy. The day follow-
ing he issued orders that all British and American
residents should leave within twenty-four hours.
About eleven o'clock the same night two Japanese
destroyer flotillas arrived outside the harbour.
One flotilla reconnoitred the outer roadstead, and
finding none of the enemy's ships outside, lay to
and awaited daylight. The second flotilla, how-
ever, in spite of a hot fire from the forts, suc-
ceeded in laying a number of mechanical mines close
to the entrance. When daylight came the first

flotilla sighted six Russian destroyers approaching
from the south-west. The flotilla immediately
closed with four of the approachin- destroyers,
the other two making their escape. The engage-
ment which followed was of the fiercest descrip-
tion. The Russian destroyers, after being badly
damaged, retired towards the harbour. The
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHl R
Japanese boats by no means got ofi scot-free butheir ,n,„nes were not of such a nature as to
render them unfit for further service. A couple
of hours later the second flotilla, after completing
Its work of laymg mines in the outer roadst-adwas prepanng to withdraw when two of the R,; , in
destroyers were seen making for the entrance'They were evidently the two which had mad. ^^ood
their escape before the previous enra-^enCThey were at once closed with, and a n.r;; h ^htasting over an hour, followed. On. .. trover'
the Resitehni, managed to escape in a ba.ilv
damaged condition, but the other, the StrroU-j,^
was captured after a hand-to-hand engag-no^V
While she was being towed away as a prL ot ^varshe sank on account of the injuries she had received.
While this last engagement was in progress theRussian cruisers Bayan and Novik came out toengage in the fight, but at once returned whenthey saw the presence of a number of Japanese
cruisers which at a distance were covering the

thl%.K "^^"t'
'''' ^'^^^^^ °" '^' "^on^ing of

in fron. ""fJTTl "^^'"^^^ ^PP^^'-^d directly
in front of Port Arthur and commenced a heavy
bombardment with their 12-inch guns. About

hn'mh^T *'?.'
^u''l

"'°'"" ^^'"^^"P^ commenced
bombarding the harbour and the New Town bv
indirect fire from the west coast near Pigeon Bay
This bombardment did considerable damage both

n ^l t^^T '^' ^y^^' ^"'"* ""^ *° the buildings
n the New Town. In order to prevent its repeti-
tion the Russians placed two 6-inch Canet -unsupon the west crest of Lao-tieh-shan, and b?ganhe erection of a new fort or battery position upon
the west slopes of the hill, which they intended
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

to equip with four more of the same cahbre guns.

Major-General Smirnoif arrived in Port Arthur

on JMarch 12th, and was followed throe days later

by Grand Duke Cyril. Meantime work upon the

land defences was rapidly progressing, and a

complete telephone system between all the forts

was installed.

During the night of the 21st of March, under

cover o' darkness, two destroyer flotillas a[)proached

Port Arthur and succeeded in laying a number
of min(;s in the fairway close to the entrance.

This work was well done, despite the fact that the

destroyers were under lire most of the time from

the shore batteries. The entire fleet arrived upon
the scene about eight o'clock the following morning.

The battleships Fuji and Yashima were detailed

to bombard the inner harbour from off the shores

of Pigeon Bay, and thus force the Russian ships to

emerge from their shelter. They quickly destroyed

the new fort which wp.s being constructed upon the

west slopes of Lao-tieh-shan. During this bom-
bardment the Russian fleet gradually commenced
manoeuvring under cover of the fortress batteries,

evidently with the intention of luring the Japanese
within range. Failing in this, a heavy bombard-
ment at long range was kept up until about three

o'clock in the afternoon, when the Japanese fleet

withdrew. The nimiber of Russian ships which
emerged this time was larger than on any pnvious
occasion, and includetl iive battleships, four cruisers,

and ten torpedo craft, besides a number of smaller

gunboats.

A second attempt was made to block the har-

bour entrance on the 27th of March. Four trans-

ports jm'pared lor the ,...rpose, under cover of
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torpedo -craft flotillas, approached Port Arthur
about half-past three o'clock in the morning
Ihey succeeded in getting within two miles of the
entrance before their presence was disclosed by
the enemy's searchhghts. The land batteries as
well as the patrol ships immediately opened a
bombardment, in spite of which the blocking
vessels one by one forced their ways into the
channel at the mouth of the harbour. This time
the enemy was prepared, and met the attempt with
a most vigorous resistance. Two of the four hulks
were torpedoed before they reached the spots
where it was intended they should be sunk
As a result the attempt to seal the entrance
vv-as a failure. The conduct of the volunteer
oihcers and crews upon the blockading hulks was
intrepid in the extreme. The manner in which
the torpedo flotillas covered the advance of the
hulks and afterwards rescued their crew? under a
tremendous fire from the enemy's ships and forts
was another specially noticeable feature of the
attempt.

On March 29th General Stocssel was appointed
Commander-in-Chief of the Kwantung garrison, in-
cluding Port Arthur and Kinchow. Major-General
bmirnoff was consequently superseded and left
without any special appointment. This fact after-
wards led to much friction among the army officers
Grand Duke Boris arrived in Port Arthur on
March joth, accompanied by Viceroy Alexieff At
the same time the strength of the garrison was
again increased. A large number of skilled work-
men from the naval dockyards in Russia also
arrived, and were employed in completing the
repairs to the battleship Poltava, the repairs to
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
the Czarevitch the Pallada, and the Retvezan
having already been completed.

The next attack upon Port Arthur was fruitful
of important results. The Russian flagship, the
Peiropanlovsk, struck a Japanese mine and went
dov.-n with practically all on board, including
Admiral Makaroff and his staff. In spite of the
enemy's searchlights, one of the Japanese torpedo
flotillas succeeded in laying a number of mines in
front of the entrance on the night of the 12th. From
Russian aources it was learned, after Port Arthur
had fallen, that during the night the commander
of one of the Russian guardships at the harbour
entrance reported to Admiral Makaroff that there
were torpedo vessels outside, and asked if he should
fire upon them. The same day, however, eight
Russian torpedo destroyers had been sent out upon
a reconnoitring expedition and had not yet returned.
Fearing that the vessels located outside were the
Russian vessels returning, the Admiral gave orders
not to fire. By a strange freak of fortune this
order probably resulted in the catastrophe which
lost the fleet its flagship, and cost the life of its

admiral with most of his staff. A little after
daybreak on the morning of the 13th, after the
mines had been successfully laid, one of the Japanese
torpedo flotillas discovered two Russian destroyers
making for the harbour entrance. At once placing
itself between one oi the approaching craft and
its objective, the flotilla engaged it, and after
ten minutes' fighting managed to sink it. The
second destroyer made its way saf(>ly into the
harbour, and reported that the destroyer Strashini
had been surrounded by the enemy's ships. The
crui:^cr Bayan wa> ordered to prorced at once to
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but as thf bZu ne?r d^rtpoTLrT ^^'''
cruisers attacked her Sh^ !f

^ Japanese

reported what had ^r. / T^ '^^^^^^^ and
immediately ordered the Tf- ^'"?"'' ''^^^^°«

andwiththeflaeshTn thin^^T *° ^^^^ *^^ ^^ay,

to make ^n attack ri t
'''""' Proceeded

torpedo flotilla reti;ed as th^"'"' f'""'''''
^"^

Proached, and thus lured th
""'""^

' ^'^^P^ ^P"
distance if about 4^1^^ ^ t^!

^^^ '^^^ ^

another detachment of the fleet uJ.
"'^^"^""^
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numbered the Russian
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by ^he }apan" "^'e^^
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harbour mouth

previous night In . f
' *'''" "'^"^^ ^^^^ the
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""'^^ Practically all on

Cyril and Zpt'^tSeff'^"'"^^ ^^^"' ^"^^
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^^o'^o'^^^' commander of the

ThLtyonI officers L7T'\T "^" ^^ ^^ve^

over ^. L?dr:d'me^ 1^^^^^^^^^
utter confusion by this dTsast

' IT"" '"*^
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]

Japanese fleet remained outside until about one

o'clock, and then proceeded to a rendezvous at

sea, where preparations were made for continuing

the attack upon the following' day-

The loss of the largest and best of their battle-

ships was a serious blow to the Russian fleet, but

greater still was the death of Admiral Makaroff.

The ill-fated Russian Admiral was universally

respected for his ability, and loved by his officers

and men for liis personal qualities. Had he lived,

tlie story of the Russian fleet's inactivity during

the entire siege might have been a different one.

After Makaroft's death the fleet certainly seemed
to lose any power it might have had of con-

certed and harmonious action, due to an almost

open leud between the officers of the army
and the navy, and to petty jealousies among
the senior naval officers themselves. Makaroff's

personality was strong enough to have at least

minimised the friction, and prevented the

jealousies from havmg the serious effect they

undoubtedly had.

Shortly after three o'clock on the morning of

the 15th the Japanese torpedo flotillas were success-

ful in layi^^ more mines. One squadron of the

fleet put in an appearance about seven o'clock

and reconnoitred the position. All the Russian

warships were mside. The second squadron
arrived upon the scene about two hours later.

Tiie new cruisers, the Nisshin and Kasuga, which
had been purchased from the Argentine Republic,

and had recently jomed the fleei., were despatched
to the shores off Pigeon Bay to open fire upon
the enemy's warships in the harbour and force

them to come out. The bombardment lasted for
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several hours, but the Russian ships contented
themselves with replying from inside by indirect
fire while the fortress guns kept the main section

?rL 1
•^tP^"?^ ^''* ^* ^ respectful distance

from land About one o'clock the investing
fleet retired. In his report upon this engagement Admiral Togo stated that the reason thecombined fleet had been able to achieve some
success during this prolonged engagement without
losing a smgle man, despite the fact that day and
night the warships had been cruising about ina sea the surface of which was covered with theenemy s floating mines, was in his opinion due to
providential help. On the 25th of April the
Russian mine-laying ship, the Nonni, struck a mine
at the entrance to Ta-lien-wan and went to the
bottom.

A third and last attempt was made to block
the entrance to the harbour upon the 3rd of May
1 hough the experiment was carried out with great
bravery and determination, it ended in failure
and cost the lives of many othcers and men'
This time eight hulks were prepared, and started
from the naval base at the Elliott Islands on the
evening of the 2nd. About eleven o'clock a heavy
south-easterly gale sprang up, and the flotilla
became separated. Efforts were made to establish
communication and delay the time for making
the atteiiipt until after the weather had moderated
but without success. The commander of the first
of the blocking vessels to arrive in front of the
enemy's stronghold, thinking from the firing of
the fortress guns at one of the torpedo flotillas
which was engaged reconnoitring that tlie attempt
had alrea-Jy been commenced, immediately forced
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
his ship towards the entrance. He was followed

by the second blocking vessel, which put in an
appearance at that moment. Both made their

ways into the narrow channel and were there

sunk. In twos and threes the remaining six vessels

started for the entrance under a terrible fire from
the enemy's fortress guns, and through a sea full

of bursting submarine mines. Three succeeded

in reaching the channel, where they were duly

sunk by their crews. One was blown up by the

explosion of a mine outside the entrance, and two
others failing to reach their objectives owing to

the steering-gear being destroyed were also sunk
outside. Five out of the eight hulks had been
sunk in the channel, and from this fact Admiral
Togo concluded that the entrance had been blocked,

and so reported. It was afterwards found that

this conclusion was incorrect, for a narrow pas-

sage had been left between the sunken hulks

through which the Russian warships could leave

and enter the harbour. Fully one half of the

officers and crews of the blocking vessels

perished, despite the heroic effoits made by the

torpedo-boat flotillas to rescue them. In his

report Admiral Togo expressed the conviction

that the story of the heroic conduct of the

officers and crews of these blocking vessels would
live in the history of Japan. The attempt was
a desperate one, and the courage and heroism
displayed showed that none of the officers and
men who made up the crews of the vessels ever
expected to successfully complete their tasks and
get away alive. Three of the covering torpedo
boats were more or less seriously damaged by tlie

enemy's lire. The Russian fleet during the time
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
this effort was being made nexer once appearedThe Japanese fleet arrived upon the scene aboutnme o clock upon the following morninc andcovered the work of the torpedo flo'tillas in retuing
he survivors. A heavy fog vhich came on during

the mommg rendered this work both difficult and
dangerous.

, Ju l^l
!"^^"t'"^«. the First Japanese Army

which had landed in Korea some months earlier'had marched north and defeated the Russian
force on the ist of May upon the banks of the
Yalu. It had been the intention to land theSecond Army in the Liaotung peninsula about
the same time or shortly after the First Army
marched towards the Yalu, but the Russians suc-
ceeded in securing considerable information about
the plans, which made it a risky venture to carrythem into execution at that time. In conse-
quence, a flotilla of about one hundred transports
having on board the Second Army, was kept foi^
six or seven weeks in the harbour and river mouth
at Uiin-nan-po awaiting a favourable opportunity
to effect a landing upon the coast of the Liaotung
peninsula directly opposite, across the Yellow Sea
Ihe landing place finally selected was in YentaiBay close to the toun of Pi-tzu-wo, upon the east
coast of ihe Liaotung peninsula, almost dirertlv
opposite the Elhott Islands, then the flving base
of the fleet, and about ten miles distant from
hem. Lrom the great precautions taken to secure
the safety of the transports ,„d cover the landin-^
of the army, it is evident that the Japanese
anticipated not only opposition upon land but
upon the sea as weU. Some twelve miles

aeavy wooden Im.cu,^ hiid bc.u stieiched
55
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SIEGE ANH FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
through the Elliott Islands, and from them to
the shallow water off the shore in Yeutai Bay.
The third squadron of the fleet, with every torpedo
craft and gunboat that could be spared from other
operations, were detailed to form a scr^ on from
the Elliott Islands to the proposed landing place.

In this way cxery precaution was taken to prevent
the Russians making a successful torpedo attack
while the landing was in progress. A naval de-

tachment with one of the torpedo flotilla, reacherl

the landing place on the 5th, shortly after five

o'clock in the morning. The torpedo boats fired

for some time at a hill a short distance from the
coast where the enemy's scouts api)eared. The
naval detachment was then ordered to land. In
small boats they reached a point about one thou-
sand yards from shore, where the water became so

shallow that they had to wade the rest of the
distanc The landing was effected unopposed,
and a small hill close to th' shore occupied. At
the same time three gunboa s were ordered to
stand well inshore and divert the attention of the
enemy if any appeared. A party of about a
hundred, vho appeared, was forced to retire by
the fire of the gunboats. The transport flotilla

arrived at the rendezvous of the fleet on the 5th
and 6th and at once proceeded to the landing place.

It was a few minutes after eight o'clock upon the
morning of the 5th when the first transport of
the echelon arrived, and at once began the dis-

embarkation of troops, the naval detachment
which had previously landed covering the opera-
tion. Though all the troops, after leaving the
small boats, had to wade ashore, for a distance of a
thousand yards or more through water waist-deep
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CHAPTER IV

The precau'ons taken by General Oku during and after the
landiiig of his army near Pi-tzu-wo—Th^: dangerous position of the
army necessitated the creation of a new supply base in Kerr Bay
by the navy—The loss of the battleships Hatsuse and Yashima—
The landing of the sixth and eleventh divisions in Kerr Bay—The
capture of Kinchow and the battle of Nanshan.

Similar precautions to those taken by the navy
in covering the landing of the Second Army near
Pi-tzu-wo against a possible attack from the
enemy at sea were repeated by General Oku upon
land during the time his army was being disem-
barked, and in all his movements afterwards. So
much has been said about the great amount of
good luck which attended the execution of
many of the daring pre-arranged plans of the
Japanese in landing thsir armies in the enemy's
country, that it is only fair to indicate, now
that the necessity for military secrecy with regard
to them no longer exists, how much care was
taken in the execution of the plans to ensure
success. It is true that many of the precautions
taken proved to be unnecessary owing to the
amazing inactivity of the enemy. But it would
have been most unsound from a military stand-
point for the Japanese to have counted upon that
unpreparedness and inactivity. Much of the suc-
cess which has attended the work of the Mikado's
troops in the present war has been attributed to
the marvellous manner in which whole armies
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
station at full speed. The telegraph lines were
then cut and the railway line destroyed. In the
meantime, another detachment sent to the town
of Pi-tzu-wo to cut the telegraph lines found
the place deserted by its Russian garrison, and
the lines were destroyed without opposition. Two
days later, a third detachment, sent to cut the
telegraph lines and destroy the railway near the
town of San-shi-li-pao, a place about twelve
miles north of the town of Kinchow, encountered
a small body of Russian cavalry, which was
repulsed, and the mission in view accomplished.
Four days later, on the 12th, a fourth detachment
cut the telegraph Hnes and destroyed the railway
near Wa-fang-tien, about sixteen miles north of
Pu-lan-tien.

The landing of the army near Pi-tzu-wo having
been completed by this time, General Oku occupied
a hne across the peninsula from the landing place
to a point on the west coast a few miles from
Pu-lan-tien. The fourth division, which was the
first to land, occupied the west flank in the Hne,
the first division the centre, and the third division
the east flank. Strong scouting parties were
thrown out both to the north and the south, while
the entire army worked quickly southward.
Though the railway had been destroyed some
sixteen --les north of Pu-lan-tien, and about
the sam ..stance to the south, making a gap of
some thirty odd miles in the Russian lines of com-
munication between the forces in the north and
the south of the peninsula, the position of the
invading army, spanning the peninsula in the
centre of this gap, was a dangerous one to contmue
to occupy for any length of time. A concerted
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
are only a short distance from the enemy's strong
position upon Nanshan hills, the attempt to create
a landing base there met with a good deal of oppo-
sition. There were many outposts along the shore,
and some semi-permanent infantry positions farther
inland, but the enemy did not appear to have
any big guns close enough to the shores to use
them. Some bodies of infantry and cavalry which
appeared were dispersed by the fire from the
ships, and the work of sounding and dragging
for mines was kept up all day with considerable
success. Late in the afternoon, however, a torpedo
boat was struck by a mine, and sank with some
fourteen of her crew. The gunboat Miyako entered
Shan Bay, an indenture immediately north of
Ta-yao-kow, and destroyed a watch-tower of the
enemy situated upon a hill to the north-west of
Robinson promontory. On the morning of the
14th the work was resumed. The torpedo flotillas
with the smaller gunboats were sent into the
bay under cover of a bombardment from the
squadron outside. The enemy had in the mean-
time placed a battery of field guns upon tl e slopes
of Ta-ku-shan, or Taku-hill, near the entrance
to the bay, and close to the battery position trenches
had been constructed to shelter about a company
of infantry. While the clearing flotilla were en-
gaged in removing mines the enemy kept up a
galling fire all day. During the afternoon the
gunboat Miyako struck a mine and went to the
bottom with most of her crew. Upon the i6th
and subsequent days the work of clearing the
bay of mines was proceeded with in spite of the
determined defence of the enemy. On the 20th
the third squadron of the fleet, escorting a number
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mile and a half north-east of Kinchow, was occupied •

and later the same evening the liills to the north
of the town of Chin-cha-ticn, about a mile and
a half east of Kinchow, were in possession of the
Japanese army. On the 20th a considerable body
of the enemy, in a position north of Siao-chin-shan
was defeated, and communication established with
the eleventh division at the new landii.g place on
the north shores of Ta-yao-kow Bay. On the
following day a closing-in process was commenced
agamst the Russian main position in the town
of Kinchow and upon the heights of Nanshan
under a heavy bombardment from his big guns.

Just about this time a series of disasters happened
to the navy in front of Port Arthur. About half-
past one on the morning of the 15th, while the
third squadron was returning from blockading
the harbour, it encountered a heavy fog about
ten miles oft the Shantung promontory. The
cruiser Kasuga collided with the cruiser Yoshino
striking her on the port side towards the stern'
The Yosh-io began to fill rapidly, and sank with
all her ept some ninety officers and men.
Ahile -C-. : watch outside the harbour the
same d. ^ut eleven o'clock in the morning
the battlesnip Hatsuse struck one of the enemy's
mines, and had her steering-gear badly injured.
She at once telegraphed for a tug-boat, but inside
half an hour she struck another mine, and went
down with about one-half her officers and crew
While the Haisuse was sinking, some sixteen
Russian torpedo craft emerged from the harbour
and attacked the ships of the squadron which
were engaged in rescuing the survivors of th-
disaster. The fortunate arrival of another de-
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Kai-pinp, and bombarded the railway line, with

the intention of smashing some of the bridges

at that point, and thus delaying the movement
of any considerable bodies of the enemy south-

ward. Having inflicted some d^ mage, the squadron

again sailed southward, and upon the 17th, after

carefully dragging for mines, two of the gunboats

entered Kinchow Bay close to the Nanshan position

and bombarded it for some time. The object of

this move was to discover if Kinchow Bay could

be utilized by the fleet, in co-operation with the

army when the attack upon Nanshan took place,

by bombarding from the sea.

About one o'clock on the morning of the 20th

a gunboat detachment and several torpedo-craft

flotillas succeeded, under a heavy fire from the

Russian guns, in laying a series of mines in front

of the harbour at Port Arthur. Though the bom-
bardment was severe little damage was done to the

mine-laying vessels.

The army under command of General Oku
spent from the 20th to the 25th in reconnoitring

the enemy's position at Kinchow and Nanshan,
and in making ready to assault both positions.

With the fourth, or Osaka, division on the right

flank, the first, or Tokyo '.vision in the centre,

and the third, or Nago^.., division on the left

flank, the army was extended along the range of

hills to the east of Kinchow and the north-east

of Nanshan. The walled Chinese town of Kinchow
is situated close to the ^''est coast in Kinchow
Bay, and at the throat of uie iithmus of the same
name. This isthmus is the na' -owe^ t point in

the whole of the Liaotung peninsula, and is not

more than two miles wide from the shore?: of Kin-
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from the foot of the hjll-i to the confines of Kinchow,
a distance of about two miles. The east front

commands any advance from the hills to the east

and north-east of the positi m, while the fact that

the peaks of the Nanshan ridge ex lend well to the

rear on the east side makes any outflanking r--)ve-

ment through the gap between the foot ol the

hills and the shores of the small indenture of Ta-
lien-wan impossible. The front of the Russian
position extended, in a series of well-c structed

infantry trenches, from the shores of the indenture

of Ta-lien-wan upon the east coast across the gap
between it and the slopes of ^he hills, and from
there almost due west along t' e foot of the hill-

slopes almost to the shores of Kinchow Bay on the
west coast. In frcnt of this first row of infantry

trenches, extending almost east and west along
the foot of the hills and across the gap between
the hills and the shore-line on the right flank, there

were niany lines of wire entanglements and numer-
ous mines. Three more lines of infantry trenches

ran around the slopes of the hills upon the north
and east fronts. All these trench-Unes were well con-
structed and provided with embrasures for machine
guns and automatic quick-firers, with strong bomb-
proofs at intervals for the protection of the infantry

from the effects of big-gun fire. Upon the crests

of the hills were the battery positions. These
positions might be termed semi-permanent works,
so well and strongly were they constructed. There
were three main battery positions facing the north
and north-east, while in rear, upon higher peaks,
were two more gun positions which could be used
against troops advancing upon either the north or
east fronts. The entire position was equipped with
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was one v^oak pl. d .U I r"""' ,

'''"^

flank. Between ih. Vr , TV'" '"'''

and the slones nf th^ c
Kmchow Bay

hill^ the Sance s »h ". ':-'"' °' "-e Nanshan
For some »h„n ^"' '"° ">ousand yards

failed tTrun°heir"r'"?'r''
"'^" "^ «"Sat

to the °h
"

-,i„^"' r^r r.
""•' *'""^ "'''="'«

fre^r a„d'lrtrt„°'thX^r^r""t\'^^''^

position wasmide^andT/h ""''' "P°" "-^
to strengthen ,t\Ts' fla "o'Lfth'^""^^

iToT^te':;™ - ^" i^cusabietrk::
to estimrte Th! T" "^" ""« ^uld care

The entiro ^N ,^^ "^"^^ ^" Kinehow Bay
the^ Ku^sran'SttH^Vr'

'^^ "P^
was answered hvfh! t ^ ^* morning, and

Shan hilTsand "; L fidJ
'"" °"

l'^
^^"

The ffims in %- u ^ ^"' ^" Kinehow.

supenonty m range and calibre of the
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guns upon the Nanshan position was soon demon-
strated. Owing to a heavy sea which was running
in Kinchow Bay the gunboats were unable to
approach the shore, so the infantry attack had to
be postponed. About midnight tlxe assault was to
begin by the fourth division upon the east flank
attacking the Russians in the town of Kinchow
Again there was a delay, for at that time a heavy
thunderstorm came on and several of the Japanese
positions were struck by lightning, which, however,
did no damage. About two o'clock in the morning
the thunderstorm passed, but the night remained
exceedingly dark. The right wing finally began
Its advance against Kinchow, but the extreme
darkness and the condition of the ground offered
serious obstacles, so that it was not until half-past
hve o clock in the morning that the Osaka division
were able to dislodge the enemy in the town
Driven from their trenches, the Russian force'
numbering about six hundred, retreated to the
westward^ The pursuing Japanese succeeded in
cutting off their retreat to the main Russian position
at Nanshan. Slowly they were pushed back until
driven into the sea, where the whole body was
slaughtered with the exception of a dozen who were
taken prisoners. Those who saw the incident say

.1 *^^,T^*^^
^-as coloured with blood. Morning

of the 26th broke with a heavy fog, which delayed
the begmning of the artillery fire upon both sides.About SIX o clock the artillery duel began, and at

off
^""1 ""^ *^^ ^°"' J^P^"^^^ g-^nboats arrived

off the shore m Kinchow Bay and assisted in the

nosTi^on
"!'-. ^^l

^"^'^""^ "P^" the Nanshan
position rephed with all their batteries, and for
three hours a fierce artillery duel was kept up.
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fouji"a^d'^^s^dtrfc bar "'/''^ •>-'-'
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
have been simply alive with troops. When onp
reahzes that fully forty thousand soldiers attacked
over a level plain scarce two miles wide from
sea to sea towards an objective at the narrowest
pomt, while Russian artillery, machine guns, quick-
firers and rifles poured a deadly hail into the
approaching lines from a height which made it
impossible for even a tenth part to find cover
one IS compelled to wonder how it was that the
whole force was not annihilated. Despite the
heavy losses, the whole army pushed forward under
a deadly fire until it approached to within from
three to five hundred yards of the first trench-
hne. About ten o'clock a Russian gunboat putm an appearance at the entrance to the small
indenture of Ta-hen-wan, and for several hours
kept up a galling fire upon the Nagoya division
from the rear. The left flank also suffered severely
from the fire of tho enemy's guns from batteries
at the extreme end of the east front of his position.
Ihis fire It was impossible to silence, owing to
the great distance at which the batteries were
from the Japanese artillery positions. While tixe
left flank was being deluged with artillery fire from
two unassailable positions, the enemy tried to land
a naval detachment under cover of the fire from
the gunboat in the indenture of Ta-Uen-wan so
as to attack the Japanese left flank in the rear
but the attempt was not successful. About two
o clock the trying position of the third division
was relieved by the Russian gunboat being com-
pelled to retire on account of a fire directed at

,u T" J^P^"^^^ gunboats. During the afternoon
the first division in the centre made two desperate
attempts to get through the wire entanglements
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an awful rifle and machfn^' ^"^ "^^* ^^^^^
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
that might have been poured in upon them for
a distance of nearly two miles. But here was
the one vulnerable spot in the otherwise impreg-
nable position at Nanshan, and the Japanese were
evidently not slow in taking advantage of it. A
heavy artillery fire was kept up against the main
battery positions of the enemy upon his left flank
by the divisional artillery from the front, while the
gunboats shelled the positions practically from the
rear, and succeeded in silencing them. The atten-
tion of the artillery was then directed against the
enemy's trench-lines, and about five o'clock in the
evening, taking advantage of the heavy artillery

fire, the Osaka men waded through the shallow
water upon the extreme left of the enemy's position,
and, by a series of rushes, put several companies
under cover of the escarpment of the hill upon
which the most advanced Russian battery had its

position.

About this time a general assault was ordered,
and the Osaka men, working around under cover
part way up the slope, reached possible striking
distance of the main battery position upon the
Russian left flank. Five hundred yards of a
bullet-swept glacis lay between them and the
position they had been ordered to take. It must
have been a mad, awful rush, in which brave
men died in hundreds. The glacis crossed, a
short but fierce bayonet charge gave them the
coveted position. The rest of the Japanese force
did not wait to make the general charge imtil the
event just described had happened. Again the
men from Tokyo essayed to take the enemy's centre
by a series of rushes. They were advancing under
an awfu! fire from the first captured trench-line to
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
able, but it was not thought that more would be
required.

While walking over the position months after
the battle with a Japanese office- who had been
present, he volunteered the astonishing informa-
tion that out of some eight hundred men of the
Fifth Regiment of East Siberian Sharpshooters
who occupied the first line of trenches, nearly five
hundred were killed, three hundred wounded, while
only twenty-six escaped with the retreating force.
Thisgreat disproportion between killed andwounded,
he explained, was due to the fact that there were
no connecting trenches from the front trench-
line to the rear. Consequently all day long
wounded men lay in their trenches, and were killed
by the heavy fire from the Japanese artillery.
The Russians claim that many of the wounded
were killed in the final charge. However this
may be, the Russian belief that such was the case
started the bitter feeling of antagonism which
was such an awful feature of the fighting for months
afterwards during the advance towards, and the
siege of. Port Arthur.
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the enemy occupying the Nan-kwan-ling heights
and, with the assistance of the gunboats in Kinchow
Bay, forced them to retire after a feeble resistance.
Later the same day a portion of the brigade
occupied tJ c port of Liu-chi-tun, directly south
about twelve miles from Nans' i and close
to the entrance to Ta-hen-wan. The place was
taken after a feeble resistance, and with it four
guns, a quantity of ammunition, and a number
of railway trucks. A branch line of the Trans-
Siberian Railway runs from the main line at San-
siii-li-pao station to Liu-chi-tun, so that, in common
with Dalny and Port Arthur, the place is one of
the termini .f the great Russian railway rystem
in Manchuria. The following day a small detach-
ment of troops was sent around Ta-lien-wan to
occupy Dalny. which it did after overcoming a
sm.all body of the enemy.

In the meantime General Oku and his victorious
army were ^iven little time in which to rest upon
their laurels. News from the north A'as exceed-
mgly disquieting. General Kuropatkin had, under
mstructions from St. Petersburg, and, it is said,much
against his own judgment, despatched General
Stackleberg with an army corps southward a few
days before Nanshan was fought. It is true that
the sixth division of infantry had been sent
northward to form a screen across the peninsulam order to prevent the army being surprised at
Nanshan, but time meant everything now. The
farther south Stackleberg and his army were
able to get, the more likelihood there was of
securing co-operation from the Russian force to
the south of Nanshan, and the greater difficulty
there would be in driving them back to the north
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to the effect that they knew that five divisions
of thr Japanese had been landed before the
battle of Nanshan. They claimed ignorance of
the fact that General Oku had taken three of
those divisions north with him immediately after
the fight. They wen aware that a Russian army
was on its way south, and Ml) expected that
Nanshan would be followed in a lew days by a
crushing defeat of the victorious army through
attacks delivered simultaneously in front and
rear. Whether it was this belief that lost them
a golden opportunity of retrieving their defeat at
Nanshan or not, it is certain that one was lost.

About the time that General Oku, with the
nev.Iy-constituted Second Army, marched north-
ward to meet the force under General Stackleberg
General Nogi with his staff arrived at the new
unding place established in Kerr Bay, and at
once took command of the Third Army which
then consisted of the first and eleventh divisions
of infantry with full divisional artillery. With
these two divisions he at once proceeded to close
in upon the positions taken up by the Russians
who had retired after the battle of Nanshan
Upon the ist of June he made his headquarters
at the small Chinese village of Pah-pao-tzu-ai,
about seven miles south-west of Dalny, upon the
branch line which runs from the main line to Port
Arthur at Nan-kwan-ling Junction to the city
of Dalny. The Russians were found to have
occupied a series of ridges extending in a more
or less irregular line from An-she-shan, close to
the west coast, to a point close to Shao-ping-tao
upon the east coast of the peninsula. This line
had a front of about twelve miles. From the
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by" the Russians. The Hne extended from the east

coast near Tai-tzu-shan over the crests of a lower

and more irregular series of ridges which end

in a hill called An-tzu-shan, which is about half

a mile from the west coast of the peninsula. The
position was strong only in the fact that the irregu-

larity of the Russian line and the broken ground

between the two positions afforded an easy approach

for attack. The first division was extended from

the west coast to the centre of the position, and

the eleventh division from the east coast to the

centre. With only an occasional skirmish to

relieve the monotony of things, the opposing

armies occupied these positions until the 26th of

June, during which time the Second Army had

won the battle of Te-h-ssu, and was making

co-operation between the Russian armies of the

north and south impossible by forcing them back

to Kai-ping.

Having succeeded in estabUshing a firm foot-

hold in the Liaotung peninsula, the Japanese

were fully alive to the enormous advantages Ta-

lien-wan offered for the establishment of base

depots for their two armies. The bay is a splendid

and adequate harbour for transports and supply

ships. It was close to the naval base at the Elliott

Islands, so that danger to the transport service

from Russian warships could easily be obviated

by the transports taking an easterly route from

Japan, and sailing up close to the west coast of

Korea under shelter of the many islands which

lie off that shore, to the rendezvous of the fleet,

whence they could easily be convoyed with Httle

trouble or inconvenience to their destination

in Ta-hen-wan. In addition, the safety of the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
to the front. Locomotives and trucks from the
Imperial Government railways were also sent by
ship to Liu-chi-tun. Immediately, the train corps
set to work repairing breaks in the railway
to the northward from Liu-chi-tun towards the
rear of General Oku's army. The difficulty of
the difference in gauge was quickly overcome. A
single rail was lifted and moved in, so that the
wide gauge track was made to fit the imported
rolling stock in a very short time. It was only
a few weeks after the battle of Te-li-ssu, when
not only ad a permanent base been created
at Liu-chi-tun, but rail communication had been
tablished to the rear of the Second Army

upon its victorious advance northward towards
Liao-yang. The progress of the Third Army
towards Port Arthur being slower, its supplies
were sent by supply column until such time as
the navy had completed its task of removing
the mine fields from the inner reaches of the
bay, so that transports might have a safe
channel through which they could approach the
docks and piers in Dalny harbour. This work
was completed about the end of July, when
it was duly made the depot base of the Third
Army. In all this dangerous work of dragging
Ta-Uen-wan for mines the navy suffered no losses

in ships, though over a thousand mines were re-

moved and destroyed, So thoroughly had the
Ivussians done their work, that some forty mines
were removed from in front of the largest dock
in the harbour.

Meantime the navy before Port Arthur was
carefully but steadily carrying on its work.
About one o'clock on the morning of May 30th,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
bridges in the vicinity, in order to impede the
despatch of Russian troops southward to reinforce
the army at Te-h-ssu.

The Third Japanese Army had been almost amonth m front of the Russian position among the
hills to the south-west of Dalny, when, on the
26th of June, General Nogi decided to make his
first offensive move. The principal reason for
this being done before the third division of hisarmy had been landed, was that from the top of
Kenzan the Russians were able not only to
observe all that was going on in the rear of the
Japanese lines, but also see what was taking placem Dalny and Ta-lien-wan. The Japanese realised
that from the top of Kenzan the country south-
ward to the fortress beit which encircles Port
Arthur was visible.

The attack was begun before dayhght by the
eleventh division advancing against the right flank
of the Russian position. The outposts were easily
driven in. At nine o'clock the heights of Wai-to-
shan with sur-ounding hills were captured The
real centre of the Russian position upon the heights
of Kenzan, however, still held out. About noon
a regiment of infan.ry supported by a battery
of mountain guns advanced to attack Kenzan
At the same time three cruisers and four
gunboats from Port Arthur appeared off the
shore near Shao-ping-tao, and beian to bombard
the left flank of the Japanese advance. Shortly
after, a squadron of the Japanese fleet arrived
upon the scene and immediately engaged the
Russian warships. There wa . a short sea fight
which resulted in the Russian vessels returning to'

' See Sketch Map A, at the end of the volume.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
bardment from a detachment of the fleet off the
shore near Shao-ping-tao considerably assisted the
divisional artillery in making the enemy's posi-
tions nearest the coast-line untenable. To the
west of the centre beyond Kenzan, the left wing
of the first division had to do some desperate
fighting before the Russians were forced to retire
from the heights west of the town of Pantao.
Upon the extreme we;:t flank their position
remained unaltered, but the Japanese were able
to close in over some four miles of level plain
which lay between their previous line and that
occupied by the Russians. This ground had before
the attack been commanded from a ridge of heights
to the east, from which the enemy was driven by
the successful advance of the left wing of the
first division. Before dark on the night of the
26th, the Russians had evacuated their entire hne
from the east coast near Shao-ping-tao to the
An-she-shan hills, a few miles from the west
coast near Swang-tai-kow. Up to this time the
splendid harbour at Shao-ping-tao, about ten
miles west along the east coast from the entrance
to the harbour at Port Arthur, had been used
by the Russian warships as a temporary base.
The capture of Shao-ping-tao enabled the
Japanese Navy to use this harbour for similar
purposes from this time on until the end of the
siege.

Subsequent events proved that the Russians
never intended that Kenzan should so easily fall
into the hands of the Japanese. It is said that
General Stoessel was furious when he heard of
what had happened, and gave orders that the hill
should be recaptured at any cost. In pursuance
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
order to envelop Kenzan, which in all these
engagements seemed to be the objective no
matter where the attack developed. This attempt
also ended in failure after some bitter lighting
lasting most of the day. Upon the 5th there
was httle fighting, but that night another unsuc-
cessful attempt was made by two companies to
surprise the Japanese garrison upon the crests of
Kenzan. These futile attempts to retake the
hill, and the flank fighting which the various
attempts necessitated, cost the Russians about
one thousand killed and wounded. This was a
high price to pay at this time for an observation
point, no matter how good. If the real object
of the Russians was to break through the
Japanese lines and endeavour to co-operate
with General Stackleberg, whom they no doubt
thought was in the immediate vicinity of the
Japanese rear, it was certainly a most ineffectual
effort for a force as strong as that possessed
by them.

After the last attempt to retake Kenzan, on
the night of the 5th of July, there was practically
no more fighting between the two forces, except
occasional skirmishes, until the Japanese again
moved forward upon the 26th of the month. For
weeks prior to their retirement from their first

hne, the Russians had been busily engaged pre-
paring fortifications upon the series of positions
they took up after being driven back. This Hne
extended from the Chinese town of Swang-tai-kow,
near the west coast of the peninsula, over the
high land to the east, and thence along a very
high rocky ridge, called the 0-ji-kai-shan, to
An-tzu-Iing. From there the line ran to Ka-
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CHAPTER VI

The strength of the Third Army completed by the arrival of the

m^^e orGrA"? k"° '"'''P'"^'"* *"'^"*'y bripades-The secondmove of General Nog.'s army towards Port Arthur-Three days-desperate fighting vvhRh ended m the capture of the entire Russian

attack oTI',"' "r "l '"''r''
'''"''' "P ^y *'^'= Russians-Su~

attack of July 30th. by which the Russians were driven within thepermanent fortifications about Port Arthur-Sketch of the navaloperations-The sortie of the Russian fleet on August 1 3th and
the fight which followed. ^ ^ " ^"''

The difficulties which faced the Third Japanese
Army in making its second move in the advance
towards Port Arthur were much greater than
those encountered in making the first. All the
time the Russians were holding their first line of
positions across the peninsula they were busily
engaged fortifying the second. The result was that
when they retired from the first line they were able
to at once occupy a series of positions which had in
a large measure been prepared for them. During
the weeks m July when the two armies faced each
other without doing any serious fighting the Russians
worked practically night and day completing the
defences of their position, and making ready to
resist the assault which they, of course, knew was
coming. It soon became evident to the Japanese
that not only were the Russians strongly entrenched
in an almost unassailable position, but had
added largely to the number of heavy long-range
guns and considerably reinforced their infantry
Under these circumstances. General Nogi decided
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railway to Port Arthur runs. The Russian position
fo lowed the irregular lines of tw- high but broken
ridges which extend almost from the east coast
in a north-westerly direcMon to within a few miles
of the west coast. An-tzu-ling, a pass between
two high peaks of the 0-ji-kai-shan range, formed
the centre. With infinite labour the Russians
had built gun-roads up the steep reverse slopes
of the ridge to the crest of An-tzu-ling, where
their main batteries were located. Branching
off to the east and west from the centre, roads
were made over which artillery could be moved
to t' e almost inaccessible crests of the 0-ji-kai-
slua ridge. On the extreme right, quite close to
the east coast, the crest of a high hill, known
as Lao-tzuo-shan, had been converted into a
well-bmlt, semi-permanent work; while upon the
extreme left, a short distance from the west
coast, there was a similar field work, the guns
of which commanded the approaches over a level
valley to a ;w ridge along which ran the line
of the Russian defences. The length of the
Russian line was, roughly speaking, about ten
miles, and for the entire distance a system
of deep infantry trenches ran practically from
coast to coast. At essential points of defence
these trenches were strengthened by sand-bags.
Ihe Japanese position was about a mile distant
tliough at some points the irregularity of the
ridges brought the hne much closer. The country
between, while it afforded splendid cover for
advancing infantry and ideal positions for artillery
was about as difficult as any troops could wish
to light over, consisting of steep hills covered with
loose stones and deep ravines through which many
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
^yere scaled, but the task was too difficult for a
silent night advance. The alarm was sounded in
the Russian trenches, and instantly there was a
deadly volley. The Russ: a?, had been waiting for
the right moment. T . )ugh they fought bravely,
and made desperate - ffovtb to s-aie the rugged
heights, they were eas);;.- beaieii lick and utterly
routed. During the night tne weather cleared,
and shortly after daybreak on the morning of
the 27th the artillery on both sides opened fire

and a heavy bombardment ensued. The Japanese
concentrated their fire upon the centre, especially
upon the heights of 0-ji-kai-shan, which the
infantry had vainly tried to carry by assault
the previous night. Under cover of this con-
centrated artillery fire the ninth division slowly
worked its way from trenches, made the night
previous, up the slopes of the ridge. They were
under a heavy rifle and machine-gun fire, but the
steep slopes afforded much cover, though the
climbing was very difficult. About three o'clock
in the afternoon the assaulters reached close
proximity to the trench-lines along the crests of
the ridge. The slopes at this point were so
precipitous that neither side was able to use
their rifles with effect. Only twenty-five yards
separated the forces, but it was an awful climb
for the assaulters, for the Russians, despite the
heavy artillery fire which was being poured
in upon them, gathered huge piles of loose
stones from the top of the hill in rear of
their trenches, and hurled them down the
steep incline upon the advancing infantry.
For over an hour the Japanese infantry vainly
tried to make the ascent. Finally, a general
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
division decid i to make an attack upon the
field work on the crest of Lao-tzuo-shan, and ac-
cordingly advanced about one o'clock in the
morning. The hill was slowly surrounded on three
sides, and the infantry began the ascent. They
reached the crest only to find that the enemy had
evacuated and retired in junks from the moath
of the Tai-ho Creek, which is immediately in the
rear. It was about five o'clock on the morn-
ing of the 28th when the position was finally

occupied. The centre and the right flank of the
Russian line had now been broken, but a determined
resistance was still kept up on the left flank. About
noon, however, a general retirement was com-
menced, and the entire line fell back, closely

followed by the victorious Japanese, who by four
o'clock in the afternoon had succeeded in occupy-
ing a line from Chang-ling-tzu railway station
near the west coast to Ying-ko-shih in the centre,
and close to T-' n-tao upon the east coast.

This was about ) nearer Port Arthur than
the one which tl . enemy had beer compelled
to evacuate The Russians, though they had
not so large a force at the beginning, were
reinforced from time to time, until at the finish

practically the whole garrison of Port Arthur was
engaged. Their positions mounted some sixty
guns, some of them large calibre and long-range.
Two of these long-range guns, with three automatic
quick-firers and three machine guns, were captured,
The Japanese losses during the three days' fighting
were over two thousand killed and wounded. The
heaviest casualties occurred in the repeated at-

tempts to break the Russian centre, and the
injuries inflicted were in a great majority of cases
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°" ""^ ^Oth
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

the work of the Japanese advance was completed,

and the army was able to begin the necessary

closing-in process upon the flanks preparatory

to a close investment of the fortress. In going

over the ground covered by the advance from

Nanshan, about the time the work of the invest-

ment was commenced, one could not help mar-
veUing at the success which had attended the

victorious army, especially when the real strength

of the Russian force was disclosed after Port

Arthur had fallen. The country, from the first

line occupied by the Russians after their retire-

ment from Nanshan up to the last scries of positions

they were driven from by the surprise attack

of the 30th of July, was an exceedingly difficult

country to fight over. Literally speaking it is

a sea of broken mountainous ridges, which while

they afforded cover for assaulting troops, certainly

possessed wonderful advantages for a skilful de-

fence. This was just where the trouble lay.

The Russians were not skilful. From first to

last they displayed an absolute lack of knowledge

of how to place their artillery or where to

run their infantry trenches. Even upon the

positions where two months were spent erecting

defensive works, many of which were certainly

of a semi-permanent character, an utter want of

knowledge was exhibited. Battery positions were

chosen which were in full view of the enemy,

and served as excellent targets for the Japanese
gunners. Infantry trenches in almost every

instance ran along the crests of the ridges full

upon the skyline, where they were sure to

be]: easy marks for artillery. It is perfectly

certain that the Japanese reaped enormous advan-
100
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SIECiE AXI) VALL OF PORT ARTHlIFl
tages from this want of knowledge on the part

o her ha'n";"''-
^'"^ '^^^^^^ positions on 7ho her hand, were ,n nearly all cases selected witligreat cunning, and were so well masked that the

guns" hadTot h'°"^ K^^^' ^^^* ^^' ^^--guns Had not been able to locate them Thoir

b"Jitt"\Tthr?>'^^'
'''''''' ^^^^-^^ -"- -Dui t as the Russian, were inhnitely better placed

waVh^^^to ch :r TheT'"^"
-fantr/ there

their Pmnnrl ,' ^"'"'^'^ "^'^''^''^ '^too^l

thPrn^T? •
^''"°'^ "^'^'y '"Stance againstthe most furious assaults, but again and alin

they vvct ^° ^;^^^ been^ble to hold becausetney vNcre niarks for the Japanese artilL^vThe Russian held gun had a longer range v !;

be wee^n'X"% 'U^ ^'"" '^ ^ --P--Detueen the skill displayed by the gunners inocatmg their batteries and in the practice afthey were placed. During the who" "dvance

and \ZT" ""'7''''' "^" ^''^^"* fi-e thousandand the Russian less than half that number butIt IS safe to say that but for the very great superTonty of their gunners the Japanese^ would nev"

sacrificing many more men than they did. Oneof the greatest weaknesses about the Port Artl^ur

mercfuiiy bombarded by an army do.' y Tn^est nJhe place but a shell fired at many of the central

the fort. Knowing this-and thev m-.f have
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SIEGE AND FAI.L OF PORT ARTHUR
known it—it does seem most extraordinary that
the Russians should have allowed themselves to
be ousted, practically without a fij^ht, from the
last Ime of positions they occupied from Ta-ku-shan
through the Feng-hoang-shan hills to the shores
of Louisa Bay. In the first place, this position,
though It had its weak points, was really strong
and might have been successfully defended for a
co..siderable length of time. In the next place.
It was absolutely necessary for the Japanese
to wm It before they could invest the fortresi.
The approaches to fully three-quarters of the
entire position were over a level plain for miles,
which could have been literally swept by artillery
fire. Yet the investing army was allowed to
occupy them at the cost of a few hundred
men, and after a fight lasting only half a day.
The whole story of the siege and fall of Port
Arthur might have been different had the
Russians exhibited even the most ordinary know-
ledge of strategy and tactics in the defence
of the positions they might have held during
the advance after Nanshan until Port Arthur
was invested.

During the time the land advance towards
Port Arthur was going on, little of any moment
was taking place at sea in front of the harbour
Rear-Admiral Whitgeft had been appointed to
succeed the unfortunate Makaroff in command
of the navy. The blockade maintained by the
Japanese fleet, while it was much closer than at
first could not prevent the Russian torpedo-craft
flotillas from exercising considerable freedom of
movement about the adjacent coasts. The larger
Russian warships, however, for the most part

lOJ
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remained inside the harhmir t*

for a sorHn l'^ I ,

™'' "^--ything made ready

eSrio : 'L,f from ;,' '"T^r" '"^ "-' -™'d

at Vbdivos oel
^' ""'""'' ^'"= ^q^^dron

instructed ,„
<^on,munieatcd with, and

Shortly after the «
/°^P<='i°-bo=" de.^royers.

harbou're„fr:„ce";LX«™t;rcTt i^ '"h^

Cr'trrlr^rth""'''' "^* '* "-- y
'""

«eet'\r."een'rm::-t7e;;h"tii"t

-=rmrf-tr-iS^^^^^^
manoeuvred his w-,r«h,-^c

Admiral Togo

Russian fleet Ln^ '"^ ^' *° ^^^^^ thefleet farther away from l>ort Arthur
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SIFXiE AM) FAI.L OF 1»()HT AHTmu
and make it impossible for it to seek the shelter
of the fortress guns. The opposing warships drew
together about thirty miles from the harbour
mouth. It was a little after noon when the signal
flag for action was run up on the Japanese flag-
ship, the Mikasa. The Russians evidently saw
the signal, for immediately the whole fleet formed
into single-line battle ionnation, with the battleship
Retvczan leading. When they came within range
of each other, about one o'clock, the Japanese
opened fire and the enemy replied. For a short
time there was a heavy bombardment ; then
the lines drew away from one another, after-
wards approaching within range, when the can-
nonade was resumed. These manoeuvres were
kept up for over two hours. At half-past three
o'clock there was an inter-al of an hour during
which there was no firing. The manoeuvres were
then resumed, and it soon became evident that
the Russian ships were endeavouring to escape.
A counter movement to cut them off on the
part of the Japanese brought the opposing lines
closer together than they had yet been. This
time the Russian ships opened fire, which was
duly replied to, and the engagement became ex-
ceedingly hot for a time. The Russians concen-
trated their fire upon tlie Japanese flagship, and
altered their course so as to avoid the closing-in
movement of the Japanese; but Admiral Togo
drove his fine closer and closer towards the head
of the Russian formation, all the time under a
terrible fire at short range. The shells fell thickly
about the flagship, but Admiral Togo and his staff,
from the deck of the Mikasa, without the slightest
hesitation, directed the closing-in movement to be
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proceeded with. About half-past five o'clo.-Ic .

struck the connins-towcr of the Cza^cviUh AdmiralWhitgeft and his staff, who were inside. weVo 1Sblown to pieces. The steel roof of the tov er S
kSed" T"'' *'^ "^" ^' ^^- wheel and he wa

ottfaw'v K T 7°^ "^ *^^^ conning-tower had

and the
^^'^.^^^^^^ the corpse could be removed

Russian flfv"^"^'^'
^'^''''''^- ^^I^^ntime theKussmn flagship was executing eccentric circlesovvmg to her helm being held hlrd over Fearin

'

lest they should collide with the fla^shin h?

now became most severe, and many o the ^unlupon the Russian battleships were silenced Th,rMv„a„, though most of her gm,s we e out o1

T^"; :iooh?^'^'^ T' t'^
^-' derrmin":^

'

ine catastrophe on board the Russian flasshinseemed to throw their entire formation intrdi,"^order from which the ships did not seem able"to ex ncate themselves. After a time the Russtn

Hts^LSnc^afrth^F^."" -
an. the^admira, .inet^M^t''ltVtr a^'™*deal. Darkness was now closing in anH ih

ro^ re^tr^1-^Tr^r ''- p-' oTih:ts :;:Zmv . ^"i'l'^^^P
Czareviich, the cruiser.A.kaui, Aovzk, and Dtana, with several torpedo!
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SIEGE AND FALL OF POUT AIM JHTU

boat dostroycrs, steamed to the soutlivvard at
full speed, while the remainder of the fleet pro-

ceeded back m the direction of Port Arthur pur-
sued by the Japanese, with the torpedo - craft

flotilla in the van inflicting what damage they
could upon the defeated enemy.

In the engagement all the Russian battleships

were moie or less seriously damaged. The Pobieda
had both her masts shot away and some of her
heavier guns disabled. The Rdvczan was shot
through in many places above the water-line,

while most of her big guns were disabled and
the majority of her crew either killed or wounded.
The Sevastopol and Pcresvid were also seriously in-

jured and rendered practically hors de combat. The
Pallada, in addition to the damage she had sus-

tained in action, was struck by a Japanese torpedo
as she was about to enter the harbour, and was
towed in with a great list to starboard. The
Japanese fleet had suffered also, but none of the
ships had their fighting capabilities destroyed in

spii
-

' what they had gone through during the
day.

A detachment of torpedo-boat destroyers and
cruisers was despatched to follow the section of

the Russian fleet which had sailed to the south-

ward in an effort to make good their escape. It

was found that the battleship Czarevitch, accom-
panied by two torpedo-boat destroyers, had taken
refuge in the harbour at Kiaochow, upon the China
coast, early upon the morning of the I2th. The
Japanese torpedo destroyer Ikazuchi entered the

harbour upon the i6th, while two cruisers remained
outside, and discovered that the warships had
been disarmed the previous day. They received

io6
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an assurancr from the (k-rman authorities th-.f

until the end of the war. The cruiser AskoU u.lfound to have arrived in the harbour at ShaLhnon he morning of the 13th. while the torpedo boadestroyer r;.o.o.., had anchored off t ^ FnthSettlement, near the mouth of the Yangtze I verhe same day. Both vessels were disarmec and
."r.r',°''*"'"^^

that they would be det-in,"until the cose of the wnr TV n * 1 f^^^^'"**^'

Resiteluti was traced o tl J u k'^''^^
'^''''''y''

vvdb traced to the harbour at '"hefoo

Sve'thTrl" '^'r'
^° ^'^^™ ^^^ --e oreave the harbour, but endeavoured to send her

She was /r '^ ^^P'°^^'"^ ^ -^"^ - her holdShe was taken in tow by the Japanese warshins

entered th!h u''" T' '''" ^""''^'^ ^^'^1^^ andentered the harbour at Saigon on the 24th of Autrustwhere she^ .as disarmed and detainetl TheTly
reas T to'f

^^1 'V'"" ' ^''' "^^^ ^^e had every

oW o h
''"' '^' '^"'^^'- ^'"^^- Probably

thr'uV the"s?r'a^;"°oVr'H-^'' "^"f^^^
'^

^''

wav L i\ . ?
Tsushima, and make her

of Sakhahen wh^"'" 'I
''°"^'°^' °" ^^^ I^^-^l

?ofh ^f A ' f^ '^^ '"^^ ^^^^ ^cred on the

entrance Ind
'"" approached the harbourentrance, and was immediately recognised bv theescapmg cruiser. She came out at ull soeed

S^'A""^^ ^^"\^^^^^^^ throuyteToya

ward! of T "^''^^ ^^^' ^"^"^d for up-wards of an hour, during which the Novikustamed severe injuries. She then return do
had been"-

""."""^ ''^ ^^^* *^^ ^^^'^-^^ v^ichnad been guarding th^ 'inv-i S<r:.if-o o I"- v.u_ya Straits, was com-
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municatod with, and the following morning the
two cruisers proceeded into the harbour and found
the No-rik partly beached. As her crew saw the
Japanese warships enter they left their ship to her
fate. She was bombarded until she was a total
wreck.

Hut this was not by any means the whole
extent of the disaster which befell the Russian
Navy in the attempt of the fleet to escape from
the harbour at Port Arthur. Early on the morning
of the loth, the Kamimura s(iuadron of the Japanese
fleet, which was guarding the Straits of Tsushima,
sighted three of the enemy's warships steaming
towards Port Arthur. They were the Rossiu,
Gromohoi, and the Riiri/c, of tlic Russian -piadron
from Vladi\ostock, which were on their way to
co-operate with the Port Arthur fleet in its attempt
to escape. All three of the Russian ships made
an effort to retrace their way northward, but they
had come too far through the straits and were cut
off. After a fierce engagement the Runk was sunk,
but the Rossia and Gromohoi escaped badly injured'
and made their way back to Vladivostock.

The attempted sortie had been excoidingly
disastrous. For a second time the admiral of
the fleet had lost his life in action with practically
his whole staff. The conuuand had then falleli

upon Admiral Prince Ichtomski, whose egregious
bungling made victor}- easy for the Japanese after
the death of Admiral Whitgeft. Not on]\- was
the Russian fleet hopelessly beaten, but the Riiyik
was sunk and the Novik destroyed. The battle-
ship Czarevitch, the second flagship of the fleet, was
compelled to disarm in a neutral port, as were
also the cruisers Askold and Diana. Three

loS
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sie(;k. and rvrj of poin- xirrrnrn
torpedo -hoa( de^trovers wen- als„ ,l,sarnu. lanother was taken as a ,>ri.e of war aid tto m rewere sranded near Wei-ha.-wei. 'ihe .,r^^^

ort Arthur dul so „i a frif,^l»tfn!ly crinpl..d con-^I't.on. Ihe Japanese ileet, on the other hand^v^s n.ore than ordnurrily fortunate. Though om^the ships were badly injured durin, the hghCnot one was lost, and none were mcapac.ta edor further service. The fight of the loth oTAugu'tounded he death-knell of the last hope oM!Kussian fleet in Far Eastern waters ret ievnig i J

a ^in r''" "^' -"^ti^Umg Itself a utefulactor in the war.

paratuelv indecisive nature of the engagementsought by both sections of the Japane'e^ee i
that under command of Admiral Togo, and thatunder command of Admiral Kamimura That hJ..o.«o^o: and Rossu^ were allowed to escape inhcur admittedlv .eriously damaged condition causedntenso amazement. The apparent inability of thetorpedo l^ot. las with the section of the flee^ un le?command of Admiral Togo to close upon hebeaten enemy at the end of the day, when if theyhad been within striking distance 'not a singleRussian vessel should have escaped, is a factvvhich has been severely commented ipon ashowed a great want of cohesion among thevarious sections of the fleet.
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CHAPTER VII

shan-The fighting upon the right flanks and the capture of fL

^^:^i:r^;VS^'- «- ^y assaSrlThe^U?.^

The retirement of the Russians from the Feng-
hoang-shan range of hills to within the Hnes ofthe permanent fortresses which belt the city ofPort Arthur enabled the victorious Japanese tooccupy their final line about the enemy's strong-
hold. The work of mvestment was commenced
immediately, but the task was rendered almost

either flanks wnich were still occupied by the
Russians. The first and most important of thesewas upon an isolated, precipitous hill, some sixhundred feet m height, situated at the east ex^tremity of what is known as the eastern fortridge
or that portion of the semicircle of forthills whichextends from the northern confines of the city

coasrHne'°"?%'r r'
'^'^^ "^'^^^ "^°"^ ^^^ ^^^^^ern

wIi'Tt V^t^'^°^""^ peninsula.^ This hill
s called Ta-ku-shan. The second of these posi-
tions was another isolated hiU, known as Shah-ku-shan which lies between Ta-ku-shan and the
coast at the extreme east of the eastern fortridgeThe possession of these hills by the enemy notonly prevented the line of investment being drawn

' See Sketch Map B, at the end of the volume
no

:: i^j'r & ^^fim^siw^im
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^^":.ZZI^''^^' ^-use Of the
crests, but from thfrn 7? mounted upon their

the R^nsTerfaWseeln^^^^^^^^
on in rear of the Japanese lines Ti 'T ^°'"^
of both hills the enemv h.H ^P°" *^^ ^'"ests

field guns with whiSf th.
""^""'"^ ^^"^"^^ of

shrapnel almost vtre thevT.'
/'^^ '' ^'^'^

bivouacks of the clev^nfh ^^ ^'^ ^"'^"S the
the investing Lv X tl^

."'"'^ ^'^^'^°"^ °^
of the positfons Ta"^ bl seen bv'

'"^^^'^"^^
of the sketch map of the Port A^rth"

^'^^"^^"^t'on

General Nogi on tL /I J"""
P°'^*^on.

orders that theTe ?wo hill. . 1. ^"^"^* g^ve
the eleventh di "sion T^e m^^t ''. *^'^" ^^
sional order was issued fn .1 ^^ "^^^ ^ ^^^j"

whole of the dvisTonMu' f'''
^^^^ the

them. At the same t^e th.
'" ^^'^"^*

siege batteries waT instTucted r""""""^"^ °^ *h^
sional artillery with tir ba^^^eri : oT^l' •

*'k
'^^

guns and four batteries nf I u / 47-inch naval
attack was started "bon/

?'"'^^°^^*^^^^• ^he
afternoon with a heaw hn ^^.^ '^°^^ '^' '^^^
which was answ\r'TbVth?refdTatt°' ^'^ '^"^'

ku-shan and the heavy fortrel .un''^
"" ^"

nearest east forts. The art^wf/ / ""P^" *^^
Shan and Shah-ku-sh/n ' ^, ^'^ ^'°"^ ^a-ku-
o'clock in the even '^ The f""'

^'°"^ ^^-

about an hour later fn 2^ ^^f"^'^ ^^^^"^^d
right flank the f^;"ourtrardT% ^" ^'^
regiments worked forward aiin.ffK

*'^^"*y-second

slopes of Ta-ku-shpn^**^^"orth and east

flank of the^nth .H
''^'"^ *°"^^ ^^th the left

of the main ifne of t^Tank:'"'
'""^^ ^^^ ^^ft

twelfth regiment '

I'^h^TaUer^r"*" ^'^
oaiiery of mountain
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guns, advanced against the east and south slopes

of Ta-ku-shan. The forty-third regiment extended
from the left flank of the twelfth regiment to the

coast, and pushed forward against the slopes of

Shah-ku-shan. The entire attacking force advanced
in the form of a segment of a circle, extending

from the coast-line around the two hills to the left

flank of the main investing force to the right.

The Japanese artillery was so well placed in

carefully masked positions that the enemy was
unable to locate the guns, but when the mountain
battery advanced with the twelfth regiment, the

Russian artillery fire was concentrated with deadly
effect, not only upon the battery itself but upon
the accompanying infantry.

A heavy rainstorm uyreatly impeded the work of

the infantry, and early darkness compelled the

artillery to cease firing about eight o'clock, before

the advancing troops had reached the foot of

the slopes of the hill. The moment the Japanese
artillery fire ceased, the previously silenced guns
and infantry' from the crests of the two hills re-

opened. The attacking force was subjected to such

a heavy fire that it was compelled to construct

shelter trenches close to the foot of the north,

east, and south slopes of Ta-ku-shan.

It is hard to give any idea of the enormous
difficulties which faced the assaulters in their

attempts to gain a foothold upon the crests of

Ta-ku-shan. Upon the north, east, and part of

the west sides the slopes of the hill rise sheer from
the surrounding valley in steep rugged iucHnes,

ending three-quarters of the way to the top in

perpendicular walls of naked rock which not even
a goat could climb, except at places where deep
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Wh "lH^' ^T ""1 *^' "P"^^' '"^ &^^^ precarious
footholds for hand-over-hand chmbing. The southand part of the west slopes are easier, but even
there the incline is both steep and rugged, and
at the time of the attack there were neither paths
nor roads upon any part of the hill. The heavy

T; 7^;f\^,^"*i""^d all night and the greater
.^art of the following day, made the slopes soddenand slippery.

rl.r?n".""^i^^"''^'^!'
"''^''" "°^^^ ^^ ^^e intense

darkness, despite the heavy rain and slippery
condition of the hillside, a portion of the twenty
second regiment managed to climb up the north-
east slopes without being discovered. A hand-
o-hand bayonet encounter gave the assaulters
the trench-lines at that point, an advantage which

AK ^ "If
^g^d to hold, but with considerable loss.About the same time a part of the twelfth regiment

succeeded m taking an essentia, angle in the ascent

stJvLTl, '" '^T'- ^" "'g^t phosphorus
starlight shells were shot from the east forf^ c ^r
the Japanese hues and trenches, and powerfu'
electric searchlights illuminated their positions
which were then subjected to shrapnel and heav;
shell fire. The success of the twenty-second regi-

J^ct fh"/r^^"^
'^' ''''' ^^^ P^^^^y due to the

fact that the position of the hill itself prevented
the searchlights on the forts from lighting up the
advance, which was silently made in total darkness
During the night a battahon of reserves was added
to the twelfth regiment.

The following day broke with a continued
downpour of rain. The lines of the defending
and attacking forces upon the north, east, and
south slopes of Ta-ku-shan were very close to-
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gether, but so heavy and persistent was the artillery

fire of the Russians, especially upon i\e troops

occupying the advance position upon the southern

slopes, that the assaulters were unable to advance

or reply to the rifle fire of the enemy. The Russian

artillerymen in the east forts were firing at ascer-

tained ranges, and their shells played havoc with

the rain-soaked Japanese in their shallow trenches

upon the exposed hillside. About half-past eight

o'clock in the morning, the violence of the rain

abated and the atmosphere became clearer.

The Japanese artillery by this time had ascer-

tained the exact position of their infantry lines,

and at once commenced a heavy bombardment
of the caot forts and the crests of the two hills.

About half-past eleven o'clock the Russian artillery

fire had almost ceased, and the Japanese infantry

were preparing to continue the attack, when a fleet

of seven Russian gunboats and torpedo craft from
Port Arthur appeared off the coast close to Salt

Park village and opened fire upon the attacking

infantry. This bombardment caused heavy losses,

and the twelfth regiment with the mountain battery

was compelled to retire and seek shelter. The
rest of the infantry, however, remained in their

positions despite the murderous artillery fire from
the ships. Shortly before noon the four batteries

of 3-inch howitzers were advanced, and opened
fire upon the Russian warships with such good
effect that in the course of an hour they were

compelled to retire to Port Arthur. During the

entire day General Nogi watched the fight from
the headquarters of the eleventh division in rear

of the two hills.

The twelfth regiment at once advanced, and,
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from which thev had hnl T? ^ Ta-ku-shan,

bardment of he Russian T"" ^^^ '^' bom-
day. About hall .ast fo„r ''^f

'"'^''^ ^" the
noon the Japanese^unr ° '^°'^ ^" '^' ^fter-

upon the c4rof heTo hi]^""^*^'
^^^- ^^^

that there was no ren v f ' '" '* ^^^ ^^"nd
By eight o'clock rntre^venir..''';"''^' °" ^^th^'"-

on the south and easTIZf '?^^'^ ^^^^"^^"^

twenty-second regiment unnn^K
^"^ ^^'' °^ «^«

slopes of Ta-ku-!L^n h^ f'
"°''^ ^"^ ^^^t

close to the crests of tht hfiP
A
' *'r\^'"^^drove the Russians from their tr.n\^^^

"^^'^^
crest, and thev fled in^ f trenches upon the
and west slope^s fn westeriv d-'°".^°^^

^^^ ^^«"th

east fortridge Z h.K ^ f'''*'°" *°^^^ds the
whole of th? creft of tTI if'^^'

°'^^°^^ the
by the Japanese iL'^tunt" T^ ^^^"P'^^
which had with ^reat Hiffi u u"

^^"^'^^ 5""^,
the south slopes ^opened^'

*^ ^''" ^^°"gb? up'

Russians as theymJw T" '^^ ^^^^^^^ing

eastern fortridge
'^'" ^^' '^'^^^' of th!

ments were combtd'n I' Z 1"''^''''''^
''S^'

Russians fought S Veat d.'.
"?°" ^'^ ^^^

compelled the attack n.W to
?"''^°"' ""^

at the foot of the hfll c
^ construct trenches

made to advance up the l'"'"'^} ^"'"^P*^ ^^^e
but every atte^p^ .t' tp':L^"AV'H^f^'^'our on the morning of the nth th.

^^^^"P^'t
ku-shan were carried L ^

.'

*^^ "^^^^^s of Shah-
dislodged from the tL'chSt'

'"' ^'^ ^"--^
^^barges. One small ^c^t^^X^^^^^^^^^^^
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

held, because it was so exposed to the shell fire

from the east forts that the Japanese infantry

were unable to occupy it. On the evening

of the same day the Russian force which held

this portion retired under cover of darkness to

the east fortridge. The Japanese were then in pos-

session of both hills, which they at once occupied

by a considerable force of infantry to prevent

recapture.

The crests of Ta-ku-shan and Shah-ku-shan

were held by three battalions of Russian infantry

and two batteries of field guns, while the attacking

force of the Japanese numbered about fifteen

thousand. The Japanese casualties during the

three days' fighting were about fourteen hundred.

Tlie Russian losses are unknown, but they left

about one hundred dead upon the captured positions.

It was found after their capture that the hills

were so near the east forts that they could only

be securely held with great cost in life, so the

Japanese decided to run their line of investment

in front of Ta-ku-shan, and between that hill

and Shah-ku-shan, to the coast. The natural

conformation of the ground enabled them to do

this with greater protection from the Russians'

fire than to garrison the crests of Ta-ku-shan.

Along the base of the we^,. slopes of this

mountain, and between it and the eastern fort-

hills, there is a deep ravine. In it the eleventh

division placed troops in well-constructed trenches

with bomb-proofed bivouacks. This served a

double object : it prevented the recapture of the

hills and brought the investing line closer to the

fortridge.

It seemed almost incredible that the Russian
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
plans for fortifying the position at Port Arthurdid not include the construction of strong permanent works upon tlie crests of Ta ku shanfor then not only would the hill itself be impreg-'nable, but its batteries would have bee^able

^trT/'l^'t ^^"^^^ °^ ^^- Shuisl" VaUeyw^th a flanking fire against troops attempt 2o close m upon the eastern fortridge byS nf

IlUasTsI??"T ^"' '°"^^^' wlich'ln iTsf
'After ^h t"^^'

^"^^^^' *° '^' "^g^ itself-
Alter the Japanese had closed in their line

o 'tITT "P°". *'^ ^^^^ «^"k by the captu"of Ta-ku-shan and Shah-ku-shan, they turned

tT.ToTu *°/'" "^'^ '^"'' ^^-- ^^^ --y
wnrl = r^ ' °^ P°'^*'°"' ^i*h ^ series Of advanceworks of a semi-permanent character, extendhi^from the high land north of the village orShuthf

fo^rtrV 'Y"'"^'^" ^" ''''' ^^ ^he Chair H 11forts through strong advance works upon 131

south of r'-''^''^'^"^ ™^' *« the sea-coSsouth of Louisa Bay. The pre-arranged planof general assault involved the spreading ouo"the whole of the first division, -.4 a brigade osecond reserves as reinforcements, and afeneraadvance along the whole line, which wasXut
^th T'-V?'"''' *^^ '''' «^"k keeping touchwith the right flank of the ninth division, fn frontof the enemy's centre. The advance was designed

^??T."'rK'• '"x
' '*'°"^ ^"d determined manneras f the Chair Hill forts M-ere the ultimate objective'

This plan had a double object : first, to accomp ishthe necess^ary closing in upon th^ right flank

that trCh^ir' H-nfr ^'^ '""'"^y -'« ^ "^etftnat the Chair Hill forts were the objects of attack,
' See Sketch Map B. at the end of ,he vo!,,n,.
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SIEGE AND FALL O?' PORT ARTHUR
so that the ninth division might be able with the
east possible resistance to push its investing
hnes across the level of the Shuishi Valley to the
base of the eastern fortridgc, against which it was
the intention to concentrate later in an effort to
pierce the line of defence. The nature of the ground
lent Itself to the success of a plan of this kind
as operations upon the right flank could not be
seen from the centre because of intervening high
ground Moreover, the Japanese in their previous
successful assault upon the fortress, ten years
before, had penetrated the line of defence at the
thair Hills. In pursuance of this plan, army
orders were issued upon the evening of the nth
of August, that the eleventh division, workingm touch with the ninth division, should make
an attack along the whole hne of the enemy's
lelt flank. The divisional commander decided to
attack under cover of darkness the following nightThe advance was to be made in three columns'
the centre and right columns to move first, with
the left column as a pivot. The night was so
dark and cloudy that even the closest objects
were mdistmguishable. A heavy rainstorm, which
commenced about two o'clock in the morning
greatly hampered the movements of the troops

shortly after sunset. The outposts of the •

were driven in, and two small Chinese villages
occupied, while the main advance continued
through them towards the Russian field works
upon an eminence called 131 Metre Hill. The right
column began its advance shortly after, drivingm the Russian outposts, and closing in upon theenemy s bnes upon a height known as 180 Metre
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SIEGE AND FALL OF I'OKT ARTHUR
Hill. Another section of the column attackedthe enemy upon a range of high hills which extendnorth and south the full length of a small penTnsula

Bat HerfTr^'^
^'°"^ '' ^^^-" -' Loutliays. Here the Russians had another advancework upon what the Japanese called 169 Me"re

Hill. The centre column was met with a heavy
rifle and artillery fire when it reached a poin^

Metre mi' S^'^'f
^"'^ '"'"^ *^^ ^-^ -'^3iMetre Hill Several attempts were made to cutthe wire entanglements upon the slopes, but theywere repu sed, and the attackers compelled toentrench themselves and await daylight Themain section of the right column, afW a 'severe

succJh . •
'!!'^ ""'^^ '''''' °'^^°^^ ^" the morning,

succeeded m driving a strong force of the enemy

from fJ7T'^^;*^" ''^"^g^' ^^^ hundred yardsfrom the foot of 180 Metro Hill, upon the crestsof which a Russian advance w^rk^as located

Tmriu'^'f V^'
^^""^^ ^" the direction

of this field work, they were met with such afunous fire that they were compelled to entrenchThe second section of the right column succeededby four o clock m the morning in advancing overthe marshy ground to the peninsula upon the

hill ""TS ^."^' ^'^hng the steep slopes of the

^ \/."^'i'^
*he enemy's advance work upon

169 Metre Hill, which they succeeded in occupy

W

after two hours' hard fighting. An hour ktefthe Russians made a strong counter-attack butwere repulsed, the main section of the right column

vilTag^^^
'^" neighbourhood of Ta-pan-chia-tun

Immediately after avli^hx, the following morn-
' See Sketch Map e at<the end of the volume.
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SIEGE AND T ALL OF PORT ARTHUR
ing, there was a heavy bombardment upon both
sides, despite the rain, which so increased during
the course of the morning that the artillery fire
of necessity became more or less desultory The
infantry spent the day in their trenches " unable
to do anything, all the time under a galling
fire. During the night the main section of the
right column advanced under cover of darkness
from Ta-pan-chia-tun village, and succeeded in
capturing the advance works of the Russians
upon i8o Metre Hill, after half an hour's fierce
fighting, which ended in hand-to-hand bayonet
encounters. The centre column also attempted by
a surprise attack to cut the wire entanglements
upon the slopes of 131 Metre Hill, but were repulsed
mainly owing to the enemy's skilful use of phos-
phorescent starlight shells and searchlights which
located and lighted up the lines of the assaulters
so that they became easy targets for machine
and automatic quick-f.ring guns posted upon th'^
slopes of adjacent hills.

Shortly before dawn on the morning of the
15th the Japanese artillery began a furious bom-
bardment of the enemy's positions along the
whole line. Under cover of this artillery fire
there was a general advance of the two attacking
columns at dawn. In the face of furious firing
from the Russian trenches, and a heavy bombard-
ment from the fortress artillery upon Itzeshan anc
An-tzu-shan forts, and smaller guns upon 17
and 203 Metre Hills, the centre column srcceedei
about eleven o'clock in capturing the advanc
works upon 131 Metro Hill, after one of the harde
fights during the wliole series of assaults The
main section of the right column then proceeded
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from r8o Metre Hill tn ^
upon 174 Metre H.II burtheiMn^'

^'^''^""'^
^^''^ks

from the concentrated riflo T'' ''''' ^^ ^^'avy
;hat they were compelj"J^^,;";V--hine-gun d
themselves. ^ ^ ^"^ ^'-^""e and entrench

JapanU ^u^
In'occuplin'":'.

'^"'^'"^ ^^^
Vance line upon the enpm "^T?^'

^^^^ entire ad-
«-ir field works upon T.r f '^'"'^' '"^^^^'n^^

™^; and placed "rmse^es^' ""^ ^^^ Metre
to attack the adx-ance^o l "^ ^°°^ ^"^'^'0"
the fortified ridge "aJled V

"^'", '^4 Metre Hill,

fortification upon 203" MeL hu^'Tk'
^"^ ^^^
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f
rength, and convinced the T. ^ ""expected
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'^^^^ ^^ey

<^apturing the remaininl wn i
^"^ °^ *^^"^ ^n

"Pon 203 Metre ^11^^^' ''^'^'^"y that
strongest of the three t 'f^'"°™°"'^>' '^'
Japanese infantry behavrrl ? .,

^^^^u^ts the
spirit, while the Rus^ans 21 f?' ^^^^^ -"d
to the last moment Tnd

""^'^ *^^^^ ^^orks
by bayonet charges

'"^^^'^'^ «nly driven out
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*^^
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near the coast and 169 Metre Hill, and four battalions

and one naval brigade distributed along the rest

of the line Mounted upon 131 Metre Hill were

six field and two heavier guns. Upon 180

Metre Hill there were four field and two machine

guns. The casualties during the three days' fight-

ing were about a thousand upon the Japanese

side. The Russians left a few dead and some

wounded upon the captured positions.

The next four days were -^pent by the Japanese

m a slow and costly advance against the work

upon 174 Metre Hill. Night attacks were made

to push forward the front lines, but the enemy

was always on guard, and starlight shells and

searchlights never failed to locate and light up

the advances, which were met with a heavy rifle

and m: hine-gun lire. During the day the assault-

ers were biielled in their shallow trenches by

the artillery upon 203 Metre Hill, Namaokyama
ridge, and 174 Metre Hill; while the fortress guns

upon Itzeshan and An-tzu-shan forts, and those

upon the crests of Lao-tieh-shan, contributed heavier

shells. The Japanese artillery was found to be

wholly unable to silence the fire of these heavier

guns, so upon the morning of the 19th the divisional

artillery was increased to ten batteries, and two

4.7 - inch naval guns from the siege park were

brought to bear upon the Russian positions.

The naval guns were well placed, and their

practice was very effective in checking the fire

from the fortress guns upon the Chair Hill

forts and 203 Metre Hill. During the afternoon

the infantry had succeeded in pushing forward

their trenches to within a short distance of the

entanglements upon the slopes of 174 Metre HiU-
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After darkness came, tlu- pioneers managed tomake a two-hundrod-foot breach in the Jre entanglemuits. The infantry at once advanc -d a.^dsucceeded m gettmg close to the hrst hne of t c^n-hesbut they were rejnilsed with heavy losses and

fr ;i ^o^t^, ';;
''-' ^--^- ^

' th: r^oi ine mil. On the following morning one reeir Pntworked up the east, and another up the west ! ones

rt LTlaf^ '"t
"^°" '''^ '-^^^nu^ last charge, about noon on the >oth wa^made with great .pint, and ended in a s -de obayonet charges inside the advance work- TheJapanese casualties were fourteen hundred killed

made of sand-bags, loopholed for infantry and

a".fir ;:;'; "r '^'^ ^°--^ withtnibTg

with ?al.' It
'^'\''7''''' ^^-^^^ strengthened

five fielr "".^T*'^ *^'° 4-inch guns andfive field guns, which were captured, as well asour machine guns. A senes of sand-bag t en hesran arotmd the slopes of the hill, and were con

iT : r!^
^'^ "°^' ^^^^^^ ^y d^^P leading trenche"

o? Itee wh"
"".' ""^ ^^" entanglements madeoi steel wiie so heavy and stron- that th^

Rusllln f/"' °\ '•'^'"""^d attacks upon theKussian advance lines enabled the investing ar„ ,
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of the ninth division in closing in upon the centre

of the Russian position, across the level of the

Shuishi Valley.

In obedience to a command from the Emperor,
on the morning of the i6th Major Yamaoka, one
of the staff officers belonging to army headquarters,

proceeded to the Russian lines, under a flag of

truce, and communicated the willingness of the

investing army to receive and forward to Dalny
all non-combatants insiae Port Arthur, At the

same time the garrison was invited to surrender.

Upon the following day the Russians replied, that

the offer to reheve them of all non-combatants
did not provide sufficient time for the delivery

to be made. As there was no request for an
extension of the time stipulated in the formal

offer, the answer was taken '^s a polite refusal.

After the big naval fight of August loth, the

portion of the Russian fleet which returned ti-

the harbour at Port Arthur was so badly damaged
that practically every ship required extensive

repairs. This prevented any great amount of

activity on the part of the fleet during the rest

of the month. The Lao-luh-tzu fort, on the after-

noon of the 24th, carried on a heavy bombardment
of the troops of the eleventh division close to

Shah-ku-shan, so the cruisers Nisshin and Kasuga
were ordered to silence the guns, which they did

after about an hour's bombardment. The follow-

ing morning the battleship Sevastopol left the

harbour, and for several hours carried on a bom-
bardment of the left flank of the army. While
returning she struck a mine, and was so seriously

damaged that she had to be towed to her anchorage
inside. The same morning, about half-past six
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sinking vessel, also encountered a minn^so seriously iniured that ^u u\ '
*""^ ''^^

to shelter'Ti^rdestroyers a? the'",''
'""^^

engaged in covering theTrk of a n.tl, 1
""'"

dragging vessels, fll ot which cerd^if"'
™™-

t.ons when the accidents occurred
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CHAPTER VIII

The long wait of the military attaches and newspaper corre-
spondents in Tokyo before being allowed to proceed to the front—
The trip from Moji to Dalny by way of the naval base at the ElUott
Islands—Impressions of Dalny—A sample of the manner in which
the Japanese arrange matters.

During all the time the stirring events outlined
in preceding chapters were taking place, no for-
eigner was allowed to proceed to the front, or
permitted to know anything about what was
occurring with the Japanese Armies in the Liaotung
peninsula, except what was given out in the official

reports by the War Office in Tokyo. About a
dozen newspaper correspondents had been allowed
to leave Japan on April ist for Chin-nan-po, the
landing place of the First Japanese Army in Korea,
and permitted to make their ways on from there
to the army which was marching northward to-
wards the Yalu River. Whether it was by design
that they were allowed to leave on April ist is best
proved by the fact that only two or three of them,
by dint of hard riding from Chin-nan-po, succeeded
in reaching the south banks of the Yalu in time to
see the battle which took place upon the opposite
bank on the first of May—the first land engage-
ment in the war. Yet there are people who con-
tend that the Japanese have no sense of humour.

The scores of military attaches and newspaper
correspondents who had been duly assigned to
the Second and Third Armies, and who were not
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toTu' weiri"" ht''"'
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
painted lurid pictures of the great harm which
would come to Japan through the refusal of her
Government to satisfy the public craving for

news about the war, the suave official, whose
face was always like a mask during these stormy
diatribes, would smile and quietly return the
stereotyped answer " You will go very soon,"
and retire as gracefully as possible. Eloquence,
invective, threats, cajolery, nothing had any effect

upon the sphinx-like imperturbabiUty of the quiet

little man in the War Office. Only those who
lived through the " wearing down " process which
was applied to the correspondents in Tokyo can
aporeciate the humour of the situation. There
wao ao humour about it then, of course, but looking
back now one can see that the War Office man,
despite v/hat he went through, must have found
much to amuse him in the situation. There were
correspondents, who have been long at the game
of writing about wars and who pride themselves
upon their ability to overcome any obstacle, who
were seen to turn absolutely purple with impotent
rage when the smihng lips of the War Office official

were about to frame the same old reply, " very
soon," to some heated protest or eloquent plea.

The constant official use of these two words during
the weary months of waiting in Tokyo resulted

in every correspondent who went through the
experience making a vow to expunge them from
his vocabulary.

Finally, when nearly one-half the correspondents
who had come to Japan, burning with desire to

describe in rounded periods the valour and courage
of the " little Japs," had grown weary of waiting,

and had returned from whence they came to write
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instead diatribes about a discourteous and im

leuow bea, should become known to the wnriri

who daiiy ^por^SnS J:X.r mcT^l^tZregarded, and not without some warranf >L wrd'
were lost m admiration over the successes nf " n,.
wonderful little Japs," and praised thet ^sLet on

But";h:t'im'ef,;"'"'"'"8 "" correspondentBut the time finally came when there was a rn„terence between the hard-headed b^sin^ss ImTpeople who paid the salaries and expenSs of th

rTsf -r T' '"' -'husiastl^TdSrr'wt

JStJbt^hVVaTtrLitattl^Tne^
Government, sent military attaches to f!began to regard the keeping'ofUdfr^^^^^^^^^
so I g away from the front, when thev h^TuI

^r^z^X-^rrtretr™,
falling off because of the utter lart It v uf
..formation about what waT'uki'^f pace""^Th:offiL. 1 reports were sent out it is trnf k . .t
»ere fi.t clothed with the 'nee s ^^etail tmake he stories realistic. These defails for the
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most part were evolved from the imagination of

the correspondents, and each account of the same
occurrence naturally differed in its details for that

reason. It was soon found that this falling off

in public interest, due largely to the conflicting

accounts which were sent out of what was taking

place, was having a distinct effect upon the financial

credit of Japan. Then, and only then, was the

immovable hand of the War Office in Tokyo forced

in the interests of what was regarded as the general

good. The days of the wearing down process

upon correspondents were over. Instead of vexa-

tious delays and the stereotyped answer " very

soon " to all enquirers, a commendable haste was
exhibit'^d in sending all the military attaches and
newspaper correspondents to the front.

It was about the middle of July when the

attaches and correspondents assigned to the Second
Army were sent to General Oku's headquarters

to witness the operations of the army in the northern

part of the Liaotung peninsula. A week or ten

days later Tokyo was practically cleared by the

despatch of the third lot to the headquarters of

General Nogi with the Third Army in front of

Port Arthur. With the third lot of correspondents

I left Moji on the 30th of July on board the small

transport steamship the Oyo Mam. It was a

beautiful evening when we sailed out of the harbour
at Moji, after having been kept on board all day
in the harbour for the reason, as we afterwards
found out, that a number of Russian torpedo craft

belonging to the Vladivostock squadron had been
cruising about outside. No one seemed to know
whither we were going. The captain insisted

that he was sailing under scaled orders, and our
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transportation tickets read from Moji to Liu-chi-tnnwh.ch we knew was the depot base in Ta lien-

".'

o the Second Army. Our destination was HtherLm-chi-tun (the depot base of the Second), or Dalnv(the dr-pot base of the Third Army), but whidwas the question no one seemed to be able or v in^

momenT'AtT f'
"^ """^ ^'^^^ --'^ -^

*"-
moment At least we were leaving Japan for thefront, and that seemed almost too go'od^to be true

Bv d. r .?''y T""'^' ^^ h^^ ^P^nt waiting!By dayhght on the following morning we werewell across the Straits of Tsushima.^ For twodays we sailed up the west coast of Korea theweather bemg delightful. Our course was ' welout uf the track used by steamers in ordinary

tLfl^.^""^ °'^°'^ °" *h^ evening of the2nd of August we reached the base of the Japanese
fleet among the Elliott group of islands Thbase depot, we we c told, was a very extensive
establishment, but we were not allowe^to see v

'

Z ,''
i*- I"

," ^°^* "' °"^^^^^ roadstead amon^the islands, sheltered from the weather we cas?anehor and remained for the night in^cor^p^ny
with a dozen or more transports and hospital shipson their way to and from - . ; se depots of the

TheHtT"!™"/"
''^ Liaotung^eninsulaThe httle gathering of peace.'u^ craft vvas guarded

were%o"beT'
"^"\—

^
torpedo-boat' scoutswere to be seen working in and out among the

through the gaps between the islands, were iust

mine'nt^'^H^
^'^y'^'^'-^ ^-Y hulls and pro-minent fighting tops of the battleship, of theJapanese fleet. Scores of transports and colliers
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

were also to be seen close to the fighting ships,

while the black smoke from many funnels cast a

sort of murky haze over the tops of the hills in the

immediate vicinity of where the fleet lay. It was

only a most distant view we were allowed to obtain

of Admiral Togo's headquarters, but we saw enough

to convince us of the existence of a very consider-

able naval establishment in among these lonely

rock-covered islands in the Yellow Sea.

It was a little after dawn on the morning of

the 3rd when we weighed anchor, and in company

with three other transports, all convoyed by the

gunboat Chi-yen, sailed south and west in the

direction of Ta-i en-wan, skirting for a good part

of the way the mountainous coast-line of the

Liaotung peninsula. It was about noon when the

rugged shores at the entrance to Ta-lien-wan loomed

up large upon the horizon. We sailed bravely

through the outer entrance of the now famous

harbour of Dalny. On board our little ship all

was excitement. At last we were nearing the

actual theatre of war. Away in the distance there

was dimly visible through the morning mist a

tall chimney-stalk which we knew to be on the

confines of the Russian city. Preceded by the

Chi-yen, the little fleet of which our ship formed

one threaded its way through a carefully-buoyed

channel towards the inner harbour. The greatest

care was taken in navigating this narrow channel,

for it was well known that, only a few short weeks

before, this bay had been literally full of submarine

mines placed there by the enemy. As we made

our way through the channel many were the specu-

lations indulged in as to our destination. Both

Dalny and Liu-chi-tun are situate in Ta-lien Bay,
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and are only about twelve miles distant from
each other. It would make all the difference in
the world to our plans and prospects to know
which one of these two places we were going to.
Liu-chi-tun meant that we would have to travel
northward and join the army under General Oku,
while Dalny meant that we were to go on to the
Third Army in front of Port Arthur, to witness
the most spectacular pike de rSsistance of the
whole war. With anxious expectancy we watched
the course steered by the Chi-yen. There was
a distinct sigh of relief when we found that she
unmistakably continued her course past the buoys
which indicated the turning in the channel which
led to Liu-chi-tun. Would we leave the convoy
when our ship arrived at that turning-point, or
would we also continue on towards Dalny, which
so surely meant to us the big show at Port Arthur ?We neared the buoys and passed them, following
the gunboat. It was to be Port Arthur after all.
The faces of the little group of correspondents
lighted up in a most marvellous manner. We
were sure of our destination for the first time.
It was our good fortune to be on our way to witness
the greatest spectacle of the war.

As we approached the city, which was created
by the Russian Government in a few months at
the cost of milhons of roubles to be the commercial
entrepot of her leased territory in Manchuria and
the terminus of her great Trans-Siberian Railway
system, our interest in the place grew apace. The
city had not been completely destroyed, for in the
clear sunlight the tiled roofs and red-brick facades
of the most typically Russian city in the Far
East stood out clearly. After so many months
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of Japan with its toy wooden houses it was a rehef
to the Western eye to again behold buildings

constructed of brick and stone. It was about
half-past one o'clock in the afternoon when we
finally cast anchor in the harbour at Dalny, close

to an enormous stone quay which was piled high
with stores and all kinds of munitions of war.
Close to where we were anchored was a torpedo-
boat flotilla and a large gunboat. In a few minutes
after coming to anchor our ship was boarded by
the military port officials, one of whom in broken
English explained to us that the Commandant
d'Etape had not yet been officially informed of

our intended arrival from Tokyo. With many
apologies he informed us that we would have to

remain on board until the following morning, as
the quarters in which we were to live while in

Dalny could not be got ready for occupation
before that time. During the afternoon, with
the consent of the captain, we had one of he
ship's small boats lowered, and a dozen of us

went out lor a row about the harbour. We had
not been told where to go and where not to go,

and naturally at once made for the flotilla

of warships, in order to inspect them at closer

range. As we moved in and out among the
grey hulls of the vicious-looking little craft witii

their fierce appearing guns, we were the centre
of much attention from their officers. We ap-
proached the gunboat, which had several large

holes in her hull above the waterluie that were
being repaired with new plates. At the gangway
stood a blue-jacket with a rifle upon his shoulder,
doing sentry duty. An officer was evidently
advised of our near presence, for he quickly appeared
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on deck and levelled a telcboopc at us, though vvc
were not more than sixty yards away. Instantly
the crew of the warship was piped to quarters.
This looked like a serious move in which our pres-
ence was involved in some mysterious manner.
We quickly started to row back to our own ship.
Signals were run up on the gunboat and answered
from tho dock. More signals were run up on
the dock and answered from our ship. We evi-
dently had created a distinct sensation, though the
reason for it all was a mystery. Presently the
captain's gig from the Oyo Maru, propelled by
four lusty seamen, came quickly towards us, and
we received orders to come on board at once, where
we were informed that we had narrowly escaped
being fired upon for daring to go within the for-
bidden Unes of the naval compound. Of course
we were innocent offenders, and our serious offence
was overlooked when explanations had been duly
made. We were, however, given a long disserta-
tion upon the things we were to do and the things
we must not do.

During the course of the afternoon we witnessed
a little incident which illustrates the methods
of the Japanese and their intense secrecy with
regard to their military movements. We had
sailed from the Elliott Islands with three other
transports which had entered the harbour with us.
During the evening we had spent at the naval
base and the following day while proceeding
iO Dalny, we had not seen a soul upon the decks
of any of these other transports except the crews,
and naturally supposed that they were only carry-
ing stores. During the afternoon we saw, to our
amazement, thousands of troops being landed
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siec;e and fall of port Arthur
from all three of the ships whicfi had arrived in
port with us. From the time thev had left Japan
until the time they arrived at Dalny not a single
one of these thousands of soldiers had shown
himself upon deck for a single moment. This
incident is indicative of the very earnest mannerm which even the ordinary soldier of Japan regards
his military service, and shows how far he - '<illing
even in the smallest matters, to forego his [Jtrsonal
comfort at any time if he is made to understand
that It is in the interest of the service that he
should.

It was ten o'clock on the morning oi the 4th
when we were permitted to land in .Jalny On
of the staff officers of the CommandanI d hiupe
met us on the quay and conducted us l»i the
Dalny Hotel, where we were to be quartered
during our stay in the town. The building was
neither pretentious nor roomy, and was tenanted
by a single sentry when we arrived. Profuse
apologies were made for the poorness of the quarters
assigned to us, though we were given an entire
hotel m which to live. This is a peculiarity entirely
Japanese. It you are given, for instance, a most
sumptuous entertainment in Japan, you will usually
find that the host will apologise for the entirely
wretched manner in which he has been able to
entertam you. The more sumptuous the enter-
tainment, the more profuse the apologies. We
found that the military attaches attached to the
Third Army, who had preceded us by a day in
departure from Moji and arrival at Dalny were
luxuriously quartered in the magnificent palace
of the former Mayor or Provost of the city. The
same residence had been used as the headquarters
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the few days he .nenT in n ,
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"'^^ '''

be an added pathos about th/f' however, to

as we saw it Lo month^V ^earance of Dalny
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evacuate upon a few L," ^"''"'""'^ °^ ^^ to

crude newnL:it\teS tS'Salnvh^t
'''
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its large conception and generous proportions.

Facing the principal square in the Russian section

—all Far Eastern cities have a native or Chinese

quarter—stood the gaunt, blackened ruins of the

stone and brick facades of the civic buildings.

They had once been a noble pile, and a credit to

both their architect and builder. It was plain

that they had met destruction at the hands of

those who had created them rather than that

they should fall into the hands of the enemy. The

principal hotel, a fine building, had met the same

fate. In fact there was scarcely a single public

or semi-public building in the whole place which

had not been destroyed. Among the handsome

well-constructed private residences, fully fifty per

cent, were nothing more than masses of charred

ruins, evidence that their owners preferred to

lose all rather than have their homes occupied

by the hated but victorious enemy. It is difficult

to convey the pathetic element which was so

plainly evident in the appearance of Dalny. All

her promise of greatness, all her architectural

beauty, had passed, but in the passing there seemed

to remain an atmosphere of pride which preferred

annihilation to possession by the enemy. From

the newly -finished cut stone quays with the

derricks yet upon them, rent here and there by

the force of dynamite explosions designed to

destroy their usefulness, to the blackened walls

of the pretty tcn-roomcd cottage, formerly the

home of some officer or otlkial of the Russian

Government, all told the same story. The entire

place seemed to be impregnated with an atmosphere

of protest against occupation by the enemy. Prob-

ably because I came from the West, and instinct-
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ively knew the story which the ruins of Dalny
told so plainly, and possibly because I had been
for many months a resident of wholly different

cities in Japan, my sympathies involuntarily went
out to the people who had so nobly laboured to
create and who had so willingly destroyed what
meant so much to them through motives of patriot-

ism, but patriotism touched with a deeper and
broader sentiment.

The city, I found, had been evacuated by its

Russian population on the early morning of the
27th of May, after the defeat of the Russian army
at Nanshan. It was evident that the people of

Dalny had not even considered the possibility

of the soldiers of the Czar being defeated at that
battle. The news had come in the middle of the
night as a shock to people who were prepared to

give a royal welcome to the victors, whom they
fully expected would drive the presumptuous
enemy, who had dared to land upon their shores,

into the sea. Instead of news of victory came
the tidings of defeat, and peremptory orders for

evacuation. There was no time for complete
destruction or a well-ordered retirement. At any
moment the enemy might put in an appearance.
Hurriedly the inhabitants gathered together the
most portable of their valuables ; everything else

was left behind. Even in their hurry it was
not forgotten to apply the torch to public buildings,

to damage the waterworks and electric ligiiting

systems, to smash the machinery in the workshops.
Private houses were burned with everything in

them rather than that they should be desecrated
by the enemy. 15efore leaving the railway station

all the roUing stock in the yards was destroyed,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

and as the last train carrying the fugitives proceeded

upon its way to Port Arthur, every bridge and

culvert upon the line was blown up with dynamite.

The Japanese did not stop in their pursuit of the

defeated Russian army to occupy Dalny. All

their troops were required for another purpose

It was two days after its evacuation that the

Japanese found time to occupy Dalny. The

Chinese, however, had not been idle in the mean-

time. As soon as the Russian population had

left they looted everything of value. What they

could not carry away these vandals destroyed,

so that when the victorious troops did enter

the city there was practically nothing of value

left.

Very naturally we expected that when we had

gathered our belongings together at Dalny we

would be allowed to proceed at once to the front

Bdt in these expectations we were sadly dis-

appointed. A few hours after our arrival we were

informed that the chief staff officer of the Com-

mandant d'Etape desired to see us. We were

conducted to the staff office, and ushered into a

large room, where we were regaled with tea and

cigarettes. Presently a keen-eyed Major came

into the room followed by an interpreter. We
were at once informed that, doubtless through

some error made in Tokyo, neither General Nogi

nor the authorities in Dalny had been advised

that we were coming. Strictly speaking, the Major

said, he had no right to allow us to land or remain

in Dalny at all, but as we had doubtless come with

permission he had travelled afield from his definite

instructions and allowed us to come on shore.

Though ail this was a trifle disconcerting, con-
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sidering that .v^e had languished five months in

Tokyo waiting permission to go to the front, we
meekly thanked the Major for his unofficial kind-
ness, and vaguely wondered if wc had counted
chickens too soon. Some of us had visions of a
return trip to Japan which were not pleasant.
The Major then produced a huge official map of
the southern districts of the Liaotung peninsula,
and proceeded to give us, stsU quite unofficially

he was careful to inform us, a r^sum^ of all that
had happened since the Third Army had landed
two months before. From him we learned of
hard -fought battles in which there had been
hundreds of casualties, ali of which hid happened
weeks before, and yet the public knew nothnig
about them. We began to take notes, but were
quickly informed that, until we were duly
accredited to the Third Army, we might listen

but not take notes. We wondered, and listened

with rapt attention to the rapid sketch of all that
had happened. The Russians had been driven
into the lines of the permanent fortification:, ibout
Port Arthur, after a series of bitterly contested
fights : and at this moment General Nogi was pre-
paring to bombard the fortress before making a
final assault. When the talk was over -.ye returned
to our quarters, conscious that we possessed news
of world-wide importance wnich we could not
impart. The day following we were informed
that instructions regarding us had come from
Tokyo, and that we were to be attached to the
Third Army. Again we had visions of procted-
ing at once to the front, but agam we v\ . re

disappointed. The preparations for the bom-
bardment of Port Arthur were not completed,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
and until they were we were not wanted at the
front.

During the period of waiting we were to be
conducted over all the battlefields, and fully in-
formed of what had taken place since the battle
of Nanshan. First we were to j)roceed to Liu-
chi-tun, from where we would be taken on to the
Nanshan battlefield. After that, we were to
return to Dalny, and proceed in a leisurely manner
in the direction of Port Arthur, taking in on the
way all the positions occupied during the months
of the advance by the opposing armies. A staff
officer, who had been present at all the fights,
would accompany us, and explain every detail!
By slow and easy stages we were finally to reach
the headquarters of General Nogi. Everything
had been arranged with due regard to our con-
venience and comfort. We mildly protested, that
while we appreciated all that had been done for
us, we would much prefer to go on at once to the
fighting lines and see for ourselves what was taking
place. We were politely informed that if we
carried out the itinerary arranged for us we would
miss nothing. The preparations for the bombard-
ment would be completed upon the 17th and the
show would begin on the 20th. By that ti- le wo
would have arrived at our destination, and would
be permitted to see the bombardment and the
general assault which would follow. There did
not seem to be the smallest use in protesting that
we would infinitely rather be given liberty to work
out our own salvation. We had been included
in the plan of things. The day had been fixed,
the hour set, for the great performance—the taking
of Port Arthur by assault. No one seemed to
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think that anything could possibly interfere with

At all this we wondered, and some of us arewondenng stUl! Truly the Japanese Army is amost wonderful organization I
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CHAPTER IX

Arrival at General Nopi's headquarters—The General's welcome,
and impressions of thr man—Description of the Japanese position
—First gUmpse of the fortress of Port Arthur—Description of the
Russian position.

The faintly heard booming of big guns, and the
luminous glare upon the heavens from the electric

searchlights during the quiet of the summer's
night, convinced us, even before we left Dalny,
that we were missing soiae hard fighting around
Port Arthur. We protested that we did not want
to spend any time holding post-mortem examina-
tions into dead-and-gone battles while there was
fighting going on about the Russian stronghold.
Protests were unavailing, the plans which had been
decided upon with regard to us would not be
altered. We would be allowed to see the whole
of the bombardment, the assault, and the capture
of Port Arthur, but in the meantime we would
have to proceed to the front in the manner indicated.
After a week or ten days spent in climbing over
mountains and examining positions where battles
had been fought during the advance, with an almost
continual downpour of rain to contribute to the
comfort of things, we finally arrived, upon the
i8th, at the headquarters of General Nogi. They
were in the small Chinese village of Swang-tai-
kow, close to the railway line, and fully twelve
miles from the positions taken up by the investing
army along the Feng-hoang-shan range of hills.
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The reason for this was probably that as vetSwang-tai-kow was rail head, and eonsequen^y
the distributing centre for the army. A hueesupply park strung its busy length along theradway line just outside the village, the streets ofvvaich were knee-deep in mud and' crowded ithtransport of all kinds and descriptions

The arrival of half a dozen foreigners at head-
quarters caused no little sensation among 'he
officers and soldiers quartered there, many ofwhom had evidently never seen a foreigner before

iLZ' 'Tf • ^'"'""^^ ^°^^ ""^ ^^' ^taf^ occupied
the largest house in the village. We were at once
introduced to Major Yamaoka, one of the staff
officers. Our reception was cordial enough, but
It was plainly evident that we were regarded asan unknown quantity. Great care was taken tomake us understand that we would not be allowed
to send a single line to our newspapers about
anything that had taken place, was taking place

tic al .f Port Arthur. The operations of the
llurd Army were siege operations. The regula-
tions wuch applied to the other armies in the
held, whereby correspondents were permitted tosend accounts of what took place, did not apply

thn n^ t'H'y
^' ""• ^* ''''' *° '^' regretted

that a I his had not been explained to us beforewe left lokyo. It was quite evident from the
tone of the conversation that, while we were
welcomed cordially enough, our presence was not
particularly desired with the army. We were
regarded with suspicion, and rons^.-juentlv closely
watched and hedged about with i>rohibitions and
restrictions of all kinds, which were nnt only
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
intensely annoying, but prevented us from doing
our work. After a short and by no means satis-

factory business talk with the staff officer about
our status, during the course of which we learned
that we had no status with the army at all, a
messenger appeared upon the scene and we were
informed that General Nogi desired to meet us.

There was nothing formf«l about the meeting. We
were standing in the large central courtyard around
which were the Chinese houses in which the staff

was located. The door of the largest of these
houses opened and the General appeared, quite
unattended, lie approached our little group in

a frank and cordial manner. Instinctively we
felt we had a friend in the keen-eyed, nervously alert

little man who stood before us. Clothed in the
uniform of a general of the Japanese Army, with
the regulation peaked forage-cap, dark blue tunic,

upon the breast of which glittered a single decora-
tion, white riding-breeches, and high Pomeranian
boots. General Nogi not only looked a soldier, but
he carried with him that indefinable atmosphere
or personal magnetism pecuUar to all great leaders
of men. He was not an imposing figure. He
looked more like the colonel of a line regiment
than the general of a large army. There was,
however, a quiet dignity about the man which
compelled respect. Instmctively we all stood at
attention as his keen grey eyes flashed from one
to another of the httle group of newspaper men
who were to be the guests of his army. As we
were individnalh- introduced by an interpreter, for

General Nogi, like most Japanese generals, docs
not speak any othe. than his native tongue, he
asked one or two pohte questions about our nation-
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alities and the newspapers we represented, afterwhich he addressed the party collectively He
rfh^^?.'\*^^'

''' ^^^ ^°"^^ t° the army whichhe had the honour to command. For a few dayshe would be too busy to show us any personal
attention, but he assured us that, in so farTs wa

wouM h."*,'
'>'*"^ "'"y' '^''y convenience

vvouId be placed at our disposal, and we would

Arth r T^ ""''"'t
'^' ^P^'-^tions against Port

Arthur. The ever-changing chmatic conditions ofthe country, he said, were very trying, and hetrusted ^hat we would take every pos^s ble care
of our bodUy health. If, however, any of ournumber did become ill, the Army Medical Corpswould be glad to extend their services. Our
arrival at the front, he remarked, was most oppor-
tune as we were just in time to see the victorious
conclusion of a successful campaign with the

mdicative of great reserve strength of characte?
about the qmet httle man who so frankly welcomed
us to his army, and in such a kindly manner ex-
pressed such evidently sincere concern for our
well-bong. The keen grey eyes and the strong lines
about the grey-bearded mouth bespoke an unusual
inteUectuality, p M^ongth of character, and a
resoluteriesc of p,.pos. which his general appear-
ance did net Hui.cnre. It was only when one
studied the man th.t the nualities which makemm a great general =.nd one universally loved
by his men becan.r .v.dc.' General Nogi wasno untried soldier. He hau already won his spursm th. service of his Ervp^-ror. At the previous
taking oi Pori Arthur Iroi.. the Chinese, ten years
be.orc, he was a brigadier pciieral at the aire of
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forty- five, anr' led his brigade in a gallant and
suc( essful assault against the powerful Chair Hill

forts which were captured at the point of the

bayonet. The fall of these forts, and the defeat

of a Chinese force which afterwards tried to re-

capture them, resulted in the immediate surrender

of the rest of the fortress. His eldest son, a
brilliant young officer, pave his life for the Emperor,

fighting at the head of his company in one of the

assaults made by the first division upon Nanshan
Hill a few months before. Little did we think,

when we listened to the confident manner in which

the General talked about the victorious conclusion

of a successful campaign, that we would be with

him for months ; that we would h< e his victorious

army hurl itself against the hills that surround

Port Arthur again and again only to be repulsed.

Few generals could have gone through those awful

months, so full of tragedy, and retained their reason.

Never was man tried harder, and yet, through it

all, though h* aged a year in a month, General

Nogi was always the same kindly, capable man
whom we first met and liked at the little Chinese

villa ^^e of Swaag-tai-kow. Even when the awful

weight of caic and responsibility was heaviest ujjon

his shoulders, when victory was still denied him
after many tragic attempts to achit ve it, and when
his cup of bitterness was filled to ovt rflowing by the

death of his second and only soi' during the awful

fighting upon 203 Metre Hill, General Nogi was

still the same quiet, self-reliant, thoughtful gentle-

man who frankly extended the hand of iriend-

ship to half a dozen strangers, within his cam] .

months before, when hi3 believed that victory was

well within his reach. Whatever may be said
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about the manner in which his enemy was under-
estimateiJ, or about the astounding,' lack of informa-
tion rej^'arding the streiigtli of tlie |)<)sitioii to b-
taken, anil the numbers and spirit of its defenders,
it is a fact that General Nogi commanded his
army always, in the best possible meaning of the
phrase. He possessed the confidence and affec-
tion of his officers, and he was universally loved
and respected by his men. It was partly this
that made his soldiers fight as they did, and I

think it was the consciousness that such was the
case that made his burden of resjwnsibility such
a heavy one to carry.

After paying our respects to the General, we
were permitted to go on from headquarters to
the main camps of the army along the foothills
at the base of the northern slopes of the Feng-
hoang-shan range. We climbed the low ridge to
the southward of Swang-tai-kow, upon the crest
of which we could see the well-constructed defences
of the Russians, for it was along the crest of this
ridge that some of their strongest defensive works
were located. It was easy to see why the position
had been strongly defended. There was no sea
of mountains here, but for miles a wide level plain
spread out before us, covered with koilang crops
and studded here and there with Chinese villages.
This plain was triangular in shape, extending from
the shores of Louisa Bay on the west coast, where
it was some five miles across, to a point several
miles east of the railway, where it ended in low
hills and broken ground which finally merged,
futher eastward, into the same mountainous
c(nir>try we had been travelling through for days
betwi'-n Dalny and the front. T))o southern
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SIEGE AND FAIJ, OF PORT ARTHUR
bounds of this plain were the Feng-hoang-shan
range of hills, with the highest peak, from which
the range takes its name, in the centre, almost
four miles across the valley directly in front of

us. This was the position from which the Russians
had been driven by the surprise attack of the
30th of July after a short and feeble resistance

lasting half a day. It seemed impossible that
such a thing could have been. The ridge in the
distance looked like an ideal position for defence.

Its slopes were gentle with httle dead ground,
and directly in front, extend ng foi miles, was
the plain we were travelling over. It was, of

course, covered with koilang crops and seamed
here and there with dry watercourses and deep
ruts which would afford good cover for advancing
infantry, but such an advance could be literally

swept with artillery fire from the ridge. Upon
the east flank the position was weak. The Feng-
hoang-shan range, it is true, extended, but in a
somewhat irregular formation, almost to Ta-ku-
shan; but there was much broken ground and
low hills in front, which made the approaches to
this part of the line of positions easy. Later,

when we learned to know the ground better, it

was always a source of wonder why the Russians
ever allowed themselves to be driven out of this

last line in front of the permanent fortifications

of Port Arthur. Despite its weak east flank, the
position had enormous capabilities of defence, and
had it been properly held, the investing army
would have been weeks, perhaps months, in taking
it, and then or'y at a heavy cost in hfe, and Port
Arthur would have been saved the awful damage
occasioned by the Japanese bombardment from
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
almost the very dry it was taken from them. So
strong is this outer line, of which the Feng-hoang-
shan hills form the west flank and centre, that I

have heard able military authorities contend that
Port Arthur would never be made impregnable from
the land side until it was made the first hne of
defence, though the perimeter of such a line would
be over fifteen miles from coast to coasr

.

The whole of this extensive valley, as we made
our way through it towards the ridge in front,
was a scene of the greatest activity. Radiating
from Swang-tai-kow, there were endless lines of
transport waggons moving in dark lines across the
valley through the waving koilang crops to various
points east, west, and centre, along the Feng-
hoang-shan range, which was the base of operations
of the investing army. On our way we passed
large horse camps located about the Chinese villages,
and among the hills in front we cculd see extensi^

.'

bivouacks of infantry reserves and large camps of
gun horses and ammunition hmbers. Our objec-
tive, we were told, was the crest of the highest
peak of the range, from where we would be able
to see the entire fortress position of Port Arthur
with the hnes of the Japanese infantry in front,
and their battery positions among the foothills of
the range upon either side. It was about noon
on the 19th of August that we reached the crest
of the Feng-hoang-shan mountain, after a long
walk and a harder chmb up its steep slopes. The
panorama which spread out before us was worth
all we had gone through to see. Across a narrow
valley, scarcely two miles wide from the base of
the foothills of the range upon the highest peak
of which we stood, lay the whole fortress belt about
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
Port Arthur, and the positions occupied by the
investing army. Here in this narrow valley was
the battleground upon which was to be fought
out what has proved to be one of the greatest
sieges in modern times since Sevastopol It was
indeed a wonderful theatre, and from our splendid
vantage ground we eagerly scanned the equally
niarvellous stage settings for this great tragedy in
the drama of war. And they were superb those
settings, in their quiet grandeur and magnificent
conception. At once it was apparent that though
man had smoothed its face and equipped its crests
with guns, nature had made this wonderful fortress
To our right front lay Port Arthur, snugly nestling
out of sight behind the hills, with only a few tin-
roofed houses upon its outskirts showing in the
comparatively narrow gorge or valley between the
fortndges east and west of the city. Beyond the
town rose the beetling brow of the Tiger's Tail
peninsula, with the masonry of its powerful sea-
ward forts showing from the rear. Farther back
and to the right, the towering jagged ridge of
Lao-tieh-shan, fifteen hundred feet in height, formed
a grim and lowering background ko the lower hills
upon which the land forts were located. In the
nearer distance, extending from the confines of
the city in the valley between the two fortridges
we could see the western fortridge VNJiere it began
with the Sungchow forts close to the western
bounds of Port Arthur upon comparatively low
hills. Extending in a north-westerly direction
this ridge rose quickly to the lofty hill upon the
crest of which was the An-tzu-shan fort. Then
came the pecuhar contours of the famous Chair
Hills, with the Itzeshan fort upon the level crest
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
The fort-line then seemed to break away almost
due west to another and higher ridge, upon the
highest peaks of which -.^as the powerful advance
work known as the 203 Inetre Hill fort, while upon
lower peaks of the same range were other advance
works. Farther to the west we could see the
ocean beyond the west coast of the peninsula
but could not discern where the fort-line ran
beyond the crest of the 203 Metre Hill. Coming
back to the outskirts of the city in the valley
between the two ridges, the eastern fortridge rose
abruptly from the valley level, and through our
field-glasses we could make out a fort, which we
afterwards discovered was the West Urhlune or
Sung-shu-shan fort, standing sentinel at the wes . n
extremity. From there the main ridge gradually
rose and fell m high irregular peaks and long
razor-backed ridges, while in front there was a
line of foothills upon the crests of which we could
make out more forts. Upon the higher ridge
behind, at various points, we could distinguish here
and there . big gun silhouetted clearly against
the skyline. About a mile and a half from the
western extremity a huge hill seemed to throw its
grim bulk out into the valley a short distancem advance of the foothills on either side Its
slopes were steep, and it stood well forward in the
valley beyond the foothills. Upon its crests we
could see a number of big guns partly visible.
Afterwards we learned that this was the East
Keekwan Hill, upon the crests of which were the
most powerful batteries in the fortress belt. Look-
ing farther to the east, both the higher ridge and
the foothills m front seemed to fall rapidly away
to the south-east, until we could see, over the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF POUT ARTHUR

TLfi^u ^''V°^
^°°'^'"' '^' ^^'^ blue watersof the Yellow Sea upon the south coast of the

Tast oft' "^T ^'"^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^"^ ^ ^-« - le^

buttressing the eastern extremity of the fortrid^rpand extending well out into the valley ro" the

asTweT ?:^
'' Ta-ku-shan, standing sentinelas It were at the eastern extremity of the greatfortress belt. Coming back again to the centfe othe position, we could just make out, over thelow back of the higher ridge close to its western

extremity, the masonry oil fort which evS ^stood upon another ridge closer to the coastTh s we learned was the rear of the Golden Hilltorts which stand immediately upon the coastsouth of the city and upon the ea^st side of theentrance to the harbour. Port Arthur lay betweenthe nearer ridge and the one upon which those

valley. The forts, which we could dimly makeout upon the crests of the low foothil/in thenearer distance across the valley in front werewe were told the strongest in the fortres's Teu'They did not look hke the preconceived con-

T?ev"h.d
""^"^^^^^^^ h-<l of a powerful Z.ihey had no inaccessible masonry walls withcrenelated ramparts. There were no big gunr obe seen about them. All that was vislbl we elow walls of earth, apparently a few feet hTghcovenng the crests of the hills. These were notthe kind of forts we had read about in historywith huge walls showing above the surface andtheir ramparts bristling with cannon. They weremodern forts, inset as it were into the hil( w th

all their powerful defensive works underneath the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUH
surface, and as little showing above tlie earth aspossible. In rear of the forts, upon the foothiUsand upon the slopes of the higher ridge, we could

from'tf ''°'r'
"'^ ^ '"^^ ^^°- vvaVextendingfrom the eastern extremity of the fortridge tothe western, climbing the inequalities in the^ fa eof the ridge where it was necessary but alwavsjust behind the forts upon the foithH s Thlwas the old Chinese Wall, which the Russ ans

hP W •

.^' *^^ '"""^"*^' «^ entrance, tothe battery positions upon the crests of the higherndge. A similar wall we could see in fronf othe forts upon the west side of the city. It be °ndirectly in front of the Chair Hills, and wound itsway in amon, the hills as far as we could see tothe westward. In the foreground, the small tr°angular valley, which separated the fortress beU

se^^pH .^°K*'T' °''"P^"^ ^y *^^ ^"vesting army

city The apex of the obtuse angle thus formedwas the gorge, or valley, between the two ridgesThe obvious advantages of such a front were atonce apparent. The batteries upon the crest othe big East Keekwan Hill could bring a Sin.
fire to bear upon troops advancing over the level

o the rfdl? *:r'^
''^ '°^*^ "P°" *h^ f-thUot the ridge either east or west, while the fortsupon the Chair Hills could also bring a flankfng f^^^^^^upon assaulters of the forts from%he we ?^

It

S twth'the'^'?
'" '' P°^^^^^^ *h^ R--n

onoTthV ^T'^T °^ '^' "^^"^^1 conforma-
tion of the ground, endeavoured to reproduce in theland defences of Port Arthur the same strength
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sie(;e and fall of port Arthur
that the defences from the sea side possessed in
a higher degree. The valley between, which we
discovered was known as the Shnishi Valley, was
by no means a level stretch of ground between
the foothills of the Fcng-hoang-shan range and
the fortridges. Through its centre from east to
west there ran a dry watercourse with steep banks
upon the side nearest the forts. These banks were
high enough to, and did, afford a splendid base
of operations for an investing army, under cover
from the fire of the fortress artillery. From this
watercourse extending towards, and almost up to
in many cases, the forthills, were deep ruts, or
dongas, through which assaulting troops could
easily, under fairly good cover, approach within
a short distance of the foot of the slopes of the
various low hills upon which the Russian forts
were situated. Directly in front of the entrance
to the gorge or valley, between the east and west
fortridges, there was a large Chinese village. From
this village of Shuishi the valley takes its name.
A little to the east of the village, upon a low knoll
or hill about a mile or so directly in front of the
fortridge, the Russians had constructed an unob-
trusive-looking little redoubt, called the Urhlung
redoubt or Kuropatkin fort, an advance work
which cost the Uves of thousands of Japanese
soldiers in the taking, months after the position
was first assaulted. At the entrance to the gorge
or valley between the two fortridges, about a
quarter of a mile to the south of the village of
Shuishi, there were some more advance works
which proved extremely diflficult to capture. They
consisted of four lunettes, built in the form of
a hollow square open in rear, and connected with
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
each other by protected infantry trenches. These
advance works mounted a variety of large and
small guns, and had water ditches and wire en-
tanglements in front of them. They extended
across the mouth of the gorge, and prevented
an enemy from advancing in the direction of the
outskirts of the city. Upon the west flank the
Rus. lans had a strong line of advance positions,
extending from the north of the village of Shuishi
in front of the Chair Hills to the west coast-line,
north of the advance works upon 174 and 203
Metre Hills. This advance position, with the
defensive works upon 169, 131, and 180 Metre
Hills, was captured just before we arrived upon
the scene, so that the Russian line west of the city
now ran directly in front of the Chair Hills, u] ^n
the north crest of which the enemy had a stron^
Une of protected infantry trenches, and from there
to a high ridge, called by the Japanese Namao-
kyama, directly in front of the advance work upon
203 Metre Hill. The Japanese held the hills

farther west upon the coast, between the shores of
Louisa and Pigeon Bays, but the enemy's line of
advance positions turned south-west from 203
Metre Hill and extended to the shores of Pigeon
Bay, so that upon this flank the advance work
upon 203 Metre Hill was the key of the position,

and prevented the investing army from working
east and south against the permanent forts west
of the city until that key was in their possession.

So strong were these 'dvance positions of the
Russians, that until 203 Metre Hill was taken by
the investing army no progress was made against
the forts upon the west side of Port Arthur. With-
out these advance works the whole position upon
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
this flank was dangerously weak, but with them
it was almost impregnable. When Port Arthur
was captured from the Chinese ten years ago, this

west flank was the weakest spot in the cl fences.

There were no advance positions then, and the

Japaiicse at that time took advantage of the

weakness to assault the Chair Hill forts from the

rear, with the result that they were captured with

comparative ease. Once the advance work upon
203 Metre Hill was captured the entire system
of defence of the western forts was left open to

the assaults and sapping operations of the Japanese.

Our observation post upon the crest of the

Feng-hoang-shan mountain was the centre of the

position occupied by the investing army. Approxi-

mately speaking, the line was in the form of a semi-

circle directly in front of the fortress belt. The left

flank rested upon the sea-coast close to Ta-ku-shan

at the east extremity of the eastern fortridgc.

The centre rested upon the Feng-hoang-shan range

of hills, which begins in the east, with com-
paratively low foothills close to Ta-ku-shan, and
extends in the form of a semicircle along the

northern side of the Shuishi Valley to the right

centre of the Japanese position. A narrow valley

s rates the right centre from the left flank, and
jss this narrow valley the line runs crossing

ihe main waggon road into For' Arthur from the

north. The right flank rests upon the sea-coast

between Louisa and Pigeon Bays. This was not

the original line, but it was the line occupied after

til.* closing-in operations described in a previour

chapter. The centre position of the investing

army was practically an ideal location for both

reserve infantry and artillery. The hills in the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
centre of the Feng-hoang-shan range arc lofty,
and between them, through passes, are many good
roads and deep valleys, well protected from the
fire of the fortress artillery. No better locations
could be desired for the placing of siege batteries
than were afforded by the slopes of the many
foothills on the north side of the Shui^ .i Valley.
So well did the Japanese gunners utilize the
advantages which th-se hills offered, that it was
weeks before t^eir splendidly masked battery
positions were located by the enemy. The location
of the advance camps of infantry and artillery,
in the deep valleys and upon the steep reverse
slopes of the hills, gave a max'mum of convenience
and a minimum of danger from the fire of the
fortress guns. It was a strange sight to see these
large camps clinging as it were to the steep slopes
of the hills. It did not seem to matter how steep
or inaccessible the slopes were, the sides of the
hills were cut into narrow terraces just wide enough
to give a level space for the narrow bivouacks of
tho soldiers. These terraces were in tiers up the
slopes ending just under the crest. In many ways
thcsr stran -ly located camps were inconvenient.
"^^

' ' yosit'ons made it a serious matter to
res, provisions, and water for cooking

b»«t the Japanese soldier did not seem
'

1 his .vvu country, where there are
lie is accustomed to carry ;avy

- r. This stands him in good stead
The advantages of these camps are
sheltered from artillery fire, close
s, and not easily surprised l)y the
ther'- were a few reserve infantry

Then lof^

carry up
purpose-,

to mind
very few

loads at ;

in the iieiu

that they a>

to the front

enemy. Thoii

camps in th^ w vu
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHim
hills, when we first visited the front, the vast

majority of the army was either in the front lines

OMt in the valley between the two positions, or

in amonj^ these hills where they wi re well sheltered

and out of view, t* was marvellous how an army
of seventy odd ti msand men were concealed

from sight, though we could see from our hill, not
only the whole of the jx)sition occupied by the

investing arm' but the front lines as well.
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CHAPTER X
The plan of taking Port Arthur by a series of forced charges

The spirit of the army—Details of the plan—The opening of the
bombardment—The attack upon the Urhlung redoubt—The
attack upon the Shuishi lunettes—The successful assault upon the
East Panlung fort, and the capture of the West Panlung fort
The plans for the assault upon the Wantai battery hill.

It became evident before we had been many hours
at the front that it was not the intention of General
Nogi to spend any time in siege operations against
the enemy's fortress. The plan was to gain a
foothold inside the Une of forts and, by a series

of forced charges, break through the enemy's
defences before he had time to fully realize what
the intention was. In pursuance of this plan,
before we arrived upon the scene, there had been
a rapid closing in upon the enemy's east flank by
the capture of Ta-ku-shan and Shah-ku-shan,
two hills immediately east of the fortress belt.

This was immeJ-ately followed by an equally
vigorous closing in upon the enemy's west flank.

This closing-in movement was conducted day
after day with great determination, so as to mislead
the Russians into thinking that the western fort-

une was to be the object of general assault. The
real point of assault was, however, to be the East
Panlung fort, near the centre of the eastern fort-

ridge, and the continued and determined fighting

kept up on the west flank was to divert attention
from the efforts of the ninth division to close in
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
upon the eastern fortridge in the centre of the
fortress belt. That this was the plan is plainly

indicated in the army orders issued to the first

division upon the nth of August, by which the
entire division, reinforced by one of the independent
brigades of infantry, was oidered to attack the
line of advance positions held by the enemy upon
the west flank with great determination as if the
Chair Hill forts were the objective of a general
assault, so that their attention might be diverted
from the closing-in operations of the ninth division

upon the enemy's centre where the general assault

was really to take place. The significant language
used by General Nogi in welcoming the newspaper
correspondents to his camp also goes to show that
not only was this the pre-arranged plan, but that
the most sanguine hopes were generally entertained
of its success. But by all means the strongest
evidence of what was expected from the plan was
to be found in the enthusiastic atmosphere which
pervaded the whole army. Flushed with the
victories of a successful advance, the entire army
was in readiness, confident that in a comparatively
few hours the flag of the Rising Sun would be
proudly flying from the top of the Russian position.
Looking back, it seems almost incredible that
such a blind confidence should have existed. It

was well known among the Japanese officers that
Port Arthur was regarded as one of the strongest
fortress positions in the world. Knowing this,

and being still further impressed with what I had
just seen of the position, I ventured to hint at the
possibility of failure. That was quite impossible,
I was told, everything was progressing satisfactorily.

They might lose ten thousand men in the assault,
162
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Hill, and from there on to the north shores of

Pigeon Bay upon the west coast.

When we reached our observation hill upon
the morning of the 20th the bombardment of the

Russian fortridges had begun. The previous day
the batteries had indulged in some desultory

firing to ascertain ranges, and had evidently suc-

ceeded in doing so, for their practice was good.

At first the Russian guns did not reply at all,

but after an hour or so they joined issue, and for

several hours the bombardment was well sustained

upon both sides. The previous afternoon the

infantry of the eleventh and ninth divisions had
succeeded in working small parties close to the

foot of the Panlung and Keekwan forthills, by
utilizing the cover afforded by a number of deep

sluits, or dongas, which extend from the dry water-

course in the centre of the valley in many cases

close to the foot of the forthills. When, however,

the right flank of the ninth division endeavoured

to push its line towards the base of the Urhlung

forthills from the dry watercourse, the advancing

troops were met with a terrible rifle and machine-

gun fire from the small advance work known as

the Urhlung redoubt or Kuropatkin fort, which

was located upon a small knoll about half a mile

directly in front of the two Urhlung forthills and
just a little east of the village of Shuishi. It ;

"

an inoffensive-looking little mound of earth .

redoubt, but it was an enormously strong work,

and cost the Japanese over three thousand men
before it was finally taken and destroyed a month
later. The strength of the work lay in the fact

that it was connected with the Urhlung forts

by a system of three protected infantry trench-
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Hm!' f»,^"«
^^^ ""^^ evidently not known at the

way of the advance of the investing lines andconseq tly efforts were at once madf a capture

Itnl J^Tr °^ '^' '^^'' the surroundingground afforded, without waiting to constructsappmg trenches, the right wing^ of the ninth

itw? r' f^ '''' ^^^ «^ 'he inde;en"ent

eJsTlL^'^i" :i""'^'^
'^' ^^^°"bl from theeast and west sides, while several batteries of

the valley, kept up a heavy bombardment. Itwas an assault which was bound to succeedrhough they went down in hundreds in the last

work'thL'"'
''^''

''T ^^^^-^ *« *he Idvanc

ZfL. ![ .k"^^'
"° *^^^*^"S- A ten-foot moatconfronted the assaulters, and upon the fartherside from protected infantry trenches the enemy

were n^f
^'^^^°"^ '"'^^^ *^^ ^^^^"^ters who

7uZ.T T'lu^
^°^" ^"^°^^ they reached itjumped mto the moat, and after hand-to-hand

bayonet encounters a few dozen managed to ga"na foothold mside the redoubt. Evidently ^theRussians counted too much upon the strengthof the work, for it was only thinly garrisonedIn a short time the defenders were forced to retle

AK .""^u"^'*'"^
trenches, but there they remained

Russl "'
.t'^°^'

*'^' ^^"°^^"g afternoon theRussians m the connecting trenches were rc^
forced from the Urhlung forts, and succ.m driving out the two companies of the
division which had been holding the place.

/^bout the same time, the left wing of t
first division with a portion of the inde|>c,W.nt
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infantry brigade advanced from their trenches

north of the village of Shuishi, and made a furious

assault upon the first two of the Shuishi lunettes

and the trench-lines which connected them. Of
all the mad assaults which were perpetrated during

these first few days this was by all means the

maddest. Even before they left their shallow

trenches south of the Shuishi village the assaulters

were simply deluged with artillery fire from the

forts upon either side and from the guns posted

in the lunettes in front. One regiment refused

to leave its trenches, and the major commanding
was shot down while trying to induce his command
to move. Never during the whole siege was such

a rifle and machine-gun fire poured into advancing
troops, not only from the lunettes and trench-line

in front, but from the trench-lines and forts upon
"ther side. Again there was an awful slaughter,

but, urged on by their officers, the assaulters

mounted the low hill upon which the most westerly

of the advance works was located and success-

fully stormed it at the point of the bayonet. The
enemy retreated, but only into the connecting

trench-lines, and from there poured such a murder-
ous rifle and machine-gun fire into the si^cessful

assaulters that they were compelled to etreat.

These two unsuccessful series of assauks upon
advance works in front of the centre of the position

cost the Japanese between two and three thousand
casualties.

During the morning we also watched the attack

of the troops of the first division upon the advance
work on 174 Metre Hill upon the west flank, de-

scribed in a preceding chapter. It was about
noon upon the 20th when this attack succeeded,
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and the Russians were compelled to evacuate,
but the success cost the investing army some
fourteen hundred casualties.

Meantime, in spite of the failure of the attempts
to gain possession of the Urhlung redoubt and
the Shuishi lunettes, the ninth and eleventh divisions

continued to push their advance lines close to

the bases of the East Panlung and Keekwan fort-

hills by means of the many dongas which seamed
the valley from the banks of the dry watercourse
in the centre, to the forthills. During the night

these advance troops were to make an attempt
to cut the wire entanglements upon the slopes

of the East Panlung and North Keekwan fort-

hills, to make way for assaulting parties. Under
cover of darkness the advance lines were to be
supplemented by reserves brought up from the

rear, and as soon as the obstructions were removed
a general assault was to take place all along the

line, with the object of diverting attention from
the effort to pierce the outer line of defence, either

through the capture of the East Panlung or the

North Keekwan fort, or both. Th3 outer fort-

line once pierced, the assaulters were then to

break through the Chinese Wall which formed
the enceinte to the higher battery positions upon
the crests of the higher ridge in rear. The objective

of the attack upon the higher ridge was the two
battery positions upon the double-peaked Wantai
Hill in rear of the East Panlung fort. Though
the Wantai Hill was a desperate climb, even after

the outer line of forts and the Chinese Wall had
been pierced, once gained it gave easy access

to the city of Port Arthur, which is directly in

rear. Farther east or west upon the ridge there
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUU
were supporting positions in rear of the battery
locations upon the front of the higher ridge, but
behind Wantai there was nothing but a deep
ravine which ]t d directly into the city. Though
the position was a desperately hard one to take
even at that time, and infinitely harder later on
when the Russians, realizing the narrow escape
they had had, improved its defences, it was the
only point in the position east of the city which
gave the assaulters a fighting chance, once they
had gained it. of penetrating to the very centre
of the enemy's system of defence. Though of
course, we knew nothing about all these plans
at the time, we were wakened from our slumbers
about ten o'clock on the night of the 20th and
quietly informed, by one of the official interpreters
whose duty it had been to keep guard over us,
that the general assault and the capture of the
fortress was to take place between midnight
and three o'clock in the morning. Because of
the refusal of the Headquarters Staff to allow
us to take up our camp nearer the front lines,we were fully six miles in rear of the Feng-hoang-
shan hills and our observation post upon the
crest of the highest peak. We knew from bitter
experience that the road was long enough and

,rf'i "T^I" '"! ^^y^'^^^' ^"* h^^ to get there
in the black darkness of a moonless night was
beyond us. Finally, some Chinamen who said
they knew the road were induced to take our
party m Chinese carts to the foot of Feng-hoang-
shan mountain. After over-turning the carts, miss-
ing the road innumerable times, and finding every
hill m the countryside except the one we wanted
the party reached the foot of the Feng-hoang-shan
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mountain about three o'clork ,,, ,u

in m, K ,
^ ^ *^^ mountain, despite the darkness

and .he IZh"of' the Fen?hoa7 ^ ^^"^^

t°7r£ "?' -- - -T ::f
;-

ofAS o fe BvThe
:'°" '" '"^^'^^^

upon the sIoiLs oftrElst p3 ^"J^"?'^™"'^

..us, of course, made it neces^ar,, .^ .
the general assault

"Pessary to postpone

-aslolV^nstrran^^ni?^^^^^^^
It soon became evident that X ^"^""^ ^ ^^^^^s.

shrapnel «re.o^;he;ter:\,-;-avy
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made along the front of the eastern fortridge.

Though the advances were made with splendid
spirit they were repulsed along the whole line.

During the afternoon the East Panlung fort was
set on fire by a high explosive shell, and burned
fiercely most o 'le afternoon. After the mantle
oi moonless darkness had closed in over the scene
in the valley in front, a combined attack was
made by the advance infantry of the eleventh
and ninth divisions against the East Panlung
and the North Keekwan forts. The eleventh
division succeeded in occupying a small advance
work, known as the Kobu fort, which is situated

between the No/th Keekwan fort and the big

East Keekwan Hill. After holding it for a few
hours, they were compelled to ^-vacuate, owing
to the terrible rifle and artillery firr which was
directed against the work from contiguous forts

and battery positions upon the ridge in rear. The
infantry of the ninth division were repulsed in

their attempt against the East Panlung fort after

an hour's hard fighting, but they did succeed
in making a partial breach in some of the wire
entanglements which barred the way up the slopes
of the forthill. The scene during this attack,
with the bursting of starlight shells, the flashing

of searchlights, the roar of artillery, and the rattle

of musketry, was weird and wonderful in the
extreme.

At the first peep of dawn, the following morning,
the Japanese artillery concentrated its fire upon
the East and West Panlung forts. The west fort

was set rm fire by a high explosive shell, and burned
fiercely all day and far into the following night.
It looked as if the pre-arranged plan of carryint;
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Three men out of the twenty who started succeeded
in reaching a small patch of dead ground just under
the west corner of the outer trench wall where
it had been battered down by artillery fire.

Signals were made to the troops waiting in the
donga. More men came out from cover, thirty
or forty this time, and charged up the bullet-swept
slope towards the little patch of dead ground far
up under the wall. They fell in dozens, especially
about the entanglements, but eight or ten reached
shelter. For half an hour these rushes of tens
and twenties continued, until the slope was hterally
covered with bodies. About a hundred men
reached shelter under the corner of the wall. The
last lot that came up brought with them a small
regimental standard. As t^(; little body of troops
moved closer to the wall they came under a most
awful rifle fire from tne enemy behind. Men fell

in scores. The place was too hot for them, and
a retirement commenced. An officer, regardless
of danger, called out an order, and, standing full
upon the corner of the broken 'all, planted the
regimental standard. He wis down in an instant,
but his place was taken by another. The effect
of this sacrifice of life upon the men who were
retreating was magical. They turned in their
tracks, and tried to return. Few of them made
the journey in safety the second time. The men
waiting in the donga must also have seen the flag
incident, for they came out from cover in scores,
and soon there was a narrow stream of men climb-
ing the slope to the httle spot under the wall.
Not more than half, if so many, ever reached their
objective. The ground was black with fallen men.
Finally, when a .out a hundred and lifty were
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"ast^J:\"
'''

,"'' K
P"*'^ °' ^°^^^' ^" attemptwas made to scale the wall at its lowest brokencorner As soon as they showed themselve the

there Hm' T' ''"^^'\ ^^^^^^^ ^ hail of bullets, bu

or a IT ""'';
'
*° ^ ^""^^^ ^"°"eh t« go round,

for a small party managed to reach the trenchor moat. Clubbed rifles and flashing bayonetsn the sunhght were visible for a few momentsupon the top of the broken wall, then the assaulte sdisappeared from view. They had closed wYththe enemy, but they had not gained the fort byany means, for every now and then a soldier re-appeared oyer the broken wall and rushed headlongdown the slope to the donga below, nine times oufof ten plunging headlong in his flight. Abouthe time this advance began it became evident
to some officer in the donga below that the cross

a deadly effect upon the gallant assaulters in their
rushes up the slope from the donga. This fort
at the time was burning furiously, having been
set 01-. fire by a high explosive shell earlier in the
afternoon. While the fort itself was tmtenable
the enemy s riflemen occupied the trench-lines
around the crest of the forthiU, and poured in a
terrible flanking fire upon the assaulters of the
east fort as they made their way up the dacisfrom the donga. Two companies^f^eservfs i^the forward trenches were at once advanced under
cover as much as possible into the ravine which
separates the two forthills. At the point s. lected
to scale the slopes to the trench-line above therewas some cover owing to the steepness of the slopeHad the enemy's riflemen in the east fort not been
fully occupied with the assault which was taking
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
place upon their own fort at the time, this second
assault upon the west fort could not have taken
place at the point where it did, for the assaulters
were under direct fire from the trenches in the
east fort. Quietly the advance was made up the
forthill, and, before the Russians around its crest
knew what was happening, the Japanese were
clambering over their trench-walls. The few
Russians in the trench where the escalade was
made fought stubbornly, but were finally driven
from the crest of the fort. This relief from a
deadly enfilading fire gave the assaulters of the
east fort a good opportunity. There was a rush
of men from the donga up the slopes. In a few
minutes the shallow moat or ditch around the
fort was full of them and the outer trench-line

taken. The garrison made a stubborn fight inside

the work, which consisted of a network of trenches
and bomb-proofs with a keep at the rear. The
interior trenches were carried at the point of the
bayonet, and, after several hours' fighting around
the keep, it was also captured. For seven hours
the desperate fighting had continued without ces-

sation before the two Panlung forts were in the
hands of the assaulters. The enemy, after re-

tiring from the forts, took refuge behind the old
Chinese Wall in rear, and kept up a heavy rifle

and machine-gun fire upon the captors of the
forts. All night long the Japanese worked under
this awful fire, converting the interior of the fort

into shelter trenches to afford them cover. As
fast as they were made fresh troops from the
valley below manned the new trenches. It is

amazing that the Russians during the night did
not make an attempt to regain the forts they had

1/4
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
lost For hours after their capture the force
holding them was small. Doubtless they thought
the positions would be untenable, as both fortswere commanded and directly underneath the
battery positions upon the crest of the Wantai

K-"^'.?
"'^**^' °^ ^'^"* t^^^' tenacious manner

n r u .. *r°P? °^ *^' "''^^^^ ^^^^i^i"" "managed
to hold these two forts for months, although they
were daily under the most tremendous artilleryand rifle fire from the Russian positions in rearand upon either side, was one of the greatest feats
of the whole siege.

.

Morning of the 23rd saw the investing army

It W^ '' ^Tf'-'f" °^ '^'' foothold 'within

TJTJT ^'" ^''' '*^P ^" '^' pre-arranged
plan had been successfully negotiated after manv
repulses The forts had been won through the
personal initiative of the officers of the regiments
which had made the assault, for they did so Ltirely
without orders and during the absence of the
general of the division. The work of both the
officers and the men was beyond praise. Their
osses had been heavy, but they had gotten whatthey were told to get despite the furious opposition
of the enemy. With this foothold inside the fort-
ridge. It was possible to make the next and finalstep in the pre-arranged plan. Army orders were

Z'T^VT^- ^'''""'^"S '^'' "^h* brigade ofthe eleventh division and the left brigade of theninth division to combine in an advance through
the captured East Panlung fort. From therethe Chinese Wall, which was the enceinte to thehigher fortndge, was to be attacked and piercedIhe combined forces were then to divide the left
brigade of the ninth division attempting th; rapture
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
of the battery positions upon the crest of the
VVantai Hill, while the right brigade of the eleventh
division was to advance against the rear of the
North Keekwan fort, and, after capturing it,

proceed to the assistance of the left brigade of the
ninth division by attacking the north-east slopes
of Wantai and join forces in the neck between
the two peaks. This ambitious plan was to be
carried into effect between midnight and three
o'clock on the morning of the 24th. Though
we did not know the details of these plans at the
time, there was something in the atmosphere
that told us that the final act in the drama would
be put on that night.

>iil|
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CHAPTER XI

The Russian counter-attack—The fighting around the Panlung
forts—The counter-attack repulsed—The attack upon the Wantai
Hill by the ninth division—The capture of two battery positions,
and the unsuccessful assault upon the third—The bombardment
that came wth the dawn—The last act ^n the tragedy, the un-
successful combined attack upon the Wantai IIiU and the North
Keekwan fort.

No one who was within hearing and feehng dis-
tance—for one --ould see very little indeed—of
the awful fight vnich took place in front of Port
Arthur upon the night of the 23rd and the morning
of the 24th of August is ever likely to forget, or
have his impressions of what took place dimmed
or altered by the toning-down process usual in
official reports recording unsuccessful military oper-
ations. It was a night of awful horror; for the
inky darkness which shut out the scene only served
to accentuate the unmistakable sounds of carnage
which came up from the valley below, which lay
between the two positions. There was th- roar of
cannon in continuous discharge, hundreds ox them,
the shriek of hurthng shells, the horrid, awful din
of musketry volleys, so incessant that the sound
was merged into one continuous rolling avalanche,
the burring of machine guns and the popping of
automatic quick-firers in continual action. During
the lulls in this frightful medley of sounds, which
one knew carried death with them, there came
faintly other sounds which meant the last of
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::*

hundreds of brave soldiers. They came, for in-

stance, in the sound of victorious " Banzais !
" cut

short in a second with the murderous din of rifle

volleys and the rattle of machine guns, followed
by that ominous, oppressive silence which, at such
a moment in war, spells repulse and carnage. As
if to make the tragedy more weird than tragedy
usually is, there were brilliant phosphorescent star-

light shells shot out from the Russian fortress over
the scene in the valley, falhng slowly in clusters of

fire which seemed to show so much and in reaUty
showed so Uttle, and the cold luminous rays of

half a dozen powerful electric searchlights which
shot out from the higher forts in huge shafts of

brilliant light that searched the valley and the
hills upon either side with great arcs, lighting up
here clouds of white smoke from bursting shells,

there moving lines of khaki, and farther on a
battery of guns in action. The whole combmed
to make a scene such as Dante never pictured of

the Inferno. But all this is not how it happened,
what took place, or wliat the end was.

For hours after the heavy mantle of moonless
darkness shut out the view of the theatre of war
the silence was oppressive. It proved to be the
proverbial calm before the storm. Every now
and then our observation hill was lighted up bright
as midday, as the ever-searcning rays of the search-
lights caught its huge bulk in their restless pene-
trating sweep of the foothills of the Feng-hoang-shan
range, where the Japanese artillery was located.

During these moments we could see the drawn,
anxious faces of the non-combatant officers of the

army who had crowded the hill, anxious to sec

what the whole army expected would be the last
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act in the drama before Pnrf a,.+i,
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forthills. The searchlights, which had until this
moment been lighting up the Japanese lines in
the valley, to assist the fort artillery in placing
the large bodies of supports which were being
sent forward to the front lines, now swung slowly
around and lighted up the scene where the firing

was taking place. The intention of the enemy
now became evident. This was no small sortie,

but a strong, well-planned attempt to cut off the
Japanese forces in the two captured forts, which
either by accident or skilful design had forestalled

the Japanese general assault by a couple of hours.
When the outflanking forces of the enemy reached
the level of the Shuishi Valley and endeavoured
to close in upon and cut off the retreat of the
troops in the captured forts, they were met with
a furious rifle fire from the supports in the trenches.
This was the turning-point in the success of the
counter-attack. For half an hour or more a
perfect hell of fire was kept up. What the result

would be no one knew. Then slowly the wave
of sound swept back up the slopes of the fort-

ridge, followed by the converging rays of two
searchlights, one from the east and the other
from the west. As the apex formed by the con-
vering shafts of light widened into a more and
more obtuse angle, we knew that the Russian
outflanking attempt had ended in failure, and
that the Japanese were slowly forcing the enemy
back up the slopes of the fortridge towards the
Chinese Wall in rear of the two Panlung forts, while
the rifle and machine-gun fire from the wall and
the slopes of the higher ridge in rear was playing
havoc with the lines of the pursuing troops, which
were lighted up by converging rays of two search-
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lights, one upon the east and the other upon the

ihJAu^^
"meantime it was evident, from th^ factthat the enemy .vas bursting starlight shells Zl

ro:itortTat"The"^*
^"^ ^^^* alt;tfentir:

wasabout tn /^ ^['-^''^^Sed general assault

It came with starthng suddenness Tn 1
the whole front of the eastern fnrJ i

°"''"'

perfect inferno of rifle^nTrcl^^ne:; f^rthousands of assaulters emereed from th. . . V
and s. .:„ed up the forthiir 1^.1 ^o 'T.,:Shuish, Valley between the two fortndis fd 1,upon the west flank the fighting was also on tk'
Japanese artillery, reali^in| the^aTfull avo" whlhwas bemg wrought by the searchlights working i

rurn,r",uic;!:f^:;:j-f„^^^^^^^^
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'

centre of the position, to bf swept lih r fle'

Deen terrible, for the assaulters kept stub-
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
bornly on in their efforts to reach the enemy's
defences.

While all this was going on the ninth division
had driven the outflanking forces of the enemy
back up the Panlung forthills, where they took
refuge behind the Chinese Wall. But the repulse
of the counter-attack was not all that lay before
the troops of the ninth division. They had their
part in the pre-arranged plan to carry out as well.
The Chinese Wall was furiously assaulted at its
weakest point, and, after half an hour's bitter
fighting, successfully pierced. They had now made
the necessary breach in the enceinte to the higher
fortridge, but the enemy compelled them to hold
It at considerable loss in life, for they tried re-
capture several times with great determination.
There still lay between the successful assaulters
and their goal the awful climb up the steep bullet-
swept slopes to the neck between the two peaks
of the Wantai Hill. The pre-arranged plan provided
for a combined assault from this point, by the
sixth brigade of the ninth division, against the
battery positions upon Wantai, and by the tenth
brigade of the eleventh division, first against the
North Keekwan fort, and then against the slopes
of Wantai from the east. There was a long delaym the arrival upon the scene of the tenth brigade
of the eleventh division, and finally word came to
the impatient assaulters waiting at the foot of the
Wantai Hill under a withering fire from almost
every quarter, that the brigade which had been
counted upon to assist in the d'^ perate effort had
run out of ammunition and could not come for hours.
Was the whole plan of assault to be defeated by the
want of ammunition,' after all that had been gone
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through that awful night ? The psychological
moment for the attack upon VVantai was now
before the enemy had time to gather himself
together for a defence of the hill. Realizing all
this two companies of the sixth brigade of the
ninth division volunteered to go on alone and
attempt to capture the battery positions upon the
hill above them. Slowly, and under a withering
fire from all sides, the intrepid assaulters worked
their way up the steep slopes. It is impossible
to conceive a more awful fire than they were under
ifie Russians, anticipating the assault, had posted
a number of machine guns upon the crest of the
hill and in the low neck between the two peaks
Ihe whole crest was fringed with fire, but thetwo companies gallantly kept on. The battery
position upon the lower of the two peaks, known
as hi tort, was reached, and its defenders swept

rhT ^^ljr'''\ '^°P'' ^y ^ ^""°^^ bayonet
charge. Still another smaller battery position upon
the crest was occupied in the same manner, and
the assaulters gained the neck upon the farther
side of which, up a steep slope, was the last battery
position upon the highest peak of Wantai. With
their numbers sadly decimated by the awful firetney were under, two unsuccessful efforts weremade to charge up this slope. During the last
attempt the only officer left was killed, and barelytwo hundred men remained out of the two full
companies which started upon the hazardous
attempt two hou: before. This last assault was
too much even for their splendid determination.U ith the goal of their :.mbition scarcely five hundred
yards away, they were compelled to retire and
evacuate the two positions they had won. Slowly
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
they made their way to a dead angle at the foot
of the hill, and there entrenched themselves.

Just before dawn, the tenth brigade of the
eleventh division having arrived on the scene, a
second attempt was made to carry out the pre-
arranged plan by attacking Wantai and the North
Keekwan fort simultaneously. The tenth brigade
of the eleventh division worked along the Chinese
Wall and delivered a furious assault upon the
North Keekwan fort from the rear. The attack
was made with great spirit, but the defenders
were waiting and ready. A terrible fire was poured
into the advancing troops, who, when they reached
the fort, found that between them and their objective
there was a wide moat some thirty feet across.
Unlike the shallow moat around the Panlung
forts, this one was built of masonry and had defences
which could not be assaulted in this manner.
Meantime the Russians were not iale. Machine guns
in the fort and behind the Chinese Wall in rear
were brought to bear upon the assaulters with
terrible results. Repulsed, but not broken, the
brigade then advanced to assault the north-east
slopes of Wantai, but here again they found
the enemy prepared to receive them. The slopes
of the hill were simply swept with fire from rifles

and machine guns. Twice attempts were made
to advance, but each time the assaulters were
compelled to retire, and finally forced to entrench
themselves at the foot of the hill. Two more
companies, with three companies in reserve, from
the sixth brigade of the ninth division again
endeavoured to gain the crests of Wan*-.:. The
Russians had, however, greatly increased the
force which held the positions, and in addition
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the severitv and accuracy of the fire as they

stood out silent in the dim grey dawn of the morn-

ing One felt that these battered dust-heaps

which crowned the ridge had been deprived of

their usefulness, and that the assaulters of the

Wantai Hill must have been able to accomplish

their object. But these were modern forts and

protected battery positions almost impervious to

shell fire No sooner had the clouds of smoke

and dust lifted than the nearest of the forts began

to pour a heavy shrapnel fire into the shallow

trenches of the disappointed assaulters along the

foot of the Wantai Hill. With that stubbornness

and refusal to accept defeat peculiar to the soldiers

of lapan, the sadly decimated brigades upon

the slopes of the Wantai Hill refused to leave

their trenches, but remained there all day under

a terrible bombardment, only to be ordered to

leave them the following night. The vantage

ground gained behind the Chinese Wall had also

to be evacuated, so that th. night of tne 24th

saw the investing army holding only the two

Panlung forts captured upon the afternoon and

evening of the 22nd. The tragedy was over

and the butcher's bill ran to some fifteen thousand

killed and wounded,—an awful price to pay for

so complete a repulse.

That the whole plan was a mistake is best

proved by the disastrous result ;
that it might have

succeeded, is indicated by the story of how near

the first attempt did come tr v^^ng successful.

Had it been successful, it wouxc -ve been one

of the most brilliant victories in modern times,

and the man who conceived it would have been

regarded as a genius ; its failure made it a blunder,
^
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up to that time had given them an inkhng of the

Jap fnese plans or not, it is a fact that it was the

ause of lu-ny of the casualties sustained, and,

iro.t- inipoi'unt still, responsible for many of the

n^is^akos w'Jch doomed the plan to failure. The

avoiaanco of a long siege meant much to the

Japanese cause at that time. The Third Army
was urgently needed in the north. Had it been

at the battle of Liao-yang, Kuropatkin must

have been annihilated. AH these things doubtless

entered into General Nogi's decision to attempt

to tnke the fortress of Port Arthur by assault.

In addition, his army was anxious to make the

attempt. They had been successful against the

same enemy throughout the advance. To have

to take the position by siege was repugnant to their

conception of how the thing should be done. It

was their dearest wish to be allowed to take the

fortress by assault. The rapid manner in which

the closing-in movement about the eastern fort-

ridge was executed, leaving as it did strong advance

works in rear of the advance lines, was essential

to the success of the plan. A more extensive

preparatory work would have disclosed the great

strength of the position, and would thereby have

minimised the chances of a successful assault.

This was amply shown by the conduct of the

same troops later on in the siege, when they learned

by bitter experience how strong the place really

was. The conduct of the Japanese infantry,

especially that of the ninth division in the success-

ful assaults upon the two Panlung forts and the

unsuccessful attempt to capture the Wantai Hill,

was worthy of the greatest admiration.

It is doubtful whether the full extent of the
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admit that they suffered terribly during that

night attack from the deadly work of the Russian

machine guns, but they will not admit that the

searchlights had anything to do with it. On

the contrary, they maintain that they received

greater benefits from the hghts than the Russians,

as they illumined the ground to be advanced over

during night attacks. It is astonishing, if this

is the case, that they did not attack oftener during

the night after their experience on the 23rd of

August. Though many of their subsequent attacks

upon the fortridges were continued after night-

fall, there is not more than one or two isolated

instances of their beginning an attack after dark,

and not a single instance was there of anything

approaching a general assault taking place when

the searchlights could be used to locate advancing

:nfantry. Another remarkable feature noticeable

this attack was the absence of machine guns

.h the investing army. It is true they had a

few, but the Russians had ten to one. Later

on in the siege they had more, because a large

number were captured, but at the beginning it

was noticeable how few machine guns were to

be found upon the Japanese side.

;i' i
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were crowded far past their capacity with wounded

and dying men, while out upon the slopes of the

forthills there were hundreds more. Day and

night the stretcher-bearers worked among the

vast heaps of dead, searciiing for those in whose

bodies the vital spark was still alive. Hundreds

of wounded who had fallen in close proximity

to the enemy's wire entanglements died from

lack of attention, for the stretcher-bearers were

fired upon when they approached too close to

the Russian barricades. Men crawled into the

advance trenches who had been lying for days

among the dead far up the forthills. Night after

night parties of rescuers, under cover of darkness

to avoid rifle fire, crept from the trenches and

brought back their wounded comrades, in many

cases dragging them ty the heels r>ver zones of

fire. The Red Cross flags, which he stretcher-

bearers carried, were fired on again and again

to my personal knowledge. The reason for this

condition of affairs it was difficult to ascertain,

but it was the beginning of the bitterest and most

ferocious fighting the world has probably ever

seen—fighting in which quarter was neither asked

nor given on either side, and in which no flags

of any kind were recognised. At Nanshan, the

Russians claim, the trouble began with the slaughter

of wounded in the trenches during the final charge

when the hill was taken. The Japanese say that

it began after the first assault upon the lu. cress

position at Port Arthur, when their stretcher-

bearers were fired upon whenever they approached

the enemy's lines. Which side gave first cause

for the abrogation of the rule that ought to obtain

in all civilized warfare, that the life of a wounded
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of a fierce bombardment, was delivering a strong
attack along the Japanese lines, and i ore partic-

ularly against the two captured Panlung forts.

The incessant roaring of big guns was answered
every now and then by a reverberating peal of

thunder, while the flash of the guns ?nd the flame
from bursting shells were momentarily obliterated

by flashes of forked lightning which illumined
the whole scene. The medley of sounds was
increased by the heavy rifle fire and the incessant
working of machine guns and automatic quick-
firers, while the weird element was contributed
by the bursting of starlight shells and the flashing

of the searchlights. This was war in which the
elements were taking part. For an hour the
firing continued with unabated fury, then gradually
died away, until only a few of the big guns sobbed
in occasional discharges, answered by the angry
peahng of the thunder, while the vicious play of the
lightning through the heavens lighted up the scene
every few moments. The attack amounted to

very little, for the Russians were easily driven back
;

but the scene while it lasted was one of the most
magnificent which even the panoramic grandeur
of war could produce.

It became evident at once, as soon as the army
in a measure recovered from the depressing effects

of the disastrous failure of the general assault,

that here had been a complete change in the
plan of operations. There was no longer any talk

cf continuing the series of forced charges by which
it was first intended to take the fortress. Instead,
the army quietly settled down to siege operations.
The spirits of the survivors of the big assaalt were
raised by the arrival of drafts from Japan with
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plans involved the sapping up to all these advance

works with a view to their capture. In addition it

was decided to run saps up to the big East Keekwan

Hill, the North Keekwan fort, and as near as

possible to the two Urhlung forts. Even in this

preliminary stage of reducing the outstanding

id'-arce works, the ultimate object of the plan

was apparent. In front of the eastern fortridge

it was obviously the intention to reduce the guarding

forts upon the foothills of the western half of the

ridge, from the big East Keekwan Hill to the

western extremity, where the West Urhlung, or

Sung-shu-shan, fort stands sentinel above the

gorge of the Shuishi Valley between the east and

west fortridges. The cleverness of this scheme

was apparent after Port Arthur surrendered, when

it was found that there was no secondary position

possible behind the Wantai Hill, while at practically

all other points upon the ridge secondary and

supporting positions were possible. In addition, a

short distance behind Wantai lay Port Arthur,

which could be absolutely dominated from its

cr St and reverse slopes. Upon the west flank,

203 Metre Hill was obviously the key of the position,

because with it must fall the Russian line of defence

from it to the shores of Pigeon Bay, and from it

again along a high ridge to the Chair Hills. Until

this hne was broken—and it could only be broken

with advantage by the capture of 203 Metre Hill—

the western forts were safe from close investment,

and the fleet in the harbour from destruction.

With 203 Metre Hill in their possession, not only

could the Japanese guns dominate the harbour

and the city, but the line of investment could

be run close to the western forts, and communica-
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tion between them and the city cut off, or rendered
exceedingly difficult, even without the capture ofany one of them. An understanding of this plan
explams the reason why practically all the fightincdunng the siege took place in front of the western
halt of the eastern fortridge and 203 Metre Hill
Ihere never was a sustained effort to even interfere
by siege work with any one of the many strong
forts east of the big East Keekwan Hill upon the
eastern fortridge. Nor was there the slightest
effort made to advance against any one of the
permanent forts west of the city.

One of the most remarkable features of the
siege was the splendidly tenacious manner in
which the troops of the ninth division retained
possession of the two Panlung forts. It is a question
whether, from the standpoint of strategy and
tactics, they were worth all the cost in life and
almost superhuman exertions required to hold
them

;
but they had been -von at a tremendous

price, and were all the investing army got out of
Its first desperate assault. Situated immediately
under the heights of Wantai Hill, and closer to the
enceinte than any other forts upon that section of
the fortridge, they were deluged with rifle and
shell fire by day, and the objects of the most
desperate and determined attempts at recapture
at night, for over a month, until the attention of
the enemy was diverted from them by the near
approach of sapping trenches to their line of defence
The forts were held after their capture by two
companies of two hundred and [fifty men' each
with lour machine guns each. The garrison of the
l^ast Panlung fort was taken from the seventh
regiment of the sixth brigade, and the garrison of
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
the West Panlung fort from the thirty -sixth
regiment of the eighteenth brigade of the ninth
division. The first work of the garrisons was to
convert the sites of the former Russian forts into a
series of trenches and bomb-proofs, and run con-
necting hnes from the parallels in the Shuishi
Valley to the defensive works upon the top of the
forthill. Every day for three weeks the enemy's
fortress artillery bombarded the forts, smashing
the Japanese defences as fast as they were con-
structed, so that at night sortie parties might be
able to gain access. In addition to repulsing
these attempts at recapture, the garrisons were
compelled to repair their broken trenches—all the
time under both rifle and shell fire. They resorted
to many clever expedients to mislead the enemy.
Among others they constructed elaborate decoy
trenches, which were of course immediately de-
stroyed by the Russian artillery. With en-^'-mous
labour these decoys were rebuilt every .ght,

only to be again smashed the following day. As
long as the enemy could be induced to destroy
decoy trenches, the less obtrusive ones occupied
by the troops enjoyed some immunity. In spite
of this and every other expedient that could be
thought of, the daily average casualty lists, from
the time of their capture on the 22nd of August
until the lotli of September, was one hundred
in each fort. After the fall of Port Arthur, a trip

to the crest of the Wantai Hill revealed the fact

that, deep as the trenches were, the enemy from
that point could see well into aU of them, on account
of the great height of the hill above the forts.

Sections of the trenches leading to the front firing

line at the rear of the fort were absolutelv unsafe,
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though ti.ey had been excavated to a depth of fromten to twelve feet. The desperate nature of themany attempts made by the Russians to recantuethe forts .s well illustrated by one which occu^^^^^^^^before daylight on the morning of the ,otrj

wh ch at H
"^''^'''' ^'^^^"^ '^' Chinese Wailwh ch at tins point ,s only about one hundred'and fifty yards from the first trench-line upon thefort and attempted by a surprise attack to dr ve

Ir^Zr^ , u""""
S""'- ^'^^ "^a^" body retired

of thca^fntr ^ ^
"""^'T'

P'^^^^^ ^°^^^^d in spiteot the awful fire, jumped into the Japanese trenchesand died to a man, fighting hand to hand QuarSwas neither asked nor offered. It was one of those

succes. was the only alternative. This braveofficer s sword, black with the life-blood of manv

sro^nr^Ge""^ M
°"^" °^ ^^^ cherished UsseTsions of General Nogi, who intends to have itplaced in .ne Imperial Museum at Tokvo vt fh .st^^y^of the bravery of the officerItirn;

pers^astn
'^' ^"' '"''^ '" September, after muchf)crsudsion, permission was obtained for a few of

and IT ""^^^"^'te'-^ that the way was a longand dangerous one, and that if we insisted unof

r^ptfib ht^^^'ird'^'
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quarters of the ninth division, located in the dry
watercourse which extends for almost the full

length through the centre of the Shuishi Valley.

The bivouacks of the Headquarters Staff nestled

snugly under c jver of the high river-ban'- out of

sight of the enemy, while for a mile on either side

were the reserve troops of the division. The camp
was located in the dry bed of the river. Here we
were comparatively safe, though the ground round
about was literally torn into holes by bursting
shells, and even in the camp itself were huge
rents in the soil where lo and 12-inch shells from
Russian howitzers, fired at high angle, had exploded.
The General of the division, Baron Oshima, received

us most kindly. He was a thin, nervously alert

man, somewhere about fifty years of age, and tall

compared with the average officer. A better type
of the Japanese aristocrat of the old school it

would be impossible to find throughout the length
and breadth of Japan. In feudal days he had been
the daimio of the district from which a large per-

centage of the soldiers of his division are conscripted.

That in itself gave him a standing with, and a
control over, his soldiers vvhich few of the ablest

generals in the world could win with their commands.
To fight for the Emperor, with their own former
daimio tc lead them, is an absolutely ideal condition
to the soldier of Japan, and this fact doubtless
has a great deal to do with the really wonderful
record this division has won for itself in the fighting

before Port Arthur. But apart from this con-
sideration altogether, the man possessed a personality
calculated to inspire men with confidence and
devotion. Soldierly in appearance, despite his

years the General looked, what he undoubtedly*
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is one of those old school of downright fighting nunwho beheve that the more like hell war is made the

his biddmg his friends farewell, and going to the
front lines to lead his division in person, whichconnnced us that the appearance of the man didnot behe his real character. With us he was morehan ordinarily affable, gave us a simple soldier's
timn. and, through an interpreter, talked with
apparent frankness about the big fight in August:His division had been in the thick of it Thevhad captured the two Panlung forts, and penetrated
the enceinte in rear to the slopes of the Wantai

.rlL ^^ f ^''" ^""'^"^ ^'6^^'"^'' •" ^^hich only
scat ered dozens answered the roll-call out ofwhole regiments after the fight. The slopes of the
forthill we were on our way to visit wer. still

alien m the assault, and whose bodies could not be
recovered owing to the refusal of the enemy to
recognise the Red Cross. It was evidently a most
uncornfortable topic, for. despite his appearance
of cheerfulness, one could see the shadows which
recollection brought over the kindly face of thebrave old General. The effect of searchlightsand starlight shells, he was asked, upon adTaSg
loops? Immediately the General's eyes flashed

M-^' u T"^
^"ipbatically. in Japanese, that his

soldiers had no fear of either searchlights or star-hght shells. Of course not. was rephfd, but were

; if\T iu^
^^""'^ °^ "'"'^^ ''^ tbe heavy casualties

which had been sustained ? Yes, came the reluctant
admission

;
they were at fn-st, perhaps, until our

soldiers learned to avoid the rays of the lights
and profit by the knowledge they gave of the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

nature of the ground to be advanced over. What
did play havoc with the assaulting troops, the

General maintained, was the great number of

machine and automatic quick-firing guns the enemy
possessed, and the rapidity with which they were

handled and shifted from place to place, so that it

wa= exceedingly difficult to put them out of action.

In his kindly manner the General warned us to be

careful, even going through the trenches. One
of his own followers had been killed the previous

day while attendmg him on a trip to the fort.

He detailed one of his staff officers to conduct us

to the headquarters of the regiment which had

taken, and was still holding, the fort. A long walk

through well-constructed trenches brought us to

the foot of the forthill and the headquarters of the

regiment.

Almost the whole length of the wide parallel

trench was lined with the bivouacks, or living

quarters, of the supports of the garrison. During

the daytime only a small number of men were

required in the fort itself, but at night the supports

reinforced the troops holding the trenches upon

the top, so as to be ready to repel sorties or attempts

at recapture under cover of darkness. More than

half the width of the wide trench was taken up

with a long row of these shelter tents of bivouacks

of the soldiers. Each man carries with him on

active service, in his knapsack, a small waterproof

sheet and some very light-jointed wooden poles,

about half an inch in diameter. With these simple

appliances a company of soldiers will utilize a

bank of earth or the wall of a trench to make

a lean-to roof, with the waterproof sheets upheld

by the small jointed poles. Under protection
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
of one of these sheets three men can comfortably
sleep out of the sun and rain. A second sheet
makes the front wall of the improvised tents
which are abutted to one another, so that the
mterior is one long shelter, in which the men sleep
with their heads to the back wall and their feet
towards the front. If it is so desired, three or
more men can put up a dividing sheet and have
a shelter to themselves. Each man also carries
a blanket with his kit, and these blankets are
used in common by three or more, with the result
that there are always more than enough to go
round. In this manner the Japanese soldier, evenm the front lines, secures protection from both
the sun and the rain, and in a measure from cold
also, m shelters made from what he carries upon
his shoulders and in his knapsack. It was amaz-
ing how comfortable and clean were the quarters
of these soldiers who were hving within a few
hundred yards of the enemy's firing line and over
whose shelters shells and bullets were passing
every second. Their food, consisting of boiled
rice and some meat and vegetables occasionally
was brought to them through the trenches from
the regimental kitchens in covered tin pots so
that it was still warm when eaten. Water was
also carried up to them for washing and drinking
purposes. In this manner the men on duty in
even the hottest places in the firing lines wore
supplied with hot food without having to light
fires m their trenches. The closest examinatk)n
of both the men and their quarters was convincing
evidence that there are few soldiers in the world
who know better how to take care of themselves
no matter where or how situated, flian do the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

Japanese. Most of the men were asleep when
we were there, for theirs was a night duty, and
an anxious one as well. Those we did see were
not cheerful, contrary to what is usual with these

soldiers in the field. Their faces wore a serious

and painfully sad expression. We were ushered
into a small, low bomb-proof, cut int \e side of

the trench-wall. This was the headquarters of

one of the finest fighting regiments in the Japanese
Army. The Colonel received us with quiet, affable

hospitality. He was not cheerful. His face was
the saddest I think I have ever seen. He had
been one of the majors of the regiment who had
survived the assault upon the fort and the counter-

attack of the enemy upon the night of the 23rd

of August. An injudicious question as to the

number of the original regiment now left, caused
the shadows to deepen upon his face as he replied

sadly that there were only a few now. Their

losses had been very heavy, he was sorry to say,

and those who had been spared had not yet re-

covered their spirits. A young sub-lieutenant was
detailed to take us up to the fort. He had been
one of the officers who, upon the afternoon of

the successful assault upon the fort, had replanted

the regimental flag upon the corner of the trench-

wall after it had been shot down by the enemy.
Seriously wounded in the attempt, he had been
taken to hospital, and had only the day before

rejoined the regiment.

As we made our ways up the zig-zag trenches

against which Russian bullets were j)attering with
an ugly vicious ping, we began to realize painfully

that the trenches had been cut literally through
a shambles. The stench was enough, even if the
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SIEGE AND FALL OP^ PORT ARTHUR
suppuration from dead bodies in an advanced
stage of decomposition had not made itself evident
through the trench-walls. The scene in the trans-
formed Russian fort bespoke the awful struggle
which had taken place there. Scarcely a trace
of the original structure was left, except here
and there battered, filth-covered Russian bomb-
proofs and dismantled battered cannon, buried
deep in earth and debris, thrown from the deep
lines of trenches which formed a network upon
the top of the hill. The day previous the enemy
had bombarded the fort for hours, with the result
that a great

J breach thirty feet wide had beenmade in the front trench-wall of sand-bags Aswe proceeded over the crest of the forthili the
sub-lieutenant informed us of this fact, and saidwe would have to run for it across a narrow zone
of fire where we would be in plain view from the
enemy's firing Hne a short hundred yards away
As we ran, the bullets zipped past us and buried
themselves in the sa.d bags of which the outer
trench-wall was constracted. Slowly and care-
fully we made our way to the first firing line through
trenches, from the walls of which were stickin-
pieces of broken rifles, twisted bayonets, remnants
of clothing, and all sorts of debris, just as thev
had been thrown with the earth when the trenches
were cut through the battle-ground inside the
fort immediately after its capture. The breachm the first line of defences made it possible to
see a long hne of sand-bags about fifty yards
in front across a small ravine. This was the
enemy's firing Une behind the old Chinese Wall the
enceinte to the higher fortridge. Through a small
peep-hole we could see an occasional Russian
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dodge quickly round the corner of a traverse
wall as Japanese bullets tore the sand-bags all

about him with angry spits. It was certainly

a warm corner for rifle fire, and must have been
a perfect inferno when shell fire was also turned
upon the fort. Still the soldiers en duty in the
first line stuck stoUdly to their small loopholes,

so intent upon business that they did not even
notice our presence. They were there to shoot
Russians, and were tremendously in earnest. A
short time was enough for all of us in this place.

Returning, we again had to run the gauntlet of

fire across the short bit of exposed trench. Fortun-
ately there were no accidents, and we retraced

our steps to the headquarters of the regiment
at the foot of the hill, where we were shown the
small regimental flag which had played so important
a part in the successful assault upon the fort on
the 22nd of August. It was bullet-riddled and
stained with the Hfe-blood of several officers who
had planted and planted it after it had first been
shot down by the enemy on that eventful day.

No one who saw those serious-looking, sad-

faced soldiers upon the East Panlung fort, bravely
defending the hill they had captured from an
equally brave and stubborn enemy, its slopes

covered with the bodies of hundreds of their com-
rades-in-arms who had paid the price of their

bravery almost a month before, will ever forget

the tragedy of it all.
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During the last days of August and the first daysof September, somewhere about sixteen thousand

Por. A
'."^'"'^ ^T' J^P^" ^^^^^^d i" front ofmt Arthur, and were at once drafted into theront hnes to fill up the sadly-decimated ranks ofthe mvestmg army. These new troops were mainlycomposed of second reserves, that is, men who hadalready served a three years' term in the regulararmy and had not yet completed a further service of

five years m the reserve army. The first regiment
of these reinforcements arrived by train from Dalny
early on the morning of the 28th of August andwas marched from the railway station at Chan^-
Img-tzu mto camp, headed by the Tokyo Cadetband, which had come to the front in order to play

hospitals. The men presented a striking contrastm their new khaki uniforms and equipments,'
to the mud-stained, sunburned veterans of the
earlier fighting. As regiment after regimen?
arnved m camp, one had a good opportunity
of studying, the men and their mental attitude
towards the task which lay ahead of them in
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
working sapping trenches up the blood-stained

slopes of the fortridge, where so many of their

comrades-in-arms had bitten the dust a few weeks
before. It is difficult in the reserves of any army
to find that enthusiastic unanimity of desire to

serve which is to be found in the younger men
who make up a regular army, and which is such
a marked characteristic of the soldiers of Japan.
This is only natural, for when a man has served
his country for three years in a regular army during

his youth, when he is in a sense unattached and
without strong home ties and business interests,

there is an enthusiastic abandon about the service

he renders which could scarcely be expected from
the same man three or four years later, when in

nine cases out of ten he has a wife and family

and business interests which, in addition to his

more mature age, tie him more closely to home.
With all these considerations fully in mind, it was
interesting to study the attitude of these reserve

troops towards the work the law of conscription

compelled them to do. Generally speaking, it was
remarkable how cheerful the men appeared, despite

the fact that a great majority of them wore the

Imperial medal for the Chino-Japanese war and
were meu of matured years who knew all that

active service meant, and in addition had come
to serve their Emperor notwithstanding strong ties

of family and business interests at home. There
were very many cases, however, where it was
plainly evident that these troops regarded the

service they were called upon to give in the hght
of a duty rather than a privilege. They lacked

that cheerful enthusiasm and willingness to risk

all and work under any discomforts which one
208
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army as if they were infected with some contagious
disease. Late and early every day they were put
through field movements, and compelled to march
and charge over the roughest ground and up the

steepest hill-slopes. A Shinto shrine was erected

upon the side of a hill in rear of their camp to the

departed spirit of the Major who had lost his life when
they won their disgrace, and every day, by sections

or companies, the regiment was marched up to the

shrine to pay homage, and listen to long disserta-

tions upon the splendid quality of bravery possessed

by their slaughtered commander. Never were
troops put through a more drastic and humiliating

course of punishment. For six or eight weeks
this continued, until the regiment petitioned to be
sent to one of the armies operating in the northern
part of the peninsula, and given another chance
in the fighting line.

The conduct of this regiment was visible evidence

of the existence of one very weak spot in the

Japanese military establishment, a weakness which
I closely investigated while waiting in Japan for

permission to proceed to the front. During the

Chino-Japanese war the troops conscripted froiTi

what is known as the Osaka military district,

which includes the commercial metropolis of Osaka,
the former capital city of Kyoto, the great silk

manufacturing centre of 3tsu and the country
round about these great entres, earned a most
unenviable reputation fo lack of courage. In

investigating the reasons or this lack of proper

mihtary courage, among tat men conscripted from

this particular military district, I succeeded, after

much difficulty, in extracting the skeleton from

the carefully guarded closet. Away up among the
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when she was attacked by the warships of the

Vladivostock squadron, rather than surrender. But

at Port Arthur the anti-miUtary spirit again out-

cropped among these same troops, an 1 blasted

the hopes of those Japanese who fondly believed

that the stain upon their national escutcheon as a

military nation was destined to be wiped out.

The reason for the existence of this spirit among
the soldiers taken from the Osaka military district

is to be found in the demoralizing effect the cultiva-

tion of the arts and sciences, and the consequent

acquisition of considerable worldly wealth, has upon

the martial spirit of the people. Osaka, as the

commercial metropolis and a great manufacturing

centre, has an enormous industrial class who earn

wages and work in factories. The ancient capital,

Kyoto, has always been the centre of Japanese art.

Like the people of most such centres, the inhabitants

of Kyoto have acquired a certain moral laxity

and effeminacy. The city of Otsu is populated

almost entirely by skilled silk workmen. Every

regiment raised in the district has a large percentage

of people from these cities among its rank and

file.

If the effect of civilizing influences and the

acquisition of worldly wealth upon the Japanese

nation generally can be inferred from the results

in the Osaka military district, it is obvious that the

Japanese Army is now at its very best as a fighting

force. At the present time the army is made
up of men, the vast majority of whom art almost

as primitive in their habits and modes of life as

they were before the influences of Western ( iviliza-

tion were felt in the country. They are farmers

and fishermen for the most part, who not only
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live out of doors the greater part of the time but
are compelled to work extremelv hard i . 'ram
enough for their modest needs. The farmtrs u|
Japan even to-day, (or instance, till the soil n
practically tlio same primitive inannor and witn
the same crude tools ^ed in the country a centur\
ago. Their lives arc "hose of unremitting toil and
rigid frugality. One has oniv to see the enormous
Heets of fishing-junks off the coasts in ill kinds of
weather, winter and sfimmcr, tr, get a 'onception
of the hard, dangerous, and laborious life led by the
fishermen of the country, who make up a very
large proportion of the population. Th y lave
what might be called the very quintessence of
patriotism in their splendid devotion to their
Emperor, which possibly they mav never wholly
lose; but, after the present war, wher -he nation
will be compelled to take its place a^ a military
power whether it ultimately wins or loses in the
\^ ar, the trade of the country is bound to increase
and with it the national wealth In addition'
the people are bound to feel more and more the very
same influences which are now being felt in the
Osaka military district. Japan is now in what
might be termed the first stage of a process of
national social transition. H-r arnu combines
the strength of the past and the present, inasmuch
as It has acquired a knowledge of modern Western
methods of warfare without losing its primitive
strength born of the hard and laborious hfe led by
the men who make up its rank and file in times
of peace. Though they are now led by born
warriors in the Samurai officers, the soldiers, it
mu.^^ be remembered, had never been fighting
men at all until about a quarter of a century a"o
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
They were good material with a splendid incentive
and spirit, and in the hands of the Samurai officers,

who possess the best quahties of good soldiers,
have done marvellously well ; but these officers
are being rapidly killed off in the present war,
and the coming generation of officer in Japan is

not the same as the present generation is, or the
past has been. The further the process of social
transition goes the less of the strength of the
past the army will possess, and the more it will be
subject to the demorahzing influences which led
to the downfall of the ancient Roman and Grecian
Empires as miUtary powers. Upon the strength
of the nation generally, to resist and rise superior
to those influences, depends the future of the
Japanese Army as a fighting force.

The n.jst diaboHcally inhuman feature of the
fighting in front of Por<^ Arthii was the incessant
and extensive use of dynamite hand-grenades,
which was quickly followed by the contrivance
of wooden mortar guns by which heavily charged
dynamite shells or bombs were projected, as far
as four hundred and four hundred and fifty yards,
into the trenches and positions occupied by the
opposing forces. It has been said that the use
of these grenades in the present war was a return
to primitive methods. There was a time, of
course, when black powder grenades were in common
use with most of the European armies. The
British Grenadier Guards derive their name from
the fact that they formerly carried and used hand-
grenades. But it is impossible for a moment to
compare the grenade of former days with the
similar diabolical engine of destruction so exten-
sively used in the fighting before Port Arthur.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
From time to time for many years the civilized

hTl\ !
^'^'^'^^'^ P^ots in Russia by whichhigh State dignitaries, and in one instancHheC.ar hm^self have been blown into the neTJm

tLln ar^hT" °' '^"'"^^^^ ^°"^b^' --ally

vktims nf .h
'^'"^^'' ^" ^^^^h t^^ intended

oSn^zatbns h ''T'^'^''
^' ^hese Nihilisticorgamzations have been seated. Recalling thpdestruction wrought by the explosion of a sinllbomb thus thrown, one is able to get some Ztuconception of what it meant to have two Tree

weror^th^T^^^'^" "^'''^'^ -^^ - °«-^vweapon m the hands of soldiers R„ ^
consent of all civilized nations in oMert^hi™™
n ^\n P°l'*'' ""= ^"""' same of war the use

c oh^^'ed h"'"
''"""' "P™ ™P-' -^^ beenprohibited, because, in addition to putting thesoldier hit by them out of action, they "flictedwounds of a most unnecessarily pa nfuUharacterwhich more often than not made^he victtas whosurvived cripples for Mfe. But there is ateo uWvno corapanson between the »«.,-* „*

""'"""eiy

bullets, even if used exdustlf?>* a^n' Z^tl
grenad"fi/irh'T T"^- "- "f dyJamTtegrenades m the hands of soldiers of opnosini.

tTh'dead "th' '"""S'^i"- a battlefield co^::"!with dead There is sufRcient tragedy in readingthe story of a desperate fight to the finish at cl2quarters over some section of a trench-line far".stance in the piles of bodies of brave men whohave died fighting with the bayonet But 1^see the slopes of a hill, acres in extent lite al

"

covered with the scattered remnants of wha v1 eonce soldiers, is adding to the game of war a new
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
and awful horror it never before possessed. The
slopes of 203 Metre Hill, after its capture by the
Japanese, were more like the interior of a slaughter-
house than like the battlefield where the forces
of two civilized nations strove for possession
There were thousands of dead,-trench-hnes piled
high with them,—but far too many were not the
bodies of dead decently killed by either rifle or
bayonet. Instead, one saw huge piles of odds
and ends of humanity gathered from aU quarters
a leg here, an arm there, and so on. Most of
these bodies, or portions of bodies, were stark naked
because every article of clothing had been literally
blown from them by the force of the explosions
All this, and much more that one cannot tell
were the results of the extensive use, in a fight
which lasted for days, of these dynamite grenades.

Ifie use of high explosives in this form one
would naturally conclude to be an expedient
resorted to, at first in any event, by the Russian
troops

;
but here again it was impossible to obtain

any accurate information as to who was the first
offender. The Russians claim that high explosive
grenades were first used by the Japanese in the
defence of the crest of Kenzan, in the first fight
during the advance towards Port Arthur, after
the battle of Nanshan. The Japanese state, on
the contrary, that they were first used by the
Russians during the successful assaults upon the
two Panlung forts in August. One thing is certain
If the Japanese did begin their use, they were
exceedingly short-sighted, and paid a most awful
price for their breach of the usages of civilized
warfare, for, as the assaulters of strong defensive
works in every instance, they suffered infinitely
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from first To last
*^ *Shtmg^'o^^ Port Arthur

attacking and detadinT
"""'"' '"" '^°'" '"e

extensiv? use of dvnn^H "? ''^"<'" '° 'h^

jected misl usJd C tr'n"

"" '°™' ^' " P^^
and vied with each n,?

'™°PS simultaneously,

and morefetr^cL fn "'"f"S *^"" "•<'«'

inventing devices lui te'; tT'"' ""^ '"
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operations. All day long the fortress artillery

bombarded the new lines of trenches, plainly

visible from the lines of fresh earth thrown up,

despite the cover which the waving fields of koUang

afforded. Almost every night there were sorties

of the most desperate and daring character. The

long lines of Chinese coolies, conveying stretchers

from the fieM to the stationary hospitals in rear of

the Unes, told a pathetic story of the results of

these sorties made under the cover of darkness.

But the most awful evidences were never seen,

for the dynamite bombs thrown by the enemy

into the heads of the sapping trenches too often

did their deadly work so well that shattered frag-

ments of the men who composed the working

parties were all that remained. Only those who

were wounded came back, the remains of the

others were quickly disposed of upon the spot.

They were dreary awful days those first weeks in

September, when a sudden furious rifle fire in the

dead of night meant a sanguinary encounter at the

head of some trench-line, which generally ended

in a tragedy. In the darkness it all happened,

without witnesses to tell of the deeds of bravery

and the awful scenes which took place. All that

one could see was the long line of stretcher-bearers

each morning, thn ading their way out thrc ^h

the Feng-hoang-shan foothills to the station uiry

hospitals. What those long lines of stretchers

bore everyone knew only too well who had ever

paid a visit to the hospitals. More often than not

they carried the shattered remnants of men torn

by shells or shattered by dynamite bombs, from

whose almost unrecognizable bodies the sparks

of vitahty had not yet departed. As the sap^-'ng
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trenches approached closer to the enemy's strong-
holds the bombardment became fiercer by davand the sorties more frequent and determined
by nightwhile each morning the long Hnes ofwounded being brought to the hospitals in reargrew longer. To the spectator even, who was
not VI ally concerned in the game, these were
days filled with silent tragedy.
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CHAPTER XIV
The beginning of active offensive operations against the enemy's

advance works—The capture of the Urhlung redoubt—The success-
ful assault upon the Shuishi lunettes—The capture of Namaokyama
ridge, and the series of unsuccessful assaults upon 203 Metre Hill.

The army had toiled, in spite of the excessive
heat, for nearly a month excavating zig-zag sapping
trenches towards the enemy's advance works and
constructing siege parallels at proper intervals as
the trenches progressed, before it was decided
to resume active offensive operations. Though
at first the newspaper correspondents had a most
uncomfortable time with the army, the time cami'
when the staf^ officers began to place some little

trust in our good intentions. Not only was the
systematic espionage upon all our comings and
goings about the hues relaxed, but on the morning
of the 17th of September we were summoned to
Army Headquarters, given a brief resume of what
had been accomphshed during the month's sapping
operations, and, to our utter amazement, informed
about the future plans and what was expected
from them. Three lines of sapping trenches had
been run up to within one hundred and fifty yards
of the Urhlung redoubt,—one from the west, a
second from the east, and a third towards the
trenches connecting the advance work with the
Urhlung forts. In the gorge of the Shuishi Valley
the advance parallel trench was within fifty yards
of the most northerly of the lunettes which blocked
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT AI t>iur
the entrance. The troops of the first divisionnad also been busy upon the left flank front The
advance works of the enemy upon 203 Metre Hillhad developed great strength. They not only
occupied the crest of a lofty hill, but the positionwas protected upon the north front by the lonu

stfon.r ^f ^"fT T Namaokyama, which wat
strongly fortified. Sapping trenches had been
pushed up the north-west slopes of 203 Metre Hillwithm a short distance of the wire entanglements
close to Its base; while upon the north-east slopes
of Namaokyama the saps were within thirty-five
yards of the entanglements. Good progress had
also been made in approaching some of the per-
manent forts upon the eastern fortridge. Against
the high East Keekwan Hill the trenches had
reached the first lines of wire entanglements a
short way up the slope. Towards the North
Keekwan fort they were within sixty yards of the
entanglements upon the north ..ont of the forthill
1 he work of sapping against the East Urhluniz
fort had been pushed as far as it had been deemed
wise until the Urhlung redoubt was captured.
1 wo days later it was the intention to attack
simultaneously the Urhlung redoubt, the Shuishi
lunettes, Namaokyama ridge, and the advance
work upon 203 Metre Hill. The attacks would be
preceded ^v a heavy bombardment, and accom-
panied y M fantry demonstrations against the
eastern ..aif n the eastern fortridge.

Early upon the morning of the 19th, according
to the pre-arranged plans, there was a heavy
bombardment from the Japanese guns along the
entire front. The enemy's artillery failed to reply
tor several hours, and the infantry attacks, which
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
were planned to take place early in the afternoon,
were delayed several hours. Between two and
three o'clock the Russian guns began to respond,
and for a couple of hours there was a heavy artillery
duel. Expecting that the fiercest fighting would
take place upon the west flank, in the attempts
to take Namaokyama ridge and 203 Metre Hill,
we made our way during the morning to the
headquarters of the first division, located upon
the steep slopes of 131 Metre Hill, taken from the
Russians early in August. The hill was high enough
to afford a splendid view of Namaokyama and a
portion of 203 Metre Hill from the trenches upon
its crest, while from an old Russian bomb-proof
upon its south-east front a fairly good view could
be obtained of the fighting in front of the Shuishi
lunettes and the Urhlung redoubt. The distance
from the crest of the hill to Namaokyama ridge
was only about two thousand yards, so that even
the smallest details of the fighting there could
be plainly seen through field-glasses. The first

movement of the infantry was made by the troops
of the eighteenth brigade of the ninth division,
advancing against the Urhlung redoubt from three
points, under one of the most wonderful bombard-
ments imaginable. There were a good many
instances of excellent concentrated artillery fire
during the siege, but there was not a better example
than this. For twenty minutes before the infantry
attacks began, the Russian advance work looked
hke the crater of an £ -five volcano from the deluge
of bursting shrapnel and common shell poured
into it. When this shell fire was at its hottest the
infantry emerged from their parallels at three
points. Upon the west the independent infantry
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
briga' e advanced up the slopes of the knoll upon
which the work was located and assaulted its west

front. Upon the east two battalions of the eighteenth

brigade of the ninth division advanced from their

trenches and attacked the trench-line in rear of

the redoubt. The main attack, however, was
made against the north-west front, where two
more battalions of the eighteenth brigade of the

ninth division made a furious charge up the slopes

of the knoll, which were very steep at this point,

and gained the crest. They were met with a most
awful rifle fire from the bomb-proofed trenches inside

the redoubt. It came in volleys which nothing

could withstand. Back the assaulters were forced

to their trenches at the foot of the knoll. Mean-
time the troops upon the west front had also

attacked. They were met with a similar fire,

and came under it much sooner owing to the

conformation of the ground. They were also

repulsed with heavy losses. The attack upon the

east trench -line was absolutely futile, as the

assaulters had to advance over level ground.

They started but were unable to go far. Repulsed

at all three points, the attackers kept up a heavy

rifle fire from their trenches, and waited cover of

night to continue the assaults. Meantime the

artillery kept up a heavy bombardment, and just

before dark succeeded in making a breach in the

walls of the redoubt at the north-east corner.

While this attack was in progress, just before

dark, a heavy concentrated shrapnel fire against

the four lunettes at the entrance to the gorge of

the Shuishi Valley indicated that an attack was

about to be made in that quarter. In order to

understand the fight which took place here it is
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necessary to explain the strength and peculiar

form of the Russian works. The lunettes were

four in number, built so as to form a hollow square

with connecting trenches between them upon three

sides, the rear towards Port Arthur being open.

These advance works, with their connecting trench-

Une«;, formed a strong defence line practically

across the entrarr • to the gorge of the valley,

and commanded uiy approach towards the city

over the low ground between the east and west

fortridges. The t\.o most northerly of the lunettes

were about three or lour hundred yards south of

the village of Shuishi, and the second two were

immediately iii rea; an'! distant about three hundred

yards. Roughly ^pti'.:ing, the front presented

by the most north 'iv f'l the advance works and

their connecting trench-line was about live hundred

yards. The four lunette^ were distinguished by

letters, the most northerly upon the west side beiir

called " B," the one immediately in rear
"

while the most northerly upon the cast sic-

known as " D," and the one immediately a

of it " C." The largest and strongest w.v.

which measured some ninety feet across t'\

Extending from "B" to '' D " there was .• i

•

of bomb-proof trenches with a deep moat or dit !

about twelve feet across. From "B" and " D,'

extending southwards to the other two lunettes,

there were also trench-lines, but much less strongly

protected, though they had deep ditches in front

of them. It was the strongest of these advance

works which had been attacked upon the 20th of

August and carried by a fierce assault, only to be

evacuated because of the enormous contributing

strength of the other works. The parallel trenches
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from which the attack was to be made thi> timehad been run up to within fifty yards ,,f the moatwhich extended along the north front i he assault

and a half advancmg agamst the " B and two com-
panies against the " D " lunette. The water ditchwas reached ani scaling ladder, thrown across to

7^AZ7T'u''' '^' '"-'^'''' ^'' ^^^ «« heavy

InH K .K
" * ''^P^'-oache could not be negotiatedand both assaults were repulsed with heavy losses

It was about half-past five o'clock in the after-noon when the bursting of Japanese shrapnelover Namaokyama ridge and 203 Metre Hill gTvewarning that the advance of the infant y 'wisabout to begin. The practice of the gunnedwas excellent. From end to end of the high rZ7
which was fully three hundred yards, the cloudsof bursting shrapnel and common shell swept
directly over the double lines of trenches nZthe Russian position. Just before the sun w^tdown the advance of the infantry came from thesapping trenches at the extreme north-east corner
of the ndge over a low neck between the slopes

heldh T"t''"
''"'*^y *° *^^ "-*h' ^hichTa

held by the Japanese. First, half a dozen pioneersemerged quickly from the parallels, and amTda perfect storm of bullets, ran across 'the low nTktowards a small patch of dead ground below theenemy's first trench-hne. Two out of the half!dozen reached the spot, and waved a signal tothe troops on the other side. A moment latera dozen soldiers led by an officer did the perilousnp across the zone of fire. Then a dozen morefoUowed. A larger number then started acTos.led by an officer with his naked sword uplifted'
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The Russian rifles blazed from the trenches above,

and the assaulters went down in dozens. The

officer, well ahead of his men, with his sword

guttering in the sunlight, was a conspicuous mark.

The ground about him was hterally torn with

bullets. He halted in his mad rush, evidently

wounded, then started again, and turned round

to wave on his men, when a bullet found

him in a vital spot, for he went down in a heap.

Then I saw the first instance of unfairness on the

part of the Russians. As the wounded officer

lay I saw the bullets tear the ground all about

him. He tried to drag himself to cover. There

was another cloud of dust raised by bullets, and

he turned upon his back evidently dead. By

this time his men had reached the spot, and carried

his body on with them. This incident came back

to me the following day, when I saw scores of

Russians bayoneted in their trenches upon the

crest of the ridge. Some of them, it was after-

wards claimed, were wounded men; but it was

hard to blame the soldiers who slew them in the

heat of battle, remembering the treatment meted

out to their own officer the previous day. There

were more rushes of men across the neck, and

when darkness closed in two companies had found

shelter upon the slopes under the enemy's trenches.

At the same time this advance was going on, the

pioneers of the regiment which occupied the parallels

upon the north-west slopes of 203 Metre Hill

succeeded in making a breach in the wire en-

tanglements in front of the enemy's first line of

trenches.

During the night there was an awful double

battle in progress in the Shuishi Valley, in front
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of the Shuishi lunettes and the UrhlunK redouh.Foiled m their first attempt to capture the edoub

'

the troops of the ninth division resumed theiVefforts as soon as darkness covered thrir m„„T

r':fter''nootr,
"' ""^ "^"^"on-vth d^r^

p:. 9r„e;ie"rrut:\rnrhi

^h-r^rtitirfi-rf f'-t^ 'r'
^^^ '"

'

'^ -"^ '^y
ine artillery hre of the afternoon Vin^h .f* /
ended in failure, and for a tin^: lUoot^a'a "hZhthe advance work would be able to resist all at emntsmade to capture it Finillv in-f i

/''^"^"^P^s

Sie'T "^"^"""^ e'::d:^thr^aTS
tt: tt Murder-•"-Xinra:- e^nt'

'"^

only to be met with a furious rifle and TT"'
fe"arried're 'r""''

''"''"^"^' ^^^^Z
afterravi^r bL^'fir" '"''TA''" ''^^°""-

bombs. Th? garZn ?ut-:,:mtre/.^™tt::

:sT^rdeX^::^;%^^--^^^
rre-Xu^r-rtrs^S-^^^^^

orfHis-s-t;;S"p£»^
of .he small advance work ^hich fn 'tZ as'sauU^
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had cost the investing army between four and

five thousand casualties. The work was an ex-

ceedingly strong one, and was surrounded by a

moat the perpendicular walls of which were twenty-

five feet from the lower level to the top of the

walls. Upon the inside, immediately behind the

ramparts, were infantry trenches loopholed and

with good head-cover from artillery fire. The work

mounted three field guns, which were captured,

and a number of mactiine guns. The field guns

were in protected emplacements and the machine

guns were in loopholed casemates, which were

large enough to hold strong firing lines of infantry

as well. The garrison consisted of two compa: .i s

of infantry with two more companies guarding

the connecting trench-lines. During all the assaults

dynamite grenades were freely used upon both

sides. Two fully mounted and equipped torpedo-

tubes from some of the warships, with a quantity

of fish torpedoes, were found in the redoubt, *hough

they do not appear to have been used at all by the

garrison. Immediately after its capture the advance

work was completely destroyed by fire and explo-

sives, so that there would be no danger of the enem>'

ever again being able to recapture and occupy it.

The troops of the first division in the meantime

were having an equally hard time endeavouring

to secure possession of the Shuishi lunettes. Twice

during the night they had made furious assaults,

only to be repulsed in every quarter. About

daylight upon the morning ot the 20th, just after

the Urhlung redoubt had been captured by the

ninth division, the entire attacking force was

combined in an assault upon the strongest of

the lunettes. Hundreds of bamboo scaling ladder?
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Up to this time nothing had been accomplished

upon the Namaokyama ridge or 203 Metre Hill.

VVith the first peep of dawn on the morning of the

20th, the Japanese artillery began a bombardment
of both positions, which was kept up most of the

day. From the continual bringing forward of

reinforcements it was evident that both places

had developed an unexpected strength. During

the afternoon we learned that it was the intention

to vigorously attack the hill and the ridge simultane-

ously, and that there would be no cessation of the

fighting until both were captured. One regiment

had worked its way round the western flank of

203 Metre Hill under shelter of a low ridge which

extends north and south between the hill and the

west coast, and had run a line of sapping trenches

to within about one hundred feet of the north-

west slopes and the first line of wire entanglements

in front of the trenches, which were a short distance

up the slopes. From these trenches the attack was

to be made, the pioneers having the previous

evening succeeded in making a breach in the

entanglements. The Namaokyama ridge was

to bo attacked from the vantage ground gained

by the regiment we had watched advancing upon

the north-east side t\e previous afternoon. A
second regiment was to work up the very steep

north slopes from a deep ravin f as soon as the first

regiment had begun the attack, so as to engage

the enemy along the whole line of defence upon

the crest of the ridge. The troops began to move
from their parallels about half-past five o'clock in

the evening. The assault upon 203 Metre Hill we

could not see, but that i.;pon the Namaokyama
ridge was in plain view not more than two thousand
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yards away. The advance was started by thecompany upon the north-east slopes. The firstine of trenches half-way down the face of the ridge

ni .rr^ ^^"^ '^'^^"*^y evacuated during thenight, but the assaulters came under a heavy firea few nrjmutes after they started from the second hne

w th shrapnel Meantime a regiment was quicklyfilmg across the low neck from the parallels whik

k^theT; ^""'^"^ *'^ steep'north 'sbpesV^hen the advancmg company neared the crestthey were greeted with a heavy rifle fire. Theyhad been advancing in company bodies withoutany regular order. The moment they came underfire these bunches of men spread out along the "aceof he ridge, and went up in single hues close order

the ridl' 'T°'''
^"^'"^ "^°"^ '^' ^t^^P face ofthe ndge under cover and took their places in theadvancing hne. Even before the whole regimenthad extended in this manner the leading companv

t^:Z\s^\lT'r' ^""^^ advancerZvS
L/v. ; ^^ steepness of the slope, together

atolutdv'f '""'T
^""^^"^ ^^^ *^^^' *--htn

f !? u y "P""" *^^ ^'^"t ^"stead of down the faceo the hill where they could command the approachgave the assaulters fairiy good cover until thfywerewith n a few yards of the enemy's position. Accord!ing to their usual splendid custom the Japanesesucceeded by a magnificent artillery support m
allT/fiT '"' ^""^^" ''''' - th^t P-ctkally
all the fighting took place at close quarters with

infantry in the trenches rose to meet the assaultersat close quarters. Then followed one of the mostwonderful spectacles imagmable. In the rapTdJy
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SIEGE AND FAIJ. OF PORT ARTHUR
fading daylight, silhouetted against the sky full

upon the crest of the ridge, one could see long
Unes of men in desperate hand-to-hand encounters.
The supports swarmed up the slopes farther to
the west, and more troops clambered up the hill

still farther west. In fifteen minutes after the
advance started, the crest of the ridge for fully
half its length was crowded with soldiers fighting
hand to hand with bayonets and grenades. It was
a sight to be seen once in a lifetime, but once seen
could never be forgotten. Ten minutes of this
desperate work there was, and then the Japanese
were in possession of the enemy's line for half the
length of the ridge. The trenches upon the other
half were quickly evacuated, so that before six
o'clock in the evening the entire position had been
won. It was not a particularly strong one, and
had been occupied principally to protect 203 Metre
Hill from assault upon its north front. Along its

front there were two lines of trenches, one about
half-way up the slope and the other upon the crest.
The lower was not protected in any way, but
the upper was partly bomb-proofed at intervals
along its entire length. The garrison consisted
of five companies of infantry. Four field guns
and two of heavier calibre were captured. The
Japanese losses were some two hundred killed and
wounded, while the enemy left one hundred and
thirty dead upon the position. The following
morning I saw three prisoners who had been taken
in the trenches upon Namaokyama brought into
camp. They were a captain, a non-commissioned
officer, and a private. The captain and the private
had been wounded, the former slightly and the
latter seriously. The officer was a man of between
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rifle fire. Under cover of darkness the same night
another attempt was made to rush the first trench-
line of the enemy. The hght in the darkness
lasted for over an hour. Again and again sections
of the trench were taken, but just as often retaken.
The slaughter was heavy on both sides, though the
Japanese suffered most. With dawn the following
morning the Japanese artillery began a bombard-
ment of the hill, and all day its crest and slopes
were deluged with shells. Just before dark a
third attempt was made to gain the lower trench
near the foot of the hill. Two hours' desperate
fighting, principally with bayonets and grenades,
gave the assaulters possession of a small section.

The distance between the first and second lines of
trenches was quite five hundred yards of tremend-
ously hard climbing up the hillside, which could
be literally swept with rifle fire. Under cover of
darkness, from the vantage ground they had gained
early in the evening, the Japanese worked their
way up this steep escarpment to within easy charging
distance of the upper hne of trenches. A furious
and well-sustained assault gave them a foothold,
and from there a small body gained the crest of the
hill. But they were not destined to hold their
hard-won advantage for long Havin^,' received
reinforcements upon this portion of the hill, the
Russians delivered a furious counter-attack, and
swept the successful attackers down the slopes
and through the lower trench-line into their own
parallels. The fighting was bitter in the extreme.
Afterwards I saw men wounded during this fighting
who had thoir eyes gouged out and their faces
smashed with stones and the butts of rifles. This
^vas about the first exhibition of that awful ferocity
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on both sides which marked all of the fightingfrom this time on. Probably never hefore'havlopposmg troops shown such terrible antagonismborn of the bitterest hate. Upon the follow ngmorning the Russians concentrated the eZl
fol /.k^'khP"" '^' J^P^"^^« t^^"ches at the

the hni .' ^fu ^°* ""'y '"''' '^1 *»- g"n« uponthe hill Itself brought to bear, but the fortress

Taivr^"^? '^' '^^^^^^"' An-tzu-shan, andlaiyangkow forts also assisted. No tro /could
l«vc under such a bombardment, and towardsnoon upon the 22nd the Japanese were compelledo evacuate the.r parallels and desist in the at empt

The "n
"°"' '^'"^ °^^^ '^° ^''^"^''^"d casualties.

1 he enemy s position upon 203 Metre Hill haddeveloped a strength completely unexpected. T
w'ks^ ^The'r" .''r

^*^°"^"^ "^ ^^^^ ^^-"-
well h„nJ

!'"^"^h-hnes upon the hillsides were

bat wi^h r K^'"*''/'^
throughout with sand-

bags, wi h bomb-proof shelters at interval-: The

perks" of th^T,/"^'
"'''' °"^ "P'^" ^^^h "f two

tions V\u' ""'''' ^^'"i-P'^rmanent fortif,ca-

IZa '^*^''' '^^'^ '^ ''""t of timbers androofed over with steel plates, sand-bags and

In t '''" °"' '^^"^"'"^^ ^"^ fift'^^'^ hundredupon the position. It was during the first attack
;^^pon the hill that there occurred a most extra-on ..ary feat of arfllery practice. A small partyo. ...oneers attempted to gain the foot of the hill

twn'tho
"-^ %'"" ^^' '* ^°^"" ^" ^'^P^^^'J ^lopc sometwo thousand yards to the westward. The Russian

.'mners were waiting evidently, for the field guns
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upon the crest opened with shrapnel. Five or six
shells in as many minutes burst over the little

party, and a deadly hail of bullets brought every
man to the ground either killed or wounded.
Despite this, the hail of shrapnel continued bursting
over the prostrate forms, the bullets tearing up
the ground round about for fully ten minutes.
Wounded men tried to escape by crawling upon
their hands and knees to cover, but more shells

burst with wonderful accuracy and the wounded
trawled no farther.

It was easy to see that the failure to capture
203 Metre Hill was a great disappointment to the
Headquarters Staff of the army. The losses had
been great, and absolutely nothing had been
accomplishc 1 by three days of the bitterest fighting
that had yet taken place. On the contrary, the
investing army was in a worse position than it had
been before the lis,'ht began, for it had been compelled
to evacuate its sapping trenches to the foot of the
hill, which had taken almost a month to excavate,
and cost the lives of many soldiers.
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The capture of the Urhlung redoubt and the
Shmshi lunettes enabled the investing army to
begin the work of closing in its line of investment
around the permanent forts upon the western
extremity of the eastern fortridge. The principal
object of the construction of the Urhlung redoubt
was the protection of two waterworks reservoirs
located close to the base of the East Urhlung fortBy means of a small pumping plant, water was
raised into these reservoirs from a small stream
which flows around the bases of the Urhlung fort-
hills and through the gorge of the Shuishi Valley
mto a larger stream which empties into the harbour
at Fort Arthur. These reservoirs constituted the
source of a considerable part of the water supply
of tne city, the water being conveyed by means
of large iron conduit pipes. The enemy, after
being dislodged from the Urhlung redoubt, strongly
entrenched himself behind the railway embank-
ment a tew hundred yards from the bases of the
Urlilung forthiUs, in order to prevent the destruction
of the reservoirs, which are located within easy
rifle range of the embankment, and a few hundred
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
yards west of the small ruined Chinese village

of Palichuang. Again the tedious work of sapping
had to be resumed from the destroyed redoubt
towards the enemy's advance position behind the

railway embankment. Every foot now gained
was in spite of the most furious opposition of the
Russians, who fought with the greatest spirit

and determination. All day long the sapping
trenches were bombarded, in spite of the strenuous
efforts of the siege artillery of the investing army
to check the destructive work of heavy shells

from the fortress guns against the advancing
trenches. Working parties laboured during the
night with their rifles, bayonets fixed, within
easy reach, always confident that before dawn
they would have to repel sortie parties of the
enemy. It was in this hart^ and dangerous work
that the splendid patience and industry of the
Japanese soldier showed itself. When it is known
that in front of the western half of the eastern
fortridge alone there were hterally hundreds of

miles of trenches excavated under the conditions

described, some idea can be had of the enormous
amount of manual labour expended, to say nothing
about the conditions under which it was done.
Nor were these trenches mere temporary shallow
ditches designed to afford cover for infantry

alone. There were dozens of miles of main trenches

so wide and deep that thousands of soldiers lived

in them for months. Time and time again, I have
seen mountain guns upon their carriages rushed
up these trench-lines in order to participate in

some attack upon a fort or entrenched position

of the enemy, through trenches five and six feet

wide and ten feet deep, extending for miles from
238
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
the rear to the front Hnes. It was a most vvonder-
lul sight to stand upon an elevation in rear and
watch day after day the whole surface of the Shuishi
Valley from the dry watercourse in its centre
which formed the rear of the advance lines to-
wards the forthills, being converted into a huge
system of zig-zag trenchei and crossing parallels,
for all the world liku the illustrations in the regu-
lation drill-books, designed to show the manner
in which siege trenches and parallels should be
excavated. To the Russian troops in the forts
and upon the ridge in rear the approach of this
irresistible system of trenches towards their de
fensive works seemed to bring out all the latent
fury and determination in their character as soldiers
No garrison that ever defended a position could
have evinced greater courage and determination
Not a chance was lost. Often when there was
not one chance in ten of success, the most gallant
attempts were made under cover of darkness
to check the irresistible progress of sapping lines
which day by day brought the inevitable destruction
of their strong defensive works closer and closer
Every device the human brain could devise was
eniployed upon both sides. The assaults which
followed when the saps got closer were absolutely
tragic in character, but infinitely more tragic
still were the daily and nightly struggles which
preceded the time when those assaults were made

Up to the time the advance works in the Shuishi
VaUey were captured the heaviest guns which
the investing army mounted were 6-inch naval
guns, and of those there were only two. In addition
to the divisional artillery, which included one
hundred and eight field and mountain guns the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
siege train consisted of a general field artillery
brigade of seventy-two field guns, two 6-inch
naval guns, eight 4.7-inch naval guns, fourteen
i2-pounder naval guns, twenty-eight 4.6 -inch
field howitzers, four 4-inch new pattern Krupp
guns, and one hundred and forty-six siege guns
of different patterns, including 6-inch and lighter
mortars, and thirty 4.1-inch old pattern bronze
Krupp guns. Though the heavier siege guns were
excellently placed in masked battery positions
among the foothills of the Feng-hoang-shan range,
with the exception perhaps of the heavier naval
guns, they were found to be wholly inadequate
to silence the fire of the much heavier fortress
artillery which the Russian position mounted.
This weakness had been apparent from the very first,

but became painfully evident when efforts were
made to check the awful fire of the enemy's guns
against the sapping trenches about this time.
Directly in the centre of the Japanese position,
opposite the two Urhlung forts, where the greatest
efforts of the Russians were concentrated against
the sapping operations, were placed six 4.7-inch
naval guns and fourteen 12-pounder naval guns,
just over the crest of a ridge facing the enemy's
position. These were by all means the most
effective battenes upon the centre of the investin'^
army, but the guns were not particularly well
placed. For a time they did considerable exe-
cution, but their positions were finally located
by the enemy, and for days after the entire ridge
was deluged with heavy shells from the fortress
batteries. The positions were simply pounded to
pieces with 10 and 12-inch shells from the Russian
howitzers. Things soon became too hot for the
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h.?mT T"."""'
^"^ ^^^^' t^° g^s had beendisabled and the emplacements knocked to pieceshe batteries were shifted to new locations.^ The

oSllZ "^^^\\^^y had been placed was batteredout of all resemblance to its former shape. Thefront slope was hterally honeycombed with greatho es torn in its surface by bursting shells, whlthe crest was completely torn away The casual!^es suffered by the naval gunners during these days

when I sL r-'^-
™^ ""^ *h^ -'y °^--on

TrnK Ki 7 J^P^^^sc guns badly placed, and wasprobably due to the training of the gunners, wh^

exclusive'lv T'*°"^''/° ^ ^^^^^' ^^^ -^"^-t

„nH f !? *\^^ ^'^°P*^^ the "method so wellunderstood m the army, of placing their gunso that they could be used for indirect fire pfomthat time on they not only did better work h,^they baffled the abihty of the enemy's gunner

that th? '""T T'' P°^^^^°"^' with^he^esu

mor. ? f^'''^ ''''y h"^^- The necessity formore and heavier siege artillery was so apparentabout this time that it was decided not only "oncrease the number of heavier naval guns but

ILT^T ^^Pf^^"* -ith a much helvie; gun

aL. 7'' ^'^°'"" heen used in siege work

orH. 77 °'
t"-^"'^

^°^^* ^^^e"^« howitfersTere

L 7h «°"; ^Tu'
^'^'h a view to counter-baWng the effect of the heavier siege artillery used bvthe Russians. Th was a good deal of ^difference

t?X".r '°.:'''; "^ ''"^ ^'^"^ ^°"^d be handed
and placed without encountering insuperable diffi-cult es along the front of a position so exposed

alcuLTd";'^ ""'i
'?.' ^^ ^"" '' "^*"-l °bsfacles

calculated to make the transporting of guns of
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

such great weight enormously difficult and perhaps

impossible. Six of these howitzers were shipped

from the naval base at Saseho to Dalny by steam-

ship, and from there were brought to the rear

of the lines by rail. They were transported

each upon two lo-ton trucks, which were run

as close to the front as was possible. The guns,

which weighed ten tons, were lashed to well-built

platforms raised about three feet from the flooring

of the trucks. When they arrived at their desti-

nation the trucks were shunted up to a platform

alongside \he railway track constructed of four-

inch planks ten feet in length. This platform

was four or five feet wide and slightly lower than

the elevation of the gun on its bed upon the railway

trucks. Straddling the track, a huge set of sheer

legs were erected with three F'^ars and a heavy

metal crown, to which was attached an eight-

inch lifting eye equipped with treble purchase

chain hoists and side pulley guides. By means

of this hoisting gear the huge barrel was lifted

from its bed upon the trucks to the prepared

platform alongside the railway track. The plat-

form was mounted upon roller skids, and after

the gun had been securely lashed to its bed, the

whole structure was slowly moved over ways

made by laying four-inch planks upon the soft

ground. From these high platforms the gun was

lifted on to low two-wheeled trucks ve- v strongly

built and equipped with six-inch wide small iron

wheels. Securely lashed to these low trucks they

were taken over the roads, in some cases five and

six miles, to w'here it was proposed to place them,

by long hnes of soldiers puUing upon ropes. In

turning sharp corners a hand windlass was used.
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turned out from the Osaka arsenal in Tanan tIwere first intended for some 0"^^ {^t .ef^niorts, but were selected as the best patteVn forthe siege work at Port Arfh„r tu
^"*\'^'-'" 'or

eight or nine feet L lenl ^t th/h"
".''°^'

twent, ht inches andS ml! e^n^LVe^n
even lonf"''"' ^'^ "°""^^"^' "^ich weTgh Sseven tons, was equipped with hydrauhc slides

To Cte'^Th'^ '''''''T
^°^^- ^-'^bL

look! ;=.Jt- -tug: SunT^pound shells did tremendous execution The fi'st"o these guns arrived from Dalny about the r^idd eof September. For weeks before workmerhad

the turSL " ^"P""^ ^^^ ^°-d-"°- forthe turntable mountings. Four were nlar^H in.
mediately in front of the centre of the easternfortridge. vyhile the remaining two were loci eS

eTt^fllny't'^'^^'"-?^"' "P°" ^^--°"-east flank. So qmckly and skilfully were thev

, .^rl*^^'"
to the locations deededupon that by the end of the month the . xnad been mounted, fully equipped for use andsquads trained in handhng them. Abotit thesame time a light tram-line was laid from theammumtion park to the emplacements, over whLhthe heavy ammunition was taken upin stro^dv-made trucks. It was nothing short^f 3-
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y-

ful to see the rapidity and thoroughness with

which this difficult undertaking was carried out.

The placing of these big guns in positions

where it would bo difficult if not impossible for the

enemy to ascertain their exact location was a

most important matter, for they were not only

difficult to move from place to place, but they had
permanent concrete mountings which took a long

time to prepare. It is impossible to say too much
in praise of the ingenuity displayed in the selecting

of locations. Although they were used cont inuously

for three months after, not one of them was put

out of action. The nearest approach was the

landing of a shell close to the concrete foundation

of the mountings of one which tilted the turntable

a little, but the damage was so slight that it was

repaired in the course of a day or two. This Wcis

little short of wonderful when it is considered

that the Russian batteries concentrated thsir fire

for weeks in efforts to locate the positions of these

howitzers, which did such tremendous damage
to their defensive works. The hillsides about the

positions were literally torn into great holes by the

bursting shells designed to put them out of action.

Had they been badly placed their usefulness would

have been practically nothing, for it would have

taken months to repair the damage which a

single successful shell could have inflicted upon

the permanent turntable mountings, which would

have had to be completely renewed by parts sent

from Japan. At first smokeless powder only was

used, but later an enormous majority of the shells

were fired with black powder, and yet the enemy
was unable to place the spots where they were.

It was previously announced that the new battery
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of howitzers would open fire for the first time upon
the 1st day of October. Great results were expected
from the experiment, not only in smashing the
mterior defensive works of the various forts, but
in seriously damaging the warships in the harbour
General Baron Nogi, accompanied by General
Baron Kodama, the Chief of Staff of General Marquis
Oyama, the Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese
Armies in Manchuria, who had come to Port
Arthur to see the results of the experiment,
witnessed the bombardment from the crest of the
headquarters observation hill. During the morning
about one hundred of these big shells were fired
into the North Keekwan fort. The explosions
caused great clouds of smoke and dust to rise from
the interior, but beyond that there was no evidence
of the damage done. As a matter of fact it was
discovered later that the concrete works in the
North Keekwan fort resisted the destructive force
of the shells for a considerable time because of the
thickness of the concrete and the excellence of
their construction-, but the time came when even

had to succumb. The fol-

ns directed upon the battle-
Five shots were fired at the

.
of v/hich four missed, but the

fifth shell struck her upon tl a forward deck, and
apparently went through, leaving a huge rent 'from
which columns of smoke were seen to pour. Day
after day this bombardment was kept up at the
warships, and apparently considerable damage was
done, for upon the nth of the month the Russians
resorted to the ruse of placing one of their hospiial
ships in the direct line of fire against the vessels
of the fleet. The Japanese at once lodged a protest
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SIEGE AxVD FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
against this breach of the Geneva Convention
with the French Minister in Tokyo, and continued
their bombardment. Upon the 15th of October
two more batteries of six of these big howitzers
each arrived at the front, and were quickly placed
in position. Four were located upon the right
f^ank about a mile from 203 Metre Hill. It was
entirely due to the splendid manner in which these
guns were placed that they were able to do such
tremendous execution later on in the siege when
203 Metre Hill was captured. Though the hill-
slopes for hundreds of yards around the position
of this battery were torn by the concentrated fire
irom the Russian fortress aitillery, not one of the
guns was touched. In the centre of the Japanese
position nine were splendidly located, while upon
the left flank there were five, all so placed that they
were able to bring a concentrated and converging
fire upon the western half of the eastern fort ridge,
and upon the city and harbour in rear. The
difficult work of shifting and placing these howitzers
was executed by the troops in a very short time.
Sixteen out of eighteen were fully placed and ready
for use by the 26th of the month, and the full
number two weeks later. The other additions
made to the siege train consisted of four 6-inch
nav..i guns and two 4.7-inch naval guns, bringing
the total strength, exclusive of divisional artiller>°
up to three hundred and ten guns.

Meantime the sapping trenches of the investing
army were being pushed closer and closer to the
enemy's forts and entrenched positions upon the
western half of the eastern fortridge. The enemy
in the neighbourhood of the East Urhlung fort
upon the evening of the 25th of September, con-
centrated a heavy rif^e fire upon the sapping trenches
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
that had approached close to the foot of an en-
trenched hill known as Hachimakiyama, which
occupies a position in the fort-line between the
East Urhlung fort and the West '^arlung fort.

Under cover of this fire a small force made a sortie,

and engaged the working parties in hand-to-hand
encounters which lasted about half an hour. They
were finally compelled to retire, leaving two-thirds
of their number dead in the Japanese trenches.
.V little after midnight, two nights later, two
determined sorties were made against the same
trenches. The Russians retired only after an
hour's fierce fighting at close quarters. Between
half-past seven o'clock in the evening and four
o'clock in the morning of the 2nd of October the
enemy made a determined attempt to destroy the
sapping trenches towards the big East Keekwan
Hill from a trench-line which belts the hill a short
distance from its base. The Japanese sapping
trenches had approached to within one hundred
and fifty yards of this line of defence. From
three directions the enemy's sortiers approached

? Japanese sap head under cover of darkness.
In spite of a desperate resistance they succeeded
in taking possession of a considerable section of
the trench. Supports were at c - sent forward,
and after a bitter fight, whicf sted until two
o'clock in the morning, the sortiers were dislodged
and compelled to retire to their own lines, but not
until they had wrecked the work of weeks. The
casualties upon both sides in this fight were con-
siderable. About eleven o'clock t e same morning
a large force of the enemy, numbering a battahon
or more, advanced from tho first trench ine upon
203 Metre Hill and endeavoured to wreck the
work of the sappers. The Japanese trenches had
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
approached to within two hundred yards of the base
of the hill. The attack was made in broad dayligl t,

and not as these attempts were usually made,
under cover of darkness. For an hour the-e was
a desperate struggle, during which the Russian
infantry charged the sap heads three or four times
with great daring. They were finally compelled
to retire after having sustained something over two
hundred casualties.

The headquarters of the eleventh division upon
the left flank of the investing army were located
upon the north-east side of Ta-ku-shan, quite close

to the foot of the hill, so that its steep escarp-

ment gave protection from the artillery fire from
the forts upon the eastern extremity of the fort-

ridge. The main leading trenches from head-
quarters to the front investing lines extended
around the north-east shoulder of Ta-ku-shan,
and from there worked through deep sluits or
dongas towards the fortridge. The most easterly

position occupied by the enemy was upon an
elevation known as Signal Hill, from which a
considerable section of the leading trenches \,as

visible. The Russians had movmted a number
of automatic quick-firers and machine guns upon
this hill, and for weeks had made it exceedingly
dangerous for troops going from divisional head-
quarters to the front lines. About nine o'clock

on the evening of the 4th of Ov -ber, three com-
panies were ordered to make a jrise attack upon
the enemy's position upon Signal Hill, and if

possible destroy the guns which had caused so much
trouble. The Russian garrison was taken com-
pletely by surprise, and the position was captured
after a short fight. Reinforced, the enemy advanced
almost immediately after to retake the hill, which
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
was also subjected to a heavy fire from the forts

upon the eastern extremity of the fortridge. The
Japanese succeeded, before being compelled to

evacuate, in dismantling and destroying the guns
the position mounted. Strange to say, though the

enemy reoccupied the hill the same night, they
never replaced the guns which had caused so much
damage and inconvenience to the Japanese.

During the second week in October the Japanese
sappers had pushed their trenches close to the

advance position of the enemy behind the railway

embankment near the base of the East Urhlung
forthill. Before further progress could advantage-
ously be made, it was necessary to dislodge the

enemy from his advance position. Three companies
bcl mging to the nineteenth regiment of the

eighteenth brigade of the ninth division succeeded
upon the night of the nth in driving the Russians
from a portion of their line. Later the same night

another effort was made by the same force to

capture the remaining section, but the attempt
was a failure, and ended with a decided repulse.

The following night, however, a single company
made a surprise attack, and succeeded where three

companies had failed the night before. The enemy
was forced to retire so hurriedly that they left their

overcoats and kits behind. An attempt was made
to recapture the same night, but it was easily

repulsed. The capture of this advance position

was most important, for not only did ii permit
of the sapping trenches being run up to the foot

of the East Urhlung forthill and the entrenched
hill known as Hachimakiyama, but it enabled
the investing army to destroy the waterworks
reservoirs, which was promptly done, thus cutting

oft one of the sources of supply for the besieged city.
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CHAPTER XVI

The difficulties encountered in running sapping trenches up to
the East Urhlung forthill—The successful assault upon Hachima-
kiyama entrenched hill—The first use of the dynamite grenade mortar
—Expedients resorted to by the Japanese to destroy wire entangle-
ments—A visit to the workshops of the engineering corps—How
entrance was gained to the moat defences of the North Keekwan
fort—The stories of surrendered Russians—The last stage of the
sapping operations in front of the forts upon the western half of

the eastern fortridge.

The work of sapping up the rocky slopes of the

East Urhlung forthill was enormously difficult and
dangerous. In the first place, the fort was one of

the largest and strongest upon the eastern ridge,

and in the next place, not more than a two-foot

deep trench could be excavated any place upon the

forthill without cutting through solid rock. This
made it necessary to build up trench-walls of

sand-bags, which offered a splendid mark for the

enemy's artillery and were constantly being smashed
by shell fire. The trenches had not been run very
far up the slopes before it became evident that

a further advance meant that the work would be
open to an enfilading fire from the trenches upon
the crest of an entrenched hill called Hachima-
kiyama, which lies immediately east of the fort and
between it and the West Panlung fort. It therefore

became necessary to secure possession of this hill.

Shortly after ten o'clock on the morning of the

i6th of October the Japanese artillery opened with

a desultory fire against the forts upon this section
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
of the ridge, which by noon had developed into aheavy bombardment. The enemy's artillery re-phed with heavy shells against the Japanese battery
positions and shrapnel against the trench-lines at

; lu ,? °f
Hachimakiyama and the East Urhlung

forthill About half-past two o'clock in the after-noon the Japanese artillery fire, which up to this
time had been more or less general in character
was concentrated upon the hill to be taken and
the two Urhlung forts next west upon the ridgeAn hour later the three hills were simply smothered
with shrapnel until a Httle after four o'clock when
the infantry emerged from their parallels kt the
foot of the hill, and charged up the slopes to the
trench-line upon the crest over which the Japanese
shrapnel was playing in sheets of flame. Before
leaving their trenches the infantry had fixed
bayonets, so there was no halting upon the way
So marvellously well had the artillery done itswork that there was comparatively little for the
infantry to do, although from its position Hachi-
makiyama ought to have been one of the most
difficult positions apon the ridge to take by assault
from parallels at the foot of the hill. It was only
when the black wave of men reached the crest of
the hill and a few dozen yards from the trench-hne
that they came under a heavy fire. Then men
went down in dozens, but the distance to be covered
was too short for the enemy to get in much deadly
work. In two seconds' time after they came under
heavy fire the Japanese infantry were overrunning
the enemy s trenches bayonet in hand. There
was no resisting the onslaught, for the assar' ^rs
surged over the crest, not in open order with .lin
lines, but in irregular close order, lines deep The
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
defenders were immediately forced to retire the
few who remained to take on the bayonet charge
bemg quickly wiped out. Here again the artillery
proved its enormous use in attacks of this kind
The moment the assaulting infantry reached the
crest of the hill within a few dozen yards of the
trenches they came under a most awful fire from
the rear, where long lines of supports occupied
a square of trenches upon the higher glacis of the
hill directly in front of the Chinese Wall. Simul-
taneously with the arrival of the assaulters at
this point in the attack, the cloud of shrapnel
which had been playing over the trenches upon
the crest during the advance up the slopes, was
changed in a twinkling, and instead made the
rear trench-lines an inferno of bursting shells
There was another clever feature in connection
with this attack. All the time the assault was in
progress the infantry in their trenches at the foot
of the East Urhlung forthiU made feints to advance
up the slopes, as if it were the intention to capture
the trenches upon the crest of that hill as well.
This ruse was succes«^ful in keeping the infantry
which lined those trenches fully occupied, and
prevented their pouring in an enfilading fire' upon
the troops advancing up the slopes of the hill
immediately to the east. In this assault the
Japanese exhibited the strong point of their method
of attack with a degree of success which could
scarcely have been expected from it. Their total
casualties were only three hundred, while the
enemy left one hundred dead upon the captured
position. It is onh- necessary to realize the position
of this hill with relation to the surrounding positions
of the Russians to understand that, without the
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simply perfect artillery support rendered, the in-
fantry would not have been able to have taken

Wf'h r S";^ ^r
*^''^ *™^^ the cost in life.With the hill the Japanese captured one field one

r'i K^'.l
"i""^^-^'^'' and two machine guns.

?n u^5 u
*'"^^<^hes upon the north front of the

hill had been captured, possession was by no means
secure, for the enemy still occupied a strong position
in semi-permanent trenches upon the rear glacis
in front of the Chinese Wall, and at the head ofhe gorge between the hill and the East Urhlung
tort. The following night several small determined
sorties were made from these trenches against themfantry engaged in entrenching itself upon the
captured portion of the hill. Dynamite grenadeswere freely used, and some of the trenches destroyed
but the enemy was driven back as often as he
advanced. Day and night the captured positionwas bombarded by the fortress artillery, but despite
the damage done to the defensive works the captorsmanaged to retain their foothold.

It was during the progress of this attack that
the first mortar for the projection of dynamite
grenades was used by the Russians against the

r^.?Mf *?f'^' ^* *^' ^°°* °^ ^^^ East Urnlung

IZy- /' !r'
*^' J^P""^^^ ^^'^Id not under^

r K."^. !k
-^^^ ^'^""^"^^^ ^^^^h began to drop

all about their trenches came from. The nearest

forthiU fully three hundred yards away, so that
to throw a grenade by hand that distance was
obviously impossible. Ground scouts were sent
out the same night to find out where these grenadescame from. They discovered that the Russians
had mounted ^ /eral short wooden mortars upon
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
the top of their trench-walls, and from these guns
the grenades were projected with approximate
accuracy to the sapping trenches three hundred
yards distant. This idea appealed strongly to
the Japanese, for without some stiong propeUing
power it was impossible for them to use grenades
at any distance against positions upon a much
higher level. The shops of the engineering corps
at once became busy with experiments in making
dynamite mortars, or bomb-guns as they were
called. It was when these experiments were in

progress that I was permitted to visit the shops
in company with one of the officers of the engineering
corps. Though I had come with permission, I

could see that there v/ere many things about the
work which was going on there that it was not
intended any stranger should see. It was an
extremely busy place, in which there were some-
where about one hundred workmen, some of them
belonging to the engineering corp„ of the army,
and others skilled mechanics from Japan brought
out for special purposes. In addition to ascer-
taining how the bomb mortars were made, I found
many other ingenious contrivances suggested by
the difficulties wh'ch had to be overcome in push-
ing the sapping trencues up to the strong defensive
works of the enemy. The dynamite grenade mortar
was a simple contrivance. It consisted of two
half round pieces of hard wood about three feet

in length. Placed together these two pieces con-
stituted the gun. Around the outside, to keep
them together and give the whole strength, bamboo
hoops were tightly placed close to one another,
so that they practically covered the whole length
of the barrel. This primitive gun was mounted
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upon a very simple wooden stand. The grenades
consisted of a tin cylinder five inches in diameter
mside which the dynamite charge was placed'
Attached to the exploding charge was a time-
burnmg fuse which projected about half an inch
fron. one end of the tin cyhnder or cartridge
The greater part of the burning fuse was inside
the cyhnder, so that it could not be extinguished
before the bomb exploded. There were five ranges
at which the gun could be used, two hundred
and fifty, three hundred, three hundred and fifty
four hundred, and four hundred and fifty yards!
The most effective range was the shortest of the
five. The driving charges were carefully graduated
for these ranges, and consisted of small bags of
powder which were tied to the projecting end of
the burmng fuse. The tin cartridge with the
powder charge tied to the end of the bT;rning fuse
was placed in the mortar and the driving charge
Ignited with a slow match. The explosion of
the powder ignited the time fuse of the bomb
Day aft^r day, in rear of the engineering shops
experiments were made until the driving charges
and time fuses for the different ranges were correctly
ascertained. Small squads of men from the different
regiments occrrying the front trenches were also
drilled in the handling of the guns and their unique
ammunition. In a few weeks' time there was
not a trench-hne along the front which was not
equipped with these grenade mortars. The soldiers
with a hitle practice, became expert in using
them. They even learned to know and under-
stand the peculiarities in deviation of fire of the
hastily-made mortars. The grenade for use by
hand was a much simpler affair. If thev could
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be had, obsolete shell cartridges were used to

contain the dynamite charge. The Russians princi-

pally used obsolete Chinese shell cases or cartridges,

of which there were thousands of rounds in the
fortress of Port Arthur when it was taken over
by Russia ten years ago. The Japanese hand-
grenade was usually encased in a tin cylinder,

but very much smaller than that used in the bomb-
gun. The time fuses were all made the same
length, and projected from one end of the cartridge.

It was a matter of careful calculation to time the
burning of the fuse to the distance the grenade
was to be thrown, so that it would explode as
soon as it landed. If the bomb was thrown too
soon after the fuse was lighted, there was always
the danger of the enemy at whom it was thrown
picking it up and sending it back to explode in

the trench from whence it came, to do damage
there. Temporary ranges for throwing these hand-
bombs were established close to the engineering

shops, and squads of men, usually non-commissioned
officers of regiments, were trained in handhng and
throwing them. Before the end of the siege the

Japanese soldiers acquired considerable skill in

throwing hand-bombs the correct distance, and
having them explode the moment they landed.

The closer the two forces approached one
another the more general became the use of grenades
of all kinds, and the more necessity there was
to invent devices to prevent those thrown by the

enemy from doing serious damage. So great had
been the casualties among the working parties at

the heads of sapping trenches, especially as those

trenches came closer and closer to the enemy's
strong defensive works, from grenades thrown by
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sortie parties, that some means had to be resortedto in order to prevent the bombs from doing theirdeadly work. The engineers, after many experi-ments contrived a guard which worked exceedingly
well Strong wooden frames about six feet longand four feet wide were made, over which wa?stretched a network of wires, 'which made Thewhole thmg look like a wire bed mattress These
screens were fixed over the top of the trench-wallswhere the working parties were engaged. Prac
tically all the sorties against sap heads were madeunder co.er of darkness. When grenades th^wnby the enemy landed upon these wire screens, theya once were thrown to one side, where they ex-
pl_oded harmlessly by the recoil from the springy
wire surface upon which they were thrown. These
screens were also largely used to prevent the enemyrom throwing shells filled with burning pow7er
against sand-bag trenches, with the object offsetting
the bags on fire and allowing the ground with
which they were filled to run outftherebrdest^ng
the trench-walls. The destruction of [he enemv'f
wire entanglements in front of their defensiveworks, so as to make a clear passage for assaulring
infantry, was from the first days of the sieee thecause of the heaviest casualties among the pioneerswhose duty it was to do this sort of work Asthe siege progressed and the permanent forthills
became the object of attack, this work became
infinitely more dangerous. The cutting of quartTr-nch thick steel wires attached to posts, ?he p^rmci^"!of which were in many cases embedded in concrete
at points upon slopes which were literally sweotby a rifle and machine-gun fire, was a ver/serTou
undertaking. At first pioneers were sent out
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immediately in advance of the infantry to cut

the wires in the ordinary manner, but the wire

used was so heavy and strong that they were usually

all shot down before they succeeded in their task

;

and the infantry in many cases had to stop in their

advanr . and crawl under the wires, a most expen-

sive c,jeration for charging troops, and one which

the enemy never failed to take full advantage of.

Long-handled cutters, which gave the pioneers

sufficient purchase to make it possible for them

to sever the heavy wire, were then obtained, but

even with these the casualties among the pioneers

continued to increase with tremendous rapidity.

The brains of the engineering corps were set to

work to overcome tins important difficulty. Wooden
shields made in the shape of the letter A, the front

surface covered with sheet iron, were first tried.

They were about two feet long, about twenty inches

in height, and had a slit for the rifle barrel. The

idea was for the pioneers to advance along the

ground upc.i their stomachs, pushing this con-

trivance in iront of them. It was found that these

shields were not only heavy and clumsy, but

afforded Uttle real protection, as they were either

pierced by bullets at short range, or were twisted

around by the impact, so that the man behind

them was as often without as with cover. It was

about this time another expedient was resorted

to by the Japanese which had the effect of in-

creasing the bitterness of feeling which already

strongly marked the fighting between the two

armies. With the object of destroying the enemy's

entanglements, pioneers would advance to a point

quite close to the wires and then fall prone as if

they had been hit. There they remained motionless
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until the enemy, thinking they were dead did
not continue to watch them. With a wrieghne
movement, still lying as they fell, these venture-
some soldiers worked their ways under the wires
and with long-handled cutters still lying -^ they
fell, cut the wires, movine slowly and carefullv
from hne to line. It did not take the enemy long
to discover ihis ruse, and when they did ihev
njade certain that everything Japanese lying n^ar
their entanglements was dead past any possible
douut. The result was, of course, that many an
innocent wounded soldier paid the price with his
life. Another method resorted to by the Japanesem order to destroy the enemy's entanglements
upon the forthills, was always put into execution
under cover of darkness. Pioneers crawled from
their trenches drair-ing behind them one end of
long ropes, which they strongly tied to the upright
poles which held the wires. Half a dozen of these
ropes would be attached to the poles, for a stretch
of a hundred feet or more of the entanglements.
Ihen the pioneers would crawl back to safety again
anc .oldiers at the other ends of the ropes, in their
trenches, would heave and pull until poles *>n-
tanglements. and everything else gave way

'

and
the desired breach was made. This expedient
worked well until the Russians also crept out from
their works and fastened strong guy wires to the
inside line of upright poles, so that the whole
barricade could not be uprooted and destrovedm this manner. Another scheme was tried with
considerable success. Long thick bamboo poles
were charged with some kind of burning powder
which emitted a heavy black smoke. Carrying
this pole in front of them, half a dozen pioneers
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would charge towards the wires, throw it in

front of them, where it would form a screen of

dense impenetrable smoke, under cover of which

they would cut the wires, and then make the best

of their way back to cover. Similar poles charged

with dynamite were also taken up to the wires

at night ..nd placed under them. A time fuse

was lighted which gave the pioneers time to get

^>ack to cover before the explosion occurred which

Toyed the wires. The trouble with all these

expe'^ients was that they could only be done once

or twice before the enemy was prepared to meet

them with similar ingenious schemes. The in-

creasingly heavy casualties among the pioneers

compelled the engineers to again experiment with

the shield idea for advance work in the open. The
new shield was of quarter-inch thick sheet iron,

and was made so as to be worn strapped over the

shoulders. It covered tne head and shoulders of

the pioneer and reached down to about his knees.

The h'^adpiecc had a narrow slit through which

he could see where he was going. In order to

enable him to cut wires there was a slit from the

bottom of th'- shield, so that the man could put

his cutters through and work them still behind

co'-'^er. The first of these shields were found to be

useless, because tiicy were pierced by bullets at

short range. New ones were made of steel plates,

which successfi^Uy resisted the penetrating power

of any bullets. Then came the difficulty of a man
being able to stand up under the force of the impact

caused by a heavy fire being turned up'^n him by

rifles or machine guns, or both. In )rder to over-

come this, the pioneer dragged behind him, fastened

to his waist, two short bamboo poles wli^ h acted
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like the primitive pole-brake used to check the
impulse of loaded waggons to go backwards down
hill. With these brakes he was able to resist any
force of impact from bullets fired at him. These
shields were found to work so well that th. / were
in constant use during the rem under of the siege.
They weighed between thirty and forty pounds.

The sapping trenches of tlie troops of the eleventh
division had approached within about one hundred
and sixty yards of the moat at the North Keekwan
fort about the middle of October, despite the
most strenuous opposition of the enemy, who
was on the alert day and night. At this point
no less than six electric contact mines were un-
arthed by he working parties just under the

rrest ^f the forthill. The wires seemed to be
intact, but the contact had probably been destroyed
by the length of time they had been under ground,
for not one of them was exploded. So heavy
and persistent was the enemy's fire upon the
approaching trenches that from this point on
to the fort moat the saps had to be run under
ground in the form of tunnels. The enemy soon
discovered that this was being done, and at once
started :ounter-tunnels from tlie moat under those
of the Japanese. On the 23rd the enemy exploded
a heavy dynamite mine in their counter-tunnel,
directly under that of the Japanese, with the
object of wrecking it. This thoy succeeded in
domg, but the explosion also uncovered the con-
crete roof of one of the caponier chambers inset
in the counterscarp of the moat, and made a
small hole in it. The Japanese at once resumed
work upon their damaged tunnel, and during
the night succeeded in running it up to the hole
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made in the roof of the caponier chamber. A
machine gun was at once mounted, and under
its fire the enemy was forced to retire from the
chamber below. The aperture was gradually en-
larged, and pioneers gained entrance by dropping
to the concrete floor below. They were at once
shot down by the enemy from a long gallery
which extended along under the counterscarp
of the front moat wall and connected the caponier
chambers at each corner. It was evident from
this incident that the Japanese did not know
of the existence of this gallery any more than
they knew of the existence of the moat itself

when the fort was assaulted in August. Sand-bags
were then dropped down through the aperture
in the roof of the caponier chamber, and despite
the fact that the Russians removed them as fast

as they could, sufficient cover was made to

enable a small firing party to estabhsh itself

inside the chamber at the north-west corner of
the fort moat. This was the beginning of an
underground struggle to obtain possession of the
caponier chambers and galleries which formed the
enormously strong defences of the moat, which
lasted for over a month.

The first division was in the meantime havmg
a desperate time in its efforts to run sapping trenches
towards the enemy's trench -lines close to the
base of 203 Metre Hill. In a single night no
less than five sortie parties attacked the sap heads.
They succeeded in capturing and destroying a
considerable section of the saps, but were finally

forced to retire. This was the third time these
trenches had been destroyed in the same manner.
The same night these sorties took place a Russian
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non-comrnissioned officer wearing the Red Cross

of the Geneva Convention surrendered liimself

close to the enemy's hnes at 203 Metre Hill. He
was at once brought to Army Headquarters,

where he made a statement to the effect that he

had surrendered because Port Arthur was in

imminent danger, and the officers of the garrison

compelled the inhabitants, Chinese as well as

Europeans, to work day and night, allowing them

hardly any time for rest. Complaints and be-

wailings were consequently heard on all sides.

The combatants suffered from privation, for several

months had received no pay, and were compelled

to do excessive work. Whether from this same

prisoner, or from others who were taken or gave

themselves up about this time, the Army Staff

claimed to have information to t^e. effect that

the officers of the garrison had discovered a plot

in which some two hundred men of the gairison

of 203 Metre Hill had decided to surrender, and

that the suspects were being tried by court-martial

and shot as a warning to others who might be

animated by the same desire. It was also said

that the reason for the desperate opposition offered

to the progress of the sapping operations was due

to a scheme of General Kondrachenko, whereby a

body of four hundred volunteers from the garrison

generally had been raised to niake night sorties

to destroy the sapping trenches and any small

guns used in their protection by the Japanese.

These men, it was reported, had been induced

to take on the work by the promise from the Com-

mander of the garrison of decorations and money
rewards. In the advance works captured during

the month of September marine torpedo-tubes
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and quantities of fish torpedoes were discovered
but though these destructive implements of naval
warfare ;vere tound fully equipped and ready for
use. It was act until the sapping trenches upon
the East Urhlung forthill reached a distance of
about forty yards from the Russian trenches around
the crest of the hill that they were used. Upon
the night of the 24th of October, however two
mmes encased in the heads of fish torpedoes
were projected m some manner from the enemy's
trenches into the sap heads, vvhere they exploded
and caused considerable damage to the works
and many casualties among the working parties.

By the last week in October the sapping oper-
ations had progressed so favourably that further
progress could best be obtained by a general assault
with the object of gaining the glacis and fort moats
upon the western half of the eastern fortridge It
was announced by Army Headquarters that a
general advance would be attempted upon the 26th
of the month. AH three divisions of the army
would take part in the attempt. The eleventh
division would attack the East Keekwan Hill and
the North Keekwan fort. The ninth division would
attack an entrenched hill known as "P" fort
immediately west of the North Keekwan fort and
between it and tb East Panlung fort, and the East
Urhlung fort. A portion of the first division would
attack the West Urhlung, or Sung-shu-shan, fort
The attack would be preceded by a heavy bom-
bardment, and the assaulting infantry would be
supported by a demonstration upon either flanks.
'Ih^ bombardment was commenced about half-
past i.ine o'clock in the morning. It continued
increasing in volume until five o'clock in tlie after-
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noon, when the infantry in front of the East and
West Urhlung forts emerged from their parallels
and charged the enemy's trench-lines around the
crest of the hills, while the artillery poured a heavy
shrapnel fire into the trenches and forts in rear.
The long and well-sustained bombardment by the
siege artillery had compelled the Russians to with-
draw a portion of the force holding these advanrn
trenches, for the assaulters did not come under
any very seriou^ fire until they reached within a
few yards of the enemy's trench-lines. The ad-
vance up the West Urhlung forthiU was, however,
me: .th a most tremendous shrapnel fire from the
Itzeshan and An-tzu-shan forts on the opposite side
of the gorge of the Shuishi Valley. The advance
up this forthill was made at considerable loss in
hfe owing to this shell fire, but finally the troops
of the first division managed to entrench themselves
close to the counterscarp of the fort moat, to
which point they later ran their sapping trenches
In front of the big East Urhlung fort the Russians
had made a level glacis from the counterscarp
wall of the moat extending about one hundred
yards, and at its northern extremity there was a
steep decli\ity from the crest of this made glacis
to the hill-slope below. It was around this glacis
in front of the fort moat that the advance trenches
of the enemy were. The Japanese sapping trenches
had reached a point just underneath this steep
declivity, so that the Russian advance trenches
were immediately above, a distance of forty-fi\e
yards. When the assaulters had swarmed up into
the enemy's trench-lines, which were very lightly
held, the Russians exploded a mine underneath
the trenches at the north-west corner of the glaci"^
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A huge cloud of smoke and dust, through which

could be seen timbers from the trenches, debris of

all kinds, and the bodies of a few unfortunate

Japanese soldiers, was sent up into the air about

one hundred feet. After the trenches had been

captured there took place one of the most remark-

able feats in trench work during the whole of the

siege. In order to enable them to hold the captured

trenches it was necessary for the Japanese to con-

tinue their sapping trenches from the foot of the

steep declivity to the trench-lines which had just

been taken. This was no easy matter, for it meant

that the working parties woi'ld have to excavate

upon the open hill-slope under a most awful shell fire.

It would have been exceedingly dangerous to have

waited until darkness covered the working parties,

for in the meantime the Rjssia..s could have made
an effort at recapture, and there was no means of

bringing up reinforcements except over the open

ground the assaulters had charged over. No
sooner had the Russian trenches been gained than

three Hnes of men emerged from the head of the

sapping trenches and began the excavation of

these connecting trenches under a most awfu!

shell fire from the forts across the gorge of the

Shuishi Valley. Inside a single hour three lines

of trenches connecting the sap head with the

captured trenches upon the crest of the glacis had

been excavated. Each of these hnes was about

lorty-five yards up a steep declivity. It is im-

possible to conceive of a more masterly piece of

work, for the men seemed literally to sink into the

earth and out of sight, leaving only three lines of

new-turned earth to show where they had been.

During the assaults upon the t- ro forthills the
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Japanese lost three hundred and fifty killed and
wounded. That the losses were so small was again

due to the marvellous artillery support and the

bombardment which preceded the attacks. The
attacks which were to have taken place at the

North Keekwan fort and the East Keekwan Hill

did not materialize, or at best were only slight

demonstrations. Between three and five o'clock

on the following morning the enemy made several

desperate attempts to recapture the trench-lines

upon the glacis of the East Urhlung forthill, and
-' o the Japanese position upon the crest of

Hachimakiyama. For hours the fighting con-

tmued with great severity upon both hills, until

finally the enemy was compelled to retire, leaving

some sixty dead in the Japanese trenches. Owing
to the incomplete nature of their trenches upon
the East Urhlung forthill the Japanese losses dur-

ing this night attack were very heavy, numbering
over three hundred, and including six officers killed

and eight wounded. 1 •.'
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CHAPTER XVII
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!

The casualties sustained by the investing army during the

operations prior to and the siege of Port Arthur—The hospital

system—The difficulties encountered in recovering the wounded

—

The extraordinary manner in which the Japanese bear pain—The
equipment and working of the dressing stations and field hospitals

—The epidemic of bcri-beri and its causes.

The casualties sustained by the Third Japanese
Army during the operations which led up to and
the siege of Port Arthur, exclusive of those put out

of action by sickness, were, approximately speak-

ing, about sixty-five thousand. The number put
out of aciion by sickness ran to nearly twenty-

five thousand more. These figures, which are as

nearly correct as can be until the official returns

are prepared and tabulated, give some idea of the

enormous amount of work which devolved upon
the hospital staffs in collecting, treating, and caring

for the sick and wounded daring rhe preliminary

operations and the siege of Port A-fhur. Thougli

the treatment and cure of the wounded during the

siege was open to some severe criticisu., generally

speaking the hospital system was good, consider-

ing the enormous number of wounded who had to

be cared for, especially immediately after general

assaults and heavy continuous lighting which often

lasted for days. The skill shown in selecting spots

for the field dressing stations, where they were

close to the scene of operations and under cover

from rifle fire, was exceedingly good. Nothing
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could have been better than the surgical equipment
of the field hospitals and the skill displayed by the

army surgeons. These hospitals were usually ex-

posed to a most uncomfortable shell fire, as in

nearly all cases they had to be in order to be close

enough to the field dressing stations. The moment
one went to the stationary hospitals in rear oi the

lines, it was impossible to speak with praise. In

the locations the same ignorance of the first prin-

ciples of the laws of sanitation that is to be found

all over Japan was much in evidence, and in some
cases to a disgraceful extent. It is quite possible

that the unsanitary state of hospitals in rear of

the lines at the front may not have had the same
deadly effect similar conditions would certainly

have had upon the wounded of any Western army,
because those conditions were probably not much
worse than the patient was accustomed to in his

own country. However that may be, it is certain

that it does not help a wounded soldier much to

have his face and hands covered with flies when he

is unable to brush them off, simply because the

authorities located the hospital in which he hap-

pened to be within fifty yards of horse lines and
even closer to an extensive series of kitchens.

Though this condition aid not apply to all the

hospitals, it certainly did to some, and in none of

them, oven the base hospitals in Dalny, was proper
attention paid to sanitation. Though this was
the case, it could not be said that any of the

hospitals were dirty. On the contrary, they were
most scrupulously clean. It was the immediate
surroundings in all cases which were unsanitary.

There was one exception, however, to this general

condition, and that w.is the hospital ships. They
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were in every particular as nearly perfect as could
be expected. No soldier in the world can endure
more pain and show it less than the Japanese
The principal reason for this is that they have an
entirely different nervous system from Western
peoples. In fact, what one saw during every
visit to the field and stationary hospitals was con-
vincing proof that in all cases the wounded had
few nerves and in some none at all. The differencem diet, no doubt, has a great deal to do with it
Fish and rice, with a few vegetables and a little
meat occasionally, is not a diet calculated to
produce great vitality. The characteristic of the
Japanese in always conceahng their feelings had
also to do with it. With them, to show suffering
was a sign of weakness unworthy of a soldier and
habit after a long time doubtless did become more
or less second nature.

The organization of the hospital system with
the army in front of Port Arthur was a very simple
one. From the field dressing stations, where the
wounded were first attended to, there were si"
different stages through which the seriously
wounded passed before they were finally landed
in the divisional hospitals in the military districts
in which the soldiers were conscripted. Each
battalion in the investing army had a field dressing
station. The complement of field hospitals to a
division was supposed to be three, but owing to
the short distance at which the field hospitals
of the ninth and eleventh divisions were from the
stationary hospitals in rear of the lines, these two
divisions had only three between them; while the
first division, because its lines were farther away
from the stationary hospitals, had four. There
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was only one stationary hospital foi each division.
From these stationary hospitals the wounded were
taken by train to the base hospitals at Dalny,
and from there the serious cases were moved in
hospital ships to one of three depot hospitals in
Japan, at Moji, Osaka, or Ujina. Finally, from the
depot hospitals they were sent to what were called
the divisional hospitals located in the mihtary
districts in which the patients lived.

The recovering of wounded must always be
difficult and dangerous in siege operations where
men are shot down in attacks upon strong defensive
works, but at Port Arthur that difficulty and
danger was doubly increased—first, by the compara-
tively narrow front against which the operations
were directed; and, second, by the refusal of the
enemy from the first to recognize the Red Cross.
The extent to which this difficulty existed can be
gathered from the result of the first attempt made
to recover the wounded in front of the Panlung
forts on the night of the 19th of August. Out
of a stretcher-bearer section of twenty picked
men, sent out with stretchers that night to collect
wounded, three were killed and ten wounded.
The following night the bearer sections went out
without stretchers and tried to carry in the wounded
one between two, but this method also proved
disastrous, and had to be abandoned, because both
bearers and wounded were killed. From that time
on until the end of the siege the bearer sections
were compelled to crawl from the front trenches
under cover of darkness, and slowly pull the
wounded that could be reached at all over the
zones of fire to some adjacent spot which afforded
some cover. Here a dressing station was immedi-
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
ately established. After the siege had been in
progress some time the bearers became wonder-
fully skilful in this desperate work of recovering
the wounded. It was a slow process, however,
and many hundred wounded men, whose lives
might have been saved, died upon the hill-slopes
in front of the enemy's position because of the
refusal to respect the rule which ought to apply
to all civilized warfare. It is, of course, impos-
sible to excuse firing upon the wounded or systemat-
ically shooting down stretcher-bearers, but there
was a certain amount of justification upon the
Russian side. Almost as soon as the siege opera-
tions commenced the Japanese pioneers resorted to
the expedient of advancing from cover and falling
as if killed in close proximity to the enemy's
wire entanglements. There they remained until
the enemy became unsuspicious. Then working
slowly and cautiously with a wriggling movement
still lying as they first fell, they reached the en-
tanglements, which they cut with long -handled
wire cutters. This expedient was only put into
execution once or twice with success, for the
Russian infantry after their first experience made
certain that every Japanese soldier who fell within
crawling distance of their entanglements was dead
whether he was a wounded man or not. Though
there was some justification for this being done,
it did not make the work of the stretcher-bearers
any easier, for their crawling methods during the
night left them open to the results of the great
watchfulness of the enemy for similar crawlers who
had another object in view.

The great difficulty experienced in finding suit-
able locations for field dressing stations and field
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
hospitals, where they vould be near enough to the
front Hnes and have at the sa'ue time some protec-
tion from rifle and hell fire, resulted in no less than
twelve casualties among the army surgeons between
the beginning of August and the end of September.
During the same period there were over fifty

casualties among the surgeons' assistants, and
eighty-six among the stretcher-bearer companies,
of which three were officers. During the month of
Septemb

, when the koliang crops were cut or
withered and died, the difficulties were enormously
increased, for the tall, thickly-growing koliang, or
Chinese corn, did afford some cover. Considering
the difficult and dangerous conditions, the army
surgeons, their assistants, and the stretcher-bearer

companies did splendid work. There were, of
course, large numbers of wounded who were never
recovered, especia'ty when the opposing lines

approached close to one another. In the work of
recovering the wounded the stretcher-bearer com-
panies were greatly assisted by the astonishing
manner in which the Japanese soldier is able to
endure pain. Many cases I have personally known
of mortally wounded men being first dragged by
the heels over a zone of fire and then carried upon
the back of a stretcher-bearer to the field dressing
station. Times without number I have seen men
with their arm shattered by a bullet or a splinter of
shell, or a bullet wound in the head or face, walk
from the front trenches to the dressing station,

have their wound hastily bound up, and then walk
back to the field hospital, sometimes a mile or a
mile and a half distant. The number of men
painfully wounded who walked back to the field

hospitals during every engagement was simply
i8 273
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
marvellous. Unless a man was severely wounded,
or struck in the body or legs, he usually found his
way to the field hospitals without being earned.
This, of course, was of the greatest help to the
hospital staffs in getting the wounded away from
the dressing stations, for carrying them back in
stretchers was exceedingly dangerous, especially
while an engagement was in progress. It was
equally dangerous to have any number of wounded
collected about the place where the dressing station
happened to be, for it was usually under both shell

and rifle fire. The stories told by wounded who
had spent days lying still under the enemy's fire

and nights dragging themselves towards the Japan-
ese advance trenches were nothing short of wonder-
ful, and bore testimony to the great patience and
endurance of these soldiers even when seriously
wounded. During the months of July and August
alone over eighteen thousand wounded were passed
through the hospitals.

After sapping operations commenced, tli.-

enginee'-s and pioneers suffered severely. By all

means the most awful wounds were those inflicted

by the explosion of dynamite grenades. When
work nt close range began even rifle wounds
assumed a much more dangerous character,
because the greater impact of the bullet caused
greater expansion, and consequently inflicted

serious shattering wounds. During many visits

paid to tlic field hospitals, after the close work
began, I had an opportunity of closely observing
tlie work and methods of the army surgeons and
'•' i- L.;M , l!.c kind and quahty of instru-

ments and surgical appliances used, and the general

equipment of the hospitals. Nearly all the surgeons
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had received their medic i and sc.gu. education
in Germany. They were cf :r sur;.'er ,s than thev
were physicians. They d ^'

n-«t -cm to have any
nerves, and their hands were botii steady and
deft m using the knife. The operating tables were
always kept beautifully clean, and the best of
modern mstruments and appliances were used
Generally these hospitals were equipped as well as
could be expected in a field hospital near enough
to tfie front Imes to be under shnl fire all the time
The most mteresting feature about the work was
the conduct of the wounded during operations.
Whether it is that a lower vitality than is usual
in Western peoples makes its use more dangerous
1 found that the surgeons never used an anjcsthetic
vvtien operating upon the wounded, unless the
serious nature of the wound made it absolutely
necessary. The consequence was that I saw many
times operations performed, which with us would
never be attempted without chloroform, success-
fully done with the patient in full possession of
his senses. Sometimes these operations were as
serious as amputations, or the opening up of a bad
shell wound and the extracting of pieces of shattered
bone, or the scraping of an injured one. During
the setting of broken bones and the operations
necessary in flesh wounds anesthetics were scarcely
ever used. Usually during the operation the
patient remained absolutely still and smiled
though often one could see from the ashy pallor'
which overspread the face that the suffering en-
dured vvas very great. But generally speaking
they did not suffer anything like as much as a
i^uropean would have suffered under similar cir-
cumstances. Of course all this made it possible to
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

handle a very large number of cases in a short time,

and in the matter of rapidity and skill combined
the Japanese army surgeon has few equals. The
number of painful operations pcrf^^rmed in the

field hospitals was probably greater than would be

the case with most other armies, though of course

all very serious cases were sent on to the stationary

or base hospitals, where they could be attended

to more carefully and with better appliances.

Taking them all th. '^gh, the field hospitals were

more thorough in tht. work, and met the enormous
calls made upon them better than the average of

field hospitals of most armies v/ould have been able

to do, because of the extraordinary manner in

which those who had to be operated upon were

able to endure pain.

From the field hospitals the wounded were

taken to the stationary ho »itals in rear of the

lines. Instead of ambulance waggons, Chinese

coolies were used in all cases for the moving of

wounded. These coolies are accustomed to carrying

heavy loads, and four of them are able to carry

a wounded soldier for miles. No means of trans-

port could be easier and more comfortable, because

long practice has given the Chinese coolie a peculiar-

ly even gait, which does not jolt the occupant of

the stretcher. These stationary hospitals had many
defects which did not exist in those nearer the

front lines. Perfect sanitary conditions could not

be expected in hospitals located principally with

a view to their being under cover from the enemy's

shell fire. But when there was no such danger,

or at least when the danger was greatly minimised,

good locations and careful attention to sanitary

conditions ought to have been regarded as essential,
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especially as the wounded were sometimes kept
a considerable time in these places behind the

lines. In realizing the importance of these two
essentials the Japanese failed in almost every

instance. Either the hospital tents were located

close to a filthy Chinese village, where the sanitary

conditions were always bound to be bad and the

pest of flies correspondingly great, or they were
within a few yards of horse hnes, or close to the

kitchens of a large stationary camp in which hun-
dreds of soldiers lived for months. The Japanese
as a nation know little or nothing about even
the elementary principles of sanitation. Their

cities are rendered particularly offensive and ex-

ceedingly unhealthy by open drains and ditches

in which all sorts of filth festers and gives off a

deadly effluvia which poisons the atmosphere.

Yet they are not by anv means a dirty people,

for their houses and pc are kept scrupulously

clean at all times. Or he most disgraceful

places I have ever seen w^s the stationary hospital

of the ninth division. It was located among
the Feng-hoang-shan, where a good road wound
out through the hills towards the front lines. In
the first place, the valley was immediately in

rear of one of the largest battery positions, and
in consequence was dangerous. But it was also

the camp of the reserve artillery, where the horse

hnes for a dozen batteries or more were located.

The hospital tents were not twenty-five yards
distant from the camp kitchens. If the whole
rear of the lines had been scoured for a more im-
possible place for a hospital none worse could
have been found. Its only virtue was that it

was upon the main road at that point to the lines
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
in front. Many times I have seen wounded in

these hospitai. tents, who were absolutely helpless,

with their faces and hands covered with flies.

One had to be in Manchuria at the time to realize

what that meant. The presence of so many dead
brought them in greater numbers than usual,

and made them more venomous. They were a
scourge even to a well man, but to the wounded
who could not keep them off they must have
been the greatest torture. During all the hot
weather of August and September this hospital

continued to be crowded with wounded, who
had to remain there under these awful cond-tions.

Later, when there was less need for it, the horse
lines and kitchens were removed a httle farther

away from the hospital tents. This was the worst
case I saw, but there ' ire others that were approxi-
mately as bad. Tl.e hospitals themselves were
well equipped and the wounded fairly well looked
after.

The next stage in the progress of the wounded
towards Japan was removal to the base hospitals

in Dalny. From the stationary hospitals they
were taken to Chang-hng-tzu railway station in

stretchers carried by coolies. The rest of the
distance, some forty miles, was done by train.

First in the awful heat of summer and later in

the bitter cold of winter the wounded had to make
this trip in open trucks. Of course their numbers
were very large, the railway was a busy one, and
the difficulties of obtaining more comfortable rolling

stock were very great; but it did seem that, for

men who had fought as long and as well as these

wounded had, too little attention was paid to

their comfort, and yet there was no complaining
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on the part of these stricken men. That was one
c' their chief characteristics. No matter under
w lat conditions one found them, they were always
cheerful, and determined to make the best of

things as they were. The base hospitals in Dalny
were, generally speaking, good. Almost every build-

ing in the city was appropriated for hospital pur-

poses. They were kept scrupulously clean, and the

operating rooms were well equipped in every way.
But even with all the accommodation available

I have seen these hospitals crowded with twelve

and fourteen thousand wounded. This crowd-

ing existed everywhere at times when big attacks

took place, as might be expected from the numbers
of men put out of action in a single day. Eight

and ten thousand casualties in a single assault

was not an unusual thing in connection with the

fighting before Port Arthur, and sometimes the

figures ran much higher than that. On such

occasions, of course, the capacity of the hospitals,

from the field dressing station to the base hospitals

at Dalny, was overtaxed.

The hospital ships which removed the seriously

wounded from Dalny to the depot hospitals in

Japan were in every particular as nearly perfect

as they could be made. Personal inspection of

several was convincing evidence that not only

were the quarters exceedingly comfortable but the

attention shown the wounded was as good as it

could be. In addition to a full staJ of doctors the

ships were all supplied with female nurses, who
were very competent and extremely attentive to

the needs of the patients. The only trouble with

these hospital ships was that there was not enough
of them. The slightly wounded returned to Japan
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
in the ordinary transports if they were not fit to
rejoin the ranks, but even the serious cases alone
were far too numerous for them all to find accom-
modation in the ships prepared for carrying them
ihis, of course, only happened at times, but it led
to a great deal of overcrowding in the base hospitals
at Dalny, and made the work of the hospital staff
there exceedingly difficult.

There was only one time when there was any
great amount of sickness among the troops in
front of Port Arthux , and that was due to an epi-
demic of beri-beri, which put out of action intwo months some fifteen thousand men. With
the exception of that, and it was only severe for
.hose two months, the general health of the army
from first to last was exceedingly good. Beri-beri
IS a disease peculiar to Eastern countries, and is
caused by a steady rice diet. It is not un:ommon
in Japan, but is very prevalent in Southern Man-
churia. Though the army doctors denied that
such was the case, there was a good deal to prove
that the virulence of the disease among the troops
before Port Arthur was due, not to the rice alone
but to the fact that it was fermented. The disease
began to show itself first in June during the ad-
vance towards the Russian stronghold. In that
month there were eighty-one cases. In the follow-
ing month the increase was enormous, the number
of cases running over fifteen hundred. During
the month of August the worst stage was reached
and over eight thousand men were put out of
action. In September it began to disappear, and
there were only a little over six thousand iases,and during the month of October the number of
cases was not more than two or three hundred.
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The months of June, July, and August were the

TulTLTT' :' ^'^ can.paign.Sn addition
July and August were exceptionally hot Thenee used by the soldiers was very badly packed
in straw mattmg, with no waterproof covering a
all Tve result was that it got wet through notonly once, but many times. This, together w"tlhe hot sun-heat which followed, produced fermenta-

but it I.'! T^ r' ^'"^' ^^^'^ '^' ^hole cause.

.ulir ?
'"^?'"^ importance to induce theauthon.es to send on the recommendation toTokyo that a waterproof covering should in future

rice^ VVh' './^' "'ir
"^""'"^ ^^hich held the

rice. When the epidemic became serious duringhe month of July the hospital authorities advised

ll'in.Tn^ °^ '^"- '^''°'"' ^^'"^^^^ ^"d '"^tead ofgiving a full rice ration it was made one half wheatand the other half rice. The trouble with this wathat the wheat went bad with the wet as quickly

hn/h
.."''. ^"'^ ''^' afterwards taken to preventboth the wheat and rice from being exposed to theweather, with the result that there was an appreci^

able reduction m the number and virulence of thecases at once. With the exception of beri-bcd
there was practically no sickness among the troopsduring the whole siege. The reason for th s immumty was the fact that the country was exce^-^onally healthy and the water supply fairly goSThe a most entire absence of dysentery and typhoidtwo diseases which usually scourge any liy inthe field, was due almost entirely to the splendSdisc^lme of the soldiers. All th^e doctorstaS lo

ZfT *° P^^^^5."°tice over a well or stream of

::^;^ir^-::;-;^!°f
itevenifhewas

i>. ine Japanese do nut sufter much
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
from heat, and therefore do not drink much water.
When they do they prefer it hot, so that even in

the hottest weather practically every drop they
drank was first boiled in the huge regimental pots
used for boiling rice. The Russian soldiers, on
the other hand, though they were almost as well
situated, suffered out of all proportion from virulent
typhoid, simply because they would drink water
which was not fit to drink without first having it

boiled.

'' 'I,
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CHAPTER XVTII

The second great tragedy in front of Port Artliur. the general
assault of the joth of October—The completion of the sapping
trenches up to the moats of the Urhlung forts—Preparations for
the general assault and the sorties of the enemy—The heaviest
bombardment of the siege—The awful slaughter upon the slopes
of the East Keekwan Hill—The taking of the " P " entrenched
hill. Its recapture by the Russians, and General Ichinohe's gallant
and successful second assault.

The first general assault upon the Port Arthur
position in August, though it ended in a tragedy,
could be defended because of the conditions under
which it was made, and the pressing need of the
investing army in the north in order to take part
in the battle of Liaoyang. The second general
assault, which took place upon the 30th of October,
could not be defended upon any ground whatever
from a military standpoint. The investing army
was not then urgently needea m the north. Both
Liaoyang and the Shaho fights had been fought,
and the forces of General Marquis Oyama were
not prepared to make any further offensive move.
Though utterly unprepared for such an assault
it was evidently decided upon for sentimental
reasons, in order that a great and glorious victory,
possibly the capture of Port Arthur, might be
tendered the Emperor upon his birthday, the 3rd
of November. It resulted, as such mistakes in the
game of war usually result, in a ghastly tragedy with
nothing won except a comparatively unimportant
entrenched hill in the fort-line, and even that was
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bought at a terrible price. Because it was utterly
premature, the fight was a wonderful one to watch,
for men went down in hundreds in full view, owing
to the great distances they had to advance in order
to reach their objective. The history of modern
warfare does not tell of a madder attempt or a
more complete and tragic repulse. The object in
view was ambitious enough, for it included the
capture of the battery positions upon the crest of
the big East Keekwan Hill and all the guarding
iorts upon the foothills of the eastern ridge from
there to its western extremity. The order was
a wholly impossible one, as the after fighting
showed beyond a shadow of a doubt. And yet
the troops were, as usual, trer^endously opti-
mistic. All goi fighting armies are optimistic,
It is true, but / iieeded an enormous amount of
reserve optim.ism for those who had spent months
calmly studying the strength of the enemy's posi-
tion and the spirit of the defenders to enter into
the spirit of sublime confidence with which the
Japanese officers regarded their chances of success
in this particular assault. No one who had once
seen them fight could doubt their quahties as
good soldiers. They would have attempted the
impossible every day if permitted, but hard facts,
in forts and guns placed in a naturally strong
position, cannot be ignored by even the best fight-
ing armies in the world, especially when those
forts and guns are manned by soldiers who had
proved themselves just as stubborn and deter-
mined as the Japanese could claim to be.

Practically day and night for the four days
that intervened between the time when the Japanese
pushed their sapping trenches up to the crests
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of the Hast and West Urhlung forthills on the
26th and the time of the assault, a heavy bom-
bardment of tlie Russian position was kept up,
in which the ii-inch howitzer batteries playctl
an important part. The object of this continuous
bombanhiicnt was threefold : to enable the sappers
to run their trenches up to the counterscarp
walls of the two Urhlung forts, and at other points
of attack along the line to put the finishing touches
upon the system of parallels from which the assaults
would be made; to make breaches in the fort walls
if possible so as to make the work of the assaulters
easier; and to put out of action as many of the
enemy's heavy guns as might be. Before daylight
on the mornnig of the 29th a force of over one
hundred of the enemy made a strong sortie against
the Japanese sapping trenches, which had almost
reached the counterscarp wall of the moat or
ditch in front of the West Urhlung fort. At the
same time another larger sortie party attacked
the sapp'"" trenches in front of the East Urhlung
fort. Be sorties were made with great spirit
and determination. The party which attacked
the East Urhlung saps was forced to retire after
an hour's fierce fighting. The attack upon the
West Urhlung saps was more successful. The
Japanese had evidently been taken completely
by surprise. The working parties engaged com-
pleting the work upon the parallels so as to have
them ready for the assault which was to be made
on the morrow were easily slaughtered, and thirty-
five yards of the sap heads destroyed. A large
number of reserve troops from the rear trenches
were at once rushed to the scene, and a desperate
fight took place for pcbsession of the partiailv
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destroyed trenches, which were finally recaptured

by the Japanese a little after dawn. The sappers

at once wont to work to repair the damage done.

The object which ii was expected to attain

from the general assavilt, as explained by the

Army Headcpiarters Staff, was to storm and take

possession of the uncaptured forts and entrenched

infantry positions occupying the front line upon
the foothills of the western half of the ridge cast

of Port Arthur, from the big East Kerkwan Hill

to the West Urhlung fort which occupies the

most westerly of the foothills and is immediately
above the gorge of the Shuishi Valley, which \.as

the dividing point of the lines of defence east

and west of the city. It was also intended to

take by storm the big East Keekwan Hill. After

capturing this line of guarding forts and the E^st

Keekwan Hill, which practically divides the ridge

in the centre, it was proposed to continue the

assault and pierce the Chinese Wall in rear of the

line of guarding forts, and, haviii^ thus carried

the enceinte, storm the battery positions upon
this western half of the ridge east of the city,

from where it was expected easy access coulil

be had to Port Arthur itself. The guarding forts

and entrenched infantry positions in this hne,

beginning from the west, were the West Urhlune;

fort, the East Urhlung fort, the entrenched hill

called Hachimakiyama, the West Panlung fort,

the East Panlung fort, the entrenched hill called
" P " fort, the North Keekwan fort, the battery

position called " Q " fort, the small t^ntrenched

hill called the Kobu fort, which lies between the

North Keekwan fort and the East Keekwan Hill.

Of these positions, the Japanese then held the
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entrenched hill called Hachimakiyama, the West
Panlung fort and the East Panlung fort, so that

the positions to be attacked included the West
and ICast Urhlung forts, the entrenched hill called
" I' " fort, the North Keekwan fort, the battery

position called " Q" fort, the entrenched hill

called the Kobii fort, and the big East Keekwan
Hill. The Japanese parallels from which these

seven attacks were to be made simultaneously

were : against the West Urhlung fort, just over

the crest of the fortnill and about one hundred
and fifty yards distant from the fort moat or ditch

;

against the East Urhlung fort, about three-quarters,

of the way across the made glacis below the fort

walls and about on? hundred yards from the fort

moat or ditch ; against the entrenched hill called

" P " fort, upon the slope of the hill and about

one hundred yards from the Russian trench-line

upon the crest ; against the North Keekwan fort,

about fifty yards from the fort moat with a foot-

hold in the caponier chamber under the north-west

corner of the counterscarp of the moat ; against

the battery position called "Q" fort, upon the

slope under the position and about one hundred
and fifty yards therefrom ; against the entrenched

hill called the Kobu fort, upon the slopes about
two hundred yards from the Russian trench-line

upon the crest ; against the East Keekwan Hill,

less than one-third the way up the slopes to the

crest and about one hundred and lifty yards from
a Russian trench-line which belted the entire

northern front of the hill and connected with the

Chinese Wall in both the east and west gorges.

The bombardment was begun about nine

o'clock in the morning bv the naval guns and
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the II -inch howitzers opening fire against the
forts and battery positions along the whole section
of the hne to be attacked. This bombardment
steadily increased in volume until about eleven
o'clock, when every available gun in the siege
train was steadily pounding the forts and hills in
front of the attacking parallels with a perfect
avalanche of heavy shells, it was a wonderful
sight to see this mile and a half of forts and battery
positions simply deluged with shells for upwards
of an hour, the volume steadily increasing until
about noon, when the field and mountain guns
joined in with shrapnel, which made the whole
crest and face of the ridge bubble and boil with
bursting shells. This bombardment continued
steadily increasing until the entire position was
enveloped in a haze of smoke and dust from burst-
ing shells. It was by all means the heaviest bom-
bardment of the siege, and towards the end, when
the full complement of divisional artillery turned
a rapid shrapnel fire on to the various points of
attack, the scene was absolutely indescribable.
Just when the deluge of shells was the heaviest,
a few minutes after one o'clock, the infantry at-
tacks began simultaneously at the points decided
upon along the line, while the avalanche of shrap-
nel became more concentrated upon those points,
't was impossible to follow all the details of the
attacks, but from east to west the sharp rattle
of rifle and machine-gun fire broke in upon the
steady roar of the artillery. Along the whole
line men were advancing, as it seemed, into the
very mouth of the crater of an active volcano.
Then the Russian rifles and machine guns started,
followed closely by a perfect storm of shrapnel,
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which burst over the assaulting parties. The
panorama was one of awful grandeur, and mad
as the whole attack certainly was, one was almost
compelled to believe that it would be successful

with such a magnificent artillery support.

It soon became evident chat the strongest

attack was being concentrated upon the big East
Keekwan Hill, for a few seconds after the general

advance began its slopes were black with troops

charging the enemy's trench-line one hundred
and fifty yards away. Men went down in scores,

nay in hundreds, before the awful fire which met
them; but nothing daunted, rank on rank emerged
from the trenches and pressed on in close order
of company groups. It was evident that no single

trench-Hne, however strongly held, could with-
stand this mad, impetuous rush. In a few seconds
the Russian trenches were overrun and the as-

saulters emerged from the farther side and con-
tinued their advance on up the steep slopes of the
hill, their regimental flags at the head. In simply
overrunning the trench of the enemy, and not
completely capturing and holding it, the Japanese
made an awful mistake, for which they paid dearly
later on. Everyone seemed to be inspired with
the determinacion to reach the common goal, the
crest of the hill above. But the way was a long
and difficult one. Standing out as it did into the
valley beyond the forts upon the foothills of the
ridge, the slopes of this hill were swept by a fire

from east and west as well as from the trenches
upon the crest, and the untaken sections of the
lower trench-line which belted the hill from the
gorge on one side to the gorge on the other. In
addition the slopes were exceedingly steep, and
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the assaulters had to cHmb fully five hundred

yards before the top was reached. Heedless of

the fact that men were falling all about, on they

went in two long irregular columns, thin at the top

but swelling into huge masses farther down the

slopes. The rifle and machine-gun fire from all

sides was terrible, but more awful still were the

clouds of bursting shrapnel from the fort guns

farther east along the ridge which cut lanes through

the black masses. With a dogged determination

the long columns never wavered in their progress

upwards. Two thin lines finally reached the top.

There were a few moments' vigorous work with

bayonets full upon the skyline, and then the heads

of the columns disappeared over the crest. The
main bodies worked slowly upwards thinned at

every yard. More men poured over the crest, a

score or more. Another party of nearly a hundred

men led by an officer, instead of making for the

crest where the others had gone over, worked
round to the west slopes immediately under the

crest, evidently with the intention of attacking

the Chinese Wall, which at this point mounted
the west slopes of the East Keekwan Hill imme-
diately in rear of the gorge, and went over it

through a high neck between two peaks of the

hill, upon either of which there was a strong battery

position. When they reached the west slopes this

little party lound cover from the awful hail of

shrapnel which was deluging the north slopes, but

they came under an even more deadly rifle and
machine-gun fire froni the top of the gorge and

the Chinese Wall. Though they went down in

dozens the little party pushed on over the two or

three hundred yards which lay between them
290
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and their objective. It was well tried but it was
impossible, for the farther they went the more
they suffered. Finally the officer went down and
the dozen or so who were left tried to retrace their
steps, but It was impossible. They fell to a man
either killed or wounded. Meantime the assault-
ing parties that had disappeared over the north
crest a few minutes before did not reappear
The remnants of two battalions were still struedine
upwards through a hail of bullets and clouds of
shrapnel The enemy upon the position above
were evidently strongly reinforced about this time
for the assaulters who had disappeared over the
crest a quarter of an hour before reappeared this
time m the most utter confu- ion. Over they came
in a mob, routed, fleeing for their lives, chased by
a deadly hail from rifles and machine guns For
a few seconds the downward rush was stopped
by the masses of men climbing upwards This
caused a bunching upon the exposed slope
bhrapnel played in a haze of white smoke over the
crowds huddled together. The rifle fire from the
top of the hill was redoubled as the supports of
the garrison occupied the trenches along the crest
Then came the beginning of the end. The masses
broke, some ran hither and thither looking for
cover they could not find, others rushed headlong
down the hill they had a short time before so
resolutely climbed. Through field-glasses we

their flight lurch forward and pitch headlong down
the rocky hillside, tumbling and rolling after they
struck the ground until their inert bodies were
stayed by jagged masses of rock. It had been amad, impetuous attack-it was a fearful repulse
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But the worst was yet to come. As the rush of

fleeing men neared the trench-line of the enemy

which had been overrun on the way up, it was met

with a rifle fire in volleys. Turn which way they

would, the broken, beaten assaulters were met

with rifle fire. It was a moment in which men go

mad. Cover there was none upon any part of the

bullet-swept hill. There was but one thing to do,

and that was to gain the cover of their parallels.

Between them and safety lay the recaptured

Russian trench-line which all the time was belch-

ing volleys. A quick, impetuous rush without

order did it, and a few hundred men out of two

battalions at last found shelter in the parallels

th -y started from. But still there were men upon

the upper slope of the hill. Two small parties

with the regimental flags had not come down.

Under partial cover of a dead angle, within a few

hundred yards of the crest, they had remained

after the mad flight had begun. Now they were

cut off, utterly and completely cut off. One has

to understand the sentiment of a Japanese regiment

\vith regard to its regimental colours to understand

what it meant to the reserves of those two regiments

in the parallels to lose their flags in this manner.

During the afternoon two or three gallant attempts

were made to pierce the enemy's trench-line which

intervened, but what had been done once could

not be done again. The Russians had strengthened

this line, so that it resisted all efforts. Darkness

came and the flags still flew from the little patch

of diad ground far up the hillside. Next morning

I again saw the flags in the same place, but there

was no Ufe about where they were. Those who

had remained with them had paid the price, and
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were with the hundreds of their comrades-in-arms

whose bodies stood out black against the slopes of

the hill they had failed to capture the previous

day.

All this is about only a single section of the

fight. It was the tragedy end, but not the whole

result of that unfortunate day's work. All the

time the attack upon the East Keekwan Hill was

in progress assaults were going on at six other

points along the Une. The Kobu entrenched hill

was a small conical elevation which stood well

out in the entrrnce to the gorge between the big

East Keekwan Hill and the Nirth Keekwan fort.

Though it was isolated to a c*;rtain extent, so far

as its individual position was concerned, this hill

was really a difficult position to hold so long as

it was open to the enfilading fire which could be

directed upon it from the trench-line upon the

slopes of the East Keekwan Hill on the one side,

the North Keekwan fort upon the other, and the

Chinese Wall in the gorge from the rear. The
field work upon its crest was not a strong one,

because it had been taken in August, but it was
an exceedingly difficult one to hold after capture

because of the position of the hill, which really

served the purpose of a buffer against an advance

towards the gorge between the North Keekwan
fort and the East Keekwan Hill. When the

general attack began the Japanese troops in their

trenches upon the slopes of this hill at once ad-

vanced under a most severe concentrated and con-

verging fire from three sides. They were mowed
down like snow before a summer's sun during the

charge, but the distance to the work upon the

crest was short, and it offered but a feeble resistance
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
to the determined assault made upon it. In a
very short time it was overrun and captured,
while the main body of the assaulters advanced
beyond it to the slopes leading to the gorge, where
they were met with a most terrible rifle and machine-
gun fire from the Chinese Wall at the top. Work-
ing in conjunction with the troops which advanced
at the same time from the parallels upon the same
slope, only a little farther west, under the battery
position called " Q " fort, an attempt was made
to close in upon the Chinese Wall at the top of

the gorge. The climb was not a very hard one
at this point, and if the wall at the top of the gorge
could have been carried, it would have been possible

for the successful assaulters to have joined forces

with the force which was trying to carry the big

East Keekwan position. Doubtless, knowing the
great chances the troops which had advanced
from the parallels at the foot of the north slopes

of the East Keekwan Hill towards its crest were
taking, desperate efforts were made by the com-
bined force which tried to advance up the slopes

towards the Chinese Wall at the top of the gorge.
Had this attack been successful, the chances of

taking the East Keekwan Hill would have been
improved a hundred per cent., as from the top
of the gorge, not only could entrance to the fatal

trench -hne which belted the East Keekwan Hill

have been commanded at its western extremity,
but it would have been possible to have assaulted
the hill, if not from its rear, at least from its weak
centre, where the Chinese Wall crossed it through
the high neck between the north and south battery
positions upon its double peaks. The enemy was
evidently fully alive to the possibilities which
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a successful attack in this quarter would involve,

for after the first unsuccessful attempt the Japanese
made to reach the top of the gorge, the force holding

the Chinese Wall at the top was reinforced, and
at least live machine guns were brought to bear
upon any future attempts to charge up the slopes

leading to the top of the gorge. All the time

the attack upon the East Keekwan Hill was going

on up its north slopes, the most desperate efforts

were being made by the force at the foot of the

slopes beyond the Kobu Hill and below the " Q"
position to reach the Chinese Wall at the top of

the gorge. Again and again advances were made
under a most awful fire, but just as often were
they repulsed. The fighting at this point was
as desperate as any that took place anywhere
along the line during the day, and was continued

until darkness closed in without the slightest

success being achieved. The only result of the

attack made upon the North Keekwan fort was
that the sapping trenches were run close up to the

counterscarp of the fort ditch or moat at its north-

east comer.

A most determined and spirited assault was
made upon the enemy's position upon the crest

of the entrenched hill called " P " fort. From
the attacking parallels at the foot of the lill the

assaulters charged the Russian trenches around
the crest with fixed bayonets. With splendid

courage the garrison rose in their trenches and
met the onslaught at close quarters. The sight

was a wonderful one, for the fighting was full

upon the skyline. The Japanese supports poured

from their parallels, and slowly the enemy was
driven back and the trenches captured. At this
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moment the Russians exploded two electric contact

mines under the east and west extremities of the

trench-line. The damage done was slight, but

pieces of timber and huge clouds of earth were

sent over a hundred feet into the air. Though

the outer trenches had been captured the enemy

still held the infantry work farther back upon

the hill.

The attack upon the East Urhlung fort did

not materialize to any great extent. A consider-

able force of Japanese advanced into the gorge

between the forthill and the hill upon which the

West Urhlung fort is located by means of a ravine

which afforded some cover. Under a heavy rifle

fire a small party advanced up the slopes and

gained the counterscarp of the ditch, but these

were soon compelled to retire because of the heavy

rifle fire which was brought to bear upon them

from the fort itself, from the crest of the West

Urhlung forthill, and from the Chinese Wall in

rear of the fort.

When the general attack commenced shortly

after one o'clock, a force of about two hundred

strong left their parallels in front of the West

Urhlung fort, and, making their way through a

narrow breach in the wire entanglements, succeeded

in reaching the fort ditch or moat, under a heavy rifle

fire. A second force of about equal strength left the

parallels as soon as the first force had reached and

descended into the ditch, and made their way to

the same point. They were followed a little later

by a third detachment of about a hundred. About

four o'clock in the afternoon a tremendous ex-

plosion took place inside the fort, and for over an

hour thick columns of smoke rolled from the in-
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terior. A Japanese shell had exploded one of the

magazines, and some of the interior works had

caught fire. Though for three hours a force of

five hundred men had occupied the fort ditch,

they did not seem to be able to make much pro-

gress. Several times during the afternoon small

parties tried to mount the parapets, but they were

promptly shot down by the enemy in the trenches

behind the first parapet wall. During all this

time a sharp rifle fire was being carried on between

the Japanese in their advance trenches and the

enemy behind the Chinese Wall in rear of the fort.

Some of the Russians could be seen firing upon

the dead and wounded lying upon the slopes of

the forthill in front of the ditch. All the time

these various assaults were in progress the awful

bombardment, under cover of which the first ad-

vances were made, was kept up. A heavier and

better sustained artillery support no troops ever

had during the entire siege, and yet when darkness

had closed in over the scene the investing army

had gotten out of the unsuccessful general assault,

from which so much was expected, only a part of

a comparatively unimportant entrenched hill in

the fort-line. Even this small advantage they

came very nearly losing later on, but the position

was not only saved but completely occupied by

a splendid bit of infantry work done by the troops

of the sixth brigade of the ninth division under

the personal command of their Brigadier, Major-

General Ichinohe. This successful assault, made
long after night had come on, was the one bright

feature in the otherwise disastrous day's opera-

tions.

The close of the day's fighting saw the troops
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of the sixth brigade busily engaged entrenching

themselves upon the crest of the " p " entrenched
hill. The work was both difficult and dangerous,
for the enemy in the infantry work in rear and
behind the Chinese Wall kept up a galling rifle

fire upon the working parties. About half-past

ten o'clock in the evening the Russians made two
strong counter-attacks with the object of driving

the captors from the hill. The first ittack was
repulsed, but during the second the Japanese were
forced to abandon their hard-won trenches and
seek the shelter of their parallels at the foot. Upon
hearing of this disaster, Major-General Ichinohe

took command of a strong body of reinforcements

and at once assaulted the position. Led by their

General the assaulting troops fought with splendid

courage and spirit. For half an hour the fight

continued with great fury, and finally the enemy
was forced not only to retire from the trench-line

around the crest, but the infantry work farther

back upon the hill was taken at the point of the

bayonet. Because of this brilliant piece of work
the hill was afterwards called by the Japanese
Ichinohe fort. Though the Kobu entrenched hill

was held by the Japanese for some time after its

capture during this attack, it was of no material

advantage, and in the end had to be abandoned
because of the casualties which the holding of it

cost. The general assault bad cost the investing

army close to ten thousand casualties, and all

they had to shov was this comparatively unim-
portant entrenches infantry position.

It is difficult to describe the chagrin and dis-

appointment which pervaded the army when the

full measure of the failure of the assault became
298
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known. Instead of being in a position to inform
the Emperor that a fatal blow had been inflicted

upon the strong defensive works of the enemy
upon his natal day, there was nothing to tell but
the story of a repulse tragic in all its details. The
disappointment was evident in all quarters. Even
the rank and file showed it. For days after, one
had only to look at the slopes of the East Keekwan
Hill, covered with the Japanese dead, and the
pathetic sight of two small regimental flags still

flying far up the slopes, to realize that the second
tragedy in front of Port Arthur had occurred. If

1*
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The spirit which anira. ••• inca' • ' r i he unsuccess-

ful general assault—The 'u ^ the world about

the sieye, the cfiect it . nd the counter effect

upon the army—The wor .'^ . .inch howitzers and the

heavy naval guns— A tri. 'iirouj. enrhos lo the counter-

scarps of the two Urhlunc orts i ork of mining— The

explosion of mines under th coviiio ,c.j ,is 'h a view to destroying

the caiwniers anii filhng m Die moats—An important advance of

the investing hnes west o* J03 Metre Hill.

The disastrous results of the unsuccessful general

assault in August produced a great feeling of de-

pression throughout the army. The utter failure

of the second great assault in October simply-

accentuated the rapidly growing spirit of ferocity

which was beginning to characterize every en-

counter between the opposinu forces. During the

long time spent in the laborious work of sapping

up to the enemy's defensive works the troops of

the investing army had paid heavily in life for

every yard of progress made. Now, when the

sapping trenches were within a few yards of the

forts and it was expected that the reward for all

that had been gone through was at hand, the

stubborn enemy refused to yield an inch despite

the furious onslaughts made against his defensive

works. It was an interesting study in human

nature to watch the faces of the rank and file after

this second assault. They were not sad as they

had been after a similar assault tv.o months before

At that time they had been dumbfounded at re-
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pulse, and could not understand why they had

not defeated the Russians in the same manner as

they had done before during the advance. Now
they knew that the game was a desperate one.

At last the enormous strength of the position to

be taken had dawned upon them, and though nn-

wilhng, for the bitterest hate was in their hearts,

they were compelled to recognize the splendid

fighting quaUties of the enemy behind that strong

position. Wherever one met them now, the faces

were those of men who had argued it all out with

themselves and had come to a definite decision.

But there was another, and perhaps a stronger,

reason for this fixed determmation to have done

with failures. This reason was just beginning

to make itself evident. During the three months

the siege had lasted up to this time the newspaper

correspondents with the army had been most

effectually muzzled. The War Office in Tokyo

also refused to give even a hint about what was

going on before Port Arthur. But it was mani-

festly impossible even for the Japanese to keep

the greatest siege of the world since Sevastopol

an absolute secret. Even before the Port Arthur

position was invested, during the days when the

Japanese army was fighting its way through the

sea of hills towards the enemy's stronghold, graphic

stories were sent out from Chefoo describing in

detail how forts had been captured by cavalry

charges, the enceinte pierced, and the great

fortress position tottering to an early fall. Half

a dozen times during the earlier periods of the

siege, when the investing army was meeting with

reverse after reverse, did the ?t!-ries emanating

from Chefoo record splendid victories which were
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said to mean the capitulation of Port Arthur within

a few days. Ridiculous and untrue in every detail

as these stories were, they bore out the firm belief

which existed in Japan that the Russian fortress

would be taken by assault, as it had been taken

ten years before from the Chinese. The conse-

quence was, that when the detailed accounts of

what had actually taken place, written by corre-

spondents who had watched every phase of the

operations, were permitted to be sent out, the

world, including the public in Japan, learned with

amazement that, although the besieging army

had gone through a very hard time, little or nothing

had yet been done towards bringing the end even

within guessing distance. In Japan it was felt

that it was bad enough that the Port Arthur army

had not been able to finish its work in time to have

turned the scale in the Liaoyang and Shaho fights

by its presence, but that enormous casualties should

have been sustained without any great result

having been obtained seemed to argue incompe-

tence. So strong was this feeling in Japan that

the Jiji Shimpo, the Times of the country, with

considerable sarcasm suggested that if necessary

one hundred thousand men should be sent imme-

diately to make a speedy end of the Port Arthur

fighting. This remark was unfair, but it correctly

voiced the dissatisfaction of the nation, which only

remembered that the general expectation was

that Port Arthur would fall as it had fallen ten

years previously. The obvious difference between

the Chinese and Russian garrisons was either

forgotten or ignored, the enormously increased

strength of the position was wholly unknown, and

even the investing army itself was absolutely
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ignorant of the real numerical strength of the
enemy's force inside the fortress position. As a

matter of fact, the besieging army had worked as

few armies in the world would have worked. The
one fault to be found was that there was too much
haste exhibited, and too strong a desire on the

part of the troops to realize the expectations they
knew existed in their own country that the position

would be taken by storm. Lives that might have
been saved were thrown away, because the scientific

rules which apply to the reduction of fortress posi-

tions were ignored in the mad desire for immediate
victory. Still all this did not make it any easier

for the officers and men, who were speedily made
to know that they had failed in what was expected

of them. It is necessary to know what this means
to a Japanese soldier to appreciate ti full measure
of the effect it had. When future plans were
talked about the men ground their teeth, and when
a remark was made about the splendid defence

the enemy was putting up, there was a ferocious,

determined look about the faces of the soldiers.

All this meant more tragedies, and fighting more
desperate in its character than had yet been seen,

to those who knew what it all meant.

There was no time wasted in resting after the

repulse. Instead, every part of the army went
to work with renewed vigour. The divisional

artillery kept up a steady fire day after day upon
the guarding forts and the Chinese Wall in rear,

while the heavier guns of the siege train pounded
the battery positions in rear, and deluged the

harbour with shells designed to inflict damage
upon the warships. Two heavy explosions took
place upon the northern outskirts of the Old Town
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about ten o'clock on the morning of the 31st.

The naval guns had been firing since early morning,

and one of the shells had exploded a powder maga-

zine. The force of the explosion must have been

terrible, for over the crest of the ridge that inter-

vened it was possible to see plainly the huge column

of black smoke which shot up into the air fully

two hundred feet. A few minutes later a second

explosion occurred about the same place, of even

larger dimensions, to judge from the column of

smoke. During the afternoon the big howitzers

heavily bombarded the North Keekwan fort, and

about five o'clock in the evening a storming party

climbed the parapets from the moat and apparently

succeeded in occupying the trenches behind it;

but they did not remain long, for a perfect storm of

rifle and machine-gun fire from the interior of the

fort drove them over the parapets again and down

into the moat. The following day being the birth-

day of the Emperor of Japan, a salute of one hundred

and one guns from the naval batteries was fired

into th.- two Urhlung forts and the town in rear.

The ii-inch howitzers had by this time proved

a very great success. They had been so well

placed a month before that the enemy had been

able only in one instance to locate their positions,

and had done them no harm whatever, despite

the persistent fire which was kept up at the spots

where they were supposed to be. Their heavy

five -hundred -pound shells, on the other hand,

had spread destruction and ruin, not only in the

forts and battery positions, but also among the

warships in the harbour and the various work-

shops ammunition factories, and magazines in

and about the town. In this destructive work
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the naval guns also assisted, firing principally

high explosive shells, which time and time again

caused disastrous fires and explosions in the Old
Town. Some conception can be had of the de-

moralizing effect this bombardment must have

had upon the garrison, when it is known that the

daily average of shells from the big howitzers

alone which were landed in the town and harbour

and against the defensive works on the western

half of the eastern fortridge, was something like

three hundred and fifty. Never were forts and
battery position subjected to a more awful pound-
ing, especially the battery positions upon the

East Keekwan Hill and upon the crest of the ridge

east and west of the Wantai Hill. After this

sort of thing had been going on for a month or

more the effects began to be evident along the

whole front, while in the town fires and explosions

were almost a daily occurrence. Had these heavy
guns been introduced earlier in the siege they

would have done more to weaken the enemy's

resistance than all the splendid work done by
the infantry. In rear of one of these big howitzer

positions one day about this time I came across

a piece of ii-inch shell with the rifling criss-crossed

on its bright surface. It looked curious, so I

took it to the oflfiicer in command of the battery,

and asked him the reason of the strange markings.

He professed ignorance, and said it must have been

some Russian trick. After the fall of Port Arthur,

' \i\e talking with General Smirnoff, the Com-
mander of the fortress, I discovered the reason

for the criss-cross marks upon these pieces of shells.

It seems that a great many of the big shells failed

to explode when they landed inside the Russian
20 305
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position. They were collected and taken to the

positions occupied by a battery of ii-inch mortars

which the Russian position mounted .
The Japanese

howitzers were rifled from left to right, and the

Russian mortars happened to be rifled from nght

to left. The unexploded shells were placed m
the mortars, a driving charge put in, and they

were sent back from whence they came to do damage

there. It may have been a dangerous experiment,

but a good many of them were used in this way

if the pieces of shell which one found lying about

the Japanese position were any indication.

The moats or ditches around the Urhlung

forts offered almost insuperable obstacles to success-

ful assaults upon, or mining operations agamst,

these forts. The moat of the West Urhlung fort

extended around all four sides and was thirty-

fix-e feet wide and twenty feet deep. The wall of

the counterscarp upon its north front was built

of brick and had inset in it at the north-east and

north-west corners two large caponier chambers,

loopholed for rifles and machine guns, so that

the moat could be swept by fire in all directions

The walls of the counterscarp on the east and

west fronts, as well as the rear, were cut out of

the native rock perpendicularly. From the bottom

of the moat on all sides the escarp rose almost

perpendicularly to the top of the parapets, im-

mediately behind which there was a protected

infantry trench. The caponier chambers under

the north counterscarp were connected with the

fort by subterranean tunnels under the bottom

of the moat. In order to successfully assault

or mine the fort it was necessary to destroy the

caponier chambers and tumble the counterscarp
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wall into the moat, so as to fill it up sufficiently
for assaulting troops to gain the foot of the fort
walls without having to clamber into and up out
of the moat. The sappers also would be able
much easier to reach the escarp a* points where
it was proposed to pierce the mine tunnels or
shafts under the fort parapets. Two sets of sapping
trenches had been run up over the crest of the
forthill to the edge of the counterscarp at its north-
cast and north-west corners. A parallel trench
had then been excavated along the edge of the
counterscarp connecting the two lines of saps.
Having been previously informed that seven mine
shafts were being sunk from this lateral trench
immediately behind the counterscarp wall, we
secured permission to visit this front trench-line
and see for ourselves what was being done.

The line of leading trenches to the forthill
started from the confines of the village of Shuishi.
Thither we made our way, and a short trip through
the trenches brought us to the headquarters of
the first brigade of the first division. A staff
officer was at once detailed to take us on to the top
of the forthill. This main trench-line had been
very well built, and was deep enough to ifford
good cover without the sand-bag walls upon either
side, which gave the trenches an average depth
of nearly ten feet. The reason for this great
depth was that the entire trench-line towards
the forthill could be enfiladed by the fortress
artillery upon the Itzeshan and An-tzu-shan forts
across the gorge of the Shuishi Valley. The
astonishing mann .• in which the sand-bag walls
had ever>'%vhere been smashed by shell fire made
us at once realize the necessity of considerable
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depth of trench exclusive of the upbuilt walls,

which were liable at any time to be battered to

pieces. The amount of work these trenches had

involved in their construction must have been

enormous. It was by all means the most dangerous

point along the whole fort-line, for it was at the

apex of the obtuse angle formed by the enemy's

lines of defences east and west of the city, and was

consequently open to a terrible concentrated and

converging fire from the forts and heavy battery

positions upon either side of the gorge of the

Shuishi Valley. No other point along the section

of the ridge against which operations were being

directed was subjected to a heavier artillery

fire, and, to make things still more uncomfortable,

there was scarcely a night that the enemy did

not sortie against the sapping trenches upon this

forthill. And the trenches bore ample evidence

of what they had gone through, for they were

torn by bursting shells and scarred everywhere

by the effect of the explosion of dynamite grenades

thrown by sortie parties. At one point in the

ascent we were shown a section which had been

fiercely assaulted only a few nights previously.

In spite of the repairs which had been made the

place looked as if it had been struck by a cyclone.

A hurried peep over the sand-bag wall showed

us the body of a Russian officer in full uniform

lying about twenty feet from the trench. He had

been in command of the sortie party, and had

been shot leading his men in a furious assault.

So hot was the enemy's rifle fire at this point that

it had been impossible to go near the place where

the body lay, and it was consequently still un-

buried. A fairly stiff climb over the crest of the
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hill brought us to the edge of the counterscarp
ot the moat at its north-west corner. The trench
was full of soldiers, grimy, and with their uniforms
covered with mud. They were the sappers who
were engaged in sinking the series of mine shafts
It was an exceedingly unpleasant place to remain
long, for every now and then the continual zipping
of bullets over the battered sand-bag walls wat
varied by a loud explosion, followed by a shower
of loose earth and small stones and a blinding
cloud of yellow smoke. When the first one occurred
It seemed at if one of the mines we had heard so
much about had prematurely exploded, and we
were quite prepared to do a quick run back The
officer who accompanied us, mth an amused
smile, explained that these explosions were quite acommon occurrence, and were caused by dynamite
grenades thrown by the enemy from behind the
parapet of the fort over the moat at the trench-
hne upon the crest of the counterscarp. Some-
times they did damage, but not often, for the
trench where the working parties were engaged
was covered over with wire screens, so that when
the grenade struck them it bounced harmlessly
off to one side and exploded there. If we wished
to go down into one of the manholes which was
being excavated for the mines we could do so
Ihe one immediately in front of us was the most
mteresting, because, in excavating, the sappers
had come upon the concrete top of the caponier
chamber about four feet under the surface It
had been necessary then to divert the shaft along
the roof of the caponier about four feet, and then
continue sinking it alongside the rear concrete
wall of the chamber inset into the wall of the
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counterscarp at that point. This caponier cham-

ber was occupied by the enemy, who reached

it through a subterranean tunnel from the fort

under the bottom of the moat. There was only

the thickness of the concrete roof and walls between

the enemy in the chamber and the working parties

in the mine shaft, so we were warned that we must

not talk while in the hole, as the enemy might hear.

All this was not calculated to increase our desire

to go down into the hole which yawned in front

of us, and out of which every few minutes grimy

soldiers clambered with bags of earth upon their

shoulders. Silently and cautiously we climbed

down the bamboo ladder to the top of the caponier,

which was laid deeply with bags and matting,

so that footfalls upon it might make no sound

that could be heard inside the chamber. A few

steps brought us to the next descent into the

deeper section of ti.j shaft, which was about live

feet in diameter. The officer went first, and in

a few seconds we were standing upon the bottom,

with three or four Japanese soldiers looking curi-

ously at us in the dim light shed by a single lantern.

The hole was about ten feet deep from the top of

the caponier, and the work of excavating was

just about finished. It was not a pleasant place,

so we did not stay long. There wrre six other

«;hafts like this being excavated along the front

of tiie counterscarp, but this one was the most

interesting, as it had been the first to be

sunk and was closer to the caponier chamber

than the similai one at the other corner of

the moat. The intervening shafts were simply

holes, excavated back of the brick wall of the

counterscarp. The trip back through the trenches
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to the headquarters of the brigade was safely

accomplished.

The following day it was arranged that we
should pay a visit to the trenches upon the coun-
terscarp of the East Urhlung fort moat and see

the work which was being done there. From
the headquarters of the ninth division we w^re
sent on to the eighteenth brigade headquarters,
which were located quite close to the foot of the
forthill and behind the railway embankment where
the enemy had made his last stand after the capture
of the Urhlung r ioubt about two months before.

On the way from the rear lines, which led through
a deep donga the sides of which were littered with
pieces of exploded shells, we passed close by the
ruined Urhlung redoubt, and could see from the
splendid location of the former Russian advance
work the enormous difficulty of carrying it by
storm, as had ieen attempted by the investing
army in August. A short distance from the
brigade headquarters we emerged from the donga,
which up to this point had formed a natural leading
trench, into a zig-zag hne of made trenches which
were cut through the ruined Chinese village of
Pahchuang. The village had been burned by the
Russians in August, but the few trees which sur-
rounded it were literally stripped of their branches
by the effect of shell fire. The trench-line also
showed that there had been some teinble struggles
in its making, while all about were thousands of
pieces of exploded shells which testified to the
severity of the enemy's bombardment of the sap
heads at various points during the time the trenches
were made. From the brigade headquarters an
officer was deputed to accompany us to the front
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
lines upon the counterscarp of the moat. Of all

the sapping trenches in front of Port Arthur these
had been the most difficult to construct. At no
point from the base to the crest of the hill was
there a covering of more than two feet of soil

upon the solid rock, and in many places there was
scarcely six inches. To have excavated the sohd
rock would have been an impossibiUty under the
circumstances. For fully two hundred yards the

trench-hne had been practically upbuilt with sand-
bags upon the surface of the slope. The Japanese
soldier is not as tall as the average European.
These sand -bag walls, being open to the concen-
trated artillery fire from the Russian position,

were not made one inch higher than was absolutely

necessary to protect the soldiers using them. The
consequence was that we had to chmb the hill

through these trenches, doubled up, in order that

we should not be seen over the top of the trench-

walls, against which the enemy's riflemen kept up
a steady sniping fire. An injudicious straightening

of the back to relieve cramped muscles was imme-
diately followed by the pinging of a dozen bullets,

which buried themselves in the opposite wall of

sand-bags. It did not appear to be any safer

farther on either, for at points in the upward climb
we had to flatten ourselves against the walls to

allow stretchers to pass carrying wounded soldiers

dowTi to the hospitals. A little farther on we
noticed quite a number of dead lying at the side

of the trench covered over with bags. The front

lines were much the same in construction as those

of the West Urhlung fort. There were three lines

of saps approaching the counterscarp of the moat,
which had nearly double the front of the other
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Urhlung fort. Between the heads of these trenches
there was a lateral trench along the edge of the
counterscarp. First we were taken to the east
extremity of this lateral trench, and from it into
a small sand-bag enclosure at the north-east corner
which overlooked the front moat It was a
tremendous ditch, cut out of the solid rock, about
lorty feet deep and thirty feet wide. We were
not allowed to have more than a hurried peep
through the sand-bag wall, for the place was under
a heavy rifle fire, and was a popular point for the
Kussians in the fort to throw grenades at. The
lateral trench-line in front of the fort was crowded
with sappers for its whole length. The look we
had had into the moat, where the perpendicular
counterscarp wall had been blasted and hewn out
of the sohd rock, showed that the work of sinking
mine shafts to any depth close to the counter-
scarp was bound to be a most difficult and laborious
undertaking. VVe came to one of these holes It
was just off the trench-hne in a niche made of
sand-bags and covered over the top with wire
screens to protect the working parties from grenades
About five feet m diameter and scarcely four feet
deep at the time, this shaft hole was literally filled
with sappers sitting with their backs to the centre
and their feet curled up under them tailor-fashion
each man working, as if his life depended upon
It with a short chisel and a hammer cutting out
the flinty rock. It was a grotesque sight. There
were six men in this small shaft. No other soldiersm the world could possibly have worked in such
a cramped position, but it was the position the
Japanese always take even when sitting in their own
houses. Three of these holes were being excavated
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in this manner through the soUd rock, and I was

told they had to be made ten feet deep before

thev would be ready for the mine charges.

At various points along the trench-line we saw

soldiers with strange-shaped bags at the end of

short bamboo poles, while others had pails of water

and weird-looking wooden buckets or ladles with

handles six or seven feet in length. Visible evidence

of what they were doing was soon forthcoming.

Something came over the trench-wall, and one

of the soldiers armed with the bag at the end of

a pole caught it and dumped bag and all into one

of the pails of water. Two or three small auto-

matic quick-firer shells, filled Nvith some kind o

burning powder, dropped upon the trench-wall

of sand-bags, where they lay burning funously

until one of the men with a long-handled ladle

soused them with water from one of the pails. This

was a trick the Russians were adepts at, we were

told They placed eight or ten of these small

shells filled with some strong burning powder

with short-time fuses attached to them, m a small

bag The fuses were then lighted and the whole

thrown over the parapet of the fort across the

moct on to the sand-bags which formed the Japanese

trench-walls. But for the work done by this fire

brigade, these shells full of burning powder would

have set fire to the bags; and, as the bags burned

awav, of course the ground they contained would

run 'out, and the trench-walls would simply melt

away This was only a sample of the difhculties

which were encountered and had to be met and

overcome when the Japanese saps were pushed

close to the defensive works of the enemy. What

with burning powder shells, dynamite grenades,
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and a heavy rifle fire, with the danger always of

shell fire also being turned upon the trenches,

these front lines were not the sort of places in which

one felt at all comfortable. Before starting on

the return trip down the forthill we were warned

that it was a great deal more dangerous going down

than coming up, as the inclination was alway lo

walk more erect, and an erect attitude at any tune

might mean a sniper's bullet through the In ad.

In spite of the warning, heads were several times

unconsciously shown above the trencli walls, iind

whenever they were, a dozen bullets sang 5>ast as

a warning to the owner to get down lowvi. ihe

starting-point was reached, and we weic coa^n U.i-

lated upon the fact that there had been no accuUutv

and told that there was an average of some fifiy

casualties a day in these trenches alone.

The next day after visiting the forthill we were

told that upon the following day, the 17th, the

mines in the counterscarp of the West Urhlung

fort would be exploded. As a spectacle the ex-

plosion was not much, but it played havoc with

the fort moat. One half of the counterscarp wall

was tumbled into the ditch, filling it up to within

about seven feet of the top. The other half of

the wall remained intact, as the force of the ex-

plosion of the mines under that half had gone up-

wards instead of outwards. However, it was now

possible to make approaches over the debris

across the moat to the escarpment underneath the

parapets. Three days later the mines in the

counterscarp of the East Urhlung fort were also

exploded. Because of the rock which had to be

moved, and also on account of the partial failure

of the explosions at the west fort, very heavy
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charges were placed in the mine shafts. The
result was a splendid success. The entire counter-
scarp wall, with the lateral trench of the Japanese
as well, was tumbled into he ditch, with the result

that it was filled to within a few feet of the top
along the whole front of the fort. The sappers
in front of both forts at once went to work running
their trenches across the moats through the debris

towards the escarpment underneath the fort walls,

in order to begin the work of piercing mine shafts

or tunnels under the parapets with the object of

blowing up the forts.

When the sapping trenches at the East Urh-
lung fort reached the moat, the working parties

found themselves under a heavy fire from two
automatic quick-firers. It seemed that the ex-

plosion had not destroyed the caponier chamber
at the north-west corner of the moat. The
Russians, gaining the chamber through a tunnel

from the fort underneath the moat, had made a

small hole in the concrete roof, and upon the

top had erected a sand-bag barricade behind which
two automatic quick-firers had been mounted.
This was decidedly awkward for the Japanese,

because the moat upon the west side of the fort

could be swept by the enemy's rifle fire. A couple

of nights after, four sappers, entirely upon their

own initiative, evolved a scheme for getting over

the difficulty. Under cover of darkness they

crawled from the trenches and made their way to

the edge of the counterscarp immediately above
the barricade of the Russians upon the roof of

the caponier chamber some ten or fifteen feet below.

There were none c the enemy in the barricade

at the time. Removing his boots, one of the
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sappers was quietly lowered by his comrade to
the roof of the caponier with a rope. Working
quickly, he took the two quick-firers off their
tripods and had them hoisted up by the men above.
The tripod stands followed, and in due course the
sapper himself gained the top. The guns were
safely removed to the Japanese trenches without
the enemy knowing that it had been done. En-
couraged by this clever piece of work, more of the
sappers succeeded in placing a small mine under
the wall of the caponier chamber and exploded it
blov/mg the whole affair, barricade and all, into the
air. It was daring feats of this kind, more often
than not evolved and executed by the rank and
file, that gave the besieging army many an im-
portant advantage at critical moments.

About this time the extreme right wing of the
army succeeded in driving the Russians out of
Hokaton village by a surprise night-attack. This
village was the most westeriy of the Russian out-
post lines, and the forward move made possible
by the capture enabled the Japanese to advance
their lines to the shores of Pigeon Bay.
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CHAPTER XX
The underground fighting ia the caponier chambers and galleries

under the coua'erscarp of the moat of the North Keekwan fort

—

The story of a month's strifo with dynamite grenades—A trip to
the fort moat, and a description of the scene of the sanguinary
struggle—The desperate fight for possession of the Russian trench-
hne upon the slopes of the East Keekwan Hill—Casualties in the
engineering and pioneer corps, and the arrival of reinforcements.

In all the fighting before Port Arthur there was
none more sanguinary in character or more in-

tensely interesting in its details than the struggle

for possession of the enormously strong defences
in the moat of the North Keekwan fort. For a
Httle over a month day and night it continued,

until the fort itself was blown up with dynamite
and captured. The North Keekwan was one of

the strongest guarding forts upon the foothills of

the western half of the eastern ridge. It was
essentially an infantry work, and mounted only

automatic quick-firing and machine guns. The
interior had several lines of protected infantry

trenches behind the parapets, while in the rear

section there were very strong concrete casemates
and a large keep loopholed for infantry, automatic
quick-firers, and machine guns. The moat was
well constructed. It extended around the four

sides of the fort, and was thirty feet wide and
twenty feet deep. Built into the walls of the

counterscarp upon the north and east fronts were
heavy concrete caponier chambers and galleries,

loopholed for infantry, automatic quick-firers, and
318
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machine guns, so that the moat could be swept by
their fire upon three sides. Communication be-
tween the fort and these moat defences was had
through a tunnel underneath the moat. There
were in all three caponiers, or caponier chambers.
Two were built partly out into the moat at its

north-east and north-west corners, while the third
was a short distance from the south-east corner,
at the point where the tunnel ran underneath the
moat into the fort. These chambers were loop-
holed for automatic quick-firers and machine guns
which could sweep the moat on three sides with
their fire. Long galleries, inset into the counter-
scarp so that their front walls were flush with its

perpendicular face, connected the three chambers.
The front walls of these galleries were loopholed
for infa^itry, and it was estimated that a garrison
of t\v ) hundred men could be utilized in manning
them. Upon the north front the gallery connecting
the caponier chambers in cifher corner was sub-
divided into alcoves with only a narrow entrance
between them, so that each alcove could be de-
fended separately in case of an enemy effecting
entrance to the defensive works. On the "ast
front, however, there were no alcoves, only one
gallery about eighty yards in length connecting
the caponier chamber in the north-east corner of
the moat with the one near the soutii-cast corner.
All these underground works were built of concrete
between si.x and seven feet thick, although they
were almost entirely inset underneath the counter-
scarp walls of the moat. The fort with its ditch
defences had a garrison of about five hundred men.

The besieging army, as can be readily imagined,
had an exceedingly difficult task in running their
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sapping trenches up this forthill. When they

reached the crest the enemy's artillery fire was

concentrated upon the trenches to such an extent

that it was found quite impossible to continue

them in the ordinary manner. Instead, tunnels,

or covered -in trenches, were run towards the

counterscarp of the moat. The enemy soon dis-

covered this expedient, and at once began counter-

tunnels from the moat under those of the Japanese.

The sappers had succeeded in approaching to

within about ten feet of the edge of the counter-

scarp at the north-west comer of the moat on the

23rd of October, when the Russians exploded a

mme in their counter-tunnel underneath. A con-

siderable section of the Japanese approaches with

a small working party were blown to pieces, but

the mine, though effective, had been badly laid,

for the force of the explosion made a small hole

in the concrete roof of the caponier chamber at

that comer of the moat. Utilizing the excavation

made by the force of the explosion, the Japanese

sappers succeeded in running their tunnel up to

the small hole in the roof of the caponier chamber.

A machine gun was brought up, and with the aid

of its fire the enemy was compelled to evacuate

the chamber. The hole was then enlarged, and

sand-bags were dropped through on to the concrete

floor below, until a sufficient barricade was made

to afford shelter from the enemy's firs. After

suffering a good many casualties ixi dropping

through the hole to the shelter behind the barri-

cade, the sappers finally succeeded in establishing

a foothold inside the caponier chamber. The

Russians retired to the first alcove in the caponier

gallery, and from behind a bairicad<" of sand-bags
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built up across the narrow entrance, they threw
dynamite hand-grenades at the intruders. While
the general assault on the 30th of October was in
progress, the troops of the besieging army succeeded
in running a second sapping tunnel up to the edge
of the counterscarp of the moat at its north-east
corner. The same night the concrete roof of the
caponier chamber was uncovered and a small hole
made in it. With the aid of a machine gun the
enemy was forced to evacuate this chamber, as
they had already been compelled to evacuate the
one at the north-west corner of the moat. It was,
however, impossible to occupy the chamber in the
same manner as the first had been occupied, because
it was swept with fire from two directions by the
enemy, in the first alcove of the caponier gallery on
the ncrth front, and by those in the long gallery
on the east front. During the night of the follow-
ing day the sappers dynamited a hole through the
front wall of the caponier chamber in the north-
west corner, and through it gained access to the
nioat. Crawling along close to the north counter-
scarp wall underneath the infantry loopholes, they
spcceeded in making a small hole in the front wall
of the alcove in the caponier gallery, next to the
chamber which was swept with rifle and machine-
gun lire by the Japanese from the hole made in
its roof from the sapping trenches on the counter-
scarp the previous day. Thus the enemy was
driven out of the first alcove in the gallery upon
the north front, but the Ja,)anese were unable to
enter the alcove either, as its interior was made
untenable owing to the rifle fire from the Russians
in the second alcove, who had erected a sand-bag
barricade across the narrow entrance between
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the two alcoves. This was where Japanese in-

genuity and daring won a great advantage or them

A couple of sand-bags were pushed from the moat

through the aperture made in the front wall o

the first alcove. It was only about fifteen feet

from the hole to the entrance to the second alcove

across which was the enemy's barricade. With

his head against the two sand-bags which had

been pushed through the hole in the waU, a sapper

lav upon his back so that his comrades could push

both him and the sand-bags over i^^oucveie

floor his full length from the aperture. Morr bags

and more sappers went through the hole in the

same way. As they were pushed farther from

the hole than the length of one soldier, a second

lay upon his back, and, placing his head agams

the feet of the first, was shoved through his u

length so that the sand-bags were then the full

length of two soldiers from the aperture in the

direction of the Russian barricade, the sand-bag

waU being upbuilt and manned as it P^og^;^^^^

in this manner. It was ternble vvork, for the

enemv freely used dynamite grenades until the

imenor was so filled with dust and the fumes ot

the explosive that a perfect screen covered the

forward progress of the wall. Before they realized

it the Japanese barricade was withm a few feet oi

that of the enemy. In a short time the Russians

w-re compelled to evacuate the second alcove,

which became neutral ground, the entrances on

either side being the tiring lines of the opposing

forces It was now a comparatively easy matter

for the sappers in their trenches upon the counter-

scarp above to enlarge the iiole made in the root

of the caponier chamber and lower sand-bags.
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their mistake by bringing down a small field gun

in sections and putting it together behind their

rapidly disappearing waU so as to open fire against

the Japanese at the other extremity of the east

front of the moat. The Japanese fire was so heavy

that they were compelled to abandon the effort.

The troops of the besieging army thus had pos-

session of the fort uioat upon the whole of the

north front, for the Russians shut up in the inter-

vening alcoves of tne gallery upon that front were

speedUy closed in upon and killed to a man. Ihis

briefly, was the position of affairs upon the 20th of

November, when permission for a few o the cor-

respondents was obtained to visit the fort moat

and see what was being done.
^ , • •

From the headquarters of the eleventh division

we made our way through the leading trenches

in the direction of the forthill. Though the actua

distance was not more than three-quarters of

a mile we were compelled to walk through nearly

two miles of trenches, which approached the fort-

hill in a circuitous, zig-zag manner so that they

could not be enfiladed by the fire of the fortress

artillery These trenches were exceedingly well

made, and were broad and deep enough to permit

of both guns and troops being taken through

them with considerable rapidity. The ground

through which they ran was, generally speakmg, a

stiff heavy red clay, so that the amount of work

involved 'in their construction must have been

enormous. The struggle for the moat defences

of the fort was being carried on at this time by

the twenty-second regiment of the tenth brigade

of the eleventh division, and our first objective

was ihe headquarters of this regiment. On the
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way we passed no less than five parallels, or cross
lines of trenches, which intersected the leadTn.

IZTa • ^t ^'!'^r^'^''' °^ ^^'^ '•^g'^nent were

c^es nf";H^ir*\P"''""'^^ ^"^^ underneath the
crest of the hill, and about two hundred yardsfrom the scene of operations in the fort moat. The
Colonel received us most cordially, and with
apparent frankness talked about the awful time
the troops had in working their saps from this
pcnnt onward. When an attempt was ,.ade torun the trenches over the crest of the hill towards
the fort moat, the opposition of the enemy was
so determmed and their artillery fire so heavv

in *K
^^!,.^°""d t° ^ q^ite impossible to proceedn the ordmary way with open saps. Instead

the pioneers were compelled to tunnel their way
underground m the direction of the moat. Onthe way the wires of eight electric contact mineswere discovered and cut. For some reason or
other, probably because the cables had been tooiong under ground, the contact had been destroyedHad the enemy been able to e.xplode them at the
jToper time, the Colonel frankly admitted that
^he losses among the working parties would have
been enormous. Even as it was, great difficulties
w^^re encountered in getting over this short distance
between the sixth parallel and the counterscarp
of the moat. One of the engineer officers kindlv
volunteered to take us on to the scene of operations

i; 1,7 ![
^"^ ^"^ ^"^^y '""'^^ *h^ necessity for artificial

iight, the tunnels through which thr approaches
were first made had been converted :into very deeo
open trenches with head-cover onlv at intervals
ihe trench led up to a huge hole blasted thnu'c*^
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SIEGE AND FALI. OF PORT ARTHUR

heavy concrete, out of which grimy, dust-covered

soldiers were continually passing and rrpasi^ing.

This was the entrance which had been made mto

the caponier chamber under the counterscarp at

the north-east corner of the moat. Immediately

inside was a square mom with a low vault- d roof.

On either sid.- v. ere narrow entrances leading into

the galleries. The front walls were loopholed,

and at those looking along the moat on the east

side of the fort were two machine gims. Tli'-

whole place was crowded with soldiers. There

was a breach in the wall lookini,' out into the moat

on the north front of the fort, through which we

could see a part\ of sappers working at an txcavp-

tion in the escarpment under the fort v. .ill. Anxious

to see what this ditch or moat looked like, wc

drew closer lo the breach. It extended along

the north front of the fort, and was about twenty-

hve feet wide at the bottom. Suddenly thdc

was a iremendous explosion quite close to the hole

near which wc were standing. The interior of

the chamber was immediately filled with smoke

and fme concrete dust. A c namite grenade had

been thrown over the parapet of the fort and had

exploded not ten feet away. It was evident that

the moat \.as not by any means a safe place, though

the sappers working at the mine shaft which was

being pierced under the fort walls seemed to be

safe enough. Carefully we picked our way through

two or three of the alcoves in the long gallery

which extended under the counterscarp upon the

north front. They were, like the chamber we

had first entered, very heavily built of concrete

with vaulted roofs. The impression conveyed v,as

one of enormous strength. Everywhere there was

'f^Mif^^&^-
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evidence of the awful struggle which had taken
place for possession of these underground chambers
iiroken sand-bag walls partially blocked some ofthe entrances, and in the centre alcoves there
were piles of bodies, both Japanese and Russian,
most of them hornbly mutilated by the explosion
of dynamite bombs. Into tho long gallery on
he east side we were nut permitted to go, because

Its farther end was still held bv the enemy No
chamber of horrors could have'more clearly con-
veyed the impression of the terrible nature of the
sanguinary struggle which md been going on for
nearly a month for possession of these vaulted
concrete cellars There was a distinct atmosphere
o death and danger of death about the whole
place. The faces of the officers and soldiers on

I
duty wore that tense, watchful expression that
c mes when men know that they are in imminent
danger of more than the en. ay's bullets. There
had been more than one disastrous mine explosionm tiiese same galleries, -nd it was evident that
there was much apprehension that others might
come at any moment. It was not comfortable
to visit the place for even one short half-hour, but
to have been compelled to remain there as these
officers and '^oldi.rs had, day and night facing death
"1 Its mo..t terrible form, demanded a coura-e
with a pecuhar quality of patience that one cou?l
not help noticing was possessed in a marked d- LTeeDy the Japanese soldiers.

Wh. n we returned to the headquarters of the

Zt'T^J^' ^"^^^""^ *°^^ "^ '-^bout an mcident
which had occurred the night of the general assault
upon October 30th. which gives a good idea of
one phase of the nature of the fighting which took
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

place around this particular fort. Late that even-

ing a Japanese officer with half a dozen ground

scouts crawled from the trenches upon the counter-

scarp of the moat and proceeded along the east

slopes of the forthiU, in order to reconnoitre the

position of the enemy in trenches at the rear of

the fort. A number of Russians under command

of an officer started about the same time from

theii trenches, with the same object in view regard-

ing the Japanese position upon the north front o

the fort. Both parties were in the open on neutral

ground which could be swept by "Ae fire from

Ihe opposing trenches and the fort as well. While

crawling along in the darkness, each in advance

of his men, the officers found themselves lookmg

into one another's eyes. Recognition was mutual

and instantaneous. The Russian officer tried to

draw his sword, but before he had time to do

so his opponent, who had some knowledge o

iiu-iitsu, the science of Japanese wrestling, caught

him without rising from his knees, and by a trick

succeeded in throwing him over his head. Before

the Russian recovered from the surprise and effect

of the fall, he was despatched by his opponents

sword All this happened so quickly and quietly

that the soldiers who were following the Russian

officer knew nothing about it until they came

across the dead body. Meantime the Japanese

were quickly crawhng back to the cover of their

trenches, knowing well that the shghtest sound

would bring the fire of hundreds of nfles upon

them The Russian soldiers, with that splendid

courage they so often displayed during the siege,

instead of doing likewise, followed their enemy,

and succeeded in kilUng two before rifle fire fxom
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the Japanese trenches was opened upon them. All
but two of the small party were killed within a
dozen yards of the trenches.

The announcement was made by the Army
Headquarters, on the afternoon of the 22nd, that
it was the intention the following day to capture
the Russian trench-hne upon the slopes of the
East Keekwan Hill, so that there would be no
possibility of a repetition during the next general
assault of the disaster which this trench-line had
been responsible for in the last big attack upon
the 30th of October. A new attacking pnrallel
capable of holding an entire regiment had been
excavated within thirty yards of that of the enemy.
The assault would be made in force, and as soon
as the nearest section was taken the assaulting
troops would strongly entrench themselves and
work through the trenches, east and west, in an
endeavour to gain possession of the whole line
which belted the hill from the east to the west
gorges. The Japanese artillery began a desultory
bombardment about noon. At three o'clock in the
afternoon the fire was concentrated upon the
trench-hne to be assaulted, and continued increasing
in volume until half-past five o'clock, when the
divisional artillery opened with shrapnel, which
played in sheets of flame over the enemy's trenches.
The attacking infantry, a battalion strong, emerged
from their parallel about six o'clock and charged
across the thirty yards which separated them from
the enemy. They were met with a terrible rifle

and machine-gun fire, but finally succeeded in
reaching the opposite trench, which they first

deluged with dynamite grenades, and then
assaulted with bayonets. The Russians fought
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with splendid spirit and were only driven out

of a small section. The successful assaulters at

once began to erect traverse walls of sand^bags

which were battered down by automatic quick

firers, posted by the enemy farther along the trench

line almost as soon as they
'^^'^^''^''''^J^^^^Z

were also set to work excavatmg a connect ng

trench between the captured section of the Russian

Se and their own parallel. The enemy was -

inforced, and made a strong ^^^^^er-a tack about

nine o'clock. The fighting was absolutely hand

to hand with grenades and bayonets. For haH ar^

hour it lasted, and then the Japanese were slowly

driven back to their attackmg paral el. fighting

every inch of the way at close quarters^ More

reinforcements were brought up, and at eleven

o'clock another furious onslaught was made upon

the same section of the enemy's trench. Agam

the Russians were driven out after twenty minutes

desperate work with bayonets and grenades. For

a second time the Japanese began the work o^

entrenching themselves, so as to be able to retain

S foothoM they had gained at such heavy cost

in life The Russians, however, were equally

determined that their opponents should not be

allowed to retain a Permanent foothold for that

in the end would mean the capture of the battery

portion upon the crest of the hill, one of the vita

Touts of 'the hr of defence at that sec ion o

Lir position. -..e ^ucceyful assaulters we^e

again attacked from two sides about one o clock

L the morning, and after an hour's desperate

esistance were forced to retire to t^tieir p-aM

for a second time. The fight had by this time

lasted almost continuously for seven hours, and
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the thirty yards which separated the two trench-
lines was hterally piled with the dead. The
Japanese losses were two hundred and fifty killed
and wounded, and the Russian dead were estimated
at two hundred. During the later assaults the
bodies of the dead were used on both sides as
shelters and barricades. This was one of the
most desperate and sanguinary encounters that
took place during the siege. The ferocity displayed
was terrible. Some of the dead were actually
hacked to pieces with swords and bayonets.

The losses in the engineering and pioneer
battalions up to this time had been enormous.
In the first division the colonel commanding the
engineering corps had been killed in the trenches
upon the slopes of the West Urhlung forthill, and
out of two companies of three hundred pioneers
each there were only sixty men fit for duty. In
the ninth division all the officers of the engineering
corps had been either killed or wounded, and the
rank and file so reduced in numbers that their
work had to be done by the regular troops of the
division. In the eleventh division the losses had
not been so heavy as in the other two, but the
desperate work of gaining possession of the strong
defences of the North Keekwan fort moat had
resulted in a large number of casualties among
the engineers and pioneer corps. In order to
bring tliese battahons up to something like their
normal strength three companies of pioneers were
sent down from the armies in the north, and the
first and twelfth companies of the second reserves
of the engineering corps from Japan were also
added to the strength of the various divisions.
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CHAPTER XXI

The third great tragedy in front of Port Arthur, the unsuccessful

general assault of the 26th of November-The awful slaughter

which attended efforts to carry the guarding forts by storm—The

desperate fighting during the night-Major - General Nakamuras

disastrous attempt to carry the supporting fort of West Urhlung by

assault—The crisis which followed, and the refusal of tiie Heaa-

quarters Staff of the Army to allow the results to be made pubUc.

The very evident disappointment and dissatis-

faction felt in Japan over the failure of the army

sooner to make an end of the Port Arthur siege

had a great deal to do with the making of the

third premature and disastrous general assault

upon the enemy's position. Doubtless there were

reasons of a military nature as well which appeared

a sufficient justification to the Army Staff for order-

ing the assault at the time. One certainly was

a mistaken idea with regard to the numerical

strength of the garrison. Not only was it pubhcly

announced at this time that the Russian force

had been carefully estimated at from ten to twelve

thousand effective fighting men, but there was

evidence to show that the Headquarters Staff

believed in the accuracy of the estimate. This

reason alone, however, was not sufficient to account

for the attack being brought on when it was. It

is true that considerable progress had been made

in bettering the position of the besieging army

for attack since the last disastrous attempt had

been made at the end of October. Still, had

military reasons alone entered into the decision,
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the hundreds of Japanese dead which still covered
the forthiUs and slopes of the ridge in rear wasgood evidence of the measure of failure whichhad attended the last attack only a few we.ks
before. But the strongest proof that the assaultwas premature from a military standpoint is

Ih T^ ''^ *^' ^^'* *^^* ^^^" ^t the time itwas decided upon every one of the guarding fortswas being successfully mined. No better reason
for delay could have been found, for the blowingup of the forts first would almost have ensured
success^ But it was evident long before the time
that there was going to be no waiting, even if
there were sound military reasons for so doingThe feehng of irritation was general. The good

TW Ji\^""y
^t home had to be vindicated.

That could best be done by taking the enemy's
position by assault. Everyone was ready therank and file quite as ready as the officers. The
preparatory work that had to be done was executed
with what might be called feverish haste. The
moats of the two Urhlung forts had been partially

fr. T ^u^ /° ""^^^ *^" P^^^^g^ °f assaulting
parties to the fort parapets easier, wooden bridgeshad been constructed upon heavy timber pilrs
over which fifteen men could walk abreast. Thewho e of the moat upon the north side of the NorthKeekwan fort was in possession of the Japaneseand there was a splendid approach for assaulting
parties from the sapping trenches through the
captured caponier chambers. Easy approaches weremade up to the parapets from the moat level
Ihe attempts made to capture and hold the trench-
Ime which belted the big East Keekwan Hillhad been a failure. Two well-protected attacking
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narallels had been excavated close to the Chinese

wS one upon the upper slopes of Hachimakiyama,

Tut thirtUe yards distant from the enemy s

defences and the other in rear of the txNO Faniung

trts about the same distance from the wal

Th s was the position occupied when it was officially

Inrounced at^Army Headquarters on the afternoon

of the 25th, that a general assault would be made

the following day upon the enemy's line o defence

rom he big East Keekwan Hill to the West Urh-

iZ fot including the two Urhlung forts the

Nofth Keekwan fort, the " Q " battery position,

and the East Keekwan Hill.

'"Vhe attack was preceded by a heavy bc>m-

bardment which was commenced by the siege

train opening with a heavy concentrated fire

I'ainstV Vardin, ^orfs about ten o dock^

About one o'clock the explosion of a mine in the

moarof the North Keekwan fort, which blew

Zll a small section of the parapet, was the pre-

concerted signal for attack. Up to this time

onW the heavier guns had been playing upon the

r.n of the
-"'- position which it was m-

^e'S assa :: f divisional artillery was
lenaeu .u

„
. ^p ^ith the simultaneous

adticHnie .tinV^arties. a perfect storm

ofshrapnel was turned on to the pomts of attack.

At the East and West Urhlung forts the storming

parties reached the parapets under a heavy artillery

and rifle fire, apparently without heavy losses^

Twenty minutes later many of those who had

entered the West Urhlung fort could be seen

running back over the parapet in a panic, and

shen alter shell from the fortress batteries upon

he Itzeshan and An-tzu-shan forts landed among
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them. The Russian practice was wonderful, and
scores of the assaulters were blown to atoms during
the ten or fifteen minutes the awful shell fire lasted.
At the East Urhlung fort the storming party re-
mained inside the work, evidently in the first

line of trenches beyond the outer parapet. The
assaulting party from the attacking parallel upon
the rear slope of Hachimakiyama succeeded, by
a spirited charge, in penetrating a short trench-
hne about one hundred yards in front of the
Russian main line of defence, the Chinese Wall.
This short trench-line was but one of three con-
structed in the form of a square in front of the
main line of defence, in order to prevent its being
easily carried by assault. For a short time the
Japanese stubbornly held the foothold they had
gained in this short trench in spite of the heavy
converging fire which was poured in upon them
from the rear and two sides, but in the end they
were forced back to their parallels after having
sustained heavy losses. The assault from the
attacking trenches in rear of the two Panlung
forts did not accomplish anything. Twice attempts
were made to char-^e over the thirty yards which
lay between the two points, but the ground was
difficult and the assaulters were forced each time
to retire, principally owing to the terrible fire

poured in upon them from machine guns cleverly
placed upon the slopes of the ridge in rear of the
Chinese Wall.

Meantime the attacks upon the North Keekwan
fort, the " Q" battery position, and the trench-
line upon the slopes of the East Keekwan Hill
were also going on under cover of a heavy bom-
bardment of shrapnel from the divisional artillery
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and heavy shells from the ii-inch howitzers.

The attacking force against the North Keekwan

fort was about a battalion, and the assaultnig

column, which made its way from the moat over

the parapets, about a company. ] sA as the

attack commenced there was a heavy explosion

inside the fort, evidently caused by a magazme

being struck with a high-explosive shell. When

they reached the parapets the assaultmg parties

came under a heavy rifle and machine-gun fire

from inside, as well as an enfilading fire froni the

Chinese Wall in rear of the fort and the g
battery position to the east. The assault was

made in two columns, one at the north-east corner

and the other upon the north front. The column

upon the north-east corner encountered wires

upon the crest of the parapet, and was compelled

to retire again to the moat after a futile attempt

to make a breach in the wires. The column upon

the north front twice essayed to gain the inside,

but each time was forced to retire and seek cover

in -n excavation made by the explosion of the

mint which had served as the signal for the begin-

ning of the attack. The assault upon the Q
battery position was one of the most bnlliant

pieces of work done during the dr The storming

party had only about twenty- ...e yards to go

but it was a steep climb to a five-foot wall, which

also had to be scaled. About a company started,

but only a score reached the wall ;
the rest were

put out of action by the awful fire which met them,

or were compelled to retire to the parallel. Another

rush was made, and two dozen men clambered

over the wall. There was some bayonet work

in full view upon the top of the wall, and the
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assaulters disappeared inside the work. They did
not reappear, for they were bayoneted to a man.

A storming party of about two companies
advanced Ui.der a heavy rifle and machine-gun
fire and succeeded in occupying the section of
the enemy's trench-hne upon the slopes of the
East Keekwan Hill, which had already been so
many times captured and recaptured that it cam.e
to be known as "the tragedy trench." This
practically ended the fust phase of the general
assault, and for half an hour or more there was
little or no movement anywhere along the line.
The only advantage gained by the assaulters
was the occupation of a section of the trench-l'-ie
upon the East Keekwan Hill, and a precarious
foothold in the trenches behind the outer parapet
of the East Urhlung fort.

Things began to get active again about four
o clock, and from that tim- on until almost day-
light next morning there was the most furious
series of assaults along the whole line that could
possibly be imagined. During th > pause in the
fighting the Japanese had broiii,-ht up 'o the
front lines, in spite of the terrible ombn iment
they were subjected to from tlie foi tress Ulerx
every available man of their forces. \lu wards'
we learned that as these reserve troops vhed
th„ forward trenches every regiment \sh .-I
to fix bayonets, whether it went imi v
into attack or not. To the rank and file .

this meant that there could be no going
that the positions had to be taken no matt,
what cost in life. The desperate nature oi
attempts which were subsequently made, and
determination shown after repeated and cn^'
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repulses during ten or twelve hours' fighting,

is evidence of the spirit in which all the order

to fix bayonets means with Western troops was

received by the rank and file. Many tim . I had

seen these same troops attack before, but never

like this. As often as they were hurled back

to their trenches by a perfect avalanche of Russian

fire, did they again charge, until they at last suc-

ceeded in penetrating the enemy's defences. The

Russian garrison fought at close quarters with

bayonets and grenades as they had always fought

during the siege, with a sustained ftubbornncss

and courage which was magnificeni, dying m
hundreds at their posts rather than yield an inch

to the intruders. Towards the end it was literally

a struggle to the death on both sides.

The captors of the section of the enemy s

trench-line upon the slopes of the East Keekwan

Hill appeared to be maintaining their foothold

under a heavy shrapnel and rifle fire, while the

Japanese divisional artillery deluged the two ex-

tremities of the trench-line on either side of the

captured section with shrapnel. From the parallel

in front of the Kobu entrenched hill and that

under the " Q " battery position, assault followed

assault in efforts to pierce the Chinese Wall in

the gorge on the west side of the East Keekwan

Hill, and secure an entrance into the " Q " position.

Strong assaulting columns swarmed up the walls

of the North Keekwan fort and endeavoured

to estabUsh a foothold inside the parapets. Time

and time again we saw them gain the top only

to drop in dozens from the rifle and machine-gun

fire from the interior, and the equally deadly

enfilading fire from the " Q " position. Just before
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dark il.e Japanese succecUed in piacii.g a battc nof mountam gun. upon the " P "

entrenclu.l 11

of bombardmg the gorge of the . t phU the " Q -
position. These guns were subjected to a heavy
fire from the fortress artillery upon the ere 't o"^the East Keekvvan Hill, and for a time there waa duel between these guns and those of the Japaneselege rain. ,- h tried to silenee their f.re again

^IclTP- " " '^' "^"'
h'"' ^^'"^'f^. however

succeeded u uoing splendid work by its point

could be seen in scores chmbing the Chinese Walland engagmg the enemy with bavonets and

back' but IZu " *'",? *^"^^ '""^y -- hurled

side of tL y ^T?""""
^^''y S^^"^^l *he farther

un .nd r^i^-
^°''"' ^°"°^^^' b^'"g shovedup and pushed over by those behind. At last

tlie encemte had been pierced, but it was not tak'nby any means. This was no ordinary trench-linehat once pierced could then be rushed. Aloi^
ts entire length it was traversed, so that evervtwenty yards or so it had to be iaken in detlfl^

A numUT'''^'"' ^'^"S ""''^ ^y the defenders

afternn
°^^^^*>°"^ ^ad been taken late in the

upon the slopes of the ridge in rear throwing hand-grenades into the uncaptured sections. Upon "heupper slopes of the Hachimakiyama entrench d

V^^ll hJ^r' °^ ''""'^'^ ''^ ^^°"t °f the Chinese

eohln ,, f"!
captured, and a strong assaultingcolumn had tried to pierce the enceinte; bufmachine guns well placed upon the ridge in rearwhich was low at this point, swept their^^1^with a murderously effective fire. This strug<.lc
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went on all afternoon, until just a little before

lark a small section of the wall was m possession

of the asTaulters. and desperate
f<-^^^^^^^^J^2

made to drive the Russians out of the sections

between the traverse walls to the Poff-
the enceinte was first pierced in rear of the two

PanlungU For th'ree hours this section o

the Chinese Wall was hidden in a haze of smoke

tm bursting dynamite bombs From the numb

of men who gained the trench inside the outer

parapet of the East Urhlung fort, just before dark

TbLme evident that an effort was bemg made

to assemble a sufficiently strong force ^^ t^^\^^^^^

to make an assault upon the interior irom there^

A portion of the covering of the Parapet had been

rpmoved so that the men could gain this outer

t^nch without showing themselves upon the top^

The assaulting columns at the^^t^^^toUoJ^g
had a terrible time during the afternoon^ FoUowng

the first, four different attempts ^^d the assaulting

columns make to advance from the ^o^t^
secure a foothold inside the parapets. In addition

o the r fle and machine-gun fire which greeted

them from the interior as soon as they appea ed

Ipo" the parapets, the fortress guns upon he

An-tzu-shan and Itzeshan forts landed shell after

fhellTn their midst, and one could
^^^-^^^^^^X

of men being blown to atoms, /he Russians

the trench-hne upon the East Keekwan m
rnassed about six o'clock in the evening, and

^.Uvered a strong counter-attack upon the Japa-

nese Tolding^e'^^^^^
section of the trench-hne

.Tfured earlier in the afternoon, and after a

Zt andtlTp fight succeeded in -captu-g

it This was about the position of affairs when
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night cast her mantle of darkness over the scene
of strife.

The assault—or series of assaults, for the fight-
ing was along a mile and a half of front—was only
beginning to assume its most desperate phase about
nightfall. For hours afterwards the scene was
terrible in the extreme. The entire front of the
ndge was hghted up with sheets of flame from
bursting shells, and the guarding forts resembled
nothing more closely than the craters of active
volcanoes. The incessant rifle fire was broken
in upon every few minutes by the rattle of machine
guns, the popping of automatic quick-firers, and
the roaring of big guns.

The assaulting force in front of the Russian
trench-line upon the slopes of the East Keekwan
Hill advanced about nine o'clock in the evening
and after twenty minutes of hand-to-hand encoun-'
ters, with bayonets and hand-grenades, succeeded in
again occupying the eighty-yard section of trench
out of which they had been driven three hours
before. Strong parties of reserves were imme-
diately rushed forward, and an effon was made
to work east and west along the line from the
captured section. The Russians were, howeve.,
prepared for a strong move in this direction. They
had excavated deep military pits, which filled up
the entire width of the trench at points both east
and west from the section in front of the Japanese
parallel. These pits were filled with burning coal,
and past them the assaulters were unable to go!
All the time Russian machine guns posted upon
the farther side of these impassable barriers poured
an awful fire into the assaulters whenever an
attempt was made to approach the pits The
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Tapanese succeeded in erecting sand-bag w^s

Across the trench, in front of the obstacles in order

to enable them to retain the foothold they had

won It was useless however, for the enemy

succeeded in battering down the walls with auto-

matic quick-firers, and between two and three

o'clock in the morning advanced and slowly retook

the captured section of their trench-line, which was

Uterally piled with bodies, as was also the thirty

yards of ground which lay between the two lines.

No troops could have put up a more splendid de-

fence than the Russians did at this point They

had nothing more than an open trench with

occasional head-cover to protect them from the

Tapanese artillery fire, and were compelled to

resist assaults without number made m a spint

of the fiercest determination. Without the trench-

line the crest of the hill could not be taken, for the

Tapanese knew well that any such attempt would

sirnply mean a repetition of the tragedy which

occurred during the October attack At this

point, therefore, the attempt had utterly failed.

Four or five different attempts were made

during the night to rush the Chinese Wall at the

top of the gorge west of the East Keekwan HUl,

simultaneously with attempts to storm the g
battery position upon the same slope a little farther

west At every attempt the Russian nfles and

machine guns simply blazed, and try as they

would, the assaulters were unable to succeed,

though both positions were lurid with the flames

from bursting shells sent from the Japanese

divisional artillery and siege train.

The North Keekwan fort had but . single

trench-line behind the parapets, and this was
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strongly held. The moment assaultint;; parties

showed themselves above the parapet they were
met with volleys from the trench. Four times we
saw, silhouetted against a background of smoke
and in the light from bursting shells, parties vainly

attempting to gain a foothold inside the fort.

Finally, at the north-east corner, a small party

managed to reach the trench. Reinforcements

swarmed up the north wall, and in a few minutes

the trench-line was in possession of the assaulters.

A strong storming party was then massed inside

the parapet, and an attempt was made to rush

the interior, but machine guns in protected case-

mates at the rear of the fort mowed down the

soldiers as fast as they left cover of the captured

trench. For six hours this fight went on. As
fast as men were put out of action more took their

places. Several lines of interior defences were

carried by lighting at close quarters with bayonets

and grenades. The garrison behaved with splendid

courage, meeting the assaulters hand to hand.

The captured works were literally piled with dead,

Japanese and Russian layer upon layer. The
dawn saw the Japanese in possession only of the

north trench inside the parapet, the rest of the

fort having resisted the most furious attempts at

capture, principai^v owing to the splendid work
done by the mac , guns in the rear.

The success wi.. :h had attended the efforts of

the troops of the ninth division in piercing the

Chinese Wall back of Hachimakiyama led to the

evolution of a daring plan to sequester and render

more easy the capture of the two Urhlung forts.

Directly behind West Urhlung there was a second

fort which was known as the supporting fort of
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West Urhlung. It was situated upon the western

extr nity of the ridge in rear of the Chinese Wall at

its lowest point, so that it was only upon a slightly

higher level than the two Urhlung forts upon the

foothills of the ridge in front, with the Chinese

Wall running between. The plan was for a con-

siderable 1. )dy of troops to advance into the gorge

of the Shuishi Valley and attack this supporting

fort upon the west side, while at the same time

an attempt should be made to push troops through

the captured section of the Chinese Wall in rear

of Hachimakiyama andj attack the fort upon its

east side. The success of the plan would niean

the capture of the western extremity of the ridge

and the Chinese Wall, thus sequestering the two

Urhlung forts upon the foothills in front, and make

it possible to assault them both front and rear.

In pursuance of this plan, a coluinn of two thousand

soldiers, who had volunteered for this dangerous

undertaking, massed just south of the village of

Shuishi. They were led by Major-General Naka-

mura, the Commander of the second brigade of

the first division. General Nogi, the Commander-

in-Chief of the Army, was present to see the experi-

ment made. Unfortunately for its success the

column was locatefl by the enemy's searchlights

almost as soon as it started, and was heavily shelled.

The slopes of the ridge were reached, however,

and the soldiers began the ascent, while upon

the north front the troops of the ninth division

attempted to approach the same fort upon the east

front from the rear slopes of Hachimakiyama.

Simultaneously, desperate assaults were made upon

the interior of the two Urhlung forts. For two

hours the many-sided fight lasted. It was the
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last great effort to break the Russian line of defence
Though it was evident that the enemy had massed
their reserves to meet the advance of General
Nakamura's column, they did not open fire until
tne Japanese were within a short distance of the
fort. Then they met them with voUey after voUey
of rifle fire, while machine guns, posted in positions
which enabled them to sweep the slope, vomited a
deadly hail into the advancing ranks. For two
hours the assaulters vainly endeavoured to reach
the enemy's fort. General Nakamura was slightly
wounded. Finally, a retirement was ordered, and
a thousand came down where two thousand went
up the hill. Next morning about six hundred
bodies could be seen littering the hiU-slope as
evidence of the terrible failure of the last desperate
effort made upon that awful night. Meantime the
troops of the ninth division were having an equally
hard time m attempting to attack the east front
of the supporting fort, owing to the heavy machine-
gun fire which was poured into their advance
from the crest of the ridge in rear of the Chinese
Wall. Again and again they tried to reach their
objective, but just as often were they compelled
to retire

The t .xting all this time in the two forts upon
the foothills in front was just as desperate and
quite as unsuccessful. A short time after dark
the Japanese succeeded in massing a strong storm-
ing party inside the outer parapet of the East
Urhlung fort. Six or seven assaults were made.
Ihe garrison fought hand to hand with bayonets
and grenades. The fighting lasted until midnight.
At one time the Japanese had taken practically
the whole of the north or lower section of the fort
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but were repulsed again and again in their efforts

to gain a foothold upon the higher or rear section.

It was upon this higher section that the machine

guns and automatic quick-firers were mounted in

positions where they were able to sweep the whole

interior and the outer parapets as well with their

fire. The lower section of the fort was literally

piled with dead. This was by all means the most

desperate of the fights in the fort interiors.

While the assaulting party under Major-General

Nakamura was engaged in storming the supporting

fort, the assaulting column in front of the West

Urhlung fort succeeded in gaining a foothold in

the interior. Long after midnight a hand-to-hand

fight was going on inside, in which both sides

lost heavily. Finally the assaulters were compelled

to retire, though they still held an entrenched

position inside the north parapet.

The scene at the western end of the ridge during

these four simultaneous attacks could not be

adequately described. The entire end of the ridge

was literally an inferno. When the assault upon

the supporting fort was at its height, Russian

shrapnel from the An-tzu-shan fort across the gorge

of the Shuishi Valley, and from the Paiyushan fort

at its extreme end close to Port Arthur, was bursting

in sheets of flame over the slopes of the ridge in

front of the fort. By the light shed one could

see the broken ranks of the assaulters still pressing

onward and upward, the shrapnel and machine-

gun fire cutting great swathes through them every

moment. No language could paint the picture,

for while it might be possible to describe snatches

of it at different points and at different times, the

whole scene with its houis of kaleidoscopic changes
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made up a composite picture which beggared
description. Until the grim grey dawn of morning
cast a lummous ha/e over the scene the stru gle
lasted, then ceased; and, even without knowing
all the facts, one could feel that again the besieging
army had been broken, despite its vvonderful un-
exampled courage and persistence. The brighter
light later on showed dimly the outlines of the
parapets of the guarding forts, silhouetted against
the darker background of the ridge, giving off
clouds of smoke and dust as evidence of the o-deal
they had passed through.

The following day the Japanese were compelled
fo evacuate every position they had won in this
awful fight, which had lasted almost continuously
from one o'clock at noon until daylight the next
morning. Their casualties ran to between twelve
and fifteen thousand. At Army Headquarters
the staff officers seemed to be more utterly be-
wildered and depressed than at any time before
during the siege. It was pathetic to watch the
regimental officers and the rank and file. They
were not bad losers considering all they had lost
but never before had they been so determined to
wm, and it was easy to see that this last terrible
effort had cost them much of their usual confidence.
It was not permitted to send away even a hint
of the disaster which had occurred. The reason
given was that the assault was not yet over. It
would be continued at once in an attempt to take
203 Metre Hill. As soon as that oosition was
taken, all details of what had just occurred might
be telegraphed. The object of this, of course
was obvious. It was impossible to allow the news
of another disaster before Port Arthur to reach
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the public in Japan, for feeling there already ran

very high over the repeated failures of the army

to make any marked impression upon the enemy's

position. News of a victory must be sent out

with the story of the disaster, and that .ictory

would have to br of sufficient importance to deprive

the present catastrophe of its great significance.

This was the spirit in which the fourth act in the

tragedy,- was entered upon by the Army Staff.

The scene of strife was changed in a few hours,

for the same evening the first assault was made
upon the enemy's position upon 203 Metre Hill.

Along the eastern fiont not a shot was fired, and

only the stretcher-bearers were busy collecting

the wounded.

'
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CHAPTER XXII

!^srf?' -'-- '-------
battenes of field guns, ana the work they did in the finS «,a«h

iTo^nfofrh^ea^^?^ ''^ ^^^ "' -^'^^"^ ^^^ <^^ 'n

The spirit in which the army approached the task
of capturing 203 Metre Hill and its supplementary
position upon a low knoll to the north-east, called
Akasakayama, was one closely akin to desperation
Another failure would mean censure in Japan'and all the consequences incident to failure The
lact that a serious c.isis in the progress of th.
siege had been reached was indicated bv th.
arrival at Army Headquarters of Major-General

Ov^!!,' r'
^^''^. "^ ^'^^ *° ^^'^^^^^ Marquis

Oyama, Commander -m - Chief of the JapaneseArmies in Northern Manchuria, and Major-General
Baron Kodama, the assistant to the Chief of Staff
It was evident that they came in an advisory
capacity to General Nogi, from the fact that they
both proceeded immediately to the heaaquarters
ot the first division in front of 203 Metre Hill and
remained there personally directing the asiults
until the end.

The 203 Metre Hill position was one of the
strongest m the enemy's line of defence west of
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the city, and took its name from its height in

metres. Its natural strength lay largely in the

conformation of the immcdiat< 1 , adjacent ground.

Though surrounded on three sides by hills, it was

in a large measure isolated. Extending £ ound

the north and west fronts there wi«; a deep narrow

valley which had to be gained by an advance

down the gentle slopes of surrounding hills. Upon

the east front, until the time it was captured by

the Japanese in September, Namaokyama ndge

constituted a strong supporting position. After-

wards the defensive strength of the hill was very

little impaired, for the Russians fortified a small

low hill upon i\e north-east front called Akasaka-

yama. ."rom this knoll the approaches to the

encire north front of 203 Metre Hill, as well as its

slopes, could be literally swept with rifle and

machine-gun fire. Any attempt on the part of

the troops of the besieging army to approach the

south front left them open to a direct artillery

fire over comparatively low level ground from the

Itzeshan and Taiyangkow forts, and to a rifle fire

at close Quarters from trenches upon a low ridge

of hills \vhich extended in a south-westerly

direction from 203 Metre Hill to the shores of

Pigeon Bay. The enemy s defensive works were

cleverly devised, and made the position practic-

ally impregnable against infantry assaults. It is

certain the Japanese would not have been able

to capture the hills without enormously greater

losses than they did sustain, had it not been for

the exceedingly good work done by a battery of

II -inch howitzers well placed about a mile to

the north. It was only when the fire froi.. these

guns smashed the Russian defensive works and
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rendered them untenable that any substantial
progress towards capture was made by the as-
saulting infantry. The h.ll was crou.ied with
double peaks, between which there was a low
depression or neck. From east to west at the
base the north slopes presented a front of about
fiv'e hundred yards. The climb to the crests was
a hard one, and there was v.^rv little cover at any
pomt. Ihe west front was narrow and con-
siderab y steeper than the north. Upon the north-
east a low neck connected the hill with Akasaka-
yama. which stood well out in front, so that from
It an enhladmg fire could be directed against any
advance of infantry up the north slopes of the
larger hill. Two lines of deep, well-made trenches,
protected by sand-bags and with head -cover at
intervals, belted 203 Metre eminence, the lower
about one-third and the upper about two-thirds
of the way up the slopes. Both these trench-
lines terminated upon the rear face of the hillwhich had been converted into a most ingenious
series of splendidly-built bomb-proofs capable of
giving shelter to about fifteen hundred troops.
Ihe hill-slope between the two ends of the trench-mes had been terraced, and upon the terraces
the bomb-proof shelters for the reserves of the
garrison had been erected, so that they presented
a mmirnum of surface to the etfects of shell fireFrom these shelters the two lines of defence upon
the north and west fronts could be reinforced at

vL Tk '"^i*^ uf ^^^ '^'^'''^^ ^°"^'"g under fire.Upon the double peaks were strong permanent
fied works, bunt of heavy timbers, strengthened

covered
"^'^"'

''f^ '" ^*^ ''''^ P^^^e^' ^"dcovered over upon the outside with sand-bags and
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earth, eightifor ten feet. in thickness. From the

upper tier offshelters upon the rear slopes of the

hill a tunnel had been pierced under the neck

between the two peaks, so that troops could go

from rear to front without climbing over the neck

or working around through the belting trench-

lines. Through this tunnel the centre of the

second Une of defence upon the north slopes could

be reinforced quickly, without the troops commg

under fire at all. Running at right angles to this

traverse tunnel from its centre under the neck,

there were other longitudinal tunnels to the per-

manent works upon the two peaks, which mounted

only automatic quick-firing and machme guns.

At one time the Russians had a battery of heavy

artillery upon the reverse slopes just under the

neck but it had to be removed when the Japanese

shell' fire became heavy. The defences of the

Akasakayama knoll, though not so elaborate,

were arranged in practically the same manner.

A line of trenches circled the knoll a short distance

from its base, while upon its crest there was a

permanent field work similar to those upon the

peaks of the larger hill. In all cases there were

double rows of wire entanglements in front of the

trench-lines upon both sections of the position.

When the Namaokyama ridge was captured m
September the Japanese tried for two or three

days to gain possession of 203 Metre Hill by attack-

ing up the west slopes. They succeeded in piercing

both lines of defence, and a small party entered

the permanent work upon the west peak but

they were overpowered and practically annihilated.

At the cost of some two or three thousand casual-

ties the Army Staff then discovered something
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about the position, tliough its real strength wasonly developed in the final series of assaults
Independent authorities upon mihtary matters"who examined the defences after the place had
fallen, expressed the opinion freely, that but for
the very heavy artillery used-guns much heavier
than had ever been used in siege operations before-
the position was practically impregnable against
infantry assaults.

'^g'tmbi

For over two months the troops of the besieg-
ing army had worked day and night constructing
three lines of sapping trenches up to the base of
203 Metre Hill from the north-east, the north-
west and the centre. A line was also run up closeto the base of the Akasakayama knoll. The diffi-
culties encountered had been enormous, for every
trench-hne was open to a concentrated and con-verging fire from both 203 Metre Hill and Akasaka-yama as well as to a furious bombardment from
the fortress artillery upon the Itzeshan andTaiyangkow forts, and smaller guns mounted upon
positions directly in rear of 203 Metre Hill The
fact that the trenches had to be run down the
slopes to the deep valley at the bases of both hills
greatly increased the amount of labour, as the sapshad to be much deeper than would otherwise have

and"J'r''"'^ '? "f'^ protection from riiie

Nor An T^""""
^''' ^'°"^ '^' ^°3 Metre heights.^or did the enemy tamely submit to progressbeing made with the work. Almost every night

there were sorties against the sap heads, and onmore than one occasion the work of weeks was
destroyed by these night attac^ks. When the lineso sapping trenches had reached a point about
fifty yards from the wiro entanglements in front
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of the first, or lower, line of the enemy's defence,

the sap heads were connected by a long parallel

trench, extending for fully three-quarters of the

length of the hill at its base. From this long

parallel two short lines of zig-zag saps, with short

attacking parallels at their heads, were run through

the first Une of entanglements, one at the east and

the other at the west extremity of the north slopes,

to a point not more than fifty yards from the firs^

Russian trench-lii , about one-third of the way

up the hill. In front of Akasakayama the attack-

ing p'^ lei was about one hundred and fifty yards

from cxie first trench-line of the enemy near the

foot of the knoll. These were the preparations

that had been made for the attack which com-

menced on the evening of the 27th of November,

just twelve hours after the utter failure of the

general assault upon the western half of the enemy's

line of defence east of the city.

The attack commenced about six o'clock m
the evening. Two columns, composed of two

battalions each, advanced from the attacking

parallels upon the north-east and upon the north-

west slopes of 203 Metre Hill, under cover of a

heavy bombardment from the divisional artillery

and a battery of ii-inch howitzers. The lower

line of Russian trenches which belted the hill was

carriec' at both points with a rush, and strongly

held. During the night the columns had worked

up the slopes towards the upper Une of trenches.

In the morning they had not only established

themselves in shelter trenches, but had also suc-

ceeded in making breaches in the wire entangle-

ments in front of the enemy's line. The losses of

the assaulting parties up to this time h.^d been
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compact bodies, pursued by Russian shrapnel

They ralUed, however, in front of the trenches

where the reserves were, and returned to their

former position above the enemy s upper hne.

All this time a furious attack was bemg made

upon the Akasakayama knoll. The assaulters twice

attempted to rush the position, but were repulsed

each time with heavy losses. They succeeded

however, in constructing a semi-circular sand-bag

wall or enclosure within fifty yards or so of the

Russian trench-line. The enemy upon 203 Metre

HUl we strongly reinforced about seven o clock

S the evening, and poured through the tunnel

from the rear of the hill into the upper trench-line.

A vigorous counter-attack immediately followed,

and the Japanese were driven off the slopes of the

m entirely, and compelled to seek the shelter

of their sapping trenches in the valley below. This

was the first occasion when dynamite grenades

were extensively used during the series of attacks

For close-range work in the trenches, and against

the troops retiring down the steep slopes, they

were murderously effective. From this time on,

lynamite was used far more largely at close

quarters than either rifles or bayonets.
^

Up to this time the attacks had been earned

on by the troops of the first division and its brigade

of second reserves, but early upon the mormng

of the 29th the whole of the seventh division

of infantry, some thirty-five thousand men, was

brought up and a number of regiments at once

paced in ihe advanced trenches. T.us division

had only arrived from Japan about ten days before.

i^hty hid marched fr. ^^^J^J^^^Z
of Swang-tai-kow, ai ^re encam .u, lu y
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miles in rear of the lines, to wait until their services
were required. The men of this division were
conscripted principally from the Hokkaido districtm Japan. They were stout, sturdy soldiers, but
absolutely new at the game of war. Never before
had any of them been under fire, for their division
had not previously been mobilized for active
service. During the same night and the early
morning of the 30th the Japanese again occupied
small sections of the upper trench-line upon 203
Metre Hill and also those upon Akasakayama.
but they were unable to hold them. All night
long the fighting lasted, most of it at close quarters
principally with dynamite grenades. The losses
upon botn sides were exceedingly heavy, though
the assaulters, of . paid much the heaviest
price A httle before n .on on the 30th a party
of about fifty of the enemy advanced with great
courage from the trenches upon Akasakayama
and endeavoured to evict a small body of Japanese
who were holding the sand-bag enclosure in front
of the knoll. By a splendid rush they managed
to gain the inside of the work, where a hand-to-
hand conflict took place with bayonets. The
Kussian force was practically annihilated, only
some half-dozen making good their escape. After
this experience the enclosure was more strongly
held. During the morning the troops of the
seventh division had been pouring into the front
ines. Shortly after two o'clock in the afternoon
three battalions had massed in the long parallelm the valley at the foot of the hill under the west
peak.

^

The attack was commenced at half-past
two o clock by two battaUons-the third remain-mg in reserve—advancing towards the evacuated
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lower Russian trench-line. There was considerable

delay at the first Une of wire entanglements, which

had not been cut, probably owing to the fact

that all previous attacks had been made f.om

the shorter parallels, which were well above this

line of wire. Eventually the column formed up

under cover at the foot of the hih in four lines

of half battalions, the distance between the lines

being about seven yards. It seemed impossible

that it could be the intention to advance up the

hill in this close formation, but the black mass

of men almost immediately moved on towards

the upper line of trenches. They had not gone

far before they were smitten with a murderous rifle

fire from the upper Une of the enemy's trenches

aT.d Akasakayama. It was a ghastly sight, for

men went down in dozens. With their naked

swords flashing in the sunlight, the officers gave

the words of command and the column halted,

faced half left, and, still keeping ranks, poured

volley after volley into the hillside. They could

not have hit anything even if they had tried, for

the enemy was above them at an almost impossible

angle for men firing standing from ranks. After

a few minutes the adva'^'^e was continued in the

same formation under a terribly effective rifle

fire, until the column reached a dead angle just

under the enemy's upper trench-line, where there

was partial cover. Here a battalion and a half

remained, while the leading half battahon pushed

on up the slopes through the trench-hne towards

the defensive work upon the crest of the west

peak, still in the same formation. The Russians

in the work allowed this black mass of men to

approach well within the distance from which
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they could be reached by dynamite hand-grenades
in a moment more the grenades were landingamong the assaulters and exploding with terrible
resuhs. It only lasted about ten minutes, but
the Russians worked hard, and scores were thrown
In their close formation half a dozen men were
killed by the explosion of a single grenade. Still
the officers urged the men forward, and it looked
as If It was bound to be a case of total annihila-
tion. Finally the men broke and went down the
hill in a mad headlong flight, carrying with themm a panic practically the whole cc'umn The
flight lasted until tne men reached ' - trenches
in the valley, in which the reserves were formed up
with fixed bayonets waiting for orders to advance.
1 hen the downward rush stopped, except for some
half-dozen whom nothing short of a bullet could
have stopped. What followed during the next
few minutes was pathetic. The sight of their
own reserves calmly waiting for an opportunity
to go up the hill they had just so ignominiously
descended seemed to awaken the soldiers to a
sense of their own unworthy conduct. Many
turned m their tracks and started back up the
slopes, others walked aimlessly around as if dazed
while the great majority stood like sheep waiting
to be told what to do, all the time under a heavy
rifle fire. There was no doubt about the sound-
ness of the material, even if the training and know-
ledge of the officers was bad. None of these
men had ever encountered dynamite in this form
before. They had taken more punishment from
nfle and shell fire than any troops should ever
have been called upon to take without wavering •

but when it came to dynamite, which blotted out
j59
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half-dozens at an explosion, their courage failed

them. Once the men were stopped in their flight,

it only took a few minutes for the officers to rally

them, and again they went up the hill in the same

stupid formation, though there were not nearly

so many of them as had started the first time.

With heavy losses the column made its way to

the same cover under the upper trench-line, which

had evidently been at least partially evacuated

by the enemy. Here they remained, while a

feeble demonstration was made against the east

peak from the advance parallel, which accom-

pUshed nothing. This was the situation at night-

fall. During the afternoon General Nogi's second

son, who had been a Ueutenant doing staff duty

with the headquarters of the first division, was

killed while carrying a message to the front Unes.

His eldest son had been killed at the battle of

Nanshan, and the death of his second son left

him childless, and without an heir to his title

and estates.

During the night of November 30th the

Japanese again occupied the enemy's trench-hnes

upon Akasakayama, after a desperate assault in

which hand-grenades were very largely used at

close quarters. The knoll was a hard position

to hold, however, for the captors were driven out

just before dawn after an hour's fighting. Early

upon the following morning the sappers had com-

pleted a trench-line up the north-west slopes of 203

Metre Hill, from the parallels at the foot to witliin

a short distance of the crest of the west peak.

By this time the big howitzer shells had pounded

the enemy's defensive works upon both peaks

completely to pieces, so that their ruins could
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only be permanently occupied by the enemy at
enormous cost in life. The upper trench-line" had
also been so badly smashed that it could only be
occupied temporarily during attacks, and then at
a great cost in life. The entrance to the tunnel
connectmg the front with the reverse slopes had
been filled up to such an extent, as a result of the
explosion of heavy shells, that it could not be
used at all. Instead, the Russians had excavated
a short trench-line over the neck which gave
them access to the centre section of the upper
trench-hne at times when an attack was imminent.
At other times the trench-line was not occupied
except by a few scouts. The longitudinal tunnels
connecting the crests of the two peaks with the
traverse tunnel under the neck were still intact
but the exit to the one leading to the west peak
was blocked up, and commanded by the Japanese
from the trench-line which had been run up to
the crest of that peak. Though the whole crest
of the hill was now practically neutral ground the
Russians could still gain the east peak through the
system of underground passages, and the centre
section of the upper trench-hne through the trench
they had built, from the system of bomb-proofs
upon the reverse slopes over the neck between the
two peaks. The garrison for the most part how-
ever, kept under cover of their bomb-proofs, except
when a Japanese attack was imminent, and then
small firing parties were sent to occupy the -

-^si-
tions upon the crest of the east peak and the no..

a

front of the hill. The trench-line up the nort^^-
west slopes had been subjected to a very strong
opposition from the enemy in the earlier stages
ot its construction, but during the night of
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November 30th a heavy bombardment of the

reverse slopes of the hill kept the enemy so busy

that the sappers by an almost superhuman effort

succeeded in running their trench up close to the

ruins -f the Pussian work upon the crest, so that

rifle and machine-gun f^re from a strong breast-

work of sand-bags across the end of the trench

commanded the whole of the crest of the west peak.

This trench-line was manned by a force^ of some

four or five hundred soldiers along its whole length,

to prevent successful attempts at capture being

made by sortie parties. There was very little

movement of infantry upon the ist of December,

but the howitzer batteries kept up a continuous

plunging fire against the Russian bomb-proofs upon

the reverse slopes of the hill. Early on the morning

of the 2nd the enemy massed in the neck between

the two peaks, for an assault against the new head

of tne trench-line up the north-v.est slopes. The

artillery was at once signalled to, and opened a

bombardment which was tremendously effective.

About eight o'clock the attack was made, but

was repulsed with heavy slaughter. Two hours

later the Russians retired from the neck, and it

looked as if they intended to retire from the hill

altogether. From the heights about Shuishi vil-

lage they could be seen lowering their wounded

down the reverse slopes by means of ropes All

the following day the fighting was continuous, but

no assaulting parties were sent up either hill. The

sappers were busily engaged constructing a new

system of saps and attacking parallels to accom-

modate more troops for an assault upon the east

peak of the hill. The Japanese succeeded in

establishirg an obsePv-atinn post upon the crest

«l|i s'ii
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of the west peak, from which tliey were able to
observe what was going on upon tlie reverse slopes
and direct the artillery fire by telephone. All
day the big howit/ers pounded the south slopes
with their live -hundred -pound shells, smashing
the enemy's bomb-proofs at almost every shot-
while the smaller howitzer batteries also kept up
a continuous bombaidment. With their usual
determination rhe Russian garrison still held on,
tliough their case was now well-nigh hopeless!
During the afternoon it was announced at Army
Headquartei:, that the two hills would be taken
the following day, no matter what the cost in life
might be. No pains were spared in making every
possible arrangement that would be likely to con-
tribute to the success of this final assault. During
the night the new attacking parallel upon the
north-east slopes was finished. In order to make
It impossible for the enemy to send reinforcements
to the garrison after the assault commenced upon
the morrow, the independent artillery brigade
comprising six Interies of six guns each, was
placed upon a Ic ridge to the west and a little
to the south of .he hill, so that an indirect fire
could be brought to bear upon troops advancing
towards the reverse slopes from the south. Ranges
had been carefully ascertained, and telephonic
communication established with the observation
post upon the crest of the west peak, so that in-
lormation as to the exact location of reinforce-
ments could be had without delay. The situation
at eleven o'clock on the morning of the 5th was
that the Japanese were in possession of the west
peak

;
the enemy had a small force in the centre

section of the upper trench-line, and another in
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the rums ot the dctensivc work upon the crest

of the east peak. The Japanese batteries were

l)laying upon the crest of the erst peak and the

neck between the two, while the big howitzers

were dropping shells upon the reverse slopes

of the hill. At Akasakayama the Russians still

held the trench -line and the works upon the

crest of the knoll, and the Japanese attacking

parallel was about fifty yards distant from the

trench-line.

The api • xhes to the new attacking parallel

upon the north-east slopes of the hill began to

fill with troops a little after noon. It was notice-

able that the men fixed bayonets in the approach-

ing trenches. About half-past one a company

trickled out of the attacking parallel in twos and

threes and re-formed under cover close to the

upper trench-line. In a few minutes this company

advanced in extender order, and worked its way

towards the east peak apparently with little

or no loss. The small force of the enemy which

had occupied the centre section of the upper trench-

line seemed to have retired in consequence of

the awful shell fire which was poured into it from

the J apanese artillery. Supports were then trickled

up in companies and re-formed as the first had

done, in the same place. Then an advance was

made to the summit of the peak under a fairly

heavy fire. The whole crest-line of the hill, in-

cluding the two peaks, was occupied by a battalion

about half-past two o'clock, and the successful

assaulters could be seen throwing grenades at the

enemy upon the reverse slopes. During the attack

the Russians three times endeavoured to bring

reinforcements up to the south slopes of the hili,
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but the wisdom of Major-General Negata's placing
of his brigade of field guns upon the ridge to the
south-west then became evident. All the time the
attack was on, the approaches to and the reverse
slopes of the hill were sw^pt by the fire of these
thirty-six guns, eighteen of which were using
shrapnel and the remainder common shell. After
the position had been taken, the long lines of
Lodies which littered the approaches, and the
number of dead upon the reverse slopes, showed
the enormously important part the artillery brigade
had played in the capture of the position. The
practice of the batteries was marvellous, con-
sidering the fact that one-half the total number
of guns were using indirect fire against the ap-
proaches, under directions by telephone from
the observation post as to the exact location of the
bodies of reinforcements. Meantime the struggle
for possession of Akasakayama knoll was not
nearly so easy. Twice the assaulters were driven
back with considerable loss ; but the third attempt
was successful, owing principally to the enormous
number of grenades used, after the capture of
the trench-Hne, in the attack upon the crest. The
garrison fought with splendid courage and the
top of the position was covered with the slain.

The firing had practically ceased by half-past
four o'clock in the afternoon, and the ontire position
was in possession of the besieging army after a

•" desperate and continuous series of assaults
las. ^ eight days. The Japanese losses were be-
tween ten and twelve thousand killed and wounded,
while the enemy lost seme four or five thousand
killed and wounded. The casualties in the last

successful assault wer.' approximatelv seven hundred
Jt>5
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Japanese and from eleven to tv
,
Ive hundred

Russian, principally from the ;ltecLs of shell

fire.

While this struggle was gomt on at 203 Metre

Hill, the Hospital Corps were busily engaged gather-

ing the dead and wounded upon the western half of

the eastern ridge. During the progress of this

work the first armistice during the siege was agreed

upon, in order that the bodies of the dead m'ght

be collected. It was a partial armistice, and

applied only to one particular restricted zone.

The manner in which the request was made and

granted is interesting, because of developments

later. A Japanese medical officer with a few

stretcher-bearers carrying a Red Cross flag ap-

proached the Russian trench-line upon the slopes

of the East Keekwan Hill. The Russian officer

in command at once clambered over his trench-

wall, and the two officers met. Speaking in Japanese,

the Russian said he supposed the object of the

visit was to make a request to collect the dead.

The Japanese at once replied that such was his

desire. The enemy's Chief of Staff was telephoned

to, and in a few minutes the request was granted.

About the same time another medical officer

with a party of stretcher-bearers approached the

North Keekwan fort in the open, and was stopped

in the same manner, and a similar request made

and granted. The zone between the two points

was marked with white flags, and hostihties sus-

pended for six hours in order to collect the dead

upon the slopes of the East Keekwan Hill, the

slopes of the gorge and the Kobu position,

as well as the North Keekwan fort. The

official figures given out by the medical officers
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the following day ^ere to the effect that from
the 26th of November until the 2nd of De-
cember nine thousand men and two hundred
and six officers had been passed through the
hospitals.
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CHAPTER XXIIl

The beginning of the end of the siege—What the capture of

203 Metre Hill meant—The abandonment by the Russians of the
strong line of protected trenches between the Chair Hills and the
captured hill—The Russian request for an armistice in order to

gather their killed and wounded—What was to be seen upon the

shell-torn slopes and battered crests of the hill—The fearful effect

of dynamite grenades and high-explosive shells—The escajie of the

torpedo destroyer Rotstoropny—The destruction of the warships

in the harbour—The sinking of the Saiyen.

The capture of the 203 Metre Hill position marked
the beginning of the end of the siege. The first

result which followed was f*^" utter annihilation

of the remnants of the Russi. 'y in the harbour.

From the observation post i its crest the fire

of the ii-inch howitzers and heavy naval guns
was directed to any and every part of the city

and the harbour. But other and equally import-

ant results followed the capture of the position.

Though it was nothing more than a strong field

work, 203 Metre Hill was in reality the key to

the enemy's position west of the city. Before

it fell into the hands of the besieging army no

attempt was made, or could have been success-

fully made, against the hne of defences upon the

west flank. After, the enemy without a struggle

abandoned the northern enceinte to the western

position, a long hne of protected trenches which

extended from the northern extremity of the

Chair Hill heights in a westerly direction to the

captured hill. The Japanese had early in August
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
outflanl.ed the 203 Metre Hill position by pushing
a force as far south as the northern shores of
Pigeon Bay, but in so doing they had gained no
particular advantage, for two reasons. In the
fiist place, the enemy had a strong line of defence
extending from the shores of Pigeon Bay in a
north-easterly direction to the captured hill. It
.vas only a line of infantry trenches which ran
along the crests of a low ridge, •. id could have
been broken by the troops of the besieging army

;

but it would have served no good purpose to have
moved in that way, for between this line and the
western forts the country was more or less an
open plain which could be hterally swept with
artillery fire from three sides against any advance.
With 203 Metre Hill in the possession of the be-
sieging army the entire situation was changed.
The hne of defence from the shores of Pigeon Bay
to the captured hill was no longer tenable, because
it was commanded by artillery fire directed from
those heights. It was, after the capture, also
possible to advance over the plain beyond, for
the same reason. The western forts no longer
absolutely commanded the approaches to the inner
line of defence about the city upon the west. The
essential sections of the enemy's lines of defence
about Port Arthur, for a besieging army to have
assailed, were ' 'viously the weaker sections, which
would enable the besiegers by capturing and
holding them to command the centre, which of
course was the city, and segregate the uncaptured
forts into isolated groups, so that if necessary
they could be dealt with in detail. This is exactly
what the Japanese plan contemplated. By the
capture of the comparatively weak western section
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of the eastern line of defence, from the East Keek-

wan Hill to the West Urhlung fort, the centre was

commanded, and the powerful group of forts upon

the eastern section of the ^:ne of defence east of

the city completely segregated. By the capture of

20^ Metre Hill the way was opened to an advance

against the city from the west. That advance

could be made to involve the cutting of aU com-

munication between the Tiger's Tail and Lao-

tieh-shan groups of forts and the Chair Hill group,

and between both and the city. Though their

task was made an easy one by the feebleness of

the defence later on, that was precisely what the

Tapanese did after the capture of 203 Metre Hill.

The effect of the plan was never tested because

the position surrendered, but it would have been

very interesting to have seen the capabilities

these powerful and untouched groups of forts

possessed for defence in a fight to the finish

It was because the possession of 203 Metre Hill

meant all this to the resisting strength of the

entire fortress position that so much care and

labour was expended by the enemy upon its

defences, and such tremendous and well-sustained

efforts made to prevent its capture by the troops ot

the besieging army. It is possible that the 203

Metre Hill position might have been bought at a

cheaper price in Ufe had more time been spent la

making better and mor^ extensive approaches;

but in addition to the very strong reasons the

army had for striking at once after the failure ot

the general assault of the 26th of November, the

nearer approach of the Russian Baltic fleet made

the Navv extremely anxious to finally dispose 01

the moribund remainder of the fleet in the haiDour
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Ti! ^n ^'*u;''^ '° *^^* '^ "^'^^^ be relieved of
the task of blockading the harbour, in good time
to have the warships overhauled and repaired
belore it became necessary to take on further
ottensive operations against the Baltic fleet Thiswas a very sound reason, for the warships of the
Japanese Navy had been almost a year in Port
Arthur waters at that time, and there were very
few of them that did not require a thorough and
complete overhauhng. It was well known of
course that with an observation post upon' the
crest of 203 Metre Hill, the fire of the big howitzers
and the heavy naval guns could be made to search
every section of the harbour and utterly demolish
the enemy s warships, unless they attempted to

Z'7'; '".u'^^j"^
'^'" *^" ^^^* ^^^ in readiness

to deal with them outside the harbour
Immediately after the capture of 203 MetreHi he enemy evacuated a long line of well-con-

structed trenches, extending from the Chair Hill

servpd%H°
'^" '^^'""''^ ^"^^ ^^^^ trench-line

h.irnf h' '^""f-
P"'P°'' ^" ^'^"^ °^ the western

half of the position as the old Chinese Wall did in
front of the eastern half, it was the outer line oJ
defence. The remainder of this outer line from
203 Metre Hill to the shores of Pigeon Ba; wa

I'LTr^'^'u'"'
'"''""*^^' ^"* '' -^^ 4'tured

Sowed."'''
opposition during the weeks that

The day after the final attack upon 203 Metre
Hill, Russian messengers approached the Japanese
hnes, and submitted a written request from Gener^
Stoessel askmg for an armistice in order that thedead and wounded might be collected The request was written in French, and its diction" waJ
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not absolutely correct. ^^ ^^"^P/y^.^^^l
^°' ^"

armistice for the purpose of fo^f^"f *^^^^f^^j,
The messenger was informed that the request

would be submitted to General N(.gi, and an answer

returned the following day. The messengers met

as arranged, and a favourable answer in wrrtmg

was handed to the Russian, addressed to General

Stoessel. After showing his authori^ty for so doing

the Russian messenger opened the letter and then

informed the Japanese officer who had brought

it that he had been instructed by General Stoessel

to withdraw the request, owing to the delay which

had taken place. The wounded would either

have died from exposure, or have been taken care

of by the Japanese authorities. It was pomted

out 'that the request made by General Stoesse^

applied only to the collection of the dead. Had

?t been known that it was intended to apply to

wounded as well, the delay would not have taken

place. There had been a mistake, of course, but

this little incident caused son resentment on the

part of the enemy, who expressed surprise tha

a similar request made by the Japanese only a

few days before, having been granted on the

spot, there should have been a delay of twenty-

four hours before a definite answer could be had

to their request. Possibly the real reason fo^^^^^^^^^

delay was that the Japanese were not Particularly

anxious that the enemy should get to know any-

Sg about the disposition of their troops and

guns in rear of the captured hill.

It was a couple of days after the position had

been captured that we secured permission to visit

the slopes and crests of 203 Metre Hill and Akasaka-

vama The wounded had all been moved to

^
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the hospitals, and the sanitary corps was busily
engaged removing the ghastly evidences of the
struggle. This work was a long way from comple-
tion, however, and what still remained to be seen
was horrible beyond description. From the crests
of the slope, leading down into the narrow valley
at the foot of the hill from which the assaults had
usually been made, we were compelled to follow
the trench-hnes, because of the Russian shells that
came over the hill at intervals. These trenches
were torn, and in places partly filled in with earth
from the bursting of *b- enemy's shells, and the
ground round about was strewn thickly with empty
cases and fragments. When we reached the
bottom of the valley where the long parallel trenchm which the assaulcing troops had massed for
attack, was, we saw the first evidence of the great
mortality during the long and continued fighting
The sanitary corps had gathered most of the dead
about the parallel trench-line and the foot of the
hill. In piles they were stacked up, hundreds of
them. These were men who, for the most part
had been shot either in the parallels or about the
foot of the hill, and at least they had been decently
killed. Still, the valley was not a pleasant sight
It was littered for its whole length in front of the
hill with broken rifles, soldiers' kits, articles of
clothing, and all the other paraphernalia usually
seen upon a battlefield. Up the slopes we made
our ways, not through the trenches, for they had
been completely torn to pieces Y.y the effect of
shell fire. The first Russian trench-hne near the
base had been splendidly built, but it had been
converted into a total wreck by shell fire and
dynamite grenades. The sand-bags with which
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the defence wall was crested were torn to shreds

and Uttered the bottom of the trench, while all

along the whole line there were scores of dead,

Russian and Japanese, in all conceivable positions

just as they had fallen. Some lay in the trench

under the broken sand-bags, more were stretched

across the wall, evidently hit the moment they

emerged from cover. Here and there one came

across others which were scarcely recognizable as

human bodies because of the awful manner in

which they had been mutilated by dynamite.

This, however, was only the beginning of what

was to be seen upon that hill of horrors. We came

to the dead angle below the upper Russian trench-

line where the attacking troops had usually re-

formed for assault. There were dead men in

scores, nearly all Japanese, but most of them had

been killed by rifle fire, principally from Akasaka-

yama, for the dead angle did not afford cover from

that enfila. fire. Only occasionally was there

to be seen the'effects of high-explosive shells which

had landed in the midst of re-forming lines of

infantry, when half a dozen men had been shattered

out of all recognition. What we had already seen

in the climb up the slopes had in a measure pre-

pared us for worse nearer the crest, but not for

the unspeakable horror of the sight which we came

upon as we reached the upper Russian trench-line.

Even if he could find language strong enough, no

sane man would dare even attempt to paint the

picture in all its sickening details. It was no

ordinary shambles, where one found soldiers de-

cently killed either by rifle fire or the bayonet,

though that is hard enough to look upon. This

had %een a zone of fire in which hundreds ol
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soldiers had been simply blotted out of existence
by dynamite and high-explosive shells. The ground
was literally strewn with odds and ends of humanity,
although the deep, wide trench-line was filled to
overflowing with what had once been human bodies.
No one could look upon the sight .vithout shudder-
ing with horror. A trench-line, fully five hundred
yards, extending along the entire face of the hill,
filled with a tangled mass of arms and legs, and
trunks that had no limbs at all, seared black with
the fire, and stripped naked by the force of the
explosion of dynamite grenades! Fragments of
men were being gathered from all parts of the hill
in bagging, and piled in huge pyres. Near the
crest of the east peak I came across a long row
of about a hundred Japanese dead. Most of the
bodies were naked and burned black, their limbs
rigid, an( -oon their faces a look of frozen terror,
the expreso.on caught just as they had met death
from that terribly revived missile of former warfare
the dynamite hand-grenade. And yet one hears
that this modern dynamite grenade, which was used
so largely at Port Arthur, is merely a reversal
to ancient custom. At no time in the history of
warfare, civilized or savage, has such a heUish
implement been used to slaughter men. The
effect of high-explosive shells upon troops in
attack is bad enough, but it is not for a second
to be compared with the diabolical results which
come from the extensive use of these dynamite
hand-grenades in the hands of opposing forces of
soldiers. Their use is utterly inhuman, and compels
the soldier to meet death in a manner no soldier
ought to be compelled to meet his end. But worse
still, ten thousand times worse, are those who do not
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wholly die, but are taken to the hospitals torn limb

from limb, to reach the end finally in unspeakable

agony, or perchance to live, a travesty upon the

human form, disfigured for life. On the way up

the slopes, upon the crests, and all about the apper

part of the hill this frightful unnatural shambles

extended. There was scarcely a foot of the surface

of the slopes at this point which was not torn

with shell fire. Dozen'", of big howitzer shells

had exploded in the mouth of the traverse tunnel

under the neck of the hill where it gave access to

the upper line of trenches, and the force of the

explosions had completely obliterated and filled

up the entrance. It had been wonderful practice

that had pounded this tunnel entrance into a mass

of disintegrated earth and broken timbers, but

no less marvellous was the effect of shell fire upon

the trench-lines and the defensive works upon

either peak. There was not a particle of head-

cover left anywhere upon the hill. Steel plates

had been torn into shapeless twisted remnants.

Heavy timbers had been smashed into thousands

of splinters. Every yard of defensive work was

open to the heavens, and the trench-lines were so

filled with earth that a soldier could scarcely

find cover in any part crawling upon his stomach.

The peaks of the hill had been pounded out of their

original shape, and tons of earth thus displaced

had been debouched down the steep hill -slopes.

Small wonder the position had been captured,

now that the reason w?s made plain. The marvel

was that any troops m the world would have

defended it as long as this Russian garrison did,

fighting from open trenches and wrecked d-fences

under the same awful shell fire which had created
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the destruction visible all about. And yet the
commander of the garriso.i had been taken prisoner
after r aerce hand-to-hand fight, m the ruins of the
defensive work upon the east peak, in the last
successful assault. Charges have been made and
many of them are true, that there were many
incompetents and more malingerers among the
officers of the Port Arthur garrison; but there
were splendid soldiers among them as well for
whom the Russian rank and file fought as they
certainly did fight for this commander.' And in
this connection it is only fair to state that never
was prisoner of war better treated than this Russian
captain, taken sword in hand fighting his last fight
with successful assaulters. The Japanese soldier
has all the venrration and respect for personal
courage that any Western troops could possibly
have. The commander of 203 Metre Hill garrison
and a naval officer who was with him, were enter-
tamed at Army Headquarters by General Nogi
and his staff, offered parole, which they refused
and finally went to Japan prisoners of war wearing
their swords. Upon my return from Port Arthur
I had the good fortune to meet this commander
on the train between Hiroshima and Nagoya
He was a quiet, thoughtful-looking man, who was
very interested when he found that I had iust
returned from Port Arthur. During the conver-
sation I accidentally discovered his identity and
mvoluntanly expressed admiration strongly to his
very evident discomfort. He had only done his
duty, and he was afraid he had succeeded in doing
that very badly, but it was hard defending the hill
towards the end, for there was no cover left and
it was only useless slaughter to keep soldiers in the
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defending trenches upon the crest because of the

exceedingly heavy shell fire. The Japanese were

wonderful 'soldiers, he had to admit, but his own

were every bit as good. The end of the defence

had come when efforts to bring up reinforcements

to assist the garrison to repel the last assault had

been defeated by an awful shell fire from some

unknown quarter to the westward. The placing

of the brigade of artillery I explained to him, and

he was frank in his amazement and admiration.

The fire of these guns against the rear of the hill

had been very destructive, he admitted, and had

brought the end much quicker than it would

otherwise have come . He marvelled at the accuracy

of the fire, especially that against the reinforce-

ments, for they were supposed to have been under

cover when the enemy's batteries opened upon

them with indirect fire. The Japanese had been

clever, he said, in choosing the exact psychological

moment in which to open with these guns, at the

time they could do most damage, and ensure the

success of their assault. It had been a pleasure

to talk with the man, he was such a keen soldier,

and so plainly heartbroken over the none too

creditable end of the siege and the disasters to the

Russian cause in the North. The trouble with the

Port Arthur garrison I gathered, though he did

not tell me, was that men of this man's stamp

and the stamp of General Kondrachenko were

killed too early in the game, and left others to take

their places who ran too Uttle danger of being

killed.

The scene upon the Akasakayama knoll was

practically a repetition of what had been seen upon

the larger hill. There were the same terrible
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shambles, and the same broken trenches and
defensive works. Upon both hills the assaulting
mfantry had paid very heavily in life for a victory
which had only been attained in the end throu-h
the most amazing artillery support it is possible
to imagine. The work done by the ii-inch
hovvitzers was, of course, the great feature, for
their heavy shells always wrought great destruction.
All the time the series of attacks were going on
and afterwards when the ships of the Russian
Navy were being destroyed, the enemy's fortress
artillery tried to locate these guns and put them
out of action, but they did not even succeed in
damaging one of them. This was entirely due
to the remarkably clever manner in which thev
had been placed. The one direction from which
the enemy could not send shells at the battery
was the west, because they liad no guns of suffi-
cient range upon the western coast-line, and could
only place them there vWth enormous difficulty
and much delay. A position was therefore selected
a short distance east, and about a mile and a half
to the north of 203 Metre Hill, which it was the
purpose to bombard. A low ridge was chosen
which, from the enemy's position, was backed
by a much higher one. At the base of the lower
ridge upon its west side the escarpment of the hill
was cut away, so that the four big guns could be
mounted one behind the other in emplacements
thus made for them. The slopes of the higher
ridge across a narow valley from the guns were
simply honeycombed with shell holes. The low
ridge, against the west slopes of which the emplace-
ments were, was also heavily marked, and the
small valley between was covered with great
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holes. Shells had been landed immediately west

of the emplacements, and exactly where the guns

would have been had the side of the hill not been

excavated to receive them. The Russian gunners

had tried hard and for a long time, but their efforts

had been entirely fruitless.

The destruction of the enemy's ships in the

harbour was commenced as soon as the last attack

upon 203 Metre Hill position was over. Though

the big howitzers were also used, the principal

work of sinking the enemy's warships was carried

out by the naval guns. Five of these 4.7-inch

guns were mounted upon the low neck between

203 Metre Hill and the Akasakayama knoll. From

the manner in which they were placed these guns

were able to use direct fire with armour-piercing

shells and heavy driving charges. Strange to

say, the Russians almost completely neglected

to fire at this battery, though day after day they

were used to sink ship after ship. Up to this time

such an opportunity would never have been

neglected by the garrison. It was one of the

signs which indicated that the defenders had been

rendered a little hopeless by the loss of the 203

Metre Hill position, and by the knowledge that

three of the guarding forts upon the foothills of

the western half of the eastern line of defence

were being mined and might at any moment be

destroyed. The battleship Poltava was the first

to be sunk upon the 6th, and the battleship Ret-

vezan was the second victim. Then the cruisers

Bayan and Pallada quietly settled down, and

could be seen resting upon the bottom. Upon

the 8th the battleship Peresviet was also sunk,

and during the same afternoon the gunboat Gilyak
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met a similar fate. Some time during the night
of the 9th the battleship Sevastopol succeededm makmg her way out of the harbour, and anchored
under the shelter of the Lao-tieh-shan land bat-
tenes. Her crew at once set to work to surround
her mth a heavy wooden boom equipped with
torp - nets, to protect the ship from attempts
by the torpedo craft of the Japanese Navy to
smk her. By the night of the 9th there was
nothing afloat in the harbour. The entire fleet
had been destroyed except the battleship Sevastopol
some eight or nine torpedo craft, and two or three
small transports, which being small and easily
handled sought the shelter of the harbour during
the night to escape torpedo attacks, and remained
outside all day to escape the fire from the land
uattenes. The warships having been all destroyed
a heavy fire was directed against the various
workshops and ammunition factories about the
docks in the east harbour, with the result that
most of them were completely destroyed.

During this period nothing of great moment
had happened so far as the Navy was concerned
in front of the harbour. The blockade was kept
up, but despite all vigilance the torpedo destroyer
Kotstoropny succeeded in escaping on the night
of the 15th of November during a severe snowstorm
made her way safely to Chefoo, where she was
blown up and sunk in the harbour by her crew
On the 30th of November the gunboat Saiyen
while doing blockade duties off the shores near
Pigeon Bay, struck one of the enemy's mines, and
sank immediately with her captain and thirtv-
eight of the crew.
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CHAPTER XXIV

The Japanese soldier and his individual entity as a unit of the great

fighting force—The manner in which he takes care of himself under

all sorts of circumstances—An idea of his camp life when on active

service—His implicit obedience to orders, and his remarkable paUence

—The effect of the reading of an Imperial message upon the soldier

—Some of his pecuUarities, and the worst of his few serious faults

as a soldier.

A CLOSE study of the Japanese soldier when on

active service is one full of the most absorbing

interest to the student of human nature. Though

he may be regarded as a fatalist, it would be a

serious mistake to consider him in the light of a

fanatic. He is wiUing to die for his Emperor,

but he does not want to die any more than the

soldiers of other countries want to die. Yet there

is a marked difference between the manner in

which he regards his duty as a soldier and the

manner in which the soldiers of Western countries

regard their duty. This difference begins with

the incentive. No other ruler in the civiUzed

world occupies the position of the Mikado of Japan.

He represents and stands for everything his nation

regards as sacred, and, because of all he stands

for, his soldiers are ready at all times to die for

him. Though the casual visitor to the country

would not suspect it, the women of Japan instil

the first lesson. The child is taught that he is

born to serve the Emperor, and that every boy

must become a soldier; therefore he must at all
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times be prepared to die. To properly insfl thisfundamental idea in the minds of^heir off pring

death bravely ,s the duty of the men of the coun" yThe mother who faUs in this duty is looked dow'^upon, because m so failing she brings disgraceupon the houses of both her husband and^e

fafraid"to" T" ? "'^ """'^^ <" ^ -" ""»s afraid to perform his iirst duty as a citizen

ent Tw*" ""' '°"" *" Japan with the influencesof Western civilization. It is as old as thecountry itself. And these mothers love the ,™sthey send to be killed for the sake of the EmperorNo one could doubt this fact who has stood'^ponhe iJatforms of the railway stations and witnessedhe departure of trainloads of soldiers for hefront. Times without number I have seen the

ouat™^*'^°"«'='' "'"' ''^y-y^d wonrand
iv a la« Tk'

''°''="' '='>"'"-™ "ho came tosay a last good-bye to their nearest and dearestwho were departing for the front. There was noa ling into one another's arms, no sheddTng oftear n demonstration of grief. There was onlythe usual respectful salutation, where the deoartin^

times, each time with a hissing indrawn breath
indicative of respect, while thosf who w^e teingm their opinion forever, their nearest and deleft'

£:«"• Tth '°''ry
*™"^'' "^'-mt^ ::

ormance. A thousand times I have watched thisast eave-taking ceremonial with the most nrofound interest and closest attention. O^y i^ce

unbidden tears as the train pulled out of the sta«onbearing away her only son in her opiniont cmLn
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death in the service of the Emperor. More often

have I seen the young sister, the small boy, brothe-

or son, or daughter of tender years, vainly struggle

to fight back rebellious tears with a determmation

most pathetic as their dear ones passed from them

As often as one saw this sight the great and cruel

unnaturalness of it appealed with a new force.

Too often one looked and easily found m the eyes

of those who were bound for the front, as well as

those who came to say farewell, plentiful evidence

of hearts torn with grief and souls oppressed with

all the hopelessness of despair. Despite all the

efforts made to cover up their fedings under the

cloak of a stoical resignation, the grim monster ot

despair always appeared in their usually unex-

pressive eyes, and absolute collapse followed in

many cases the strain demanded by convention

of covering up the natural feeUngs under a cloak

of stoicism until the hour of parting was over. The

conviction that death is the natural outcome o

service may make the man a better soldier,-it

probably does,-but it is cruel past telling to those

who are left behind. When the common school

system was universally established in Japan, the

development of the fundamental idea o.^ duty to

the Emperor, first instilled by the mothers, was

made one of the chief aims of the system of in-

struction. Children, both male and female, were

well grounded in all that this duty would requin

of them in after-Ufe. Boys were taught to develop

their physical strength so that they would be

better fit to serve as soldiers in the army late.

on and were always impressed with the idea thai

when they grew up the duty would devolve upor

them of fighting and dying for the Emperor. Oirl
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
were made to understand that a mother's firstduty was to train her male offspring so that thevwould prove always willing to give their lives whendemanded for the Mikado.

Trained by their mothers to meet death sento the front by their nearest relatives, who expecthem to give their hves for the Emperor convinced that the cause is worth dying fo^ theJapanese conscripts are prepared, when the'y ^oupon active service, to accept ani live up to thevery high standard expected of them in th^e army
It IS the same standard which has been required offighting men in Japan since the eariiest days °nthe nation's history, the creed of ^.he ancieitSamurai of feudal days, which demanded death
before defeat, and no surrender. The I.ct thatthe army has always been largely officered bySamurai, who through heredity were born with
this idea of military service, made it possible tosecure the observance of a standard so much hi^\ rthan could reasonably be expected from tb^ common
soldiers who in feudal days were not warriors Innearly every army it is well known that wherethe officers lead the men will follow. The Japanese
officers always lead their men. For a Japanese
soldier not to follow, no matter where he was Id^vould bring upon him a punishment worse thandeath Itself. He would be ostracized by his com"
rades-in-arms, he would be despised by his officersand worst of all, he would be disowned by histamily, denounced by his mother, and reviled byhis acquamtances. It is almost impossible forforeigners to realize fully all that this means. The
effect upon the soldier is so strong, that he has tobe courageous and face death wLher he washes
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

to or not, for the alternative is too terrible to even

contemplate. These are the conditions under

which the soldier of Japan leaves his native shores

to fight for the Emperor in the present war with

Russia. His duty lies before him without one

single consideration to stay him. To fail in the

performance of that duty would mean everlastmg

disgrace, not only to himself during his Ufe but

to his family also, and to his children after his

death. Over his tomb no stone would be raised

and no incense burned by his children and relatives

to his spirit, in order that some inspiration might

be caught from the great deeds he performed in

hfe to help them pass worthily through some

trying ordeal. When these considerations are

fully understood and their impelling strength ap-

preciated, it is possible to realize how it is an entire

Japanese army will meet an enemy, not glad, but

absolutely prepared, to die.

It must not be thought that this conviction

that death is the logical outcome of service, makes

the soldier careless as to whether he dies or not

and negligent in looking after himself while on active

service. There are no soldiers in the world whc

know better how to take care of themselves undei

all sorts of conditions than do the Japanese. Th(

investing army before Port Arthur fought almosi

continuously through all kinds of weather, wintei

and summer, and the total number of casualtie:

sustained from sickness was only between twenty

five and thirty thousand, of whom more thai

fifteen thousand succumbed to an epidemic o

beri-beri caused wholly by the steady rice diet

Considering the very trying weather, the lengtl

of time the armv occupied one camp, the terribL
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mTj^"" '^'^"^"^ ^^'''' ^nd "•= scourge otflies and mosquitoes which came in conseaufnre
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-- »' diseas^^S:"!:-

rFenS^^'^^HHS

carries u^^h h
^^''^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^^'V soldier

ip;ft;a^tnKorr^n:^
irnS;?ixs^-;-;:s 5half an inch in diameter. These sheet, ar.,,?]m common by the rank and fiTe of a c^mprvand long rows of shelter tents erected F?!'soldier also carries a single blanket.and thesfareused in common, with the rp<;nlf fL* •

wither Without depellrti'^rans^^ral
ta 'sheHers madeT """

J""'''
"^" comfortabk

he^ T .
''°'^ "''** ">e men carry withhem. Tents are used by the officer, wm permanent camps. At other w!' .k

^
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^^- ^
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

If the camp is only to be occupied for a shor

time, waterproof sheets constitute the roof, but i

it is designed to be a more or less permanent abode

say for weeks or months, a few wooden pole

are stretched across as rafters to carry Chines(

mats, made of koilang or Chinese corn-stalks

with a thin layer of dried mud upon the top. I

the camp is located upon level ground, the whol

space to be utiUzed is carefully laid out first, wit!

companies and regiments together. Long trenche

about seven feet in width are then excavated t(

a depth of about four feet, and the earth remove*

converted into a wall or bank upon the north side

These trenches are then roofed in either wit)

waterproof sheeting or a more permanent roofing

The whole camp is well drained, so that no surfic

water can find its way into the underground shelter

in the event of warm wet weather. When thi

weather is very cold, charcoal and wood are serve<

out by the army service corps for the purpose

of heating the shelters. It is amazing how coz]

and comfortable the troops succeed in makin(

themselves even during the coldest weather whei

there is snow upon the ground. The staple foot

of the army is rice, which is boiled in the regimenta

or camp kitchens. Rows of huge iron pots, cap

able of holding a bushel or more of rice, are buil

with stones and mud into a protected fireplace

and in these the rice is boiled in large quantitie

and served out to details from each company

Tea is usually made by the men themselves ii

their mess tins, though there is always an abund

ance of hot water in the regimental kitchens

If any portion of a regiment happened to be oi

duty in the advance trenches, details firom tb
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on his part. In the army every soldier, it is as-

sumed, is not only willing, but anxious to perform

his various duties. More than that, the same

incentive which is strong enough to make the

soldier anxious to perform his duties, also induces

him to profoundly respect his oflicer, who is re-

garded as the representative of the Emperor

This fact is an additional incentive to the nfficei

to show a good e.xample to his men, not only ir

battle, but also in the dailv routine of camp life

Usually the soldiers have a great respect, anc

sometimes a remarkable affection, for their officers

Personal courage and reckluss bravery in batth

always wm for an officer the deepest devotior

of his men, and where he leads they will alwayi

follow to a man. The whole thing goes back t(

the initial idea of the tremendous incentive t(

serve. The officer regards his men as the instru

ments placed in his hands to win victories fo

the Emperor. He assumes that they are al

inspired with the same devo'ion to that idea a

he is, and for an officer to act in an overbearin;

manner to his men would simply win their pit]

and contempt, and the utter disgust of his fellow

officers. During the entire time the siege laste(

I looked carefully for evidences of officers shirkini

their full measure of danger and responsibility

and I have to confess that I was unable to fin(

even an isolated case. Too often there were error

made in the opposite direction. This is provei

by the fact that among the officers alone durini

the siege there were over ten thousand casualties

The system of selecting non-commissioned officer

in the Japanese army is a splendid one. To begii

with, there arc three grades among the soldien
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The lowest is the second-class soldier, the next
the first-class soldier, and the highest the superior
soldiu, These grades are gained absolutely upon
the basis of merit and efficiency, and they carry
with them certain privileges and responsibilities,
fhe promotions to the rank ot non-c(;mmissioned
officers are always made from among the superior
soldiers. This system creates a healthy rivalry
among the men, and ensures a plentiful supply
of well -trained material for non- commissioned
officers. Although the discipline in the army
IS exceedingly severe, the non - commissioned
officers are given consi ible opportunity for
the display of individual itiative. There were
any number of cases during the siege where private
soldiers even undertook desperate missions upon
their own initiative; surh, for instance, as the
removing of two automatic quick-Hrers from behind
one of the enemy's barricades upon the roof of
one of the caponiers in he moat of the East Urh-
lung fort, an incident which is related in another
chapter. The average of inteUigence among the
rank and file is exceedingly high. This is due,
tir^t. to the universal system of compulsory educa-
tion throughout every part of the Empire; and
second^ because an enormous amount of study
IS necessary in order for a Japanese to attain
aay facility in speaking and writing his own
language well. It is safe to say that there is
not more than one in ten of the rank and tile
generally who cannot both read and write, and
there are not a few who in addition are able to
speak either French, German, or r.nglJsh. This
gives some conception of the general average of
intPinorpnrp whi/^i- ' -. • •—ociite, wnicii, ui Course, is Uie measure of
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the personal initiative permitted to, and assumed
by, the common soldiers. With the exception

perhaps of the Chinese, there is no more philo-

sophical people in the world than the Japanese.

This gives them an immovabiUty and patience

which would be impossible to Western troops.

Wonderfully was this demonstrated in the ex-

tensive sapping operations carried on by the

investing army before Port Arthur. Dozens of

times have I seen sections of trenches, constructed

under a galling fire, destroyed by the enemy's
artillery and sortie parties over and over again,

only to be immediately rebuilt under the same
conditions. In the matter of patience and per-

severance these troops have no equals among
the troops of other civilized nations.

Invariably just prior to a gener ' engagement a

message was received from the Emperor addressed

to the officers and men of the army, expressing

gratification at what they had accomplished, and
intimating that it was the Imperial desire that

with increased energies the army should complete

the task assigned to it. As soon as these messages

were received by Army Headquarters, they were

sent on to the headquarters of the various divisions.

A copy was then sent to the commanding officer

of every regiment, and, in special regimental orders,

read to the men by companies. The occasion

was always regarded as an exceedingly solemn

one, and for that reason it was not easy for a

foreigner to obtain permission to be present and

watch the effect upon the troops. Partly by

accident, and partly through the kindness of

a Japanese officer who accompanied me, I was

present when one of these Imperial messages was
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sake." " But," I replied, " you do not drinl

sak6." " No," he said, " not usually, but yoi

see it does not matter ; I will not see you again

for to-mor'-ow I die." The man spoke Englisl

perfectly, and I at once turned upon him am
asked him if he had really given up all hope o

going through all right. He quickly replied tha

he had not thought at all about going througl

all right. That was not the way he went int

a fight. There would be plenty of opportunitie

for an officer to do what he would not do if h

expected to come through all right. K, on th

other hand, he was prepared and had made u

his mind to die, he would do those things, an

his men would get inspiration from his sacrifice

If he was to have the idea of going through a

right, he would be cautious. If he was caution;

so would his men. A cautious army never wo

a hard fight. " I have sworn to do all I can t

bring victory to-morrow," concluded the office

with an earnestness that could not be doubtec

" and I will die to bring it. My efforts may be a

nothing in the gaining of the result, but my exampl

may be a great deal. That is why I say I will di

to-morrow." It was after the reading of tli

Imperial message that I discovered for the firs

time a remarkable peculiarity of the Japanes

soldiers, which appUes to the highest officer an

the lowest soldier alike. They will not go int

a general engagement dirty, or in old clothint

A^' night long before a big fight it was alway

possible to find long lines of soldiers waiting thei

turn to use the hot baths which are to be foun^

'Ti every camp. These baths are made of larg

Chinese " congs " or earthenware pots, whic
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t^-:s tt z ir/in^t^ '-!!^^'' -^-
to boiling point In fhl

^""^ '^ ^^^^ed almost
and then proceeds to nnt ^'^ ^"^^^'^^ bathes,

out. Often I 7^171:'' ''.'^^

only answer I co^feverU^asTh f"%'"^
^^^

soldier would die dirtv ifL '
, ,

"° ^^P^"^^^
it. Doubtless there is anoth "''f'^

^^'^^^^^
^^'^P

^

The Japanese so dieT?r/not''"P"^^^^^^^^
faults, but he has a few Ll, '"''"^ '^"^"^
his enemy, and as a' r ^'f

^^^^^^ under-estimates

for the mistake ffis me h 5'^ '^^^">^ ^" ^i^^

attack is not in h^"s but in
"' ''^""^^"^ '^^

and these groups are alwa
'

too'HT ^''"^^^
There seems to be a tloJ^ ^^""'^^ massed,
part of the soMiers tn^ !

^^!;"^^^"^tion on the
times; and even in th^ T. ^"^'^^^"^"y at such
time for meeting L '* advances, before the
the troopTtther too "'"^k'^"'

*° ^^"^ comes!
The resuft isTa n,aln? ^" '°"^P^^* ^^^^^^
awful havoc among them 'tT

' 'f f^"
'"^ ^^^^^

casualties during fhlT' ^.^T
^^"^^^ ^^^t many

bitter experience'tu^h't^ulfr ^^^'"^' ^^^^^
speaking, however the iT"

'''^"- ^^"^^^"^
perfect an infantr; ,„f,. J^P^"^^^ is as nearly
^ny part of the w7rld '

"' ''" ^^ ^°""d i^

If

i
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CHAPTER XXV

ll-0^

liw

• ip I 'i

The tragic death of Major-General Kondrachcnko in the Nortl

Keekwan fort, and what his loss meant to the garrison—The work o

mining the forts, and the explosion of the mines under the Nortl

Keekwan fort—The successful assault which followed directed b^

Lieutenant-Gcneral Samejima—The torpedo attacks made by th(

navy on the battleship Sevastopol and the gunboat Otvazny—T\v

sinking of the Japanese cruiser Takasago—The visit of Admira

Togo to Army Headquarters.

During the days when the struggle was goin^t

on for possession of the 203 Metre Hill position

the troops in front of the guarding forts on th(

western half of the line of defence east of th(

city were busily engaged driving mine shafts unde;

the forts from the filled-in moats. Upon th(

afternoon of the 13th of December a desulton

fire from the big howitzer batteries was kep

up against the North Keekwan fort. For ove

two months these bigs guns had been steadih

pounding the concrete casemates inside th; for

with their heavy shells. The casemates had a

first resisted, but with the continual fire the con

Crete was beginning to show signs of disintegration

It appears that during the time this bombard

ment was going on Major-General Kondrachcnko

in command of the seventh division of infantry

who up till this t ne had been the virtual com

mander of the fortress position and the life am

soul of the defence, was engaged holding a con

ference with a colonel of the engineering corpse
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and the commander of the fort d^nHin^

^nZsVt'V' "^^^"^ °^ colttttnlX
thrfort W .K^.?^"'''

*° ^^P^°d^ "^i«es underthe fort. With that extraordinary bad luck whi. h

at the conference were killed by the exnlo^fnnof thp qHpII t<- ;^ •
•,

,

-^ explosion

°he exten \n t^r^P^^^'^le to begin to estimatethe extent to which Kondrachenko's death wasa terrible disaster to the defending garrison Hemust have been a man with a wondefful personalifvor even with all the jealousies which were ^^^m Port Arthur during the siege. General Kondra

v.^?. H
"'"'^°" ^^'"^^^ '^'^y occasion to getwhat he wanted. General Stoessel, who vv^s fncomn^and, placed the greatest reliance in him

tne plans of defence and saw that thev wereproperly carried into execution. He was resne^ed

ra'nk
' Tir '' *'^ ^^"-" -d loved by theank and fi! Day and night he spent abou?the positions, .oing from line'to hne, and giv^n'personal attention to every detail of the deface

greltrthTn a''

^'1^"^^^^ ''"^^ ^^ ^ ^-'ergreater than any other that could possibly have

w^rslf th T '^^ ''^^'^ ^^^^^ ^^^ --X
Ch .K

^"'''^" S^^"^°'^ ended. Had he

Si*'r ': "°V*^^
^"^^t-^ doubt Port Arthuwould not h^ve been taken as it was. Underhis direct command the Russian troops wouldhave fought until the end, as they had fougln
397
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

during the earlier days of the siege, and, as a matte

of fact, up till the very day his death took place

After the fall of Port Arthur I had an opportunit

of talking with nearly all the senior officers in hot

the navy and the army. There were many diffei

ences of opinion with regard to the conduct (

almost every other senior officer, but with regar

to Kondrachenko the mere mention of his nam

was sufficient to evoke expressions of the greate;

praise in all quarters. Whoever else had failec

it was generally admitted that Kondrachenl*

had been the life and soul of the defence froi

the time the fortress was invested until the da

he met his death.

It was announced at Army Headquarters th;

the explosion of the mines under the North Keekw£

fort would take place about noon on the i8t

and that an assault in force would follow immec

ately after, by which it was confidently expect(

the fort would be captured. The sappers he

run two main shafts from the north escarpme:

under the walls of the fort for a distance of abo

forty feet. From these two main tunnels the

were three branch shafts. Two heavy mii

charges were placed at the farthest extremi

of the maiii, and five smaller ones in the thr

branch tunnels under the fort. Altogether sovc.

thing like a ton of explosives, dynamite ai

gun-cotton, was the total charge. It had be

the intention of the enemy to countermine, b

after the death of General Kondrachenko nothi

of. that kind seemed to have been attempts

This fort had so often successfully resisted t

most determined efforts at capture that prepai

tjons for the assault which was to follow t
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

seriously wounded diiHn^
S PemnsuJa, had been

the 26th of kI u^ i"^
^^"^'^^ assault ontne 2bth of November, and had been succeededm his command by Lieut.-General Sameilma

leal ab^^t rtX^a^Tf^t

'^^ ^ ^^
;o^ by assault meVnt^^^h: r%^^^^^^^^^^^

o^hruratii- rvVor ot It -^
naval depots in Taoan R? k'J^

^ *^^ ^^'^^

A-fk •

japan. He had come to Pnrf

^nd h»H" """""T"^ °' '"^ engineering co?psand had exerc.sed a general direction overTp'^ppmg operations and the subsequent work of

"ette"' iitt'ed T- ""^ «^""^' ™"''' ^avT beenBetter fitted by professional quahfications anH

atirnrh'-rt^Trnir™'^^^^^^^^^^
It is interesLgtl;: t:"^':-^^the arrangements made created a g^d dea „

dvtfon "•A"""!i"« ™°"S '"^ troops 'of 'the

«c?„H
'"« *''* B™"nd that li:, twentv-second regiment, which had done a fh,

™'>
™rk and had gone through thrdespe, t strSfor possession of the moat defences h,!)K

.rmire TtrfrLt,'; "h^^"
"^^"^"'

servirp<5 nf +1; xu
assault, he secured the

r-Ii^e C the
'*^"'^,''"' '^S'"™* "' -""d

and „ T S™"*! reserves of the armvand proposed ,0 retire the twenty-second r^gS
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and allow the new troops, all of whom were old

soldiers, to make the assault. This naturally

caused much ill-feeling among the officers and

men of the twenty-second regiment, who claimed,

that inasmuch as they had done all the pre-

paratory work, they ought to be allowed the

first opportunity of taking the fort by assault.

The justice of this claim was admitted, ana it

was decided to have two attacking columns. The

soil of the fort hill was of a dull reddish-brown

colour, and in order that the columns making

the assaults afte. the explosions would not show

up black against the new red soil turned up, and

over which they would have to advance to gam

the fort interior, the General resorted to a clever

expedient. All the soldiers had in their winter

kits, which had just been served out, dark brown

woollen under -drawers, jerseys, and Balaclava

caps The men were ordered to wear these articles

of apparel over their dark-blue uniforms. The>

were certainly a remarkable-looking aggregatior

when they gathered in the parallels before goin^

UD the forthill. All that could be seen of th(

c-^ldiers was their faces, for the Balaclava caj

came down over the head to the collar of th.

jersey, leaving only a small aperture for tb

face Around their waists the men had their belt

and ammunition-pouches. Slung over the righ

shoulder, ia the form of a bandolier, they had ;

piece of straw rope to which were attached thre

or four dynamite hand-grenades. In order t

be able to light the fuses of the grenades the,

had a tow slow-match wound around their waist

over their belts. Just before going into actio

these matches were Ughted, so that the soldier
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
were able at any moment to pull a erenade frn,„

ft K ;SPi°''°"' ^^^ ^•^^"^'•ed. They were Z

Dersonallv o«/ ^" *^^^^ arrangements

to ksnL. ^"°^P^"i^d the second column

L xpEnr '" '}' '"PP'"^ *^^"<^'^^« before

direct the T. T"^' '° ^ *° ^^ ^^^^ to personally

the enemv'sli^t Tj ^
"''" P^^^nent fort in

wires "rsettn^ °« t''""• °"'"S '" *'"' ^'^^

the exSoster„7 °? "'" "'""' ''^"S broken by

the fS wd" the efr"' ^^'"""^ "'^°™ °^^'-

about two^!;,oek. '' ""' "'^^ '^'^'^y''' »'"

won?r?ul 'ott^lr',^' °" '"^ =«"' ^^^ »
th» X- , ^" *^^ extreme. It looked a^ if

buL"'iT
'"?^^ ^^^" ^»t heavenwards Hui

cme a?.d 'n ' T'? °' '™''". ''^^'i™^ of con!

My 't^Sltdr'dW 'i'"^ "" "P '"'» ">^ -^
denL ..„ J u

"^^'- '^O'" » nuni'te or two thesedense clouds hung hke a pall over the broken
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

fort shutting out the view, then slowly settlec

down. There had been a heavy fall of snow th(

previous day, and before the explosions the fort

hill had been covered with a mantle of white. A

the great clouds of reddish-brown earth descended

the whole surface for a radius of a thousand yard

or more about the forthill was changed to brownisl

red. The mine under the north-west section o

the fort had been first exploded. Owing to th

enormous resisting strength of the heavy concret

it had to lift, the explosion was not very successfu

In a second or two after, the second heavy mm
was fired and with it the five smaller ones. Th

last explosion was tremendously effective. Tw

great breaches were made in the north walls, an

the whole interior appeared to have been con

pletely destroyed. At a short distance from tli

scene all the explosions seemed to have take

place at the same moment. Immediately aftc

the first mine was fired, and before the secon

explosion occurred, the first storming party froi

the caponier galleries under the counters.^arp (

the moats commenced advancing up the fort wall

They had started too soon, for over fifty of thei

were buried under the debris from the secon

explosion. The attacking column, about a batt;

lion strong, was, however, safely under cover i

the time, only a few men having gainer', the ope

moat. The huge brownish clouds which obscure

the view of what was going on had not yet cleare

away when the storming party emerged from cov(

and swarmed up through the great breach niac

in the north wall, with their bayonets fixed. Eve

at a short distance away the bayonets flashmg i

the sunlight was all that could be seen, for t\
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unique costumes of thp m^n u
with the new earth over vvWch thr'",'"'^

'" ^^"
they were unrecognbable ?n ^

^"^7"''^ ^^^^

lusilade of rifle fireSltn Ik 'u'°"^ °^ t^*^ ^
the interior of the ftt V^
the garrison which hIh ^^^ *^' ^''^^P^ ^^

behind the no^th and 1 "J'""''^
'^' *^^"^hos

east and west wdls hid t ^'Tu''''''''' «^ ^he
of the explosions nract.V.ll'lK^'"'^ ^y '^' ^^rcc

sections of the L? h '^ J ^ u"
^^°^^ °^ ^^^ ^^ar

though they were selmed -^k'"
^''*^°y^^- ^I-

heavy concrete barraekTor T ^''l'
^^"^^^' *^«

fort had remained Tntact 3 \1
*^' ^'"^ °^ ^^e

casemates had not been H? ^' "^^chine-gun

assaulting columrrea^
thTfJest oT'^'^

'''
mound thrown up by the for.! tlu ^ ^ ^"^^t
inside the north wail it Ij °^ *^' explosions

nfl' and machine-^"'
fi'e Tom't'h

"'^' ^ '^^^^
ddinaged sections Fnrfh.

^^^ '^^'" ^"^ un-
for in order to gei at the n'r^^'"''

^"^ "''^ ^asy.

enemy it was necessarv to °"l°''"P'^^ by the

the fort from the cresTof t^"
'^' ^"^^^ '^^^1 of

were steep and to b ^^tptL^X'- .'^^ ^^^^^^

gnn fire from the concreTo If
^""^ niachine-

rear sections. Twice s' ail t ?"'''' '"^'"^^ ^" ^^e
make the descenT buf fh

^ ''' endeavoured to
the meantime the secondI """u-

"" ^'"^^- I"
been delayed in ^^chTng th^tr",^ bf"" '?'
debns from the explosionf had mid uuTl f01 the sapp ng trpnrh^= u ^ P the heads
that they had first tn k

"^"^ *° *^^ "^°at, so
troops co'i.lS gafn ntrance "TT '^^^^ ^^-
o'clock in the rfternonn ;k

'"^^>'' ^^^tit four

General SameLa '[fh
"' ^? """^ ^^ cleared,

made h,s wa^o ^he^^^P^^l^ ^s staff officers
y the crest of the mound where
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the first body of assaulters had been stopped fror

farther progress by the enemy's fire. Seeing tha

the men were afraid to take on the rlesperate gam

of advancing down the bullet-swept '^^^Ij^'^^v arv

closing with the enemy, he ordered the .ntir

column to retire, and brought up the men (rot

the thirty-eighth regiment of second reservt. n

this time It was after five o'clock, and just b. i;mnn,

to cet dark. The first company of the new attac

ing column was led by Captain Yawainoio. aiyj^

and experienced soldier. He careful v disposed h

men u'der cover along the crest of t ^ dechv.1

leading to the lower interior level oi the tori ,.

ordered them to make the descent m Kvt- m

threes This order was cleverly earned o.it, at

in an hour's time one hundred and fifty men h.

safely gained the lower level, and had found cov

in the craters formed by the explosion of t

howitzer shells. Practically the whole battali

followed, and by seven o'clock everything was

readiness for the first assault. It must have be

a weird sight for the Russian garrison to see th(

strangely-attired soldiers advancing upon them,

one of their officers afterwards remarked. m(

like devils than men, with slow-matches lighted

their waists." The first assault was unsuccessf

but in the second the Japanese gained a footi

inside the barracks or keep. Until midnight ^

fighting continued in these concrete chambers

close quarters, principally with hand-grenades. 1

place might have been rushed with the bayo

in half the time and with fewer casualties, 1

during the fighting upon 203 Metre Hill, and

which followed, one could not help noticing t

the Japanese would never take on the bayo
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
if they could heln it. They were prepared totake all sorts of punishment at close quarter, anduse grenades, rather than get in with 'the ba^fn" tand fimsh at once. It .s difficult to accourit llh,s strange disinclination of soldiers, as braNo ashey certainly were, to take on what is geneValh^
regarded as the last test of a soldier's ^courag.

strength of the Russian soldiers may have hadsome hmg to do with it. but the Japanese «' remhn.toly more active, and that after ah count Lrmore than either stature or strength in the useo the bayonet. Whatever the refson was timeand time again I have seen assaulting co um^sadvance to well within charging distance with t^eirbayonets fixed, ard then, instead of finishing thebusiness with a v.i, commence throwing hand!
l-ey suffered more, but it

any difference. Towards
• bayonet was only used

: ecessary, and sometimes
midnight a party of twenty
. - of the garrison of over

la^t rr.r.r^ * ' '•
^^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^^^pC at thc

m nes in tt '

'"^"^ ""^' '"^^""^ ^^P^^^^d four

Trll /I Pfsage-way which led to the gorge

f pursuit 1%:'"' ''" ^*°PP^"^ ^"y P°-^'"i'y

with ih • i^'P^^'^Se was completely blockedvith d6bns. It had been a desperate fight andhe enemy's casualties are sufficient evidence ofthe manner m which he fought. Those who were

Z:Z^ f!r^^'^ *'^^ '' --^^ «"^ -f the bitter

.^nerior n
1'°"'^^"^ *^^^"S annihilation from^"Penor numbers rather than retire. It is inter-
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

esting to note that in the last assaults the Japanese

troops went into action singing war-songs to keep

up the spirits of the men in this final contest for

possession of the forts which had during the siege

cost them so many thousand casualties. When

the victory had been finaUy achieved, General

Samejima, who had personally directed the assaults

from the parapets, summoned the officers, and upon

the scene of victory, with the dead and wounded

lying all about in the ruins of the first permanent

fort which had been taken, proposed the health

of the Emperor, which was enthusiastically received

with vigorous " Banzais." The cheer was taken

up by the garrison of the " P " entrenched hill,

and by the soldiers in the sapping trenches undei

the " Q " battery position, and for a time this

portion of the front lines rang with shouts ol

victory. The thirty-eighth regiment of seconc

reserves to whom the credit for this successfu

assault belonged, formed a portion of the genera

reserves of the army which were under the direc

command of General Nogi. They had been selectee

for the work because they had seen similar servic

in the former siege of Port Arthur, and becaus

their officers had all been through the same ex

perience. The Japanese casualties were about fiv

hundred, and the enemy about the same numbei

all of whom had been killed except two or thre

wounded. With the forts were captured five badl

smashed field guns, four automatic quick-firer:

four machine guns, and a large quantity of ammi

nition. A few days after its capture I visited t

fort and was taken over the ruins by one of t\

officers who had been r^resent at the last assau

The destruction which had been wrought by tl
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SIEGE AND F .L OF PORT ARTHUR
explosion of the mines was very great. In fact itwas a most impossible to get any adequate ideaowhat he fort had looked hke befL th'ey occurred
Only thr rear sections with the barracks and theammunition hoist were recognizable, the rest wasnothing more than heaps of debris wi,]. broken gunsand sections of concrete lying all about. Insidethe concrete banacks and the half-ruined case-mates there was ample evidence to be seen of theex ensive use of dynamite grenades in the last
struggle. There were only a few dead lying about
as mos of the bodies had bee^ removed to%nable
he so djers to use t',e cover the bu,'dings aftorded

Van in
''^'^''^ ^"^"^ ^^^'-' *he CluneseVUll in rear, which was very heavy. While having

tiffin with General Samejima and some of his staff
officers afterwards, at divisional headquarters Iasked why it was that the twenty-second regim;nthad not beer allowed to have the honour of captur-
ing the fort they had worked so hard to reduce
^
Much against my judgment," the General replied'
the twenty-second regiment was given an oppor-

or // K /.?^T^ *^' ^""'^ ^^^'-^"^e thev asked

he nV 7^^","^ ^"'^ ^°° ^°"S ^fe^^ting about
he place, and had too thorough a knowledge of

Its great strength. After they had advanced'and
been some time under fire near the crest of themound caused by the mine explosions I wentup to see why it was they were not makingmore progress. It was not hard to see the reason
here was fear written in the faces of the men. fdd not wonder or blame them, because ,t hadahvays been my conviction from the l.rst thatthe final assault should have been taken on bynew troops. They had done good ^vork, but .i.ey
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

were finished for an assault upon that fort at any

rate."

As a result of the Japanese bombardment, after

the capture of 203 Metre Hill all the larger warships

of the Russian fleet in the harbour had been sunk

except the battleship Sevastopol and the gunboat

Otvazny, both of which had escaped from the

harbour and anchored outside. With the object

of completing the work of destruction, Admiral

Togo decided to attack these two warships with

his torpedo-craft flotillas. During the afternoon

of the 13th of December, while engaged in covering

the work of a torpedo - craft flotilla which was

conducting a reconnaissance of the position of the

enemy's warship the Sevastopol, the cruiser Taka-

sago struck a mine and went to the bottom almost

immediately with her officers and crew, except

the captain and some eighty men who were rescued.

The first torpedo attack upon the Sevastopol and

the Otvazny took place about midnight on the 14th.

Five torpedo-craft flotillas were engaged. In turn

the different detachments sailed boldly inshore

under a heavy bombardment from the ship's guns

and the shore batteries and discharged their

tc rpedoes. The third detachment had the hardest

time of it, and one torpedo boat was so badly

damaged by shell fire that she sank in deep water

vdth the most of her crew. This was the last

naval disaster which occurred to the Japanese fleet

in front of Port Arthur. The casualties in this

attack were very heavy, and a number of the boat;

were considerably damaged by shell fire. The

officers and crews of the torpedo craft displayed

the most splendid courage, and at short distances

several torpedoes were seen to explode, some ol
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•"»• ims tune only two flntiiu^

number of the Russian torpedo Sft „M^h *
also anchored outside th„ hVt ^ '* *"''=

Russian torpedo aft was totadV h°"'
"' '"^

T^:sZZoZ warars.:'^\^;;'*" «"* ">*•
torpedo. The foUm„i„;

''y ^' '<^'''' ™e
the battlesh hadTf

"""'"'"^ " ™^ P'="" '^at

she was badl^ ifsted^nd
^"''''y/-"'-S^^. for

to the water On ^h. ,T
^"" '^'''' ""^^ '^'"^^

Admiral Togo viSed ^s ^T" "' ">' ^''«'.

army in fron'°or?l:t Arthur"orT"' °' '"^

examining the condition of tLwlCT' °'

Admiral leturned to h, a T '^""^ ^''^"'"^ t^e

the Russians by means off n^
'' ''''''' ^^*-

ceeded in floatiLTh c
P""^P»ng .hip, suc-

and there sanfh^
^^^ Sevastopol to deep water

the ha:Srthe7a;:net ^'^ "^'''^ "-'^" -^°'
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CHAPTER XXVI

The caiiture of essential positions in the enemy's outer lin:

of rfenrc'^Seyond ao3 Metre HiU. and the advance towards ^h,

Tnner Uue-Sapping operations commenced against th^ Ch^'^
^^

Z^i^ ThTalleKed bombardment of Russian nosp.tals-The ex

X-n'otmtf under the East Urhhmg ^^^^^^^
Lsaults which resulted in its capture-The ^"f

^" ™!!'^^;, ^
-The destruction of the army and navy depots in Port Arthur

shell fire.

The Japanese were not slow in taking advantag

o* the opportunity which the capture of 203 Metr

Hill gave them to break through and captur

the Russian outer line of defence between tha

hill and the shores of Pigeon Bay. That the

moved rapidly, took big chances, and allowe

the enemy no time to recover from the efie<

of repulse after repulse, is shown by the fact the

before the suspension of hostilities on the 2nd <

January they had taken the Ya-hu-thwei positic

in the inner line, thereby sequestering the tv

groups of forts west of the city from each oth

Ird the town as well. Of course, if the defe.

had been as vigorous and as well sustained a

was during the earlier days of the ^^^ge all th

would have been impossible of accomplishmc

\n the time, but there is no doubt that ultimate!

no matter how strong the defence might ha

been the same result would have been accoi

phshed. The rapidity with which the Japam

captured the outer line, and penetrated the inr

Une of defence west of the city, is hable to ere.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

Hm iTht" f'^t '^' ^"P*"^^ °f 203 MetreHill left both of these lines absolutely open to

pression. After the capture of 203 Metre Hillthe Japanese artillery were in a large measu e

Of the^' b^^^^^^^^^^^^
;;^ -^^

penetrate the inner line was the knovrdte'th:Russian soldiers had that the whole game waup before the attack was made by the TToan^se

vvould have been a desperate fight. The ArmyS^aff themselves expected this, for during The

ulTt "; '''T''''
*^^y '^--d ?wo o'f theii-inch howitzers from the east flank near Ta

t^Tch'yd%ucr"*f"''J^
^^"^^^-^ *^""^"Iry

03 Metre Hm f°^,. ^°^Vu"
'^' ^^P*"^^ «^ the-03 Metre Hill position. The very day GeneralStoesse made his offer to surrender the fortressa newly-arrived battery of six 4.7- nch navaguns was also being moved from thVra" way Hneto the west flank. This indicated two things

ine nrst line of defence upon the west flank ifhat time, they fuUy expected to have a Ld
petTrr^ht^'^

'-''''' '"'^y
-"'" ^' '"1W H !f

'""'" ^'"'' ^"d. second, that

iharsufrend'''''''' ^'^ ""* *^^ ^-^^^^t ideatnat surrender was even likely. In fart it wpI

nade tho^H ?'?^
'j'^"'' '^'^ ^^'^^ °^" ^^- Staff

nced'ttt the R
^'"'^"^"^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ -n-'

the bitter end
'''" ^'"''^"^ ^""'^^ ^'^ht to
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

The fact that the closing in of the lines ol

investment upon the west flank, rendered possible

by the capture of 203 Metre Hill, proved much

easier than was anticipated, does not m any wa>

detract from the prompt and skilful manner ir

which the obvious advantage of that victor>

was followed up by the troops of the first and

seventh divisions. There was no restmg upor

the laurels of success. Two days a.ter 203 Metrt

HUl was in their possession, the troops of the

seventh division occupied the first hill m the

outer hne south-west of the captured position

There was no fight to speak of, because the Russians

knowing the position was dominated by the aitil

lery upon 203 Metre Hill, retired as the troop'

of the besieging army advanced. Before day

light upon the morning of the i6th the secont

strong position in the hne was captured after j

hard fight which lasted five hours, the enemj

being reinforced from the North Taiyangkov

fort The third position was captured on th(

morning of the i8th after a short engagement

The last and strongest position in the line was ;

ridge of heights close to the Chinese village o

How-sang-yang-tao, near the shores of Pigeoi

Bay. The taking of the position opened i\v

way to the inner line between the South lai

yangkow fort and the base of Lao-tieh-shan

Seeing that the position was feebly held, ^^lajoi

General Baba, in command of the first brigad

of the first division, ord-rcd the troops of th

first regiment of his brigade to make a night attaci

upon the enemy's position, which was captarei

after foar hours' fighting. After the heights ha.

been won, the Russians, upon a small but loit
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StEGE AND FAI.I. OF PORT ARTHUR
promontory extending out into Pigeon Bav

of defence from aoj Metre Hill to the shire, oftgeon Bay. Not only was the way to the seco, rMne now opened, but the entire shore-line o P »eoB.y was commanded, so that no more iuuk traffi

Tre^obSve"';*T ^"'" '™™ 'halXSlue oDjective of the advance was now the ^frr,r,„

neTr'ThT'^H"'
'"'^"'^^ '^""^ up^n tie he^ht'near the Chinese v llago of v/h.. th

.'"^'6"^^

utl '°Th
"'"^'"" °' L^-uiI;'"" h wear;

This cLl of2'r
'"^" ""'. "'^"y^ *'^' fl^k.

the Nnrfi, T • .
^" Jaiyangkow fort

orts Th. hT"^''^^
^°'"*' ^"d ^^'« Chair Hi I

Japanese troops was ; o( i-t ; mile and ^^0?*and there wprp - .J " ^ "^"'

hnisonihe^^-;—^ir;orv.rr

position was reache'd.
'

,;. the'":„::;. .,:"::; ^l™
UK cnair K'd group fro.. 20'. rfntre Hill in

h^pr unTrlnfrth " ^^ ^'^

= -0-- s couid be made.
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

A messenger from General Stoessel, who ap

pioached the Japanese Unas upon the mormni

of the i6th with a white flag, deUvered a wnttei

complaint addressed to General Nogi, that th

Japanese artillery were bombardmg the hospital

in the city, and asked that the areas which the

occupied be exempted from fire. The answc

returned to the complaint was that at no tin

since the beginning of the siege had the guns «

the besieging army been ranged agamst hos-

buiidings in Port Arthur intentionally. The

Cross flag was being flown from so man\ buildini

in both the New and the Old Towns, some of the

in immediate proximity to other buildings obvious

used for military and naval purposes, that it w

impossible to give assurances that stray she

might not hit one of these hospitals. The sie

had lasted so long, rrid the artillery of the besiegi

army had been used so much, that the deviati

of the fire from the guns was increasing, so tt

shells did not always hit the points aimed

There were sevmal conferences held, at wh

General Balachoff, the chief of the Red Cr^

in the besieged town, tried hard to mduce i

lapanese to exempt the hospital areas from gun-!

altogether; but only a conditional promise x

Kiven, that so long as building, within the ar

were used solely for hospital purposes, guns wo

not be ranged against them, but when hospi

were contiguous to buildings used for miUt

or naval purooses, no guarantee could be given t

stray sh.ils' might not hit them. After the

of tlie fortress it was found that a Japai

shell did hit one of the largest hospitals, but

damage done was not great, and none of
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
-unded in .he buUding could possibly have been

>o++ "^<f
-LNortn Keekwan fort and fhp "o"battery position. Some twenty pieces oihmifield Kuns were fnim.! xu -^

Pieces ol broken

smashed by Le fire ofZ^ f"
''""' P™''="'ly

craft were in the h'^{;>
'"/P'^" ='"'* °*er small

batteries of th^ h •

''"*''^'' "^^''^ ^^^ ^^nd

undir the Eas^ n'rhln
''. ^""^"^ "^^^ ^^^^^s

the 27th of nt u ^ ^°'* ^^' completed on

for fhl
°^^.^^^"^ber, and the mines laid ready

encountereTieat diffirnir"^-'"'"''
^"^ ^^PP^^^ ^^d

under th[s ffr7 „1 . 'I'"
P^''""^ "^^^ tunnels

- -So- i^:Ltv- *^%fcr

'I,

rn

H
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

forts upon this section of the eastern line of defence^

It was expected that even if the explosion of the

mines resulted successfully there would be a fierce

struggle before the garrison was overpowered and

the fort taken. Consequently, great precauticns

were taken that the assaults which were to follow

should result successfully. The interior defences

were arranged in what might be caUed two tiers

the second upon a sUghtly higher level than the

first Upon the lower level were several hues ot

infantiV trenches and protected casemates for

machine and automatic quick-finng guns, while

upon the rear or higher level were the casemates

for the guns of heavier calibre. In order to assist

in the assault by bombarding the loopholes of

these rear casemates from the east a number

of mountain guns were placed upon the west cres

of the Hachimakiyama entrenched hill, so that

fire could be opened as soon as the assaults com-

menced. A mountain gun and a number of machine

guns were also taken up into the sapping trenches

close to the fort, so that they might be used froir

the outer parapets if required to cover the advanc.

of the assaulting parties into the mtenor of th,

fort. Before ten o'clock, the hour fixed for th

expl-iion of the mines, tne sapping trenches leadmi

to the forthiU were crowded with troops. It wa

arranged that there shoul'^ V two stormmg partie

of one battalion each . ..n the nineteenth an

thirty-sixth regiments of the eighteenth bngade c

the ninth division, while two more battalior

from the same regiments were held as reserve

Thev were splendid fighting regiments thes

and had already distinguished themfl^es upc

many occasions during the siege. The stormir
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SIEGE AND FAI.L OF PORT AinnuR
parties had been carefully instructed and th.officers were determined that the fort if , , u
taken at all hazards. From a snit' f^"'"^ .^'

of v:ew this was by all mern'the~ft T'explosons made unrW ,,.. ""^^^ °* ^ne three

upon the easte?: hne of d fencT T^JT'
'^''^

were fired one after the other v^Vhl/ '
""'T

interval, so that the result to "^t
"" '''°"^''

the same as if they had all h.ln F"^'^''''
^^'

than anything else MthT ''^//^i^a^o more

rolled alay,^ittecat t^^^f ^rthl ^u'l?quite came up to expectations. The north Z7

converted i„.o a twisted, br^n 1 ^ " r/

well as the fort ™„at, k.,\2ZI/Zkti,^l
. e" tAtrTh^' Tl --"'"S partiestaS

and machme-ffun i re ac c«,^« .,
"cdvy rine

.hecrestofthe%rap::,r„d;rct?au':„^„iSed'
In the meantime the main bodies of thp 7*
force gained the moat, and m fit large j^^^a^^^^^^^^^^^advanced towards the crest of the pfranets THwere also met with a heavy hre h^Ti^.l

^
m openings made by the exnlos o^^ 'T""
bv thrpp r.vi^.1 •

'"^.^^P^osions, they succeeded
^y three o clock m the afternoon in securely

!
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

entrenching themselves upon the crest. All this

time the Japanese siege batteries had been pounng

a heavy shell fire ir ^o the rear sections of the broken

fort Zd the mountain guns upon Hachimakiyama

t} ^so kept up a steady bombardment with

lltt^2te, Loss the Lrow gorge betweer

the two hills, at the casemates upon the east sid

of thTfort. With great difficulty the mountau

eun which had been brought up the sappmg trenche

fXiii the day was taken in sections to an emplace

^nt prepared for it on the top of the parape

?wo rZee machine guns were also mounted

Under cover of the direct fire of these guns a sm,

assaulting party succeeded m gammg a foothol

fn the inferior close to the machine-gun casemate

which were also carried with a splendid rusl

ms enrbled the rest of the two battalions to pus

forward into the interior. Twice attempts we,

made to take the line of heavier guns withoi

Success but finally about six o'clock the assaulte

succeeded and gained the concrete barracks

::r of the fort 'from which the remnant of t

garrison, about two hundred men, made go^d th.

escape through the windows m rear of the fa

It had been a hard fight at close quarters, principal

with hand-grenades. The Russian garrison^

«

sisted of five hundred men from the East bioen

Sha^shooters and about one hundred manr

froJthe warships. Nearly two hundred had he

kXd in the explosion and their bo^es buried

the debris. About two hundred had been kil

!n the engagements which followed, and s^mewh

about two hundred mere made good their esca

There wire no prisoners taken except two or th

woundrd soldiers. The Japanese losses were ab
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHCR
one thousand killed and wounded. Before retiringfrom the barracks, the enemy sprinkled he wooH^work with petroleum and set fire to it tJ f'
burned all night and part of the f<i owbg dav'The ^ns taken in the captured fort were-t r
12 and 15 centimetre, seven automat quick-firermounted m the fort, thirty-seven in the gorge Tnrear, and two machine guns.

^^
Just before dawn the following morning n

ttiTiS^h the' T"yr^
' ^^^p'-*^ "-t-attack with the object of recapturing the fort

ioir "IT"''
*^"^ '"*^"*'°" t^ take^le troopsho dmg ,t by surprise, but ground scouts had beenposted upon the farther side of the moat .n^

they gave timely warning. In spite of The he"vrifle fire poured into them, two^mall bodies of

MhTf7traf'';" ""'"^^ *^^ moattL
h,fM ^" endeavour to gain an entrancebut they were repulsed with considerable loss'Two other attempts followed, but they were easflvhwarted, as the force holding the plaTe lad inhe meantime been strongly reinforced. Dlyhghton the morning of the 29th saw the Japan!sesecurely entrenched in the ruins of the secondof the captured guarding forts

About this time the naval guns and the biehowitzers were searching every 'part of the ci';'and destroying arsenals, provision depots work-shops, and r.:agazines of all kinds. A hirexplosive shell from one of the naval guns stuckan ammunition factory situated near the dockyards in the Old Town about two o'clock in thea ternoon of the 26th. There was a heavy ex-

oT"l'"\'''-
'°"^^ ^^*^™^^ dense vohimesof black smoke indicated that a very considerable

419
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SIEGE AND FAT.L OF POUT ARTHUR

fire had been started. This was practically the

fast of the buildings used for military purposes

in the citv to be destroyed by shell tire.

During these last days some very pathetic

incidents happened in the front trenches of the

op^o ing for^ces, which by this time were on y

a few yards apart. On the afternoon of the i6th

a Ta^anese soldier in one of the advance renches

under the Chinese Wall upon the rear slopes of

^^ Hachimakiyama entrenched hill picked up

wo small pieces of paper wrapped around a ten-

rouble eold piece which had been thrown from

behSd 'the Chinese Wall. The soldier at once

took the papers and money to his officer, who

was unabFe'to read what was written because

U was in Russian. Upon examination at head-

nuarters it was found that one of the papers wa^

Sessed to the Japanese officer in commanc

of the trench-line at the place where the paper,

were found. They had always been honourable

enemies the message stated, and therefore h.

had no" hesitation in ask- f- a great favour

He had an aged mother
''[^f'^^^^Z.

who had not heard from .; .

l^^^^^J^^;"^,
inpnrpd and he was atrai -

i'"* ^""&

"n Ss'part might result in her death. Nigh

a"ter night he had been unable to sleep becau.

of an^defy on this score. He was sendmg a messag

°nformfng his mother that he was alive and well

and with it ten roubles to pay for the cost of sendm

ft The letter ended with a pathetic request tha

he message should be sent from the Japane.

I^es and the signature was that of the Russia

officer in commLd of the enemy's trend>^

arthat point. This request touched the heart
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SIECE AND FALL OF PORT AIITHIJR

fil^VV^'' ^^''''' ^°' •* ''-^^ ^^'^» known
that the Russian officer who had made it hadover and over again recklessly risked his life indarmg attempts to prevent the irresistible progress
of the sapping trenches towards those where hiscoinmand was stationed. The cablegram was sent

-ru T„ '^' ^""^ ^'°'" ^^^'e transmitted to Russa
The following day the Japanese officer to whom
this strange request had been made sent back
a message, written in Russian, to his friend theenemy m the opposite trench, that he was pleased
to inform him he had secured permission of the
authorities to despatch his message and had done
so. After that many similar messages were thrown
over into the Japanese trenches from both officers
and men for transmission to their relatives in
Russia. Although not a few from the Russian
rank and file were written upon post-cards takentrom the dead bodies of Japanese soldiers these
me^ssages were invariably censored at headquarters
and transmitted to their destination. In nearly
all cases the postage upon letters and the cost of
cablegrams was paid by the Japanese authorities
ihis incident is mentioned to show that, although
the fightmg almost from the very first days of
the siege until the last was marked with unexampled
erocity on both sides, there was on the side of
tne Japanese a very cordial respect entertained
or the enemy who had put up such a splendid
defence. This was remarkable in view of the
tact that during the whole siege there were only
one or two instances of men surrendering thatm nearly all cases the struggle had been abso'lutely
to the death, quarter being neither asked nor
ottered on either side. More than that, there had
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

been most flagrant breaches of the rules which

arc supposed to govern all civilized warfare such

as the deliberate shooting of wounded and the

tiring upon Red Cross. Ml this had engendered

ferocity, and a refusal to ask or grant quarter whe

the fighting was on ; but the way in which these

requests were treated before, and the wonderful

manner in which the opposing troops fratermzed

after, the capitulation, showed that the respect

for personal courage on both sides outweighed

all other considerations.

I, -B il i '
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CHAPTER XXVII
The explosion of the mines under the Wert Urhlung fort, andthe practical annih.lation of the garrison-The capture o the

andX ;
""P"'"""' •" ''^'^ b-''-" f-t-The piercing o^ the enceimcand the capture of a portion of the ridge in rear-The last fight ofthe s.ege on Wantai HiU-The occupation of the heights afYa-

tn.^T^\°^'' °^ ^'""''"^ ^*°«^^' »° surrender-The destruc-

!r.?,.il ? '? '^"'^P' '" ^^^ •^"^"'•' •^nd th«^ burning of theregimental colours-The escape of the torpedo destroyers to Chefoo.

The Japanese plans with regard to the enemy's
line of defence east of the city had now progressed
to such an extent that only one guarding fort
remained to be captured upon the section of the
line from the big East Keekwan Hill westward.
At two points the sapping trenches of the ho-
siegmg army were within a few yards of the en-
ceinte to the ridge in rear where the main battery
positions were located, on the higher slope, of
Hachimakiyama entrenched hill, and in rear of tut-
tast Panlung fort. At both points the Chinese
Wall had been mined in order to make breaches
at the proper r.oment to admit assaulting parties.
Simultaneously with the capture of the last guard-
ing fort, the plan involved the piercing of the
enceinte at these two points, and an assault in
torce with the object of either carrving the ridgem rear, or obtaining a foothold upon it. It did
not foUow, by any means, that the plan would
succeed

;
and even if a foothold was gained, that

aid not mean the immediate capture of the ridge.

423
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During the attack in August, and again at th<

last general assault, the enceinte had been sue

cessfully pierced, but the assaulters had beei

quite unable to gain even a foothold upon th

heights in rear. Up till this time the defenc

had been well maintained, though it had visibl

weakened since the capture of 203 Metre Hi

and the death of General Kondrachenko. Stil

there was absolutely nothing to indicate that th

end was near. And yet it was not only nea

but actually at hand, for the day after the Wei

Urhlung fort had been blown up and its garri-t

partly annihilated and partly taken prisoner

General Stoessel made his offer to surrender.

The task of mining the West Urhlung fo

had been an exceedingly difficult one. Two mai

shafts were started from the moat under the norl

walls, but they had not gone far before it becan

evident that the enemy was countermining. Tin

and time again the direction of the shafts hi

to be altered to avoid coming in contact wi

the tunnels of the garrison. The work was final

completed on the afternoon of the 30th ai

the mines duly placed. It was announced th

the explosioi:s would take place the foUowii

morning at ten o'clock. Two assaulting colum

of one battaUon each from the troops of the fii

division were to be in readiness to attack ii

mediately after the explosions. Punctually to t

minute the mines were fired one after anotl

with an interval of a few seconds. There was

repetition of the scenes which had attended t

blowing up of the other forts. The same hn

column of black smoke and earth rose up towai

the heavens, filled with the same terrible erupti
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SIECIE AND FALL OF PORT AUTIH R
of debris. Before the pall of smoke had even
begun to roll away, there was another roaring
detonation apparently from the very centre of
the fort. This explosion had certainly not been
on the programme, and it was too far from the
north wall to be caused by a Japanese mine.
Atterwards it was learned that the shock of the
first explosions had been communicated to the
magazines, which had thus been set off. The
men of one assaulting column swarmed up the
north parapets and disappeared in the interior
apparently unopposed, except for a heavy shell
hre from the Chair Hill forts across the gorge
of the Shuishi Valley. The second column made
Its way to the gorge in rear of the fort. But all
the precautions taken were quite needless there
was no garrison left to fight. Two hundred and
fifty of them had been killed and buried in the
debris of the awful double explosion, and the
remainder, one hundred and fifty-six rank and file
\vi'\ three officers, had been entombed in the
rumed concrete casemates. When the Japanese
troops swarmed into the fort they put a white
flag through one of the loopholes in the case-
mates and surrendered. Sappers were brought
up, and by means of dynamite an opening was
made in their prison, through which the scanty
lemnant of a garrison of four hundred officers
and men were marched out in twos and threes
and taken prisoners of war to the Japanese lines.
^Not a man of the garrison escaped. The fort
was a terrible sight. Nothing was left intact
^Hms were smashed to splinters, and heavy con-
crete was rent into a thousand fragments. A
pile of rums only stood where the fort had been
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and underneath were the remains of two hundred

^heLfoT thetua"di:;g forts being thus taUen

praJucally without a fight, the --"^''"^ "^^
advanced from the gorge in rear =>"<' »";3~

the supporting fort of West Urhlung, which lay

M^'south'of the captured fort upon the ex

treme western end of the ridge in rear of the Une

ofTuardlng forts and the Chinese Wall, and whic

a fhat poTnt is about the same height as the forthill

upon which the West Urhlung ^ort was located

Though Uttle progress was made m this advance

the t'roops of the ninth division upon ^he re-

slopes of Hachimakiyama entrenched hill, next eas

n ?he 1 ne from the East Urhlung fort and tho.

n the advance trenches close to the Chinese Wal

n rear of the East Panlung fort, succeeded b.

explodng mines under the Chinese Wal in njakm

breaches at both points about six o'clock m tb

evening through which assaulting parties manage

rS their'way and establish a firm»
ThP enceinte at these two points had been piera

luring rleneral assault of the 26th of Novembe

but upon 'that occasion the enemy had masse

reserves and machine guns
^^<>\^)l'f%

rear and had forced the assaulters to retire, n

time though the troops holding the Chinese \

ought to the very last, no determined effort ^^

made by the Russians to resist the advance t

wards the crest of the ridge. Slowly the garn.

behind the Chinese Wall in the section betvN

the two points where breaches had been rn

were forced to retire, and the dawn of New Va
42O
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SIEGE AND FALL OF POUT ARTHUR
day saw the Japanese in possession of the " H "
and New Panlung battery positions, and the
entire crest of the ridge from Wantai, west toa point close to the supporting fort of West Urh-lung at Its western extremity. This was a wholly
unexpected result from the night's fighting, andm order that they should not be robbed of to
fruits of their efforts this time, the troops of the
besieging army worked with almost superhuman
energy to so entrench themselves upon the captured
heights that they could not be dislodged by any
counter-attack made by the enemy ^ ^ ^

fh/ «T^^f ^/.^^^ '""'"'' ^^h^^h had attended
the efforts of their comrades-in-arms in gaining
a foothold inside the enemy's hue of defence east
of the city, the troops of the first and seventh
divisions in front of the Ya-hu-thwei position
upon the west flank, furiously attacked the enemy
upon the heights at that point about eight o'clockon New Year s morning, under cover of a heavy
bombardment from the field artillery, which had
been pushed forward to within easy range The
garrison fought well, but the defence lacked 'deter-
mination, and was more or less half-hearted.By two o clock in the afternoon the position had
been captured, and the way opened to an advance
towards the outskirts of the New Town The
capture of the Ya-hu-thwei position, in addition
to opening the way for an advance towards the
city, also broke the Russian line of communi-
cations between the Tiger's Tail and Lao-tieh-
.han groups of forts and those upon the Chairw Is. It also enabled the Japanese to control
he approaches from both these groups of forts

to the city. Without in
^ ^-
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SIECiE AND FAU. OF POUT AnTHDR

attack could have been
-J^f ."^^"^ ^'^l^^^^^^

;r,cr trnons been reinforced as tney luigu'-

bin an? had the garrison -' been -nvnced

that the whole game was pract:cally over

Two strong assaulting columns, one from th.

„i„rand tli other l.m the eleventh d,v,s,o,

rv,a^ ed for attack about the base oi

filht was a splendid one to see, for from the t m<

fhe advance began the assaulters were m plan

Iwfn the?r dark uniforms and ghttermg Vayonet

Ss ^e':w^d Slowly upwards in t.e direc

rthi^rrexxrterxjact.^^^^
volclno from the bursting <><

.

^^P^e ^nd h^'^

shells. Many wonderful ^^gMs 'h. siege
1

afforded but this last scene m the last act oi

rlama was mo« fascinating han^ th,,

::^fha^^'d.^rrn^'ai'^"orrre:ch that lof,

"-
? a^f rtafLTp-tTrtLr

sequent attack. wa
always, from t^

S:t^dro"t^^ege,}ernedt|mo„„n



SIFXJE AXn FAIJ. OF PORT ARTHUR
.yes upon the fatal crest which had cost so much
because its capture meant so much. Now the
supreme moment had come. Wantai was within
reach. The very manner in which those Japanese
soldiers wornicd their way, inch by inch, towards
the crest, dying as they crawled, told one that
if all other attacks had failed, were almost bound
to fail, this one was just as sure to succeed. Nothing
short of absolute annihilation could have stopped
those men then in their slow upward climb, for
the end, the very last of the awful siege, lay at
the top. And when it did come it was superb,
that end. Only a short twenty yards separated
the top of the nearest column from their goal.
It was about half-past three o'clock, and half
an hour was spent in the exchange of dynamite
grenades. Suddenly a Japanese officer rose from
his crawhng attitude, waved his sword high in
the air, and made straight for the crest. He
\yas followed by twenty or thirty men. W'ith
" Banzais

!
" that could be heard for miles, these

crawling hundreds rose to their feet and went
to the crest like a whirlwind. There was a loud
explosion. The enemy in retiring had fired a
mine under the battery position, but it happened
too soon to do any serious damage. Nor did
It stop the assaulters for a second. Through
the smoke and dust they went, and VV'antai
was theirs at long last. It v a wonderful scene
this last in the drama, for i. eant so much. A
whole army was anxiously watching the progress
of this last attack. Men in hundreds, with drawn,
anxious faces scarcely breathed, lest some awful
disaster should again rob them of the possession
of that hill ; and when the end did come, and the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHMK

flag of the Rising Sun was planted high abo

the topmosi heights of Wantai, cheers went i

from watching thousands in the valley bel(

such as a man hears but once in a lifetime, a

then only if he is fortunate.

Just one hour after Wantai had been w(

a solitary officer ,
eceded by a Cossack orde

bearing a large white flag, rode out froni P

Arthur and approached the Japanese advai

trenches in the gorge of the Shuishi Valley soi

of the village of Shuishi. When about five hund

yards distant, the orderly blew a blast upon

trumpet, and a Japanese officer stepped qmc

from cover and advanced to meet the messer

from the enemy. He carried a sealed letter fi

General Stoessel addressed to General Baron N

in which the commander of the Russian garri

said • " Judging from the general situation wii

the area of fighting, I think that further re;

ance is needless. In order therefore to a^

further loss of life, I ask you to negotiate for

terms of surrender. Should you accept my

posal, you will appoint a commissioner in o

to discuss the terms and process of surrer

and fix a place of meeting between your com

sioner and ours." The Russian messenger

mated the nature of the contents of this letter t(

Japanese officer who had met him, and imn

ately the news was transmitted to Army H

quarters by telephone. General Nogi was at

informed, and a message was telegraphed to 1

apprizing the Emperor of Japan that his ti

had gained the enemy's stronghold at Port Ar

The good news was kept an absolute s

bv the Headquarters Staff until the folic
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SIECJE AND FAIJ. OF POKT ARTlfirR

morning, when the (hvisional commanders and
the army generally were informed of what had
taken place.

Shortly after midnight several heavy explosions
occurred upon the crest of the big East Keekwan
Hill. They were followed by a heavy rifle fire

from the Russian trenches on and about the hill.

The firing lasted for half an hour or more, and then
suddenly ceased. Scouts were sent out from the
Japanese trenches to find out what it all meant.
They returned in a few minutes with the report
that the enemy's trenches had been evacuated.
This proved to be the case. The " Q" battery
position, tbo Chinese Wall in the gorge west of the
East Keekwan Hill, and the trench-Unes upon the
hill itself were all deserted. They were at once
occupied, and further investigation showed that
the enemy had exploded mines under the bat-
tery positions upon the crest of the East Keekwan
Hill and completely wrecl'.ed them. Before retiring,

the Russian soldiers had fired off all the rifle ammuni-
tion they had in their pouches. When morning
dawned the Japanese held the entire ridge from
the crest of the East Keekwan Hill to the western
extremity, with the exception of the supporting
fort of West Urhlung, which was still in the posses-
sion of the enemy.

This New Year's night was a busy one inside
Port Arthur. It had been pretty generally known
for some time previous that General Stoessel was
preparing to surrender. Even the soldiers of the
garrison got to know that such was the intention
through the soldier-servants attached to the house-
hold of the Commander-in-Chief. Though there
were other reasons as well, there can be no doubt
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this report took the heart out o( the J^'I^'n^^^"-';;;^

the mordent it became known among the rank and

ft nn^e Harrison A counril of war was sununoned

bv GenertrSto" sel upon the 29th of December

aL^th East Urhlung fort had been blown up and

captured which was attended by some twenty -two

Savr«ho were presea. was not acqmesccd m

hv a maiority of the offirers present. On the

contrary only three out ol the whole .>un,ber

^wo of them staft officers, support,,! the v,ew of

he Commander-in-Chief, and, if all reports ar

correct many unpleasant thmgs were said before

the meeUng was terminated by general Stocssl

raakSgTe announcement that he would act as he

mTu hi'duty to act, and take full personal respon,,-

bmty for what was done. In an official report t„

the Lar bearing the same date he intimated thai

'he would take measures to prevent carnage mt

streets of Pert Arthur. The capture of the We.

U htng fort, with the annihilation and capture o

^c:i^-;:n"e:x^o- i^^^^^^^^

Ta'c't a1 o'n^e,:^ he^ sent the propos.^ surrender

to General Nogi the foUowmg day. But, accorcimg

: statements made after the surrender tt appca,

Lt no eneral intimation was given, even lo

„f higher officers who had attended the meet.n,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF 1»()UI' AHTIILU
of the council of war a few days previously, until
the letter addressed to General Nogi had been
or was about to be, delivered. Though he liad
full power to act as he did, very many of both
the mihtary and naval officers in Port Arthur
maintained that, not only was a successful resist-
ance made impossible by General Stoessel allowing
It to become known that he intended to surrender
long before he was prepared to take the responsi-
bihty of doing so, but that in acting without first
giving sufficient notice of his inter Mon, he made
It an exceedingly difficult matter co .Jestroy the
warships and fortress artillery so that they could
not be utilized by the successful enemy, and get
the craft which was yet afloat off to a neutral
port. When the Admiral of the fleet learned that a
proposal to surrendei had been made, or was about
to be made immediately, there remained much for
him to do before negotiations were commenced.
The larger warships had all been sunk in the
harbour by the enemy's artillery fire, but they
had still to be destroyed, so that their further
usefulness would be gone. A number of torpedoes
were exploded in the engine-rooms and shaft-
tunnels of the sunken warships, with the object
of making it impossible for the Japanese to raise
and repair them. The gunboat Otvazny was
also torpedoed and sunk in deep water. Five
torpedo craft and the fast yacht, the Arinitoi,
which had formerly been used by Viceroy Alexieff,'
vvith some other smaller craft, left the harbour
under cover of darkness, intending to run the
blockade and make the German port of Kiaochao
on the China coast. The torpedo-boat destroyers
Parastsnv, Stratni, Skory, and Serdity, with the
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yacht Arinitoi, reached the harbour at Chefoo

the following day. pursued by a Japanese cruiser

and four torpedo-boat destroyers. Tho .mall

torpedo boat Retvezan, which belonj^ed to the

battleship of the same name, arrived on the

afternoon of the 3rd of January. All the ves-.cls

were disarmed by the Chinese authorities and

detained.
, ^ ,

There was still another last duty to be per-

formed before the garrison entered upon the ordea.

of surrender. The colours of the various regiments

nearly all of which had been conferred with great

ceremony by the Czar, had to be destroyed so that

they might not fall into the lutnds of the victorious

enemy. During the aead of night in one of he

principal public squares in the New iown, th.

ceremony was performed. A guard of troops

were drawn up, a fire was kindlecx in the centre-

and officers from the various regiments brought

their colours, and after a most impressive rehgtous

service consigned them to the flames.

A pathetic report was sent to the Czar by

General Stoessel, which bore the date January ist

It was taken to Chefoo by the torpedo-boat

destroyers which escaped that
"jf

t. and vv-aj

transmitted from there to Russia. It read :
Nou

there are ten thousand men under arms, and the>

are all ill. Yesterday there was a terrific mnu

:xploL under the' 3rd fort (West Urhlung;

Subsequently the enemy began a general bombard-

ment and a portion of our garrison was annihilated

while' the rest retreated. After bombarding fo-

two hours, the enemy charged the Chinese NUU

The attack was repulsed twice, but finally we je

compelled to give way. and at mght retired tc
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We haveS an th,, ,
"^ *'"'"'>'''' l'^">""-

sympathize vilf'^ur''
'" :"'•-• ''"> "" "^ -<'
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CHAPTER XXVIII

The reply of General Nc.i ^o^l^:Z:Lrit^^rTS^^^
from the Mikado regard.ng he

/^f^^^J, °,,,hur-A trip to the

The formal announcement of the *^" °; ' °'
^^^ig^ioncrs in Plumb-

village of Shuishi
-VfndTgnIc i f

c°a"ation-The effect

tree Cottage to decide and sign term
^^j^ g^^^e in camp

of the good news upon t^e Japane^ troops
^^^^_^,^,, „j

during the night-The JonhiUsJ n^^^^^ -^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ,^,

took place.

SHORTLY ..Iter dawn on the morning of the secoml

da^Tthe n™ year, a Japanese officer, accom-

£s.:^etr::^^-^:£si

to meet "X^^^ia" ous'but bn.

S^l—:tus tone, app-ed of the pro

'named the village of Shmshi as the P^ace,

VlZ^ ihev should become operative at one

:fsoras1rgyrw"itho„t waiting for ratih..U.

At eight o'clock the same^ mormng, General .
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received instructions from His Majesty the Emperor
of Japan to accord all the honours of war to General
Stoessel, as a mark of the Imperial appreciation for
the faithful manner in which he had served his
fatherland.

All these things had happened without anyone
outside the Headquarters Staff knowing anything
about them. Some of the troops in the front lines
may have surmised that the end had arrived, but
the Army generally was still in ignorance. Day-
light of the 2nd came with a strangely oppressive
silence. For the first time in five months the sun
had risen over Port Arthur without being accom-
panied by the sound of artillery and the popping
of rifles. Late the previous afternoon we had seen
Wantai taken

; during the night there had been
the usual complement of sound. But this silence
which came with the dawn, what did it mean ?
It got upon the nerves of those who had lived
for nearly half a year amid the medley of sounds
which day and night had become familiar. Was
this weird, unnatural silence the precursor of some
Russian plan which would end in another tragedy
upon the fatal slopes of Wantai ? Or—strange
that the truth should suggest itself, for no one
expected it—was it the end ? Hurriedly we made
our ways to Headquarters. The staff officer who
had for months acted as press censor made his
appearance. There was no hint to be gathered
from his manner that anything in the nature of
the end had happened. He was absolutely calm
and unruffled, told us what had liappened upon
the extreme west flank the previous afternoon,
gave us all the details regarding the capture of
\Vantai, and then, without even an appearance
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

of exultation, looked over the little group as if to

study the effect his words had, and in an even

tone pronounced the four words, " Port Arthur has

fallen." No one believed him at first. The manner

in which the thing was done was quite too cold-

blooded for we knew what that announcement

meant to every Japanese. But it was true, and

that was the reason for the strange silence which

had been oppressing us. Port Arthur had sur-

rendered, and there was a vi aal suspension ot

hostilities. Could we see General Nogi in order

to offer him our mgratulations ? The officer

would see. Almost immediately the man who had

been responsible for the capture of the great Russian

fortress appeared among us. It was plain he was

striving to hide the great joy and relief the news

had brought to him, but he could not do it. In

appearance even he looked twenty years younger

than he did when we had talked with him the

previous day, for then he fully expected another

month of hard fighting at the least. He receive

our congratulations with quiet dignity ;
and witt

that same kindliness which had always marker

his conduct he turned to the staff officer am

said in Japanese, " Tell them everything." bo

in compliance with the General's orders, we wen

told in detail all that had occurred, and informec

that the Commissioners would meet that day a

noon in the village of Shuishi to decide and sign th'

terms of capitulation.

The great and good news that Port Arthur hai

fallen was only beginning to become known to th

rank and file of the Army when we started troi

Headquarters to make our ways to the village f

Shuishi. where the meeting of the Commissionei
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was to take place. From the crest of the Feng-
hoang-shan range, whicli we had to cross the
whole length of the fortridge east of the city was
visible. We had seen those mounds of earth in
many moods during the siege. Often they had
stood out grim and silent, pregnant with hidden
power and energy. Times without number they
had been subjected to avalanches of bursting shells
which had made their crests seethe and boil like
the craters of active volcanoes. But in all moods
they had seemed to be deserted, and one only
became conscious of the presence in them of thou-
sands of soldiers when the opposing army hurled
Itself against their brown slopes, only to be thrown
back broken and repulsed. Now their terrible
power had ceased to be operative, and upon their
battered slopes and torn crests thousands of sol-
diers strolled idly about. The scene did not look
natural. It appealed to one, in the sense of an
insult to the power and terrible majesty with
which •fose hills were associated that anyone
should dare to desecrate tliein thus. Involun-
tarily we had come to respect their hidden power,
and it seemed that the desecraters must surely
pay the same price that so many thousands had
already paid for refusing to respect that power.
But all that had passed now, and the curious
Japanese soldiers, instead of celebrating the blood-
less victory which had just been won, were wander-
ing over the slopes and crests they had so deter-
minedly tried to reach for so many months. Many
times we had made the trip to Shuishi before, but
always under the cover of the trench-lines, con-
scious all the time that some one of the hundreds
ot shells which A\ere being sent from the enemy's
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

position might suddenly terminate everything, so

far as we were concerned. It was a strange

sensation to feel that we could now walk with

impunity where two days before no man dared

walk or even show himself. We took a short-

cut past the ruined Urhlung redoubt. Every yard

of the ground was strewn with pieces of exploded

shells but the face of the valley at this pomt was

strewn with other things infinitely more pathetic.

Every now and then we came across khaki uniforms

with disintegrating bones protruding from them.

There they were, as they had fallen in the months

of August and .. ptember previous—all that re-

mained of soldie-s who had taken part in attacks

upon the redoubt. The sanitary corps had missed

them in the thousands that had to be gathered.

It was gruesome, of course, but it was part of the

great tragedy. Shuishi had once been a prosperou>

Chinese town, located about a mile from Port

Arthur on the main road just at the entrance to

the gorge between the forthills east and west ot

the city. It had, however, been destroyed bv

the enemy when the investing lines of the Japanese

Army were drawn about the fortress position

Subsequently the blackened walls of its stone

houses had been levelled to the earth by shell

fire and its streets excavated into trench-lmes

Upon the western outskirts there was a smal

Chinese house which seemed to have borne r

charmed life. In the midst of all the destructioi

it had remained intact, the only habitable abod<

in this large town. Latterly the place had be i

used by the Japanese as a field hospital, but i

had been hastily got ready for the meeting of th

Commissioners. The plare w Ued Plumbtre
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SIECiE AND FAI.L OK I'OHT AiniH R

Cottage, after its owner, a filthy old Chinaman
who, the Japanese soldiers averred, had refused
at any time during the siege to leave the abode
of his fathers. When rifle and shell fire had
become too hot for him above ground, he took
refuge in the cellar, and hibernated there until
the storm of lead and iron abated sufficiently for

him to reappear.

It was a little after noon when Major-General
Ijichi, accompanied by several staif officers, rode
through the village of Shuishi towards the ad-
vance lines of the two armies, to receive the Russian
Commissioner. Major-General Reiss, Chief of Staff

to General Stoessel, was his Commissioner, and he
had with him two or three staff officers. The
meeting took place in the space between the two
trench-lines, and the whole cavalcade rode back
to Plumbtree Cottage, over the entrance to the
compound of which someone had pasted a strip

of white paper upon which was written the words
" The way to peace " in Chinese characters. Major-
General Ijichi presented the Russian Commis-
sioner with a document written in English con-
taining the terms of capitulation. All the negotia-
tions were conducted in the same language. The
document provided that the military and naval
forces of Russia in the fortress and the harbour,
as well as volunteers and officials, should become
prisoners of war, and for the handing over of the
fortress and the vessels of the Navy intact. It

stipulated that by noon upon the following day
all garrisons in the Itzeshan, An-tzu-shan, and
other forts and fortifications upon the western
side of the city, should be withdrawn, and the
forts and fortifications handed over to the Japanese
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Armv Any attempt to destroy or fUer existing

^oSions in or about the fortress affc. he -gn-

in« of the terms of capitulation would '"vahda

l^eni Maps should be made showmg the at

-

anRe.nents of the defences, the posit.on of mme.

an/torpedoes and hsts made of th|; -^-.at^

of the naval and military forces, with all details

T. number, nationahty. and avocations of thj

L-combatakt population should be giveri^ Al

arms ammunition, and war material should b^

STin Us present position. MiUtary and nava

officers would be permitted to retain their swoul

and all privately owned articles, and ^^^h offia,

nr^ave a solemn pledge in writing not to tak

farther partt the war would be allowed to retur

to Russia under parole, and each such office

vouid be allowed one soldier orderly who woul

L similarly pledged. The disarmed troops n

eluding the navy and volunteers, were to b

mar h!d out of the city and fortress at tinK

Tnd to places indicated. The officials of t

sanitary and paymasters' departments were t

Tondnue in the' discharge of their duties as lo

as the Japanese Army deemed it necessary
<

ministering and affording sustenance to sick a

Tunded prisoners. A supplementary docun^

provided or the actual taking over of exe

tWng in the fortress and the harbour, for t

as embling, disarming, and removal of the prison-

I also stipulated that all private -dmdua^^>

Port Arthur would be free to pursue their avo

tions, or remove with all their private propei

by roads designated by the Japanese Arm^
^
One hour was allowed the R"^f^^" ^.^^

.ioner to consider the document.. Major-Oenei
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Reiss asked if the terms were absolute The
Japanese Commissioner replied that the\ uore
final, but that he would be glad to hoar any sug-
gestions. In due course the confcrcnre was re-
newed, when the Russian Commissioner mac'r
several proposals. He asked that the soldi.rs
and sailors might be allowed to return to Russia •

that the horses in Port Arthur should not bt'
handed over

; that every officer should be allowed
one orderly

; that the buildings of the Red Cross
Society should remain the property of the Society •

that a telegram might be sent to the Czar asking
permission for the officers to accept parole, and
that a certain amount of personal baggage should
hv permitted each officer. The battleships and
cruisers, he said, had been destroyed, and the
regimental colours had been burned, so that none
of these could be surrendered, (kmoral Ijichi
replied that soldiers and sailors must be treated
as prisoners of war

; that horses must be handed
over; that each officer would be allowed one
orderly; that the buildings of the Red Cross
Society would remain untouched, and that a
telegram would be sent to the Czar, provided
It was written in English

; that officers would be
allowed to take with them personal baggage equal
in amount to that of a Japanese officer of the
same rank.

While these points were under discussion a
message arrived by telephone from General Nogi's
Headquarters, to the effect that a serious fire had
broken out in Port Arthur, and that some de-
serters frc .. the forts had passed beyond the
Russian lines. General Ijichi warmly protested
against such conduct, and threatened to break
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off negotiation, if there was !>">
'""'"".Jir A

at destruction of property m Po t Arthur^ A

Ltter was accordingly despatched to Oeneral

siLssei and assurances received tha "o "r h

incendiarism would occur. At halt-past lour

o^clock he draft of the terms was sig..ed, at^d

messages were des; dched to the two commanders

asS for a formal suspension of hostilities Th

dd gft s then dined together, and at half-past

nine o'clock the copies of the documents in Japanc..

aLd Russian, were signed and exchanged, aufl

Port Arthur passed out of Rus.an control.

Night had faUen when we started on our n

turn f om Shuishi. When the good news ha.

come to^hem first, the troops of the victonou

army acted as if a great burden had been lift.

TrTm them. The dominant note was rehef moi

han exultation. Their curiosity to see and ex

amuie those dust-brown forthills. that had prov..

so hard to tako. kept them occupied until nig i

came Then the' full measure of all this surr.n<U

meant to them began to dawn. /^^\^
bonfires bla/ed in every part of the great can]

and in his quiet, orderly way the Japanese sold.

gave full ve^nt t^ his feeling of relief and gladm.

ft was a wonderful sight that mght ^ron^^
of Feng-hoang-shan. In rear every can p ^^^>

hHzeoi light ; in front the entire fort-hne Ir..

Fast Keekwan to West Urhlung was fnn,.

with fire. Hundreds of bonfires there were

around them Japanese soldiers drank -dk;
Russian soldiers sake, as the pledge of a fr a I

born of mutual respect for each otner s q u

of personal courage. The Russian -Ichc^ t -

he would have been content to hght longer, nv
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unfeignedly glad the whole busintss was over,
and ready to make friends with " the little devils
who had fought so well." The Japanese soldier
was also glad the struggle was over, but iri a deeper
sense, for he could not have been glad had he
been in the Russian soldier's place. While he
was willing to make friends with a brave enemy,
he marvelled that so many soldiers could survive
defeat. Had his army been so beaten, there
would have been few soldiers ruid no officers left,

and those who would have surrendered could'

not have gone back to their homes in Japan.
They were both brave, those soldiers who frater-

ui/ced that night upon the crests of the battered
and broken forthills, but tueir standards were
different—that was all. What the one hail done,
the other dared not do, even if he would.

During the morning of the 2nd, before the
meeting of the Commissioners, Ck'neral Nogi sent
Captain Tsunoda, one of bis staff officers, into
Port Arthur, to call upon General Stoessel, acquaint
him with the wish expressed by the Mikado that
he should be accorded all the honours of war,
and make arrangements for a meeting, which
took place two days after, in Plumbtree Cottage,
in the village of Shuishi. During this visit General
Stoessel talked very frankly. He deeply appreci-

ated the kindness of His Majesty the Emperor
of Japan, especially for permitting himself and
his officers to retain their swords. His lirst

enquiry was as to the whereabouts of General
Kuropatkin. He had received assurances from
him on the 6th of October that Port Arthur would
soon be relieved. About the end of the same
month another message had come from him saying
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SIEGE ANO FAIJ. OF PORT ARTHUR

that he had .nade the att-^M^t and failed. H>s

Chu^ese spies, however, assured him t at Uener

Kuropatki. was close to ^>7\7' ^^
^''„/\u^,

cnnthward When informed of the (kfeat ot im

-a -.en .old tUa. ^^^iX^
then passed tht tape oi u i

^^^^^^

irii,:"' tTs"":; :i .o^TBaUic Aoct to c„„>e

, „ •• SneakiMU about the causes which led

uT o the «i h emphattcally denied that Viceroy

Xl^>adh.n,n.a™u.o.^

the iiKhting capabilities uf the Japanese, rh.

eal ctuse.'in his opinion ^^as the .g-""-' „"

the Russian people on 'hat very sub ect. H

had never wished to remain in Port Arthur, ha.

^veral Umes asked permission to take comma,.X division in the North, but had been refuse

When war began, the fortress of l"".-'

^'fu'
J^t,

in » .hoUv incomplete state, art the JapaniM

Arr^v St have walked in at the time the,

made thefr naval attack in front of the harbou

Tntb^uary, as the garrison at that «- n-ben.

nnlv some two or three thousand. He had al«a>

opposed he plan of General Sakaroff, of bu. din

UP Dalny before the fortifications at Port Art,

were eomoleted, but Sakaroft had died during ll

ge. Uprated highly the pluck and patie.u

of the Japanese soldiers. Their artillery he h

not considered good at first, though he had ^n

recognized its excellence, especially in concentra

fire The shells of the ll-inch howitzers

payed havoc with the defence. From the f,
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those guns arrived the Russi.in il«tViisi\e \v(>rk>

had been hterally pounded to pieces. I'ersoiially

he had served the Czar in three \var>, and had
three times been wounded. He leh lie had duiu

his ihity, and trusted he would now be allowed
to retire to private hfe.

Immediately alter the si^nin^ "f the terms ot

capitulation, a telegram Inmi (ieneral Stoessel, ad-
dressed to the Czar, was forwarded by the Jipanese
authorities. It read :

" I have been lorced to

sign a capitulation concerning the surrender of

Port Arthur. The officers and civil functionaries

are allowed to wear arms and return to Russia
under obligation not to take part in the present

war, but should they refuse to subscribe to the
obligation they are to remain prisoners of war.
I apply to Your Majesty for permission to grant
the obligation demanded." The following day
an answer was received from the Czar in the
terms :

" I allow each officer the privilege reserved
to him, either to return to Russia under obligation

not to take part in the present war, or to share
the destiny of the men. I thank you and the

brave garrison for a brilliant defence."

As previously arranged, the meeting of the

Commanders-in-Chief of the two armies took place

upon the morning of the 5th in the village

of Shuishi. Owing to the difference of an hour
in the official times inside and outside Port Arthur,

General Stoessel, attended by two or three staff

officers, was the first to arrive at the rendezvous.

About a quarter of an hour after, General Nogi
put in an appearance attended by his Chief of

Staff and several "'
officers. The meeting took

place in one of th ., iiall rooms of the cottage,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

which up till a few days previous had been used

Ts the operating room of one of the held hospitals

of the first division of the Japanese Army \Vnen

General Nogi entered the room General Stoessel

at once rose to his feet, and the leaders o. .

rival armies looked into each other s e: ..

the first time. The Commander-in-Chief o-
-

victorious besieging army expressed his P-.s r

at meeting the Commander of the army which

had madf such a brave and gallant defence

Mutual interchange of complimentary reference.

to the fighting qualities of their respective armie^

over the'Russ'ian Commander referred to the grea

loss which had come to General Nogi in the deat

of his two sons. True to the custom of his coun

and his class, General Nogi smilingly lephea

Sat his eldest son had been killed at the bat

of Nanshan and the youngest during he hght k

at 203 Metre Hill. He was glad their death

had been worthy of warriors. Born of a mihtar

family they must have been content with ih

gtous fate that befell them on the battlehelc

At this reply, General Stoessel was obviou.

both amazed and impressed, for he immediatel

replied,
" You are a great man. You t unk notlun

of the greatest loss that can come o a fatl u

but are satisfied at the worthy fate that h.

overtaken your two sons. We can hardly ho

to imitate you." After further conversation

Russian General expressed a desire to pre.ei

General Nogi with one of ^^
^^-'^''l^'^J'll'^l

of the occasion. Though he could not acce

directly owing to the fact that everything tak

fn Port'Arthu'r as spoils of war was the prope

of the Emperor of Japan, General Nogi >a
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that if the horse was handed over to rhn To
Commissioner he would see that th.^

."""'"

properly cared for The In
"'"'^'' ''^'

s-e^hurtatthis-re^:.::;':i.:r^^^

scattered over'he countrv t? '"
v'"

^"'^'^^^^

Porf A.+K ;
country between Nanshan andPort Arthur, and General Nogi offered to havothese remams gathered together and re nte Jedjn one pace, so that a suitable memord m 'ht

to ZITuTr ^'^ V- ^'''' -^^-tion seemt

that th. '? ^'""'^^' ^^'h« ^1^« intimatedthat the remams of General Kondrachenko anseven other officers killed at the same time hadbeen mterred at the foot of Wantai h" Hetnisted this grave might not be disturbed towhich request General Nogi immediately acqu escedAfter an impromptu tiffin had been pa akenof, and the party photographed by thJ of?da^

refuTaT 'of r
7^'^'"^ "^"^^ ^"^^ ^' the

h.Ti fI' ^°^' *^ a^^^Pt his charger

rnn/ .
?.™'^ ^'^^^ht into the compound in

through hi'
""'^'' '"' "^°""^"^^' P-t himrough his paces, in order to demonstrate thatthe horse was worthy of acceptance as a gift from

rellre^rlh''
'"°''"-- ^'

^
'^^ ^--'^ *"-

?af offi
'''P'"'^^' ^"^'*^'--^' a Japanese

aff officer accompanying General Stoes el tonis residence in the city.
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CHAPTER XXIX

I I '.

The real strength o^ the^^Tn^^^^^^
food suppUes taken over by the Japanee^^^^

^^^^^^^^ .urrender?-

its usefulness? and li °°^'7^y."„„.
the eastern fortridge revealed

What a v.sit to the fP^^-J^J^'artd e«^ -fthe n,anner in which

Srof the defender of Port Arthur.

I, was only «'-v1hr^^;fc5^he^«-:rt
officers, detailed und- the term of t

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

of capitulation to take over t
^^^^j.

rrtrfifst^rccu^lwoUa^irw
rrr:afst5r:. the .amson a a - po.t.™

with regard to ammunition and fo ?P

This information was of a sumcien.

nature to absolutely amaze the H-g.a^^^^^

Staff of the Japanese Army G»^^^
^^.^ ^.^r

in his last report to the ^^ar '

were ten thousand ™e"
^-^^iH levious report

and that they were all lU. m a P^
^,

dated the aSth of mcembei, hr^.^ days.^^
^^

the
^-/»f -JV,*;';.: eleven-inch shells, tl

durance of the
<^f^'y ( ammumtio:

impossibihty of reply for the want m
^^^

-serrd^;'d=orj?^



sie(;e and FAfj. OK vunr Awriun
existed inside Port Arthur, except that thev al.ohad information to the effect that the ,a,risnn
vva. suffering from want of food s„pp,i,s, and
hat the soldiers were reduced on that account
to eating horse-liesh and bread n.ad. of a mixture
of coarse grains. It was only when the conuuitu.e.
got to work that t!ie uttet inaccuracy of this picturewas brought to light. It was fouml upon invrsti-
gation that there were over twenty-eight thousand
soldiers and sailors in the garrison capable of
bearing arms, exclusive of volunteers and non-
combatauts, who numbered over four thousand
Ihere were, in addition, some sixteen thousand
sick and wounded in the hospitals. The ammunition
taken oyer amounted to over eighty-two thousand
rounds for big guns, and over two million rounds

u/u' '"'''''^' quantities of both sorts which
had been dumped into the harbour. The food
supphes included over seven hundred tons of flour
over eighty tons of crushed wheat, some forty
tons of meahe meal, over two tons of barlev nearly
seven hundred tons of beans, over sixtv tons of
biscmt, about forty tons of corned bJef about
four hundred tons of salt, ov(t twenty tons of
sugar, and over a ton of rice. In addition there
vvere some nineteen hundred horses in fair condition
These were the stores in the militarv and naval'
depots, but in addition there was an enormou-;
amount of food-stuffs in the hands of private
hrms and individuals which had not been requi-
sitioned at all. There was an almost inexhaustible
store of vodka, beer, champagne, and other wines-
too great a store, was the significant comment
ot one of the Russian admirals to whom I spoke
on the subject. But to be fair, it must be admitted
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SIEGE AND FAT.L OF I'ORT ARTHUR

that none of the Russian officers after the fall

even pretended that they had been s^iort of food-

3s On that score all adnntted that there

wa enough for the garrison to eat for months

in the s ores. Tlu o figures, which are taken

from the official records, are sufficient to show

ha^so far as food was concerned, and in a measure

ammunition as well, a garrison nc.rly three times

ariargc as General Stoessel's reports would mdicatc

was capable of bearing arms, could have been

fed and could have fought for months longer.

After the terms of capitulation had been signed

General Balaschoff, the chief of the Red Cross

SocTety and the medical officer of highest rank

in the gamson, who was one of the Comm^^^^n^^rs

sent by General Stoessel to discuss and decide

upon therms of surrender, intimated that there

we?e over twenty thousand sick and wounded

n the hospitals who were without medicines,

bandages or proper food. This statement wa^

•fthe main absolutely correct, except that some

/our thousand of the alleged sick were makngerers

who rose from their beds and walked out Nvith

he garrison when they learned that all the si k

and wounded were to be set free and sent back

?o Russia, instead of being taken as prisoners

of war to Japan and kept there until the war wa.

over There were about sixteen thousand sick

and 'wounded who were suffering, and whose

necessLy wants had to be immediately supplied

by the medical corps of the victorious army.

With over twenty-five thousand trained troops

able to bear arms officered by some thirteen

hundred trained officers, including ten general.

and three admirals, all of whom had been, and
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUI!
could have been, well fed and clothed for months
longer,—short of ammunition, it is true, but with
enough to carry on, at least for a time,—the natural
question is, Why did General Stoesscl surrender ?
The defence of Port Arthur served two purposes
in the Russian cause. Primarily, of course, it

was the naval base. Towards the end the I'lett

had been praciically imprisoned there, but the
defence of Admiral Wiren, who had been i)romoted
from the post of captain of the cruiser Bayan to
be Admiral of the Fleet after the death of Admiral
VVhitgeft, for his inactivity was, that his on'y
hope lay in awaiting the co-operation of the Baltic
Fleet to raise the blockade. To have attempted
to give battle to the superior force of the enemy
would have been, according to his contention,
to have ruined every chance of regaining naval
supremacy. The delay of the Baltic Fleet in

starting from Kusl :i and arriving in Far Eastern
waters, and the destruction of his own warships
after the capture of 203 Metre Hill, removed that
hope, and with it one of the reasons for the defence.
There was, however, another purpose which the
defence of Port Arthur served, of almost equal
importance. The result of the battle of Mukden,
when the Port Arthur army with its worn-out
artillery had been relieved of duty before the
beleaguered city and added to the strength of
the Japanese Armies in the North, shows that the
continuation of the defenee of Port Arthur until

after the battle of Liaoyai.^ robbed the Japanese
of a decisive victory at that time, and compelled
them to remain idle upon the banks of the Shaho
for three months, until General Nogi reinforced
them with his veteran fighters. All this delav
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SIEGE AND FAIJ. OF PORT ARTHUR

helped the enemy, but despite his added strength,

when the battle of Mukden took place. General

Kuropatkin was hopelessly beaten, because of

the presence of the army which had been detained

at Port Arthur when the battle of Liaoyang had

been fought.

The reason given by General Stoessel, that

there were only ten thousand men undc- arms,

and that they were all il). is no good reason for

surrender, for there were over twenty-five thousand

soldiers and sailors in the garrison who were strong

enough and well enough to tramp twenty odd miles

from Port Arthur to \'a-hu-thwei, and from there

to rail head at Chang-ling-tzu. More than that,

they were compelled to live for days in the open

during winter, with snow upon the ground. The

fact is that the vast majority of these men were in

splendid condition, looked well fed, well clothed,

and bore not a trace of the scurvy and other ills

so pathetically dwelt upon by General Stoessel

in his report to the Czar. And these men were

not cowards either, for the story of the fight they

put up during the lifetime of General Kondrachenko,

is enough to make that view impossible. It is

true the sick and wounded were in a deplorable

condition, but that is bound to be the case during

a siege. If the statement made by General Stoessel

in his report, to the effect that the Japanese bom-

barded the hospitals in Port Arthur, is true, it

IS marvellous that they only succeeded m hittmg

one hospital '^dth a single shell, which did not do

any damage to the sick and wounded. The

language of the last report of the Russian Com-

mander-in-Chief indicated that he feared carnage

in the streets if the place was taken by assault,
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
for he stated that he intended taking measures to

prevent such carnage. The step he took, of course,

was surrender. There were some five hun(hed
non-combatants in the city, including women
and children, and among them Madame Stocssel

But it was not essential that any of them should
have been there, for when the siege began, by
instructions from the Mikado, the Japanese offered

to receive all non-combatants and transport them
to a neutral port from Dalny. Besides, hundreds
left after that, and were allowed to do so by the

blockading warships of the Japanese Navy. But
even if the worst had come, and the city had been
taken by assault, there would have been no wholesale

massacre in the streets, as General Stoe^sel seems
to have feared, for the Russian garrison would
not have given the very strong incentive for such

conduct that the Chinese did ten years previous,

by exhibiting the mutilated heads of Japanese
officers and soldiers who had fallen into their hands
impaled upon poles in and about the city. The
Japanese soldisr is certainly a savage when he

fights, so are the best of all soldiers when they

fight well, but he is a generous foe when the heat

of battle is over. It is evident also, from what
took place at the council of war called by himself

and attended by the officers of highest rank in

the garrison only three days before the surrender,

that General Stoessel had not the support of the

majority of his officers in what he did. It seems

that only three out of twenty-two sided with him.

It certainly appears, therefore, that General Stoessel

did the surrendering, and not the garrison which had
put up the splendid previous defence. What his

real reasons were have not yet been made pubhc.
'
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The full measure of the terrible effectiveness

of the explosion of the dynamite mines upon the

guarding forts, and the destruction wrought upon

the battery positions rn the ridge in rear by the

bombardment of the Japanese artillery, could

only be had in walking over and examinmg the

positions after the suspension of hostilities. Upon

the crest of the ridge, the very faulty manner m
which the Russian artillery positions had been

selected and the guns placed became pamfully

evident. From the lofty crest of the highest peak

of Wantai, the weakness of the enemy's Ime of

defence at this its most vulnerable point was

apparent, for one was able to look down into the

very heart of the city beyond, and see every part

of both towns and the harbour. From the village

of Shuishi we climbed the West Urhlung forthill and

examined the huge pile of ruins which had a few

days before been a modern fort defended by a

garrison of some four hundred troops. Under

this heterogeneous mass of shattered concrete,

broken guns, and general debris, were the bodies

of some two hundred and fifty Russian troops. In

rear of the fort were the twisted casemates m which

the survivors of the garrison, some hundred and

sixty officers and men, had been imprisoned by the

force of the explosions, and disentombed by the

Japanese, to become prisoners of war. The East

Urhlung fort presented a similar picture of utter

and complete destruction. From the piles of ruins

caused by the explosions it was quite impossible

to gain even an idea of the shape or interior plans

of either of these two forts. To the ridge m

rear we then made our ways, over slopes torn to

pieces and literally paved with exploded shells and
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fragments, through the terribly battered enceinte
behind the old Chinese Wall. Before us stood
the supporting fort of West Urhlung, standnig
sentinel at the extreme western end of the ridge
and overlooking the gorge of the Shuishi Valley.
It was still garrisoned by Russian soldiers, whom
we could see pacing up and down inside the parapets
with their long greatcoats and fur caps. Yes, we
could visit the fort, the captain of artillery who
had kindly consented to be our guide, affirmed.
The sergeant in charge of the advance line of
Japanese pickets was summoned, and preceded
by him we approached the Russian lines about
the fort. We were ordered to halt, and after vainly
endeavouring to explain to the sentry what we
wished, our friend the Japanese offic- tried to
push past, but he was brought up with a cjuick
turn by the Russian sentry, who immediately
brought dov.n his bayoneted rifle. The Japanese
sergeant looked furious at this affront offered to
his officer, but the Captain laughed, spoke a few
quick words to the sergeant in Japanese, and
turning to us, said, " The soldier was right ; it

was his duty to stop us." Just then a Russian
non-commissioned officer, who had been sent for,

appeared. He spoke English well. Did we wish
to walk over the fort ? That was our desire
we informed him. He would be pleased to take
us round. Then there was a short conversation
between the sentry and his non-commissioned
officer, during which the soldier evidently explained
what had occurred. The Russian sergeant at
once turned to us and said that he was soriy we
had been inconvenienced, but that it had been
entirely his fault. The sentry had orders to allow
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

««. fn nass but to call the sergeant of the

"' r He had unfortunately not been withm
guard. He naa uuiui j

^^^^
call ^vhen we arrived, and the sentry

ui» tr. make as understand tnai ne wi-^u

unable to make as
objection

r: !":!« rr;; bitXTrde. Jc that

lu XitS we to be taken round by a non- -—t.;r..e^ r£=Htaken this particular fort. Ihese were bui
akentnisp

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ he

ih^ Rim^iar sergeant intimated that this tori imu

'n'^t br'apTufed. which indicated the st;bb-,

»""flo^tr;' 'wV:et thenTakeVotlrV

TufS dXcet were ^everty -ranged. A hal<-

. efnrlSuns and two long
^^^^^ ^^^^^^

rtttorroUhf^irvlT,^^^^^^^ot tne gorge oi
Tapanese soldiers

,

still lying scores of bodies ^^ J^P ^ - ^hc

some of the thousand who had fallen Quru b

TaJ made by the column under cornma^ d o

Maior-General Nakamara upon the mght oi

rXof November. It had ^» a. aw ul m^ht

,

the sergeant said, and the garrison n

a good deal irom shell hre but the jap

mfLry had never got up to the fort. Ibcy
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SIECR AND FALL OF PORT AimirR
had .DO far to f^o in the open, and thf s. archlights
showed where they were. Yes, the Japanese were
Kood soldiers, thev did not seem to mind h-uiL'

killed.

After taking leave of the Kussian sergeant, wo
made our way aion;.' tin- ridge from llhohiyaina
to the " H " and ! .w Panlung battery positions.

Ivvery yard of the crest bore evidence of the df-
structiveness of the Japanese artillerv lire. In the
battery positions not a single gun remained un-
broken. Behind the neck between the " 11 " posi-

tion and VVantai Hill there was aj battery oi

ii-inch howitzers. These guns were placed in the
most exposed positions almost upon the crest of

the hill, and had consequently suffered tremendously.
Iwo of them were quite destroyed and the third

iiad its carriage damaged. The first gun had
evidently been hit as it was being loaded, and
practically the wiiole gun detachment had been
killed. Their mangled bodies lay unburied where
ihey had fallen. The scene around this gun was
terrible. A hard climb over loose earth powdered
by the explosion of shells and dynamite grenades

brought us to the crest of Wantai. Two great

b-inch gims, with their long barrels protruding

over the crest, filled up practically the entire space

upon the top. Here was the road to Port Arthur
which the Japanese Army had been endeavouring
for five months to open. Wantai not only meant
Port Arthur, but the position commanded the

ridge east and west. The North Keekwan fort

and the " Q " battery position were simply a

repetition of the scenes of dt^truction we had
already looked at. Upon the crest of the big

Hast Keekwan Hill the scene was simply inde-
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scribable Four heavily charged mines had been

rxpl.^id by the Russians themselves on the rn^ht

^f Kf^w Year's Day under each of the Daueriei>.

The etect of he explosions had been awful. Every-

thing wal completely wrecked. Heavy guns had

been thrown from their mountings and h"ried dow"

the slopes. I^-^i" -%t:rvrsc^"n'ro^
S^hrwasZt the RussL: artillery positions had

EHS^rLe^se^^TK
bt:i!^hi^hhX:u=0Hi

upon the crest-Une. Heavy guns in "^^^V
"^^^^^^^^^^

had been posted in most exposed positions on

'orts or the'summits of hiUs, without a ves^^^^^^^^^^

cover of any sort, and no trouble ^^?^
been a^^^^^^

to prepare alternative positu^ns fo^/^^^/^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The laree number of guns damaged, and artillery

matertafof all kind that littered the ground be-

TweeTthe West Urhlung fort and the
^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^

Hill bore eloquent testimony to the faultiness oi

the Russian dispositions and the accuracy of their

l';potnt's fire.^ This was in strilang contra^Jo

teirTX;" xtfhatmlradmirable L of

Icdents'^^ millet crops, dummy gun

and emplacements, to conceal their bateries and

deceive the enemy. Their losses in both men and

material were consequently small_

Tn some respects the hne fortified by the kus

sians wradmi^rably suited for defence, affording

as k did a c"ar field of fire, good commaiid and

Lelle^t mutual support between the»
forts and battery positions. There were many
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

good observation posts, and the reverse slopes

of the hills formed ideal locations for batteries of

howitzers and mortars. There was, however, one

grave and incurable defect. The line of defence

was near the city, so that magazines, work-

shops " ipply depots, and barracks were under

const shell fire from the Japanese position,

which AS even mc suitable for attack than the

Russian for defence. A line of high hills parallel

to, and about four thousand yards from, the outer

Russian forts, gave excellent faciUties for observa-

tion, and at the same time afforded cover for

ammunition and supply depots; while the reverse

slopes of the hills, and the numerous low foothills

in front, gave suitable artillery positions. More-

over, tne numerous ravines running at right angles

to the Russian line allowed of troops being brought

up under cover with comparatively little labour

close to the points selected for attack, while the

steep banks of a river-bed at the bottom of the valley

separating the hostile xorces permitted of reserves

being massed within easy supporting distance of

their comrades in the advanced trenches. The

question whether, under these conditions, the

citadel was in immediate danger of capture is

extremely doubtful. It was obvious from exam.-

ination that, with the guarding forts from the East

Keekwan Hill to the western extremity of the line

of defence east of the city taken, and the battery

positions upon the crest of the ridge in rear pounded

to pieces, the first line was bound to be pierced

in a short time, no matter how gallant the defence.

A second line was possible, but it had not been

prepared, and in addition was in a large measure

dominated from the first, as were also the city
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

and harbour. On the west side of the city, the

inner line of defence from Ya-hu-thwei to the

Itzeshan fort could have been successfully defended

for a considerable time. Then there were the

Tiger's Tail and Lao-tieh-shan, the Chair Hill, and

the east groups of forts, none of which had ever

been even approached bv the opposing infantry,

and they were all strong, well built and equipped

forts. Had General Stoessel been resolute to the

end these positions were capable of a defence

which could only have been overcome by weeks

of sapping and mining. The fact that no attempt

whatever was made to prepare a ;d provision these

positions for a continuation of the defence, shows

that capitulation had been decided upon some time

before it actually took place.

The transfer of prisoners from Port Arthur

to Ya-hu-thwei was concluded on the morning

of the 7th of January. The soldiers were dis-

armed and mustered upon the large parade ground

on the northern outskirts of the city, and accom-

panied by their officers marched to Ya-hu-thwei.

The first lot of about four thousand marched

from Ya-hu-thwei around the west flank of the

Japanese position to Chang-ling-tzu railway station

on the 6th. Day after day from that time they

kept arriving in four and five thousand lots. Tents

were erected for the officers at Chang-hng-tzn,

but no attempt was made to provide shelters

for the rank and file, probably because there

were some twenty-eight thousand of them. Inre-

wood was served out to them, but they had to

sleep in the open until their turn came to be taken

on to Dalny. The majority of these prisoners I

saw at the end of their long march. They cer-
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tainly did not look like sick men. They had
the appearance of being well fed, anci were cer-
tainly well and warmly clothed. The faces of
many showed the effect of the strain they had
been under for so many months. It took some-
thing Uke ten days after the arrival of the first

lot at Chang-ling-tzu before the whole number
were transported to Dalny. From there the rank
and file were taken to Japan in shiploads, where
they were comfortably quartered in several dis-

tricts. The officers were sent from Dalny to
different ports in Japan as first-class passengers
upon returning transports. General Stoessel, ac-
companied by his family, and a number of the
officers of higher rank among the garrison, left

Port Arthur on the morning of the 12th, and
departed for Dalny about noon. The former
commander of the Russian garrison seemed to
have aged considerably during the seven days
that had intervened since I had seen him last

in the village of Shuishi after the surrender. His
face wore an anxious expression, as if he felt that
the worst of his personal troubles lay before and
not behind him. Madame Stoessel, accompanied
by six orphaned children of officers who had fallen

during the siege, each armed with a doll, and a
number of ladies, most of whom were in mourning,
arrived about the same time in droskys. The
Russian officers were all smartly dressed in new
uniforms, and presented a striking contrast to

the officers of the victorious army who were now
masters of Port Arthur. They did not seem to

feel their humiliating position half as much as

the company officers v/ho had accompanied the

rank and file, and for whom one was compelled
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to feel sorry. There was a profusion of pet dogs.

Almost every officer had one, some two, and

their sole concern seemed to be that they, and

their dogs, should not be left behind. Major-

General Ijichi, the Chief of the Army Head-

quarters Staff, arrived a few minutes before the train

started, and said good-bye to General Stoessel,

who stepped into a covered railway carriage

which had been specially provided for him, and

the train pulled out, having on board the defender

of Port Arthur.
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CHAPTER XXX
The triumphal entry of the victorious army into the captured

city—The condition of Port Arthur—The effect of the Japanese
bombardment—The damage done to the warships—The opinions

expressed by Russian officers regarding the possibiUties of a further

defence—The last days of the siege inside the city—The feast of

the living, and a tribute to the dead.

The formal entry of the Japanese Army into

Port Arthur was not an imposing spectacle. The
rank and file had too long been engaged in the

serious business of taking the place—a business

in which life weighed in the balance—to evince

any deep or enthusiastic interest in such a purely

spectacular performance. At no time could the

Japanese be called barrack-square soldiers. Their

strong point is use, not show. Yet they were

every inch soldiers—these sturdy, brown-faced

veterans who, after so many desperate struggles,

had at last humbled the power of Russia, and

crumbled the defences of her great fortress in

the Far East with their artillery. Before dawn
on the morning of the 13th of January the troops

of the Army began to assemble on the plains north

of Shuishi. General Nogi, with the Headquarters

Staff of the Army, arrived at the outskirts of Port

Arthur about half-past ten o'cbck, and the memor-

able entry into the captured city began. The

route selected was from a point near ii.e W^st

Urhlung fort to the east of Pai-yui-^hp 1 fort,

through the Old Town, along the bai.2 of Pai-
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vui-shan hill, and over the bridge across the river

mouth to the New Town, upon the eastern out-

skirts of which there is a s.nall parade ground.

Here General Nogi and his staff took up their

positions, and the troops defiled past ui column

of rout- Some seven thousand men, includmg

two hundred rank and file from each regiment

and a proportionate number from the cavalry,

artillery, engineers, naval brigade, and every

officer not on duty elsewhere, passed the salutmg

base For two hours or more the procession of

men with long khaki coats and bayoneted rifles over

their shoulders lasted. Though they did not look

well upon parade, the keenest critic would have been

impressed. They were soldiers every man of them,

even if their Unes were not straight and their

distances anything but correct. These were the

men who had taken Port Arthur, and had proven

their worth as soldiers upon many a bloody occasion

And t' flags carried in front of each regiment,

what wealth of tragedy they had seen !
Most

of th. .n were mere rags clinging to bare poles but

those rags were stained with the life-blood o

many heroes. Scarcely cue of them we had not

seen carried up the bullet-swept slopes of the

forthills, and planted ahead of the infantry advance^

Annihilation only could keep those soldiers from

following their flags. The gallant ninth divisix.n

was given the place of honour in the van of thu,

lone procession of tried warnors ;
and rightly so

for they had occupied the centre of the great

fighting line, and had taken the heaviest of the

enemy's blows. At their head rode Genera

Baron Oshima, the embodiment of the Samurai

fighter of Old Japar, the man who assumed com-
•^
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mand of an indiherent division in the army some
years ago in the Kanagawa district of Xortliern
Japan, and taught it to light as he had bt>cn taught
in the old feudal days. And the sturdy, brown-
faced men who followed were not only the soldiers
under his command, they were his children as
well, for he had been their Daimio, and they re-

spected him in a parental sense as much as they
revered him as their General. It is a wonderful
spirit that made this division what it is. These
were not the same soldiers who had gone up the
slopes of the Panlung forts in August, and sought
by downright courage to win Wantai and Port
Arthur without a five months' siege. They were
the brothers of those men who had died in that
desperate attempt, but they were animated by
the same spirit and commanded by the same
General. And their flags, tattered and torn, mere
fringes of gold hanging from a pole, what a wealth
of the romance of war was in every thread of

those fringes ! There was the gallant seventh, with
the flag which had been planted upon the corner
of the trench-wall of the East Panlung fort, black
with the life-blood of a dozen officers. The original

regiment that had done those deeds, and essayed
so bravely to take Wantai in August, were gone.
The regiment had been wiped out; but the new
men were those who completed what their fallen

brothers had so nobly failed to do—they had taken
Wantai, and with it Port Arthur. There was
the first division, led by General Matzamura, the

hero of Nanshan, made up of the sturdy regiments

from the Tokyo districts, which had done ah the

desperate fighting upon the west flank, and in

that terrible gorge of the Shuishi Valley. Their
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flags, too. had 5^en lany a bloody field and vvere

riddled nto ribands by the enemy's bullets,

rhe seventh division, with flags all new and men

Iho had fought their tirst fight upon the s opes o

203 Metre Hill, and fought it well. last catnj

the eleventh division, led by Lieut.-General Same-

ma the man whos.- personal courage 1-d inspired

his roops to capture by assault the ust o the

enernyTguarding forts upon the North Keekwan

HUl There were two regiments in this division

with new flags. The old ones had been los^dunng

the tragic attack made upon the big East Keekwan

Hfll in the assault made tor the Lmperor s sake

on the 30th of October, and with them scores of

brave men who had carried them too far mo

the enemy's lines. They had been honourably

ost but still they had been lost; and the men

who now followed the new flags, one could plainly

see felt that loss. There were also the detach-

ments from the artillery, composed of the bigges

and strongest men in the army. They had f aycd

no unimportant part m the great g-"^«- ^^^^^
required brains, skill, and courage, and these

men had not been found wanting m any oi

?ie requirement.. The naval brigades were like

the sailors of most maritime countries, dare-devil

chaps who would undertake anything and succeed

if human endurance and courage made ^t Possiblt^

These were the men. the kind of men, who defiled

past their General, the man whose personal quali les

Ind soldierly instincts gave him a strong personali y

which enabled him to inspire both officers and

men under his command with the same rugged

„„^3„. ond determination to win which he pos-

^etsed.^ GenerafNogi is a fighter of Old japan.
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No taint of Western civilizing infliunues has

destroyed the spirit ot thr S;umirai in liiiii. \lr

is of the old do\vii:i.i<ht lightiiif; school, who believe

that men must die tu win, and ^urelv die if they fail

to win. He had passed sut< issfully througii an

ordeal which would have unhinged a weaker mind,

but now his reward had come, and he was being

honoured by the splcnditl army he so absolutely

commanded, in the very centre of the captured

Russian stronghold. He had receive<l a summons
from the Kmperor to return to hi> native country

and receive Imperial honours. His re})ly was

characteristic of the man. He had f' e nothing

to merit Imperial hononrs. There wa^ II fighting

to do in the North, and he implored j.. imissiou

to take his army there, and upon new fields tU)

his best to earn the Imperial favour. What

his first service was must be fold m the storv

of the great victory won by the Japanese ii the

battle of Mukden.

For some unexplained reason none of the

correspondents with the Japanese Army were

permitted to enter Port Arthur until the morning

of the day when the army entered. By that

time the garrison had gone and the city swept

and cleared. There remained only some few-

hundred non-combatants, some Russian labourers,

and the sick and wounded in the hospitals. Though

we had lost, throuc;h this restriction, the picture

of what Port Arthur had been immediately after

the surrender, there was still much of interest

to be seen when we did go in upon the morning

of the 13th of January. Many were the ingenious

defences devised by the garrison to prevent tnc

Japanese penetrating to the city through the
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fforge of the Shuishi Valley, which we passed

on our way to the captured city. They seemed

to be so wholly unnecessary with Pai-yui-shan s

huge bulk directly in front crowned with batteries

of artillery, and the An-tzu-shan's and Urhlungs

upon either side of the narrow gorge. But they

were there, endless lines of wire entanglements,

protected trenches, chevaux de frise and troiis

de loups. At the entrance to the Old Town there

was a great wooden gateway at which a Japanese

sentry now stood. An open space guarded by

infantry earthworks intervened between the

gateway and the first narrow streets of the Old

Town The houses all seemed to be deserted, and

a deep ravine on the way towards the dockyards

had been converted into an elaborate systciu

of bomb-proof shelters, to which the inhabitants

of this portion of the town had evidently retired

when the Japanese guns were engaged in bombard-

ing the harbour and various depots in that neighbour-

hood Here there had been considerable damage

done by artillery fire. The closer one got to the

harbour front the greater the damage caused

by shells and fire. The huge hospital of the

Virgin Mary's Association was m this district,

and it had been struck by a shell, for one gable

end of the building was badly damaged. The

storehouses, ammunition magazines, and work-

shoPG along the harbour front had been literally

torn to pieces by shell fire. This was, however

the only district in the two towns which had

suffered to any great extent, and it had suffered

on account of its proximity to the harbour, and

because it lay in the direct line of fire against

tV- buildings upon the docks and the warships
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in the east harbour. Farther to the eastward
the Old Town had not suffered. Crossing the
bridge over the lagoon at the mouth of the river,

it became evident where much big-gun ammunition
and many rifles had gone. Through the shallow
water could be seen both rifles and shells, and we
were told much larger quantities of both had
been dumped into the deeper water from the

docks. The New Town had not suffered much.
Its large buildings of brick and stucco had to be
examined carefully before any evidences of shell

fire could be found. There were, however, terrible

evidences of the effect of Japanese artillery fire^in

the large hospitals in both towns, in the thousands
of wounded brought in from the fortress position.

The harbour presented an impressive sight. The
Russ' in warships had all been sunk. In the

dock lay the mine-laying vessel, the Amur, upon
her beam ends, and destroyed by fire and explosives.

Close to the dock was the battleship Retvezan with
her upper gun decks awash. Strung in a single

Une across the east harbour to the foot of Golden
Hill were the other battleships, the Peresviet,

Poltava, and Pobieda, and the cruisers Bayan
and Pallada. Close inshore, lying upon her beam
end, was the gunboat Gilyak, a total wreck. In

other portions of the harbour and about its entrance

were the gunboats Djijit, Rashoynik, and Sahryack,

and the torpedo destroyers Boeway, Silinuy,

Buditelinuy, Strojewoy, and Ragjashchiy. Besides,

there were a large number of transports and smaller

craft with the tops of their funnels and masts

protruding from the water. The entire harbour

looked what it was, a veritable naval cemetery.

Outside, the battleship Sevastopol lay off the
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

Man-tou-shan promontory in twenty-five fathoms

of water, and the gunboat Otvazny close to the

entrance to the harbour also in deep water. Ihe

Japanese maintain that they will be able to repair

all the warships inside two or three years. They

may but the contention of Admiral Wiren is that

every warship in the harbour had her back broken

by the explosion of torpedoes in the engine-rooms

and shaft-tunnels.

After the march-past of the army we met

several residents of Port Arthur, Germans and

French, who had been left there to look after

the property of large business houses during the

siege We were given the best tiffin we had eaten

for many a day, including fresh meat, good bread,

and all sorts of delicacies, with an abundance

of champagne. All agreed that General Stoesse

had not been the right man, and that he had

done the surrendering against the judgment ot

the best officers in the garrison, though it was

frankly admitted everyone was glad when it did

come except some of the officers and very many

of the troops, who openly charged many things

against General Stoessel after they had marched

into the city from the positions and broken their

rifles and thrown them into the harbour. The

last days before, and the first days after, the

Japanese came i"to the city had been awful.

The rank and file of the garrison, when they came

down from the positions and heard of the surrender,

broke open bonded warehouses and liquor-stores

and drank vodka until the streets were full ot

drunken soldiers. It was this condition of atlairs

that induced General Stoessel to make the request

that the Japanese troops should be sent into the
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city at once in order to preserve order. It was

a wise request at the time, for the troops were

in an ugly mood, but it was not the Russian

labourers whom General Stoessel called thieves

and rascals who were the cause of the trouble,

but the same troops that had fought so well under

command of General Kondrachenko. The most

remarkable thing about the captured city was

the healthy, well-fed appearance of the non-com-

batant population. The tiffin we had just enjoyed

helped to explain it all. There were any quantity

of privately owned stores of provisions in the

place that could be had for a price, and no besieged

city had ever been further away from anything

approaching famine. These statements were in

a large measure corroborated by statements made

regarding the conditions which existed in the

besieged city, by Russian officers whom I met

on board ship returning from Dalny to Japan

a few days later. Though their statements in

many cases conflicted, there was a startling

unanimity of opinion against the conduct of

General Stoessel, on the ground that the position

could have held out longer, and a conviction was

also strongly expressed that it would have held

out much longer if General Kondrachenko had

lived.

Port Arthur had been won, the fortress taken

over, the garrison removed as prisoners of war

to Japan, and the victorious army had made its

formal entry into the city, and returned to its

camps outside. There remained one great cere-

mony which General Nogi determined should take

place before his army travelled North to take on

a new sphere of activity against the enemy. He
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR

desired to give a feast to the officers who had served

so well, and pay a last tribute to those who had

died so bravely. Arrangements were accordingly

made to give a grand banquet to all the officers

of the army in the village of Shuishi, while on

the high-lands to the north an altar was erected,

before which the General and his army were to

pay tribute to those who had fallen during the

siege. The conception of the double event was

in every sense worthy of the man, and it was

carried out as he conceived it. Both these events

were to take place upon the day following the

formal entry into Port Arthur, the memorial

service to the dead at ten o'clock in the morning,

and the feast to the officers immediately after

noon. For days the army service corps had been

busily engaged preparing for an open-air banquet.

A large square of level ground had been enclosed

by a fence made of Chinese mats, with a triumphal

arch at one end to serve as an entrance. Inside

the enclosure were long rows of temporary tables,

with a traverse table at the farther end, while

directly in rear was a small rostrum, and upon

one side of the enclosure was a band-stand. Never

even in its halcyon days had Shuishi village been

so well populated. General Nogi with his staff

officers, accompanied by the Generals of divisions

and brigades of his army, entered this immense

compound buortly after one o'clock, and took

his place at the head of the trave-se table at the

upper end of the enclosure. Insid twenty minutes

all his guests had assembled. It was a wonderful

sight. There must have been at least two thousand

officers present. They came from every division,

these men who had led their commands in so
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many hard-fought fights upon the slopes of the

surrounding forthills, which were now garrisoned

by their soldiers. When the great enclosure was
crowded to overftowing, (ieneral Nogi mounted
the rostrum, and with a huge glass of sake held

high above his head, proposed the health of His
Majesty the Emperor of Japan. The enthusiasm
with which that, the only toast proposed, was
honoured was enough to take one's breath away.
The great gathering of officers seemed to have
suddenly gone mad. Ordinarily they are quiet

men these Japanese officers, but on this occasion

pandemonium reigned supreme, and the strains

of the national anthem played by the band were

lost in a hurricane of " Banzais." About two hours

after, General Nogi took his leave. He tried to

escape without being seen ; but he had not gone

ten steps from the top table towards the entrance

before he was seized and carried out of the enclosure

high above the heads of a score of enthusiastic

officers, amid a universal " Banzai." Long after

the shades of night had fallen the celebration was
kept up with enthr iasm that knew no bounds.

The " Oki Banzai was due these officers who
had fought so long aud so hard, and they had it.

The memorial service to the fallen was one of

the simplest and most impressive sights imaginable.

With that rare conception of the eternal fitness

of things, General Nogi had selected the highest

point on the high-lands north of the village of

Shuishi upon which to erect a simple Shinto altar,

whereon to make h ' offerings in the name of his

army to the departed spirits of those who had
fallen during the many months of the siege. The
selection of the place was ideal, for it commanded
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a wonderful view of the eastern fortridge, from

the East Keekwan Hill to the West Urhlung fort,

the gorge of the Shuishi Valley, and the line of

defence west of Port Arthur, with the lofty crest

of 203 Metre Hill in the distance. An almost

impenetrable veil of mist hung over the valley

and shrouded the crests of the ridges on the morning

of the 14th of January, as we made our way to the

place where the memorial service was to take

place. General Nogi, attended by his staff, was

already there. At first the mist was so heavy that

it was impossible to see more than forty or fifty

yards, but just before the ceremony began the

sun came out and the veil slowly lifted, disclosing

the wonderful spectacle. Upon the top of the

small hillock stood the altar, in the rear the priests.

General Nogi and his staff, with all the foreign

military attaches and correspondents. In the form

of a half-circle, extending from the base of the

hill far out on to the plain, was the victorious

army, drawn up in divisions, brigades, regiments,

and companies, their fixed bayonets ghttering

in the sunlight. It was the first time any of us

had seen the whole army of one hundred and twenty

thousand men thus concentrated in one place.

The panorama was wonderful in the extreme.

Attended by a single staff officer, the man who

had twice captured Port Arthur, in full view of

his victorious army, walked slowly up to the altar,

made most profound obeisance before it, and

then, standing erect, read an invocation to the

spirits of the departed in a voice that could be

heard by a majority of those in the front lines about

the foot of the hill. For hours afterwards the

troops were taken up in companies, while officers
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SIEGE AND FALL OF PORT ARTHUR
and men bowed in solemn obeisance before the
altar erected to the memory of their fallen com-
rades. No religious ceremony could have been
more profoundly impressive, and no temple could
have been more splendidly appropriate. The in-

vocation read by General Nogi was—
" I, Nogi Maresky, Commander-in-Chief of the

Third Imperial Army, celebrate a fete in honour
of those brave officers and men who fell during
the siege, with sake and many offerings.

" F^rom the date of our army's landing in

the Kwantung peninsula, over two hundred and
ten days since, you have gone forward with such
bravery and fought battles with such gallantry

that you have met death from lire and sword.

Others of you have died from sickness and dis-

ease. I wish to tell you that your noble sacrifice

has not been in vain. The troops of the enemy
inside the stronghold of Port Arthur have been
utterly defeated and the fortress has at last sur-

rendered. This glorious victory is due in a large

measure to your indomitable courage and bravery.
" I, Maresky, with many of you, took a solemn

oath to achieve victory or accomplish death.

Surviving the struggle, I have received the waimest
thanks from our Supreme Commander the Em-
peror. It is not meet that I should monopolize

all this glory. With you, the spirits of those

who fought and died to win the great result, I

desire to share the glory. My heart is oppressed

with sadness when I think of all you who have

paid the price of our victory, and whose spirits

are now in the Great Hereafter.
" I have chosen the place for this fete so that

it commands a view of the hills, the valleys, the
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streams, and the forts which were the scenes of

your glorious deaths, and which have been stained

with your Ufe-blood. First of all I have cleared

the ground. Then I have erected this altar upon

which I make my offerings and invoke your spirits,

hoping that you will come, partake of our offer-

ings, and share the glory of our victory over the

enemy."

THE END

PrMtd h MOKKISOV & r.IPK LlMITFD, Edinhitth.
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